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The Bronze Age palace situated on  the Epano Englianos ndge in the southwestern 

Pelopomese, Greece, was discovered in 1939 and systematically excavated from 1952 to 

1966. The excavator of the site, Car1 Blegen, believed that the palace was destroyed by 

fire about 1450 BCE. Preservation of the architecture of the palace is remarkable - the 

Iower courses of many of its walls still stand, some of which still retain colorful kescoes, 

and the majonty of its plaster floors rernain intact. When the excavation results were 

published in 1966 the architecture had not been studied in great detail. Line drawings 

supplemented with a few state plans graphically documented the walls and other built 

structures, and building techniques were briefly sumarized in the text- 

Stone-by-stone measured state plans and elevations of the al1 of the palace's 

extant remains were completed in 1998. This dissertation presents the first 

comprehensive study of the architecture and, in particular, it detaiIs construction 

materials, methods and chronology. Chapter 1 provides the groundwork for the study 

with a review of the onginai excavations, the site and its buildings. It is followed by a 

discussion of previous scholarship on the architecture of the palace. Chapter II examines 

construction materials and Chapter ID discusses foundations and methods of 

construction. The palace preserves the only extant orthostate walls in mainland, 

Mycenaean architecture. The use of half-tirnbering in many of the palace's walls, which 

is thought to be typical of Mycenaean architecture, is brought into question because of 



iii 

the significant lack of evidence for wooden members in the walls at the tirne of the 

palace's destruction. hstead, a new building system that consists of rubbIe in a matrix of 

strong mortar is proposed. Chapter IV outlines the history of masonry at the palace and 

its relationship to Minoan rnasonry. It also presents a chronological framework for the 

architectural development on the hilltop. 
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In the Late Helladic 715 penod the hilltop plateau known as Epano Englianos 

was the setting of a thriving Mycenaean palace - the Palace of Nestor at Pylos [FIG. 11 - as 

it was dubbed by the original discoverer, Car1 Blegen. The palace's archives complex 

stored hundreds of inscribed! clay tablets and its storerooms and magazines housed 

ceramic wares, wine and olive oil. At the heart of the central building lay the brightly 

decorated megaron (rooms 41,s and 6) where the wanar, or king, perhaps oversaw al1 

activity within his kingdom, greeted guests and foreigners, or conferred with his staff [FIG. 

41 - 

But, at the end of L E  IIIB, the palace was destroyed. BIegen presumed that the 

invading Dorians bumed the. palace during their sweep through the southwestern 

Peloponnese and left behind nothing but destruction.' Whatever the force or cause', the 

devastation was complete.' T h e  palace complex lay in a heap of smolderîng rubble, and 

the hilltop was deserted, nevm again to be re-occupied in such a majestic fashion or on 

such a grand scale as it was hn the Late Bronze Age. 

After the disaster, t h e  hilltop attracted little interest. in the GeometrÏc Period a 

small group of squatters set u p  home among the mins, utilizing fragments of standing 

walls and fallen wreckage to build a small house. In the Archaic period another structure 

was built over the palace's debris, perhaps a temple, apparently without howledge of the 

Blegen and Rawson, 1967, p. 32. 
' For a recent discussion on the e n d  of the Mycenaean palace penod and the Bronze Age in Greece, see 
Shelmerdine, 1997, pp. 580-584. 
3 The residents of  the palace seem rto have had ample waming - no human remains were recovered (PNI, p. 
424). 

*. . 
Xll l  
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ruins below. But aside frorn these minor intrusions, the hilkop remained relatively 

deserted and isolated in later times, As a result, the palace's extant architecture is 

remarkably we!l preserved. 

Indeed, the Epano Englianos palace has become a significant source for the study 

of Mycenaean palatial architecture because of its preservation. Most striking is the nearly 

complete floor plan. WelI-built walls, of which some still stand to more than a meter 

high, and plaster floors clearly define the interior arrangement of the roorns and the 

circulation therein. Where walls are missing (and they are few), regular gaps in the 

plaster floors outline their original footprints. Door jamb and threshold blocks mark the 

numerous doorways, of which many once contained pivoted door leafs (shown for 

example in FIG. 121). 

Also remarkable was the abundant and wide ranging variety o f  recovered artifacts 

which helped Blegen to identiQ the functions of many of the palace's rooms. Fresco 

fragments fallen fiom walls and painted floors distinguish important apartments and 

suites. For example, the megaron, with its prominent central position in the Main 

Building, its colorfid fiescoes and its dominating large central hearth surrounded by four 

columns, was no doubt the social, econornic and political heart of this Mycenaean center. 

ELsewhere, hundreds of pots stacked upon each othef and pithoi embedded in clay 

benches (rooms 23 and 24) clearly indicated storage facilities. The concentration of 

Linear B tablets and fragments in the south corner of the Main Building (room 7) pointed 

to an archives or administrative office. 

However, not al1 of the palace's rooms and 

For instance, more than 1000 pots were stacked in room 2 1 

spaces and the changes in its 

alone (PN I, p. 13 1). 



architecture have been satisfactorily interpreted and its design and floor plan continues to 

attract scholarly attention. Most studies apply physical, literary and comparative 

evidence in attempts to assign certain functions to certain rooms or suites of roorns. The 

latest investigation posits a semi-enclosed garden space for courts 42 and 47, a subject 

never before raised regarding Mycenaean palaces.' Less attention has been paid to the 

palace's masonry - the building materials and how they were assembled in various ways 

to produce structural entities - despite the fact that its exceptional preservation makes it 

an excellent and extensive source for such studies. Several factors may have contnbuted 

to this paucity of scholarship. First, the architecture was never documented in great 

detail. Few measured state plans and photographs of architectural details were published. 

Second, since the end of the excavations in 1967, only the Main Building has been visible 

to archaeologists and visitors. The rest lies beneath a blanket of protective backfill which 

conceals al1 that remains below. Thus, for the best preserved Mycenaean palace, there 

unfortunately exists a vast gap between the understanding of the palace's design and the 

knowledge of its physical architecture. 

New archaeological investigations by the Minnesota Arcliaeological Researches 

in the Western Pelopomese ( M A R W )  - Pylos Project (of which the author is a principal 

member) began at Epano Englianos in 1990. MARWP documented the architecture with 

new scaled state plans and elevations and these have done much to illuminate more 

detailed aspects of the site. Further light has been shed on the multiple phases of 

construction apparent in many of the buildings. For instance, there are at least 3, if not 

more, phases of construction in the Main Building. Tt has also become obvious that the 

' Hollister, 1997, p. 416. 
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plan of the palace uiderwent several modifications and each remodeling, repair or 

replacement seems to have been carried out in a different constniction style. 

In this dissertation 1 atternpt to examine and present the architecture of Epano 

Englianos in a way that was not done before - as various building materials assembled 

into several different building systems. Stone was the primary building material and it 

was worked in various ways. Unworked stone was used in rubble masonry. Partially 

worked slabs formed large retaining walls and finely cut blocks created irnpressive 

façades. Sophisticated jointing techniques fastened wood to stone blocks in coursed 

masonry and mortar was strengthened to build stronger rubble walls, Buildings were 

founded on bedrock or strong foundations and water drained away in built channels. Al1 

these practices insured stability and durabi l i~.  

1 also attempt to reconstmct the development of these construction techniques 

throughout the Bronze Age history of the site. In its early phases, perhaps in search of an 

architecture that would adequately express the growing occupation of the hilltop and the 

more complex society brought with it, the builders may have adopted building methods 

and design concepts from their island neighbor to the south. The construction of ashlar 

and orthostate masonry is strikingly similar between Epano Englianos and Minoan Crete. 

But a change occurred at the end of the LH HIA, when the site lost much, if not all, of its 

foreign, architectural influence and fell in line with its fellow Peloponnesian palaces. At 

Epano Englianos, Mycenae and Tiryns, design focused on hilltop or plateau settings, 

prominent rnegara and controlled circulation. Nonetheless, it is clear that at least so far, 

the Epano Englianos architecture stands alone among its contemporaries for its 

development and use of cut stone masonry and the pier-wall building systern which 
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employed a strong mortar. 



THE ORIGINAL EXCAVATIONS AND THE PUBLISHED ACCOUNTS 

In the early spnng of 1939, the late Carl Blegen of the Universis of Cincinnati 

sunk eight exploratory trenches on the Epano Englianos h i l l t~p .~  They were aligned 

northhouth and west/east and strategically placed to avoid the many olive trees which 

then occupied the plateau.' Soundings in Trench One revealed a small cache of Linear B 

tablets and later on in the same season tùrther excavation brought to light plaster floors 

and walls, fresco fi-agments, numerous potsherds, a plaster bench, and a cut Stone column 

base. As Blegen himself wrote, "It was at once obvious that a palatial building occupied 

the hiIl."' 

Regrettably WorId War II put a halt to further exploration and in the following 

surnmers Blegen turned his endeavors to the Anatolian site of Troy. But in 1952, after 

finishing his Trojan investigations, Blegen returned to Epano Englianos and frorn then 

untiI 1966 he systematically excavated what he believed was the palace of the Homeric 

King Nestor. Marion Rawson joined the excavations in 1953 and remained a permanent 

staff member for the rest of the investigations. Rawson CO-authored with Blegen the first 

For biographical sketches of Carl Blegen see: McDonald and Thomas, pp. 197-243 and Fitton, pp. 155- 
165. 
' PNI, figs. 40 1 and 402. 

PNI ,  p. 6.  



published account in 1966.' 

Throughout the excavations, yearly progress reports appeared in the Americarr 

Journal of Arclraeology and kept the archaeological comrnunity abreast of the new 

discoveries. In 1966 the first conclusions were published. In Volume 1, Blegen and 

Rawson admirably presented the surviving remains of the once fully functioning LH I I B  

Mycenaean palace, The extant structures and recovered artifacts are thoroughly 

described in room-by-room, detailed accounts. The line drawings included in Volume I 

depict the stages of excavation, the floor plan of the palace and the various phases of 

constmction. Blegen and Rawson's ultimate site plan depicts the LH IIIB palace 

complex [FIG. 41. The structures showvn in black are the principle buildings: the Main 

Building, Southwestem Building, Northeastem Building and Wine Magazine. The cross- 

hatched walls represent later additions and alterations. With thoughtful insights, based on 

provenance of artifacts, wall and floor decoration and other furnishings, BIegen and 

Rawson offered a glimpse of the occupants and activities housed within the palace. 

Volume II followed in 1969. The author, Mabel Lang, organized, analyzed and 

discussed the thousands of recovered fresco fragments.'' The subject matters depicted 

are beyond the scope of this dissertation, but Lang's provenance studies supplemented 

Blegen and Rawson's interpretations of the palace and the functions of its roorns. Fresco 

fiagrnents were found still attached to walls, fallen from walls, mixed with fallen wall 

matrices and deposited in several plaster dumps scattered about the fkinges of the 

hilltop." Important are Lang's investigations of the dates of the fresco fiagments. The 

9 ~ ~ ~ .  

'O PN 11. 
" PN II, pp. 3-6, 190-220. 



dumped fkagments indicate the existence of a pre-LH LIlB building that was decorated in 

a similar fashion to its successor. When the frescoes were actually painted could not be 

detennined, but Lang essentially dated most of the fragments to within a "century of the 

palace's existence."" Based more on stylistic ctitena than stratigraphical contexts, she 

M e r  guessed that some may have been painter earlier.13 A painted plaster floor in the 

area south of the Wine Magazine dates to the Early Mycenaean Penod and may 

corroborate her guess.lJ 

The last of the seriesI5 so far published is Volume III.'6 The publication compiled 

the results of various explorations and investigations on the Epano Englianos hilltop and 

its immediate surrounding area. It detailed additional soundings beneath and around the 

LH IILB palace, the search for the town associated with the palace (the Lower Town), and 

the supposed circuit wall. Also included are the excavation results of the numerous 

tornbs scattered about the Epano Englianos ridge and the deep valleys to the southwest. 

Together, the three volumes provide a very informative depiction and 

interpretation of a Late Bronze Age Mycenaean palace, albeit almost wholly restricted to 

the LH IIIB penod. They have helped to define Bronze Age Messenia and the 

Peloponnese by adding yet another palace to the roster of Mycenaean administrative 

centers. Thirty four years after the excavations, Volume 1 still remains an important 

architectural source for the palace complex and Volume II stands as the foremost 

reference of Mycenaean fresco painting. 

'' Stratigraphical contexts were not published (PNII, pp. 6-7). 
l 3  For example, the Bull Leaper may have been the earliest (36H105, PNIIy pp. 49-50). 
IJ See Chapter IV below. 
15 Volume N deals with the Linear B tablets and is not yet published. 
I6 PN III. 



Blegen and Rawson left the site in 1969 and since then no new excavations have 

taken place. In 1956, a large protective shed was erected over the Main Building and 

Courts 42 and 47. At the end of the original excavations, a protective layer of backfill 

was spread over the rest of the palace cornplex. Today, al1 that is visible are the walls 

and floors beneath the shed [FIG. 141 and the monumentai southwestem façade of the 

Southwestern Building. Mounds of earth vaguely outline the walls of the Southwestern 

Building, the Wine Magazine and the Northeast Building. For reasons unknown, the 

southern end of the Southwestern Building, the Northeast Gateway and the Belvedere 

Area were never covered; these have been exposed for more than 30 years and as a result 

have deteriorated greatly. Many walls have crumbled and Stones have fallen away both 

as a result of erosion and tourist trafic; their original excavated state is now impossible 

to determine. 

In 1990, the University of Minnesota, under the direction of Professor Frederick 

Cooper and myself, began field work at Epano Englianos. The MARUIP - Pylos Project 

documented with scaled state plans and elevations al1 of the architecture and architectural 

features on the hiIItop." The goal of the project was to cornplement the work of Blegen 

and Rawson because the means to visually interpret both the physical architecture and the 

numerous building stages evident in many of the structures is lacking in the published 

material. Only a few state plans of selected areas and features were drawn during the 

original  excavation^^^ and the published line drawings, while helpful for analyzing space 

and circdation, do not permit a comprehensive study of building materials and methods 

17 Nelson and Cooper, 1992 and 1998; Cooper 1994 and 1996. 



for every structure. A small number of drawings illustrate construction techniques, such 

as the Main Building's northeast façadeI9, but elsewhere uiformation about individual 

walls and details of specific structural features must be gleaned ti-om the room-by-roorn 

descriptions. In this way long walls, which ofien run the entire length of a building, are 

discussed as short fiagrnent~.'~ Building materials and techniques are summarized in a 

smali section of Chapter Three of Volume LZ1 They are also treated as being common 

and typical of Mycenaean architecture, though, in fact, many of the techniques employed 

at the palace are unique to Epano Englianos. 

MARPW worked for nine years at the site and the surnrner season of 1998 was the 

last expedition to field and the state plans, which are included here, were completed 

shortly thereafter. The discussions here and in the succeeding chapters draw fiom the 

new infornation supplied from the plans and elevations by MARNIP and the observations 

and fieldwork by the author. 

The Late Helladic IIJB paIace complex occupies the southwestern edge of a small 

plateau near the southem end of the Epano Englianos ridge. The ridge is one of the many 

18 The Northeast façade of the Main Building: PNI ,  figs. 413-415; Room 27: P N  1, fig. 42 1; Roorns 55,56, 
and 57: PNI. fig. 424; Area 58: PNI .  fig. 425; Area 103: PN 1, fig. 427; and the Wine Magazine, PN r, 
fig. 428. 
l9 P N f ,  figs. 413-415. 
'O For instance, the long comdor flanking the northeast side of the megaron is itseIf flanked on the 
northeast by the long wall running northwest-southest which was built in a single phase of consmiction 
and utiiizes the same construction method throughout. However, the description of this walI is dispersed 
among three rooms: 25 (PNI ,  p. 143),28, (PNI, p. 150), and 35 (p. 166). 
'' PNT, pp. 34-42. 



finger-like projections of land in southwestern Messenia, which spread and reach down 

from the inland hills to the coastal plain surrounding the Bay of Navanno." The plateau 

cornmands a magnificent view overlooking the bay to the south and southeast. Mount 

Aigaleon nses on the northeast and numerous tenaces dotted ~ 4 t h  olive trees cover the 

entire panorama to either side. 

At the center of the palace complex is the chief edifice, the Main Building 

(Rooms 1-58), [FIG. 141 about which cluster several ancillary structures [F~G. q." On its 

southeast side, an H-shaped propylon (1 and 2) serves as the formai entrante. The 

propy1onys plan is strictly symmetrical: column bases stand at either end of its long axis 

with each one positioned between antae on its short axis." The propylon leads into a 

large open-air court (3) with a plaster floor. Beyond this and near the center of the 

buiIding is the large and central megaron - no doubt the architectural focus of the entire 

compIex. It consists of a porch (4), a vestibule (5) and the so-called Throne Room (6)? 

The arrangement of rnegaron, open court and propylon is striking in its formality and 

sureIy represents a clear architectural concept and an organized, and perhaps ~ontrolled'~, 

circulation. Passing through the propylon and into the open court, any visitor would have 

been impressed by the megaron's façade, its two fluted colurnns standing in antis and the 

7 1  
-' The Pylos Regional Archaeological Project (PRAP 1997b) cornpleted recent environmental studies. 
Also see Zannger, 1998. 
" A btkf  description of the LH IIIB palace cornplex is necessary since the following discussion relies on 
the building and area names and roorns numbers set forth b y  Blegen and Rawson in PN 1 and P N I K  
" One anta bIock rernains in siru at the northwest end o f  the northeast walI of room 2. Blegen and Rawson 
reconstmcted the other three antae according to the existing anta and the remains, or lack thereof, of the 
plaster floors in these moms (1,2 and 3) and Area 58 ( P N I ,  pp. 54-55, 6 1). 
'5 No actual throne was discovered at Epano Englianos. 
'6 Blegen and Rawson thought that the plaster pIatforms, t w o  sunk into the plaster fl oor (roorns 1 and 64) 
and the other hvo raised (rooms 4 and 5), were mounted by sentries or doormen (PNI,  pp. 57,68, 74 - 75, 
253). 



colorful fi-escoes adorning its ~ a l 1 s . ~  Ultimately, the path ends in the Throne Room. In 

a similar fashion, the Pelopomesian palaces at Tiryns [FIG. 921" and Mycenae [FIG. 86p are 

organized along this progression - fiom covered entry to open court to impressive 

destination. The sizes of the tfiree throne rooms are comparable and their floors are 

decorated alike. 

To either side of the megaron run long corridors, which is an arrangement very 

similar to the layout of  Mansion I of the Menelaion [FIG. 931. The corridors granted access 

to the vestibule (9, the flanking suites of rooms to the southwest and northeast, and 

magazines 23 and 24. The southwest corridor once led to a series of storage roorns (18- 

21), but in a Iater remodeling phase, it was blocked by two cross walls. These created 

one long room (18) and effectively cut off all access nom court 3 to the storage rooms in 

the corner of the building. The northeast corridor still leads to the nicely finished suite of 

roorns on the northeast flank. With their walls and floors covered in smooth plaster, 

these rooms seem to have functioned, sornewhat oddly, as storage f a ~ i l i t i e s . ~ ~  

In addition to the forma1 sequence of propylon, court and megaron, the nurnerous 

well-built doorways attest to a major concem by the Main Building's former occupants 

for controlling circulation. With the exception of four doonvays3', every point of ingress 

and egress was equipped with a door. For these, al1 that remains now are the threshold 

and jamb blocks and pivot holes cut into the latter [F~G. iarl. Obviously, individual doors 

controlled access into individual rooms, but on a broader scale and in conjunction with 

'7 Only dado courses are certain (PNIII, p. 192). 
'"t Tiryns, the approach consists of two propylaia and two open courts. 
" At Mycenae, the propylon is some distance away from the open court and the whole arrangement is not 
as straight fonvard as that at Epano Englianos and Tiryns. 
'O For roorn 30 see PN 1, p. 152, and for morn 32 (PN 1, p 1%). 



the formal arrangement of prominent rooms, there appears to be a planned circulation 

pattern [FIG. 291. The vestibule of the megaron and the two flanking corridors form a 

principal circulation hub. The southwest - noruleast axis of the vestibule terminates at 

either end with an intersection. At each, access is granted to either the megaron, a long 

comdor or a staircase leading to the upper floor(s). Except for the staircases, opening 

and closing doors could control al1 access points." Indeed, if it were not for the fiescoes 

adorning its walls, the vestibule would appear to have functioned solely as a circulation 

hub. 

At the southem corner of the Main Building and flanking the propylon lies the 

Archives Complex (7 and 8) where the bulk of the Linear B tablets were recovered. 

Northwest of this and forming the southwest side of Court 3 is another two-room suite 

thought by Blegen and Rawson to be a reception room of sorts? On the northeast side of 

the propylon and southeast of Court 3 is a confusing set of rooms which may have been 

the Iower portions o f a  tower (55,56, 57).34 In the east corner is a bathroom (43) and a 

private suite of rooms consisting of a large, lavishly decorated ha11 (46) with a central 

hearth and two smaller rooms (50 and 53) comected by a T- shaped corridor (48 and 49). 

In an earlier phase, the bathroom was associated with a major entrance into the Main 

BuiIding, room 41. The doonvay here still retains a column or pier base and a Stone 

threshold. 

Finally, Courts 42 and 47 abut the northeast façade. These were late additions 

3'  Doonvays 18-20,20-88,2 1-88 and 29-30. 
'' No rernains of door jambs or threshold were found in the wall separating rooms 5 and 13, but a built 
doorway is likely to have been located there according to the uniformity of construction and the strong 
axial syrnmetry of the megaron unit. PNI .  P. 72. 
33 pivr,  p. 105. 



and effectively sealed off ail ingress into the Main Building from the northeast. 

Proposais for the functions for these two spaces range ti-orn private courts for the King 

and Queen of the palace", to perfime manufacturing spaces '' to gardens.17 The first, 

rather romantic view of court life in the Mycenaean world has no supporting 

archaeological evidence, but the other two suggestions may have some merit. The 

features in Court 42 include a terracotta pressure pipe that brought water into the room3' 

and a drain. The floor in Court 47 has holes of varying depth, some of which puncture 

while others only punctate the plaster floor. Five holes aligned in a row running 

southwest/northeast may have been postholes for a light partition ~ a l l . ' ~  The 

arrangement of the other holes reveals no apparent order. The evidence for gardens in 

Mycenaean palaces, or even a Mycenaean affection for nature such as one can detect in 

Minoan fiescoes for instanceJ0, is lacking if nonexistent, but the suggestion is certainly 

tantalking. The juxtaposition of plants and flowers with the finely cut and coursed ashlar 

masonry of the northeast façade of the Main Building would no doubt have been a 

pleasing sight. 

Flanking the Main Building are four ancillary structures. To the north, and 

situated on the edge of the plateau, is a small bvo room structure which served as a wine 

magazine [FIGS. 58 AND sq?' The door, on the north façade, opens into a small anteroom 

(104), which in turn Ieads to a rectangular storage room (105) fiIled with Large pithoi. 

34 PNI? p. 221. 
35 PNï, p. 208, BIegen and Rawson, 1967, p. 20. 
36 Shelmerdine, 1984, pp. 59-62. 
37 HolIister, 1997. 
'' PNI, p. 333. 
l9 PNI, p. 208. 
40 M. Shaw, 1993. 
4 1 PN r, pp. 342-349. 



Some of these vessels line the walls while others nin in two rows down the center of the 

roorn. 

The Northeast Building (92-100) lies off the eastem corner of the Main Building 

[FIG, 541. A double-loaded corridor (95) forrns the central spine of this building and runs its 

entire length. Al1 rooms access the corridor except Room 93, which faces an open, 

plastered court to the southeast. Architecturally, room 93 is perhaps the most elaborate. 

At least one, if not moreJ2, cut limestone risers step up from the plaster court to the 

room's open southeast façade. At the façade, large anta blocks terminate the southwest 

and northeast walls. Positioned in front and outside of the room is a plastered and fresco 

painted Iimestone block partially sunk into the plaster court 92. The limestone block is 

thought to have been an altar and the whole arrangement a shrine areaSJ3 Bkgen and 

Rawson concluded that the Northeast Building was a workshop based on the recovered 

artifactsa and thus the incorporation of a shrine within a building devoted to 

manu facturing has attracted SC ho larly attenti~n.~' 

Near the south corner of the Main Building and separated from it by a plaster 

ramp (59) is Pantry 60. Blegen and Rawson designated the small building a pantry 

because of the quantity of pots recovered fiom within and the orderly arrangement of 

postholes along the inner faces of its four walls. In its present condition, Pantry 60 is a 

single room structure, but in the middle of the east wall's exterior face, another waII, 

represented by only a few Stones, appears to have bonded. Also, the east and West walls 

" Blegen and Rawson suggested 2 or 3 steps leading up to the floor of the roorn (PN 1, p. 304). 
43 PNI, pp. 30 1-302. 
44 m r ,  pp. 303 - 30s. 
'* Lupack 1996, 1997 and 1999. Lupack (1999, pp. 28-29) disagrees with the number of steps and the level 
of the original floor of room 93 proposed by Blegen and Rawson. 



may have continued southwesterly creating a second adjoining room (62), as Blegen and 

Rawson reconstructed. 

Beyond Pantry 60 and fùrther south from the Main Building lies Building X. This 

may have been another tower-like structure similar to the three room suite 55-57 in the 

Main B~ilding."~ The building sits just at the bottom o f  the southern portion of the 

hilltop at the point where the ground level starts to nse steeply towards the plateau. It is 

relatively srnall, about the size of Pantry 60, but built with extrernely thick walls (1 -40 - 

1.70 m.). The disparity between the thickness of the walls and the size of the building 

argues for a solidly built structure such as a tower that may have risen several storeys. 

Building X dates earlier than the LH ILIB structures so far descrïbed, but it was probably, 

at Ieast in part, still in use during the Iast phases of the palace's existence." 

Situated on the southwestern-most edge of the plateau is the Southwestern 

Building (63-81) [FIG. 351. Deep plowing by the former landowner of this area of the 

Epano Englianos ndge leveled most of the walls down to one or two courses, and in some 

places, down to the srnaII foundation or bedding Stones. Fortunately, the massive 

southwestern façade, built of large limestone slabs, was preserved to a height of several 

courses by dense vegetation which once concealed and protected it [FIG. 1271.'~ The focal 

point of the building is an impressive two-room hall consisting of rooms 64 and 65. The 

impressive double colurnned, possibly in antis, façade of  Hall 64 serves as the only 

entrance into the Southwestern Building. Its northwest and northeast walls were 

J6 m I r 1 ,  p. 40, 
47 PNI ,  p. 283, PNïI ï ,  pp. 12-13,4041. 
4S Persona! communication with Blegen's foreman, Dionysios Androutsakis, and observed from the Pylos 
Excavation Archives now housed at the BIegen Library at the University of Cincinnati. Also see PNI,  pl. 
205. 



fiescoed, of which the latter once bore a violent battle scene, In Hall 64, two dooways 

access the remaining rooms. The wider doorway, in the southwestern wall, leads to Hall 

65, which is the largest room in the building. Inside, four column bases remain, though 

six are possible.J9 The other, narrower doonvay in Hall 64's northwest wall grants access 

to the western portion of the building (66 - 81). A stainvay (69), with one step still in 

situ, once led to an upper storey. 

PIaster courts 63 and 88 separate the Main and Southwestern Buildings [FIGS. 38 AND 

401. A srnall structure consisting of rooms 89 and 90 was built between and incorporated 

the northeast façade of the Southwestern Building and southwest façade of the Main 

Building. This dwelling, built in the Geometric Period, reused the fallen debris fi-om the 

LH IILB palace.50 As such its architecture will not be discussed here. 

The Southwestern Building extends southeasterly, but the walls on this side of 

Halls 64 and 65 are difficult to decipher. Blegen and Rawson did not assign nurneric 

designations to this area and, as is evident from the published plan [FIGS.   AND 341, it is filied 

with walls both dating to different periods and built with V ~ ~ O U S  construction techniques 

[FIG. 3 7 ~  Blegen and Rawson did, however, trace the southwestern façade for quite some 

distance. it returns several times before coming to an end at the point where the Main 

Drain cut through it. Blegen and Rawson divided the entire length of the southwestern 

façade into IO sections and date each to LH IIIB period." The vanety of construction 

methods used in this wall, as well as the entire building, suggest several different building 

periods. 

j9 Discussed beIow. 
'O Griebel and Nelson, 1998. 

PNI,  pp- 277-28 1. 



Off the western corner of the Main Building lies room 82. This is a single room 

structure, l q e r  than Pantry 60, with no apparent doorway. Its purpose is unknown, 

though it may have been an ancillary structure serving perhaps a finction similar to the 

Wine Magazine or Pantry 60." 

Behind the Main Building is a small circular structure (87), 3.10 m. in diameter, 

with no obvious fun~tion.~' Southwest of it lie the remains of a small building, whick 

consists of at least three and perhaps four, or more rooms (83-86). The building's 

siightly skewed alignrnent in cornparison to the normal northwest/southeast orientation of 

the palace complex is similar to that of the Wine Magazine and probably reflects a 

respect for the dropping slope of the plateau in this area. Like rooms 89 and 90, roorns 

83 - 87 post date the Bronze Age; their walls rest on a thin layer of soi1 above the LH IIIB 

material and an Archaic Lakonian roof tile is still embedded in the wall separating 84 and 

86? These rooms, therefore, will not be taken into consideration in this study. 

in  addition to the buildings just discussed, hgrnents of walls and buildings lie 

scattered about the site; these were assigned no clear area or roorn numbers by Blegen 

and Rawson. For ease of the discussion, 1 label and describe these now [FIG. q. Blegen 

and Rawson grouped the walls and other features northwest of the Main Building as 

'Exploration of the Stratigraphy Northwest of Main hereafter known as the 

Northwest Area [FIG. 611. Here, a series of grid-like walls and drains run underneath and to 

the northwest of rooms 82, 83-86 and the circular structure 87. The dates of these 

'' PN I, p. 289. 
53 p ~ v r ,  p. 293. 
54 Cooper, 1996. 

" PN III, pp. 43 -47. 



structures range from the Middle to Late Helladic IIIB pe~iods.'~ 

The area between the Wine Magazine and the Northeast Building is designated as 

Area 103 and contains the remains of several walls and structures. Like the walls in the 

Northwest Area, these date to various periods and few seem to have been built in the LH 

IIIB period." However, for sirnplicity 1 prefer to limit Blegen and Rawson's designation 

of Area 103 to only the barracks-like b~ilding.'~ As interpreted by Blegen and Rawson, it 

consists of a single building with four separate chambers, labeled a through d.59 1 

designate Area 106 as the fiagmentary walls and other features just to the south and east 

of the Wine Magazine. 

Finally, retuming to the southwestern portion o f  the hilltop, I identiQ the area 

southeast of Halls 64 and 65, southwest of Pantry 60 and northwest of Building X as the 

Southwest Quadrant [FIG. 371. This area, like the Northwest Area and k e a  106, contains a 

maze of walls from various penods, but with few recognizable structures. One 

outstanding feature is a large gateway mentioned in passing but not discussed by Blegen 

and Rawson?' For the rnost part, only its foundations survive, but there remains a plaster 

ramp, one ashlar tread from the flight of steps and several courses of the ashlar wall 

pierced by the ~tainvay.~' 

As is evident, most building activity occurred on the southwestern portion of the 

plateau, but other Bronze Age structures lay on the fnnges. At the northeastem edge, 

another stairway leads down from the plateau to the small valley that lies between the 

56 PN 111, pp. 43-47; Cooper, 1996. 
*' Cooper, 1994. 
" PN 1, pp. 337-338. 
59 PNr, fig. 427. 
* pivrrr, p. 40. 



plateau and Tholos IV [FIG. 691, A flight of steps, reconstructed with 23 treads, pierces two 

parastades similar to the gateway in the Southwest Qaudrant. An ashlar block lies fallen 

near the northwest parastas, indicating that perhaps the upper portions were ashlar 

masonry, but the lower portions were built of flat fieldstones. Two large flat slabs form a 

broad tread near the midpoint of  the flight and may have been a threshold for an actual 

door or gate. The gateway was built in LH I and went out of use prior to LH IIIB.6' 

The Belvedere Area sits at the southeastern corner of the plateau. Here, a senes 

of trenches revealed a srnall kiln, fiagmentary walls and vestiges of five drains [FIG- 701 .~~  

Blegen and Rawson suggested that the walls and drains are the remains of a small group 

of LH 1 domestic s t r~c tures .~  Ail are built of rubble masonry except wall C, which is 

built in part of ashlar blocks. The Belvedere structures, as well as this general area of the 

hilltop, go out of use at the end of the LH DIA pe15od.~~ 

The so-cailed Aqueduct snakes its away across the hilltop fiom Area 101 to the 

Northeast Gateway and perhaps beyond [FIG. II. For the most part, the Aqueduct consists 

of two parts: a channel, which along its entire length is cut into the marly limestone 

bedrock, and flanking side-walls. The construction of the lining walls is far from 

consistent: in some places, the charnel is bordered on one side, in other places, it is lined 

on both sides, and still in other places, no lining was built at all. Furthermore, in most 

sections, the lining walls are generally built of rubble masonry but one short section 

employs ashlar blocks. The use of cover slabs was also inconsistent; some sections were 

61 NeIson and Cooper, 1998. 
6' PN 1.1, pp. 6-7. 
" Labeled L, G, A-B, W and the undesignated stretch of stones just to the ivest of wall J in PNIi ï ,  fig. 307. 
PN III, pp. 20-23. 
6j  pivrrr, pp. 20-23. 



covered, but others seem to have remained open. 

Lastly, just outside of the Southwestern Building on the dope is the Lower Town, 

which stretches southwestward down the terraced hillside. Blegen and Rawson sank five 

trenches in this area and uncovered many walls and floors [FIG 77~? Most of the walls are 

built of  rubble, but some employ cut stone masonry interspersed arnong the rubble. No 

complete structure was excavated, so no definite plan of individual houses has been made 

nor has the layout of the town itself been ascertained. The size of the t o m  is also 

unknown, but recent survey work has gone a long way to define the extent of occupation. 

The settled area surrounding the Epano Englianos plateau, including the Lower Town, 

increased steadily fiom the Middle Helladic period, at 5.5 hectares, to the LH ILLB period, 

at a minimally estimated 12.4  hectare^.^' From PRAP's published plans, habitation 

concentrated on the western side of the plateau in the LH IIIB period? 

Though Blegen and Rawson explored a good portion of the hilltop, some areas 

with known remains were not excavated. Perhaps most sorely missing from the 

archaeological record is further excavation of the Lower Town, but other areas include 

those northwest of room 81, just northwest of room 27 and some exposed remains just 

below the upper, modern parking lot. 

65 PN HI, p. 23. 
66 PN III, pp. 47-68. 
67 PRAP 1997a, pp. 427-430. 
PRAP 1997a, figure 12, p. 429. 



CHAPTER 1: THE PALACE AT EPANO ENGLIAYOS 

ARCHITECTURAL STUDIES OF THE PALACE 

For the best preserved Mycenaean palace, its architectural and constructional 

details have received little scholarly attention. Of course the lack of complete and 

extensive state plans and stratigraphy of the site does not facilitate such study. Without 

state plans, it is difficult to compare and examine the vanous construction methods and 

their distinct features. Two other factors have hampered M e r  investigations as well. 

First, other palace sites were excavated near the tuni of the century and early in the 1900s 

and detailed architectural drawings, particularly state plans, of these buildings are few. 

The drawings that did reach publication emphasize the artistic nature of  drawing 

(reminiscent of 1 sth century AD engraving) rather than present detailed information of 

the material discovered." By cornparison to previous excavators, Blegen and Rawson 

went a long way in publishing details, especially in comprehensible graphic form. But as 

mentioned above, the figures of Volumes 1 and III highlight plans of individual buildings 

and the Iayout of the palace complex rather than specific details. So, it is difficult to 

make cornparisons between the building materials and methods of Epano Englianos and 

its contemporarïes. 

Second, Mycenaean palatial architecture is ofien compared to, and considered 

derivative from, Minoan architecture. In his discussion of Mycenaean palatial 

construction, A.W. Lawrence concludes with, "The hall [megaron] and hearth forrn the 

only unmistakably mainland features.. .; several elements could have been denved from 

69 For instance, see Plans A-G in Schliemann, 1 880. 



either mainland or Cretan practice, but everything else is Minoan by  rig gin."^^ More 

recently and more specificaIIy, Dickinson comrnents, "The clearest picturr of a palace is 

given by Pylos, which shows how much of the Minoan architectural tndition was 

continued in this different setting."" The plan of the palace, particulzrly the megaron, 

according to them, and without a doubt, is tmly HeIladicZ but aside from some rninor 

detaiW3, the construction methods and the materials they incorporate are considered 

Minoan. 

Thus, these three factors (lack of published architectural details, lack of suitable 

published graphic cornparanda, and the propensity towards Minoan rather than mainland 

architectural heritage) combine to create a general paucity of architectural studies of 

Mycenaean palaces. Until very recently, few compendium studies of Mycenaean 

architecture were undertaken. In a brief article James Walter Graham surveyed 

Mycenaean architecture and addressed particular aspects such as Cyclopean masonry, 

megara and tholoi." Graham's article appeared in 1960 and coincided with the new 

architectural material coming fiom the Epano Englianos excavations and, as to be 

expected, he included this in his discussion. Similarly, Ernily Vermeule's Greece in the 

Bronze Age also benefited Erom Blegen and Rawson's discoveries. The palace's well 

preserved plan contributed immensely to her eloquent discussion of  'Life in a Mycenaean 

Palace."' Robertson, Lawrence and Dinsmoor a11 provided chapters on Bronze Age 

architecture as prefaces to their much larger surveys of Greek architecture, and Dickinson 

70 Lawrence, 1983, p. 89. 
7' Dickinson, 1994, p. 155. 
" Barber, 1992, p. 22; Kilian, 1985. 
') For instance, Blegen (1965, p. 125) noted that plaster column rings are nonexistent in Minoan 
architecture. Dickinson, 1994, p. 156. 



included a brief outline on the subject in his general study of the Bronze Age Aegeax~.'~ 

However, like Graham and Vermeule, they concentrated on building types, their history 

and development across the Aegean, and plan features. Rarely did they examine 

constructional details." 

In 1996 Michael Kupper published his dissertation, Mykenisclze Architektur: 

Material, Bearbeitzmgstechnik, Kons~kt io t s  und Erschein tîngsbild. Qui te unlike 

those that preceded him, Küpper compiled and studied architectural details and addressed 

the whole building process including the materials, the tools used to work them and the 

possible construction techniques empIoyed. One of his main interests is the method by 

which the Mycenaeans cut very hard conglomerate Stones, such as the anta blocks of the 

Tiryns palace. Of great help to his discussion and of even greater benefit to the study of 

Mycenaean architecture are the many scaled state drawings and photographs he collected 

of V ~ ~ O U S  Mycenaean structures. 

Küpper's work significantly augments the pnor surveys, providing the much- 

needed details to forrn a more complete picture of Mycenaean architecture. He compiled 

building systems for specialized building tasks (e.g. ramps, bridges and drains), and 

surveyed some of the more usual forms of wall construction (e-g. Cyclopean and half- 

timbering). He included some architectural details of the Epano Englianos palace, 

notably the dowel holes sunk into ashlar blocks and the wooden members used in various 

construction methods. But rnuch is still missing, partidarly analyses which examine 

74 Graham, 1960. 
75 Vermeule, 1964. 
76 Robertson, 1943; Dinsmoor, 1975; Lawrence and Tomlison. 1983; Dickinson, 1994- 

One exception is tholoi: Graham, 1960, pp. 48-50; Vemeule, 1964, pp. 120-125; Dinsmoor, 1975, pp. 
28-34. 



wall building systems - their individual components and the method by which they were 

assernbled. 

Prior to the work conducted by &54RWP, the main areas of research on the 

architecture of the palace at Epano Englianos were: 1) studies concerning the palace's 

design, its ongins and changes made to its design and; 2) studies of buiIding matenals 

and methods. By far, the former has drawn more attention than the latter. Yet, neither 

are mutually exclusive. Remodeling and alterations made to the palace's pIan identified 

by researchers of the palace's design ofien coincide with changes in construction 

technique and, these to a certain extant, provide dues to the history of the building. The 

following discussion sumrnarizes the curent  state of research on the architecture of the 

palace as a prologue to the more detailed study in Chapters II and III. 

Construction 

Blegen provided the rnost extensive examination of the palace's architecture. His 

first detailed discussion, published in a short article in 1965, outlined the constructional 

use of W O O ~ . ~ '  Wood use in architecture was a Mycenaean building practice known prior 

to the palace's discovery, but the well-presewed remains allowed Blegen to observe more 

of its details. Left behind in the walls and Aoors were molds of the original wooden 

mernbers that had either burned or rotted away [FIG. 961. In sorne places, wood grain can 

still be seen in the wall rnatri~.'~ Rubble walls with timber re-enforcement were comrnon 

'' Btegen, 1965- 
79 For instance, in the mud rnatrix of the wall above the ashlar blocks of the southeast wall of Court 3. 



in Mycenaean architecture, but Blegen pointed out that at the palace the timbers were set 

in a very systematic and consistent fa~hion.'~ Ln the Main Building alone, nearly 70% of 

the walls were built with this type of construction. The best examples are the megaron 

walls: vertical timbers appear to have stood approximately every 0-80 - 1.00 meters 

along the course of the wall and were tied together with horizontal beams [FIG. 101. These 

both crossed the width of the wall (chase members) and ran along both faces (face 

beams). Altogether, the system o f  beams formed a 3-dimensional wooden grid in which 

t-ubble and mud were packed. Blegen called this building rnethod Xylodesia (the modem 

Greek 

Blegen aIso identified the wooden members used in coursed ashlar rna~onry.~' in 

this method of construction, the exterior wall face was built of coursed ashlar blocks and 

backed by an interior or inner face of rubble [FIG. 1091. The wall was finished with a coat 

of plaster applied to the rubble face. At the palace, the inner backing is the Xylodesia 

wall system. As indicated by dowel holes and slot cuttings on the upper bedding joints of 

some blocks, horizontal wooden beams were inserted between sorne ashlar courses, for 

instance on top of the second course of ashlar in the northeast o f  the Main Building [FIG. 

i o q .  W e r e  appropriate they probably served as lintels and siIIs for windowsg3, but dowel 

holes in the façade wall just mentioned indicate that horizontal beams ran the entire 

length of the wall and even returned at antae and wall setbackse8" A continuous course of 

horizontal beams goes well beyond the simple function of spanning openings and 

'O BIegen 1965, p. 120. 
8 1 BIegen 1965, p. 11 8. Blegen and Ratvson refer to ,&iodesia as the 'Mycenaean Style' of  construction in 
PN 1. 
sz Blegen, 1965, p. 120-12 1. 

Blegen, 1965, pp. 120-12 1. 



probably indicates another or supplemental function, Blegen preferred a more 

encompassing structural purpose, that is, the horizontal bearns tied together the outer 

ashlar face with the imer Xylodesia by means of chase, or transverse, beams which 

spamed the thickness of the ~ a l l . ~ '  This system, as interpreted by Blegen, would have 

increased the structural integrity of the entire wall by preventing the faces fiom 

separating. 

The last use of wood examined by Blegen is for wooden columns. These for the 

most part are now missing, though the numerous columns bases and the imprints in the 

plaster floor encircling them attest to their use [FIG. iiq.86 ?ne palace's presewed floors 

clearly illuminate column construction phases: the Stone base was laid and leveled first; 

secondly, the column was positioned on the base and set upright; and thirdly, the plaster 

floor was laid. The plaster concealed the edges of the underlying base and a small 

portion of the colurnn's foot. Later, probably because of wear and tear, successive layers 

of plaster were laid down for repair or remodeling and as a result, more of the colurnns' 

foot was covered- What can be seen today are the upper surfaces of the bases, multiple 

layers of plaster floor and the distinct impression of column flutes in the plaster [FIG. iiq. 

The coiurnns in the propylon [FIG.~~],  stoa 44 [FIG. i7] and the porch of the megaron (4) [FIG. 

iq were surrounded by an extra ring of plaster at their feet and these too were built up in 

successive Iayers, most likely at the same tirne when a new floor was set in. Blegen 

thought of the plaster rings as decorative, though they could have served the more 

Wright, 1978, pp. 137-139, fig. 204; Wright, 1984, pp. 26-27, supra. 4, p. 27, fig. 9; Küpper, 1996, pp. 
80-84, plates 16, 17, 19 and 2 1. 

Blegen, 1965, p. 12 1. 
86 One burned andlor carbonized column fragment was found in situ (PN 1, fig. 46). 



practical fùnction of water-proofing the foot of the column.8' 

In Volume 1, wbich appeared one year after Blegen's short article, he and Marian 

Rawson devoted a portion of one chapter to the discussion of building materials and 

meth~ds. '~ Though brief and focused mainly on materials, it is the primary source of 

reference for the palace's architecture. For wall construction, the builders used locally 

available limestone (of various degrees of hardness and both worked and unworked), 

mudbrick and wood in a variety of wall construction methods: rubble, stone socle with 

mudbrick superstructure, mudbrick, ashlar masonry and XyZodesia In the Main Building, 

coursed ashlar masonry seems to have been reserved for exterior walls with the only 

extant evidence being the northeast façade. Nonetheless they concluded fYom fallen 

ashlar blocks and the location of robbed out walls represented by regular gaps in the 

plaster floor, that the other thrce walls were also constructed in the same style.89 Interior 

walls were built in Xylodesia except for the rubble walls in the western corner of the 

building (rooms 15-21). The Southwestern Building is perhaps the most eclectic in tems 

of construction methods. Four systems were used: ashlar masonry; heavy construction 

consisting of large limestone slabs set in rough courses with srnall stones filling the 

interstices [FIG. 12q (hereafter, limestone-slab construction); Xylodesia; and rubble 

masonry. The Northeast Building was built in a style with Early Helladic roots: a rubble 

socle with a mudbnck superstructure. The Wine Magazine too was of the same 

construction. 

Of the many constructional details evident at the palace, doonvay construction 

" PN 1, p. 125, supra. 24. 
" Titled 'Buildings and Building Materials', PN 1, pp. 35-42. 
89 PNI,  pp. 43-47. 



was thoroughly documented in Volume 1, Piet de Jong drew the remains of every built 

doorway in the palace complex (three exarnples are illustrated in RGS. i04.105 and  os).^^ 

Many consist of two cut stone door jamb bases and one or two cut stone thresholds (e.g. 

FIG. 121). In some doorways, no thresholds were inserted and in their place the plaster 

floor continued from one room into the next. Most of the doors were double-leaf and the 

drawings show the pivot holes and rabbets cut into the jamb blocks. The rabbeting is 

generally a raised L-shaped cutting in the upper surface of the jamb block. This cutting 

provides a recess for each door leaf when the door was open. de Jong also drew in the 

supposed cross-sections of the upright timbers which formed the actual jambs. 

Complernenting Blegen and Rawson's identification and discussion of Xylodesia 

is Mabel Lang's analysis of the palace's wall decoration in Volume II.'' Ln Chapter Three 

Lang surveyed the fiescoes found in situ and fallen from the walls. She reconstructed 

fiom the fragments collected in Hall 64 the fresco composition for the northeast wall as 

four broad horizontal bands (a dado, two mural and one fneze course) with each one 

separated by a reiatively narrow strip, ca. 0.18 to 0.20 rn thick [FIG. s2]-9Z The narrow strips 

reflect the underlying horizontal wooden beams of Blegen and Rawson7s Xylodesia 

building system. Thus, Lang estimated the doonvay heights to be 2.15 meters high and 

the floor-to-ceiling height to be approximately three meters." Similarly, at Mycenae, the 

lintel of the doonvay Ieading into the southwestern stainvay from the court of the 

rnegaron appears to have rested at a height of 2.53 m. and on the east wall, at 2.56-2.66 

* PN K, figs. 429-484. 
9' PNfI .  
9' PN II, p .  2 14. 
93 PNII, p. 214. 



m." From the ashlar blocks fallen f?om the northeast façade of the Main Building, which 

lay fallen in courses, Blegen and Rawson estirnated the floor-to-floor height at between 

3.25 to 3.50 mm9' For stainvays, Piet de Jong reconstructed a noor-to-floor height at 3.25 

m for the southwest stainvay (14 and 15) and 3.255 m. for the northeast stainvay (36).96 

These reconstructions accord well with Lang's: comparing the floor-to-floor to floor-to- 

ceiling estimates, the thickness of the second floor would range between 0.25 to 0.50 m. 

Aside fkorn Blegen, Rawson and Lang, James Wright too has studied the palace's 

construction details in depth, though only a small portion of them. in his dissertation and 

later in a follow-up article, Wright analyzed a particular method o f  terrace construction 

employed by the Mycenaeans, including the builders of the palace? The southwestern 

façade of the Southwestern Building, built of large limestone slabs (limestone-slab 

construction), served as a massive retaining wall and supported the western corner of the 

building [FIG. 411. Here, the hilltop begins to drap off quite rapidly and it appears that the 

builders chose a heavy form of construction to support the two, or more, storeys above. 

The façade, as Wright observed, is composed of relatively short L-shaped sections, one 

abutting the other in succession starting with Hall 65 [FIG. Thus for example, the 

southwestern and northwestern walls of room 74 form one L-shaped wall which abuts the 

northwest wall o f  Hall 65. The L-shaped wall of room 80 abuts the northwestern wall of 

room 74. The southwestern, northwestern and northeastern walls of room 81 forrn a 

bonded U-shaped wall that abuts the northwestem wali of room 80. 

94 Wright, 1978, p. 140-141. 
95 m r ,  p. 80. 
96 PN I, p. 113 and 168. 
97 Wright, 1978 and 1980. 
98 Wright, 1980, pp. 65-68. 



According to Wright, the L- and U-shaped wall sections served two purposes: 1) 

to compartmentalize the terrace fil1 retained by the walls and; 2) to transfer the Load of the 

upper storeys directly to the bedrock upon which the southwestern façade sitsWw Such a 

system provided a solid and strong foundation for this portion of the building; the 

cornpartmentalization relieved and distributed the retained soi1 pressure and, the founding 

of the walls on bedrock relieved any concern for settling. The systern also easily 

facilitated extension of the structure beyond the natural contours of the hilltop, a process 

that seems to have continued throughout the hiIItop's history.lw In contrast to Wright's 

proposed structural purpose, Blegen and Rawson saw the façade as simple repair work 

which replaced the original ashlar façade.'O1 

Wright's dissertation also examined other Mycenaean building systems, including 

ashlar masonry. For the palace, he noted that the ashlar walls were laid on well built 

foundations - "slabbed footings supported a cut poros euthynteria on which the façade 

rested." 'O2 According to Wright, the foundation for the northeast façade of the Main 

Building consists of hvo components: 1) slab footings and 2) cut poros euthynteria, which 

later he referred to incorrectly as "orthostates." The first course of ashlar is actually the 

euthynteria or Ieveling course, but not an orthostate course. These blocks are not upright 

slabs as one would expect in orthostate construction but they are rectangular blocks with 

nearly square cross- section^.'^' The difference between euthynteria and regular ashlar 

blocks for coursed wall construction is their height. The euthynteria blocks Vary in 

99 Wright, 1980, pp. 61-62. 
'O0 Nelson and Cooper, 1998. 
'O' PN T, p. 278. 
'O' Wright, 1978, p. 144. 



height frorn 0.435 to 0.5 15 m. whereas ashlar blocks are of the sarne height for an 

individual course, though course heights vary.'@' The variation in euthynteria block 

height indicates that the masons attempted and successfuIIy achieved a level upper 

bedding surface upon which the rest of the wall rested. Euthynteria is thus a better term to 

use for the first course of ashlar blocks than orthostates. 

According to Wnght the euthynteria course rests on slab footings. An actual cut 

slab rests under only one block in the northeast façade: the northwestern-most large anta 

block in the façade wall of room 40 [FIG. 1151.'~~ What this socle blocks sits on is 

indeterminable since the plaster floor of court 42 mns flush u p  against it. Everywhere 

eIse along the façade, the leveling course of ashlars rests on a layer of bedding stones laid 

directly on bedrock.lM Photographs of the excavations of the southeast and southwest 

façade do show larger foundation slabs,'07 but these are the remains of socles of oIder 

orthostate waIIs which were reused later. Aside from the one example, bedding stones 

were the preferred (and utilized) foundation for ashlar walls- 

Wright also continued Blegen's study of wood construction and further analyzed 

the existing evidence by pointing out and documenting the use of setting lines for the 

cutting of both beam dots and dowel holes. These were used to secure and fasten 

wooden beams to ashlar courses.log Measuring the extant dowel holes preserved in the 

northeastem façade, particularly their setback distance from the extenor façade, and the 

'O3 Orthostates exist a t  Epano Englianos, however, for instance in the wall beneath the southeast façade of  
room 7. In fact, for Bronze Age mainland architecture these are quite rare (see Chapter III) but they are no 
where to be seen in the northeast façade. 
'OJ PNK, p. 48, table p. 49; Wright, 1978, p. 144. 
'O5 It is also seen in a fragment of an orthostate wall just northeast of the dorementioned anta block. 
106 PN K, p. 48. 
1 O? Unfortunately, the foundations of both o f  these façades are now concealed by reconstructed walfs. 
'O8 Wright, 1978, pp. 137-139, 141- 143. 



setting lines, Wright determined that dowel hole spacing relates to the dimensions of 

specific horizontal b e a ~ n s . ' ~ ~  in other words, the cross-section and length dimensions of 

the wooden rnembers were given or known in advance and the cuttings were then made, 

and not vice versa, as one rnight expect. Such a supposition suggests that wood may have 

been a more valuable resource than stone and that the builders were willing to spend 

more time and energy working a more difficult matenal (Le. stone) than working a softer 

and more easily worked material (Le. wood). 

Combining al1 aspects of Wright's ashlar study, the construction process, at least 

for the northeast façade, can be determined. Though Wright is correct in concept, the 

details need some adjustment; Corn the extant evidence of the northeast façade, an ashlar 

wall consists of a two part foundation (bedding stones and euthynteria course) and 

coursed ashlar masonry with horizontal beams. The beams tied into the tirnber re- 

enforcement of the intenor Xylodesia-constructed face.Il0 In the building process, the 

bedding stones were laid first, and then the euthynteria course. This course was laid so 

that its upper bedding joint was Ievel throughout the entire length of the wall because it 

no doubt provided the benchmark fiom which al1 other measurements were made. Third, 

either regular ashlar coursing was begun or horizontal wooden beams were set in place 

with the aid of guiding lines and cuttings and secured with dowels. In the northeast 

façade, wooden beams could lay either on the euthynteria course (e-g. façade outside 

room 40) or atop the fust course of ash1ar (cg. façade wall of room 33). Once the beam 

was set in place, ashlar coursing continued upwards as is evident by the fallen courses 

log Wright, 1978, pp. 138- 139, fig. 204. 
"O Wright (1978, p. 139) agreed with Blegen and Rawson's assessrnent that the horizontal beams in ashlar 
masonry connected with the intenor timber re-enforcement. 



CHAPTER 1: THE PUCE AT EPANO ENGLI~VOS 

lying outside of rooms 32 and 33,"' 

Palace Design and Design Changes 

Issues of plan, rooms and their functions, circulation and remodeling of the palace 

have generated much interest. Methods of construction and materials are not the primary 

foci of these sîudies, nonetheless some investigators include this material to support their 

various arguments. 

James W. Graham surveyed the architecture of the palace in two short articles.'" 

In perhaps the first ever published compendium on Mycenaean architecture, Graham 

offered an architectural definition of a Mycenaean palace derived fiom an interpretation 

of plan, decorative programs (room fixtures and wall and floor frescoes), artifacts, Linear 

B tablets, and even the poems of Horner. With this supporting material, he identified the 

function of particular rooms or groups of rooms. His second article continued his interest 

with room function, and tuming to the Epano Englianos palace in particular, he found, 

with convincing evidence, a forma1 suite of rooms (64 and 65) that compares 

architecturally with his conjectured Minoan dining rooms."' 

The function of these two rooms is not the focus here, but in his argument he 

raised two potential structural concems for the columnar arrangements in both rooms. 

The first is whether or not to reconstruct six columns in Hall 65 when only four column 

"' Blegen and Rawson counted six fallen courses from the northeast façade, PNI,  p. 50. 
I l 2  Graham, 1960 and 1967, 
I l 3  Graham, 1956, 1960, 196 1, and 1987, pp. 125-128. 



bases are extant. Blegen and Rawson, who remained sornewhat ambivalent about the 

problem, in the final publication held to four colurnns due to a lack of mainland parallels 

for rooms with two rows of three colurnns [FIG. 501."' Graham would rather see six 

columns in Hall 65 based on Minoan palatial parallels for rooms with six symmetrically 

arranged colurnn~."~ As the authors observed, there is no structural necessity for another 

set of columns at the southwestern end of the room.'16 The longest span at the palace is 

6.23 m., rneasured fiom southeast to northwest, over Hall 46 in the Main Building. This 

Iength is nearly a meter longer than the span from the western-most colurnn base to the 

southwest walI in Hall 65. So, the question of structural necessity can be elirninated korn 

the argument. 

As will be seen in Chapter III, the builders of the palace took great care to insure 

that their buildings were well founded, in particular the walls that bore the most load, 

such as exterior walls. This is also true for colurnns and the point loads chat their 

foundations received. In Hall 65, the northern-most column is a single block, cut nearly 

cylindrical, and resting for the most part directly on the underlying bedrock. A few 

Stones were wedged underneath the sides to level the base. The eastem-most column 

base foundation sits directly on bedrock and the two southwestern-most base foundations 

sit on top of an earlier wall which itself rests directly on the bedrock. From the evidence 

surveyed in this room alone, the four existing bases were well founded and each 

transferred their load to the bedrock.'" It would be reasonable to expect that if two other 

colurnns were once erected, their bases would have been founded on either earlier walls 

"' PNI ,  p. 257, Blegen, 1962 and plate 419. 
11s Graham, 1967, pp. 355-356 and fig. 4. 
116 Graham, 1967, pp. 355-356 and fig. 4. 



or bedrock. 

Blegen and Rawson thought that if there was a third set of columns, their 

foundations were removed by erosion after the palace was destroyed at the end of the LH 

LIIB p e r ï ~ d . ~ ~ ~  Years of natural erosion definitely took a toll on the Southwestern 

Building, including Hall 65 which lost most of its original plaster floor. The level of the 

extant plaster floor is 192.37 m ASL, and the elevation of the extant southwestern façade 

of Hall 65 is 190.73 m. ASL."' The elevation drops approximately 1.63 m. meaning that 

when Blegen and Rawson initially uncovered this room, erosion had already taken away 

a significant amount of architecture. But there is no indication that Blegen and Rawson 

completely excavated this room, especially down to bedrock where the posited column 

bases would have been founded.'" Thus, the elevation of the bedrock, which probably 

also slopes down southwestward, was never traced and it is possible that Bronze Age 

remains lie beneath the unexcavated soil. Though an irnrnediate solution is unattainable, 

fùrther excavation rnay support Graham's argument. 

The second potential structural problem, initially observed by Blegen and Rawson 

117 Only two other column bases can be entirely observed at the palace and they sit directly on the bedrock 
l L 8  PNI ,  p- 257. 
119 Measured near its intersection with the southeast wall of room 65. 
120 The yearly excavation reports and the final publication supply no evidence for a complete clearing of 
this room and information is scanty. Bedrock is identifred in three areas: under the edges of the floor, 
under the cut Stone column base (PN 1, p. 256) and outside of the room at the exterior face of the southwest 
façade (PNI,  p. 255). One trench was sunk between the four columns, but no mention is made of  neither 
the bottorn of the trench and whether or not bedrock was reached (PN 1, p. 257) nor the height or depth of 
the three column base foundations. The original extent o f  the excavation in this room may be shown in PN 
1. figure 193. 

During fieldwork in 1996,I spoke with Blegen's foreman, who confinned that the area where 
Blegen. Rawson,and Graham suspected columns was never completed excavated. Apparently most of 
Blegen's efforts were concentrated on the southwest side of the southwest façade. Also, in 1992,I 
undertook a stratigraphic reconstruction of Blegen's excavation based on the original excavation notebooks 
now housed in the Pylos Excavation Archives at the University of Cincinnati and the archives at the 
American School of Classical Studies at Athens. In plotting Blegen's trench Iocations, 1 was unable to 
locate any information for the depth of the trenches in the southwestern third of Hall 65. 
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and reconsidered by Graham, is again colurnn arrangement, but this time in Hall 64."' 

The problem lies with the ceiling beams supported by the single, fieestandhg column 

approximately centered in the room. According to de Jong's reconstruction shown in PN 

1, plate 419 [FIG, SOI, which Blegen and Rawson favored, one end of the roof beam 

supported by the column rests on the lintel over the door between rooms 64 and 65- If 

the reconstructed beam were rotated 90° to span southeasterly-northwesterly (and there is 

no apparent reason why it could not have been) then a similar problem would arise, but 

in this arrangement both ends of the beam would rest on lintels. Neither Blegen and 

Rawson nor Graham preferred either arrangement since a great deal of  weight would fa11 

directly on one lintel or another. Blegen and Rawson suggested an X-shaped beam 

arrangement with the intersection supported by the column and the four ends of the 'X' 

supported by walls, but shied away from it.'" Graham suggested the same spanning 

system and favored it, again having found supporting evidence for a centrally placed 

column in the anteroom of a Minoan palatial dining hall with the same spaming and 

lintel problem. '" 

A similar spanning problem anses in Stoa 44. If a bearn were laid over the 

columns spanning in northwest-southeast direction, as one would expect, then one end of 

the beam would rest on the lintel of the door opening into Stair 54 and the other on the 

lintel of the door between rooms 37 and 44. Blegen and Rawson assumed that two beams 

with their ends fixed into the northeast wall of the stoa extended southwesterly, one over 

"' Graham, 1967, p. 357. 
'" PN 1, p. 252. 
123 PN I, p. 252. Unfortunately, there is no physical evidence. 



each column, and slightly beyond. "' A cross beam, running northwest-southeast, would 

then rest on the two beams just mentioned and fix each end into the northeast anta of 

room 4 and the southwest anta of stair 54. Such a reconstruction is structurally 

precarious but possible with proper wood j ~ i n t i n g . ' ~  

The solutions to both structural problems raised by Blegen and Rawson and then 

further investigated by Graham remain shaky because of the lack of crucial suniving 

evidence. Wright and Paiaima Faced a similar situation in their attempt to reconstruct a 

doorway between rooms 2 and 8.Iz6 In the course oftheir excavations, Blegen and 

Rawson did not find a wall separating the Archives Complex from the propylon. Instead, 

where the wall was expected, a large gaping pit had cut through the floor. Blegen and 

Rawson appropriately dubbed the hole the 'chasm' [F~G. 201 and claimed that it represents a 

robber's trench Lefi behind by later builders pilfenng ashlar bl~cks. '~ '  

Obviously this material was desired by later builders. For instance, ashlar blocks 

were re-used in the lower course of the southeast wall of rooms 89 and 90, which were 

constructed sometime in the Dark Ages."' Further evidence of interest in this matenal is 

the now missing southeast, southwest and northwest façades and the ashlar blocks 

collected sometirne in antiquity and arranged in rows (for purposes unknown) between 

the barracks-like building (Area 103) and the northeast façade of the Main Building. 

With no physical evidence Wright and Palaima turned to an architectural and 

IZ4 Based on the location of recovered fragments of wooden beams among the fil1 (PNI,  p. 192). 
lS For structura1 stability, BIegen and Rawson's reconstruction requires a momentless joint between the 
cross beam, the two beams emerging from the northeast wall of the stoa and at least between one bearn and 
one column. Conjecture is required, but surely with the ship building experience of the Mycenaeans and 
those before hem, wood jointing rnust have been a perfected art. 
IZ6 Palaima and Wright, 1985- 
'" Blegen, 1953, p. 63. 



literary (in this case, Linear B evidence) analysis to re-interpret the now rnissing wall and 

BIegen and Rawson's reconstruction of it and its doonvay. Their study focused on the 

Archives Complex, rooms 7 and 8, and its interna1 and external circulation. Two 

particular aspects of the study are interesting. First, building on the unit or 

compartrnentalization o f  palatial terrace construction initiated in Wright's dis~ertation,"~ 

the authors identified four suites, each consisting of two rooms with each room 

approximately the same size. These suites form a small module consisting of two rooms: 

an anteroom and rear room [FIG- 301, and this module may indicate a particular method of 

design applied by the palace builders. l3O The Archives Complex is one such suite."' 

In addition to the four suites identified by the authors, there exists another 

possibility. In their final form pnor to the LH IIIB destruction of the palace, rooms 14 

and 15 contained a double-back staircase Ieading up to the second ~torey.'~' However, 

these rooms may have had a different firnction initially. The wall separating roorn 15 

fiom 17 was built in two phases [FIG. 311. The first is represented by three ashlar blocks at 

the base of the wall [FIG-II~]. Al1 are roughly the same length and height and are spaced 

0.67 m. apart. Each block supports a rubble-built pier. Part of the waIl was destroyed 

when the robbers removed the southwest façade wall; both were reconstructed by the 

"' Gciebel and Nelson, 1998. One may aIso note the re-used and re-worked ashlar blocks in the modem 
apotheke northeast of the Iower parking lot at the site. 
'" Wright, 1978, pp. 79-108 and later, Wright, 1980, pp. 64-82. 
130 Palaima and Wright (1985, p. 255) further add that these hvo-room modules "ilIustrate wel1 how 
Mycenaeans designed their paIaces by repeatedly using similar units to create a standard suite." 1 disagree 
with this statement on two accounts. First, repeated two-room suites exist at Epano EngIianos and perhaps 
GIa, but one is hard-pressed to find such arrangements at Mycenae or Tiryns. Second, it is difficult to deny 
that the rnegaron and its approach was the principle design concept at Epano Englianos, Tiryns and the 
Menelaion. The Helladic mainlanders had a prediIection for two-roorn suites, of which there is evidence 
dating back at least to the EH III period, but Mycenaean palatial architecture does not appear to follow a 
rnodular design. 
13' Palaima and Wright, 1985, pp. 255-256. 
13' Piet de Jong reconstructed it in PNI,  fig. 436. 



Greek Archaeological Service, Despite being obscured by the modem wall, it is possible, 

following the pattern established by the existing blocks, that another ashiar block was 

located at the southwest end of the wall near its junction with the façade. Thus, there 

would have been four piers, with the end ones forming antae, evenly spaced along the 

entire length of the wall. At some point later the space between the piers was filled in 

with rubble construction. In the earlier phase, there must have been open communication 

between rooms 15 and 17 via the wall of piers and rooms 14/15 and 17 would forrn a two 

room suite similar to those identified by Palaima and Wright. In the Iast phase the 

staircase, perhaps for structural r e a ~ o n s ' ~ ~ ,  a solid wall was needed and the suite was then 

broken into two separate rooms. 

A second architectural observation by the authors is their analysis of circuIation, 

which supplements their identification of the two-room suites. Pivot holes and rabbet 

cuttings on door jamb bases indicate the direction in which doors opened and thus the 

direction of primary circulation.lY Rabbet cuttings at the palace are L-shaped to provide 

a space for the door leaf when the door was opened. In general for two-room suites, to 

which the authors restrkt their study, the outer and inner doors both open inward and thus 

both doors could be locked from within their respective rooms. With both doors shut, 

two-roorn suites were quite private, and perhaps secure, particularly the rear room. 

Extending Palaima and Wright's analysis beyond the two-room suites, other 

interesting circulation patterns anse [FIG. 291. For the oïl magazines 23 and 24, the doors 

indicate that primary movement is inward from the corridors flanking the megaron. The 

'33 Blegen and Rawson (PNI ,  p- 1 13) suggested that the three ashlar bIocks were part of the structure of the 
staircase. 
13' Palairna and Wright, 1985, p. 253. 



long corridor southwest of the megaron has three doorways al1 of which mark the prirnary 

circulation as running fkom northwest to southeast. These doors are part of a hierarchical 

security system and must work in conjunction with the major circulation hub mentioned 

above. Room 41, once a major entrance into the Main Building, serves as a porch for 

vestibule 38. The doors in this roorn indicate the movement options (created by the 

visitor) or restrictions (created by the palace occupants) one faced upon entering and then 

continuin; into the depths of  the palace. The corridor was one option. The corridor on 

the opposite side of the megaron was blocked up in the Main Building's final phase of 

occupation, but its circulation must have been controlled in a similar marner considering 

its proxirnity to doorway 12-63. 

Another example of  controlled circulation is the suite of rooms (45-53) in the east 

corner. There is only one entrance into this part of the Main Building - through the 

doorway between 44 and 45 - and if this door could be locked from the inside, which the 

rabbet cuttings imply, then this suite became an extremely private area that might have 

been reserved for a limited number of people. 

Changes that occurred to the palace's original plan prior to its final destruction, 

such as the blocking up of the southwest corridor, are the focus of two important studies. 

In their description of the palace in Volume 1, Blegen and Rawson repeatedly mentioned 

signs of remodeling, additions and repairs (surnmed up below). For both Wright and 

Cynthia Shelmerdine, these changes to the palace's original form indicate a change in 

design conception (Le. changing functions of the palace) which is itself a reflection of the 

changing local economic and political conditions that occurred throughout LH IIIA and 



IIIEPS For example, a potential outside threat perhaps forced the palace administration to 

alter or adjust the layout of the hilltop or individual buildings for security reasons? One 

major change was circulation. The long corridor fianking the southwest side of the 

megaron was blocked up to form several smaller rooms, 16,18 and 22, and a formerly 

impressive entrance into the Main Building was entirely closed off by the addition of 

Court 42."' Another change is the addition of storage and manufacturing spaces which 

perhaps were originally Iocated in rural areas but transferred to the hilltop in the latter 

phases of the LH IIIB penod for closer supervision. The fact that magazine 27, the Wine 

Magazine and the Northeast Workshop are a11 very late additions to the palace cornplex 

seem to support this suggesti~n.~'~ 

Signs of repair and rernodeling are easiIy identified because more often than not 

they are accompanied by a change in building rnethod. A brief summary of these is in 

order, but first it is necessary to point out that Blegen and Rawson assumed that few 

methods of construction were used to construct a single b~i1ding.I'~ Thus in their original 

form, both the Main Building and the Southwestern Building were constmcted with only 

two systems: exterior façades in the Ashlar Style and interior walls in Xylodesia. For the 

Main Building, their assumption is perhaps correct. The published plan shows that the 

Main Building was obviously Iaid out with a clear design concept - a central megaron 

with a well defined approach (propylon and open court), flanked by comdors giving 

access to flanking suites of rooms [FIGAI. Blegen and Rawson then reasonably conjectured 

Wright 1984 and Shelmerdine 1987. 
Shelmerdine 1987, p. 565. 

13' The closing of the major northeast entrance into the Main Building may have been the result of a change 
in access to hilltop when the Northeast Gate went out of use and the Southwest Gate was built Welson and 
Cooper, 1998). Also, see Chapter IV. 



that the Main Building was built in a single phase employing only a few building 

sys tem~."~ As will be shown in Chapter IV, however, this is not actually the case. 

However, the Wine Magazine and the Northeast Workshop were indeed conceived of and 

built during a single phase. The Wine Magazine is a simple two-room structure with an 

anteroom and a large storage room - a design principle which is still in use today - and 

the Northeast Workshop is clearly organized about a central, double-loaded comdor. For 

both buildings, the same construction method and building material was used throughout 

with no signs of later additions (for instance, in such alterations as abutting walls) or 

remodeling. 

The Southwestern Building, despite its size, is rather unbelievably similar to the 

Wine Magazine in terms of its circulation. Like room 104, room 64 is the only entrance 

and serves as a vestibule. It provides access to the two separate portions of the building: 

either Hall 65 or to the rooms northwest of Hall 65. Halls 64 and 65 fonn a forma1 two- 

room arrangement, much like the Wine Magazine, but the rest of the building lacks any 

clear organization. Movement among rooms 66-81 is by no means organized and was no 

doubt confusing to those unacquainted with the building. It is clear that these rooms were 

added to Halis 64 and 65; they abut the northwest wall and their walls were built in a 

completely different style. They reflect multiple periods of building. Hall 64 and 65 

were built in a single phase; their southwest and northeast walls were constructed in 

ashlar masonry while their northwest and southeast walls in heavy rubble masonry. The 

Shelmerdine 1987, pp. 560-565. 
L39 Evident from "Buildings and Building Materials" ( P N I ,  pp. 34-42), but see also PNI ,  p. 43. 
"O In reference to the Main Building, Blegen and Rawson (PNI ,  p. 34) wrote, "The systematic planning, 
the orderly division into apartments and chambers, the evidence of careh1 attention to detail, and the 



interior walls of roorns 66-81 ernploy both simple rubble masonry and Xylodesia 

construction, the southwest extenor wall was built with large lirnestone slabs, and the 

northwest exterior wall of rubbfe masonry [FIG. 441- 

BIegen and Rawson concluded that the northwest end of the southwest façade was 

repair work done to the West corner of the Southwestern Building because it uses a 

unique method of  c o n s t r ~ c t i o n . ~ ~ ~  The Southwestern Building dates to the LH IUA and 

continued in use through the LH lIIB period, so it had a relatively long history. Repair 

work was probably required here and there. But since the entire building is constructed 

with a variety of methods, isolating a single style as  later repair work, does not explain 

the overall heterogeneity. In the case of the southwest façade, Wright's structural 

argument is a better explanation - the dropping topography and the necessity to retain a 

massive amount of  earth required a strong walling system for terraces which supported 

structures above.'" Thus, the variety of building systems may be explained either as 

repair work or specialized construction or both. 

Of the four major buildings on the hilltop then, only two were actually built in a 

single penod using a single form of construction: the Wine Magazine and the Northeast 

Building. The Main Building and the Southwestern Building must be considered 

buildings with longer histories. 

Returning to the specific alterations of the palace complex, most changes occurred 

in the Main Building. In the West corner, the walls of roorns 18-22 were built of rubble 

masonry without timber re-enforcement, in contrast to the Xylodesia system used in the 

apparent endeavor to provide elegance and luxury demonstrate that the whole construction was designed 
and its erection supervised by a master architect." 
14' PNr,  p. 278. 



rest of the building, and are thought to be repair work similar to the northwest end of  the 

southwest facade of the Southwestern B~i ld ing . '~  Two new doors were opened through 

the southwest exterior wall, one leading into room 21 and the other into room 20 [FIG-191. 

Both doors Iack the cut Stone door jarnbs comrnon throughout the Main Building and the 

type of threshold construction used in both instances is also different than the Main 

Building standard. Probably built in conjunction with the two doors, two new walls 

blocked up the comdor on the southwestern side of the megaron. These thin partitions, 

built of rubble masonry, created three separate rooms (16, 18 and 22). 

The hvg new doors do not correspond to the original design of the palace; the 

doors open directly into storagc areas and ignore the normal and formal entrance 

arrangement for the palace. The Main Building has three points of entry: the Propylon 

(1 and 2), and rooms 41 and 12. Entrance 41 was effectively sealed off with the 

construction of court 42. The door in the southwest façade leading into room 12 is 

conjecture on Blegen and Rawson's part.lJJ Nevertheless the arrangement is quite clear - 

al1 Iead with little effort directly to the open court 3. Granted that entry through 12 and 

41 is neither as architecturally straightfonvard or as elegant as that through the propylon, 

but barring any closed doors, the bright sunlight (or even overcast light) reflecting fiom 

Court 3's plaster floor would have easily guided anyone towards it. This formality 

whether implicit or explicit is lacking in the entrantes leading into rooms 21 and 22; they 

must have been opened through the extenor wall to ease circulation or the transfer of 

142 Wright 1980, p. 8 1. 
IJ3 PNI, p.  45. 
'a PNI, p p  108-109. 



pottery or other items in and out of this area of the Main B~ilding."~ 

Space for the storage o f  liquid goods was fùrther increased in the Main Building 

with the addition of Room 27 to the north corner. The new annex used ashlar masonry 

for its exterior walls, though in a slightIy odd fashion. Here, the socle course was built 

with rubble masonry rather than the expected ashlar blocks. 

The northeast façade of the Main Building was substantialiy modified. The once 

pristine and majestic ashlar façade (perhaps the only one of its kind in Mycenaean 

Greece), with setbacks, wind~ws ' "~  and a monumental entrance (41) consisting of a 

column or pier in antis, was physically cut off by the creation of courts 42 and 47. The 

construction method for the new walls is rubble masonry, though in one section, ashlar 

blocks (lying face down) form an uneven first course. Depending on the height of the 

new walls, which considenng the thickness of the walls may have been fairly high, the 

façade rnay have been visually cut off as well.'"' 

Beyond the Main Building, more changes occurred. The large limestone slab 

construction of the Southwestern Building's southwestern façade, considered to be repair 

work, has already been discussed. Two new buildings were added to the complex late in 

the LW ILL13 period: the Northeast Workshop and the Wine Magazine. The walls of both 

buildings are rubble masonry but those of the Northeast Workshop contain a few large 

ashlar blocks which serve as anta. Presumably the rubble walls were stone socles upon 

'"' Wright 1984, pp. 20-21, Shelmerdine 1987, p. 559. 
'" NO extant windows remain, but at least four are thought to have pierced the façade, at roorns 33,40,43 
and 46 (PN I, pp. 52-54). Wright is quite liberal in reconsmcting windows: dong with those posited by 
Blegen and Rawson, he included windows in rooms 31,32 and 48 (Wright 1984, supra. 4, p. 27 and fig. 
1 O). 



which once sat a rnudbrick superstru~ture.'~~ 

The new architectural changes and additions were al1 executed with different 

building materials and different construction techniques than those already in place. Why 

the builders did not use the same techniques and materials is somewhat enigmatic. In the 

Main Building, simple partition walls covered in plaster were no doubt indiscernible fiiom 

the surrounding Xylodesia walls, which were finished in the same marner - with a coat of 

plaster. But certainly the supposed repair of the southwestern façade with large limestone 

sIabs roughly fitted together as opposed to the original ashlar masonry (which was still 

extant in section 4 to the southeast) projected an entirely different aesthetic - having 

replaced an ordered, smooth surface with one that was coarse and irregular. 

The Mycenaean builders no doubt took into account cost and structural 

requirements. In the case of partitions, which are not load-bearing walls, cost may have 

been the determining factor. XyZodesia walls use a three step construction process: the 

erection of the tirnber framework, the filling in of the framework with rubble and mud, 

and the plaster coating. They are more time consuming and perhaps more difficult to 

erect than rubble walls which use only three building materials (rubble, mud and pIaster) 

in a two stage building process. 

For load-bearing walls, both cost and structural requirements determined the 

building material and construction technique. Limestone slab construction was less time- 

and energy-consuming to erect than coursed ashlar because it involved only a single 

material, as opposed to three in ashlar rnasonry (ashlar blocks, wood and rubble), and did 

not require masons skilled in cutting blocks square and laying them in neat and level 



courses. Also, this building system is more durable and stronger than the ashlar masonry 

for several reasons: the material is heavier and harder than poros lirnestone and the 

construction is uniform throughout the thickness and length o f  the wall. Ashlar masonry 

consists o f  two parts: an imer and outer face, each of a different material, which 

generates a risk of one separating fiom the other. If the northwestern end of the 

southwestern façade of the Southwestern Building is indeed repair work, the builders 

chose a more cost effective and durable building system. 

In fact, al1 LH IIIB repair work, remodeling and additions were done with 

building systems that were less expensive and required Iess ski11 to construct than the 

existing extant walls and buildings. Storage sheds such as the Wine Magazine or 

workshop with their utilitarian functions apparentiy did not require expensive building 

systems. But significant and somewhat unfortunate is the change in aesthetics that some 

of these repairs seem to indicate. At Epano Englianos, there was a predilection for ashlar 

masonry in palatial buildings as seen in the extenor walls of the Main Building and the 

Southwestern Building. The Northeast Gateway and a small construction in the 

Belvedere area used ashlar blocks and the building destroyed and leveled for the new LH 

LIIB palace also appears to have had ashlar exterior ~ a l l s . ' ' ' ~  But in the final repair and 

remodeling, aesthetically impressive walls were sacrïficed. Ashlar was replaced with 

lirnestone sIab construction and a good portion of the northeast façade of the Main 

Building was concealed by the addition of courts 42 and 47. 

Thus, the choice of more cost effective building systems and the sacrifice of an 

aesthetic tradition correspond with Wright's and Shelmerdine's suppositions. First, such 

IJ9 Wall built with worked stones (orthostates) beneath room 7. 



factors as economic decline or hostile regional or inter-regional environments in the LH 

IIIB perïod must have been so severe that the design concept of the palace was changed. 

It had to be altered to accommodate a new set of architectural requirements, sorne of 

which are obvious - storage. Secondly, the use and developrnent of building materials 

and systems changed throughout time at the palace, which may or may not be a result of 

the requirements just mentioned. 

it is evident that prior to the palace's final destruction, there was much building 

activity, which included the erection of bvo entirely new buildings. ALI of the studies 

discussed in the previous section exarnined construction work that occurred in the LH 

UIB period, and in particular, its final stages. Aside from Blegen and Rawson's work, 

the architecture of the earlier periods is essentially unstudied. Moreover, throughout 

Volumes 1 and III, earIier walls are mentioned but receive only cursory attention and 

precise dating of any feature is almost non-existent. 

Dating according to Blegen and Rawson and the scholars who considered this 

aspect of the palace is given in TABLE 1. The shaded circles indicate main periods of use. 

Unshaded circles indicate walls and features in an area or building that were built or in 

use in that particular time period. 

For the most part, extant plaster floors prevented Blegen and Rawson from 

exploring underneath many of the rooms and buildings, but in some areas, they sank 

exploratory trenches. In the Main Building, they found earlier floors and waIls 



undemeath the south and west corners, under corridor 26 and below the conjectured floor 

leveis in rooms 56,57,58. A massive wall runs underneath and perpendicular to corridor 

26 and dates to the Middle Helladic period.I5O A Likely cornpanion to this wall lies deep 

under the vestibule of the Wine Magazine.Is' Other earlier walls lie scattered about the 

site: under and near the western portion of the Southwestern Building, in the 

Southwestern Quadrant, Area 103 and 106 and the Northwest Area. Here, too some 

walls date to the Middle Helladic p e n ~ d . ' ~ "  

For the early Late Helladic period, plenty of ceramic evidence survives, but little 

securely dated architecture. The Northeastem Gateway seems to have been constructed 

in the LH I period and then went out of use pnor to LH ILIB.'" Tholos IV, just to the 

northeast of the hilltop, was built sometime in MH to LHI.Is 

Activity after the palace was destroyed is sparse. Like the earlier material it is 

represented by plenty of ceramic material but by few datable walls and structures. 

Rooms 89 and 90 were built sometime in the Geornetric pe~.-iod.'~~ The later occupants 

used existing standing walls and fallen building debris to erect a small two-room 

structure. Also later is the building formed by rooms 83 - 86, perhaps built sometime in 

the Archaic p e r i ~ d , ' ~ ~  

Recently, the debate has arisen again concerning the final, Bronze Age 

ISO Blegen and Rawson (PN III, p. 33) recorded that in the stratigraphy of this pit, Iowest levels contained 
'alrnost exclusively fragments of the Middle HeIladic wares.' MARWP cleared the pit in 1996; Blegen and 
Rawson did not dig any deeper than the bottom of the massive wall, which would suggest that if their 
interpretation of the stratigr&hy is correct, the wall was at least standing in the MH p k o d .  
151 PNrrr .  p. 32, 
Is2 coope; i 996. 
IS3 PNIII, pp. 6-7. 
IsJ PN Ir., p. 107. 
"' Griebel and Nelson 1998; PN 4 p. 296. 



destruction date of the palace complex. The latest proposaI agrees with the excavator's 

original conclusion - the palace came to end during the ceramic transition fiom LH ILIB 

to LH Whatever the outcome of the dispute, the majority of the extant remains at 

Epano Englianos belong securely, or at Ieast were in use, in the LH III3 period. Dating 

of the pre- and post-LH IIIB phases is however more difficult because the excavated 

stratigraphy neither saw publication nor received proper analysis. 

For LH IIIB and Iater, the stratigraphy was relatively simple. By the time Blegen 

and Rawson sank their first shovel into the earth, the hilitop had been subjected to more 

than 2500 years of wind and rain erosion as well as 30 or so years of mechanical 

p l o ~ i n g . ' ~ ~  AS a result, very little, and in some areas, none at ail, soil covered the 

remains. The plowed surface soi1 contained a mixture of artifacts fkom al1 periods and 

was very shalIow, varying fi-om 0.20 - 0.40 m in depth. Aside from this slaturn and a 

single identifiable post-Bronze Age layerl", the rest was al1 Middle to Late Bronze Age. 

Because the surface soil was shallow, modem plowing had scraped the tops of the 

walIs and confined LH lIIB strata within rooms and above plaster fioors. This 

stratigraphy and Blegen and Rawson's method of publication contribute to the impression 

that Epano Enlgianos is a single penod site, that of the LH IIIB periodJ" For instance, in 

the room-by-room descriptions, finds are arranged by types rather than stratigraphically. 

Furthemore the pottery catalog contains onIy the pots and potsherds considered LH IIIB. 

ls6 In 1995, MARWP identified and recorded a Lakonian roof tile built into the fabric of the wall separating 
room 84 from 86. 
ln Mountjoy (1997) agrees with Blegen and Rawson (PNI, p. 42 1). Suggested destruction dates range 
from eady to mid-LH iIIB (Warren 1975, p. 134 and Popharn 199 1, p. 322), the end of LH IIIB (Hope 
Simpson and Dickinson 1979, p. 127) to LH IIIC (Mountjoy 1997, p. 109, supra. 5) 
L58 Deep cuts in the upper surfixes of the ashIar blocks of the northwest wall of room 32 attest to the 
devgtating effects of the modern plow, P N I ,  p. 145. 
159 Griebel and Nelson 1998, 



The compendium does not include earlier, Iater or foreign potsherds and vessels; these, 

where noteci, are compiled in the individual room descriptions and appear unlabelled in 

the plates. 

The bulk of the LH IIIB strata was debris fiom coIIapsed walls and floors. Where 

digging was possible below LH UZB floors, pre-LH IIIB strata was discovered, but only 

correlated in very general tenns with earlier walls and features. Most walls and features 

prior to LH iIIB were labeled as 'early' or 'earlier', but one of the few areas where 

earlier stratigraphy was examined in some detail was the Norhvest Area [FIG. 621.'~' Seven 

individual strata, ranging in date from the Middle Helladic to the Late Helladic HU3 

periods, and five building phasesI6' were identified. Yet, these walls and strata were 

never correlated. 

Despite the lack ofspecific dates in the publications, the Epano Englianos plateau 

has a long history, According to ceramic evidence, occupation began sometime in the 

Early Helladic period. Building activity may have started at the same time, but the 

earliest surviving rernains belong to the Middle Helladic period. The hilltop flourished 

in the Late Helladic period; monumental building activity appeared early and continued 

in several stages. The palace complex reached its maximum size in LH IIIB at which 

time it covered most of the southwestern half of the plateau. Throughout this history, 

building materials and methods changed and the development and chronology of these 

changes, combined with the little stratigraphie evidence, clarify the history of the Epano 

Englianos palace. 

AS Wright (1984, p. 19) cornmented. 
m w r ,  pp- 43-47. 

''' From PLV 1.1, fig. 3 1 1, 



Rubble and Fieldstone 

Of the palace's extant walls, more than 94% were constmcted with rubble as the 

primary building component.'" The rubble is unworked fieldstones of several grades of 

limestone including poros. Most were probably gathered ftom nearby locations rather 

than quarried. Stone size varies considerably, with the maximum dimension ranging 

frorn ca. 0.05 to 0.65 m. Occasionally, a few Iarger Stones were incorporated in the walls, 

but never in a consistent fashion that would indicate a structural or aesthetic hnction 

such as the large limestone slabs of the Southwestern Building's southwestern façade 

(wall 17L labeled in FIG. 6) [FIG-I~~].  

Conglomerate was used sparingly and only in rubble masonry ~ a l l s . ' ~  In the 

work conducted by MARWP, only three examples were noted; they do not distinguish 

themselves as being part of a conscious building effort utilizing this material. None of 

the conglomerate pieces appear to have been worked and unlike the limestone 

fieldstones, they were probably brought to the site fiom farther afield. One of the nearest 

'" Meassurement based on total linear meter length of ail features recognized as walls. 
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outcroppings of conglomerate is just on the north side of the modem town of Chora, 

which is about 3 kilometers north of Epano Englianos. 

Poros Limestone 

Poros limestone, comrnon in Late Bronze Age Messenian architectureI6', is the 

principal worked stone at the palace. Its relatively sofi composition makes it easy to 

shape and work with bronze tools and likely may account for its popularity arnong LBA 

b~i1ders.l~~ Ashlar walls, door thresholds and jarnbs, anta blocks, column bases, stair 

treads and drain tiles were cut from this material. The present color of the poros blocks 

and block fragments at the palace depends on their state of preservation. Those beneath 

the protective shed or  covered by backfiH are much better preserved and retain their 

natural color, which varies from Moderate Yellowish Brown (IOYR5/4) to Pale 

Yellowish Orange (lOYEW6) on the Munsell  cale.'^' Blocks or fragments lying beyond 

the confines of the shed have endured more than 30 years of wind, rain and Sun exposure, 

and as a result, have darkened ~onsiderably.'~' Efflorescence (the leaching of salts 

resulting from continual exposure to water) has also left behind a white powdery cmst on 

16.8 Conglornerate was used much more fiequently at other Mycenaean sites, particularly at Mycenae and 

Tiryns. Kiipper briefly (1996, pp. 3-6) surveyed building Stones in Mycenaean architecture. See also, 
Dorpfeld, 1885, pp. 253-254 and Wace, 1949, pp. 135-1 36. 
165 Poros limestone as cut or roughly worked building stone was used in the tombs near the palace and 
fkther afield including, the Tmgana, Peristeria, Nichoria and Malthi tholoi and re-uscd in the last phase of 
the Menelaion (Barber, 1992, pp. 1 1-13). The surviving wali blocks at Kakovatos were also cut of this 
material. 
166 The material seems to have been more popular in the southern Peloponnese; it is not frequent at T i v s  
and Mycenae, except for the coursed ashlar circuits walls about Tombs of Atreus and Clyternnestra. 
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some of them. 

The origin of  this stone is uncertain; natural outcroppings of poros limestone 

occw throughout southwestern Messenia. But certain, identifiable quames of poros for 

the palace are as of yet unknown- The PRAP survey of southern Messenia found only a 

few possibilities, one of which is Iocated near the modem town of Gargalianni, about 23 

kilometers (rneasured on the modem road) north of the palace and approximately 5.5 km 

from the ~ e a . ' ~ ~  This is some distance away to be usehl for the palace builders, even if 

the blocks were transported by ship. Perhaps poros quarries closer to Epano Englianos 

will be found in fùture fieldwork. 

Poros Limestone: Stone working 

A nurnber of surviving blocks and block fragments at the palace still preserve the 

marks of stone working and many of these can be seen on the ashlar blocks of the 

northeast façade of the Main Building (wall t 1L labeled in FIG. 6), both on the blocks in 

situ and those fallen. Al1 of the blocks appear to have received their final dressing, and 

some may even have been reworked for re-use in later remodeling or building phases. 

In general, poros blocks were worked to three grades of finishing: rough, semi- 

smooth and smooth. The exposed or exterior sides of wall and anta blocks were finished 

167 Readings taken on vanous blocks throughout the palace: 10YFW4 (Moderate Yellowish Brown), 
10YR6/6 (Dark Yellowish Orange), 10YR7/4 (Grayish Orange) and, 10YR8/6 (Pale YelIowish Orange). 
The Geological Society of Arnerica Rock Color Chart with Mutrsell Color Chips, 199 1. 
'" 5Y5R (Light Olive Gray). 
'69 PRAP reports rhat, 'apparently the rock was quarrïed for building Stones, and in the process the quarry 
itself was shaped so that it couId be used for foundations or walIs,' (PRAP 19976, p. 574) 



smooth, even and flat; the surfaces were probably mbbed with an abrasive material of 

some sort, perhaps simply sand. Saws do not seem to have been used since no long cuts 

or ridges are evident on any of the smoothed and finished surfaces, At stone-to-stone or 

stone-to-wood joints the blocks were usually finished serni-smoothly and where stone 

meets a rubble backing or b e r  core the blocks received only rough working (shown for 

exarnple in FIG. i 09). 

Upper and lower bedding joints received a semi-smooth dressing to permit tight 

joints between courses. Vertical joints were tight also, but only at the exterior face of the 

wall since the blocks were cut so that only their exterior edges were in contact [FIG. 1111. 

This type of anathyrosis was a timesaving technique that assured tight joints at the 

exterior face of the wall - no doubt to enhance the appearance of a finely cut ashlar wall. 

A smooth and fiat wall surface could be achieved with plaster or rnortar spread between 

blocks, or even spread over the entire wall so as to conceal the bIocks, but this was not 

done in the ashlar walls at Epano Englianos. However, plaster was used with cut blocks 

elsewhere. At Mycenae the ashlar waIIs of the court before the megaron and the porch 

were covered in plaster.170 It also fiIIed the joints between blocks of doonvays of the 

Panagia Tomb, the Tomb of Aegisthus and the Genii."' 

The rear and most of the side faces of the palace's blocks were roughly finished. 

Upper bedding joints that received horizontal wooden beams were also cut semi-smooth, 

but the area of the smooth finish was restricted to the width of the beam itself, This stone 

working created bedding cuts which received horizontal beams laid upon the blocks. The 

rest of the upper surface was left rough since it abutted the rnud and rubble matrix of the 

''O Wace, 1939, p. 76, fig. 30. 
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wali's intenor face. 

Chisel marks are still evident on both serni-smooth and rough cut surfaces and 

they were made by at least three different tools.'" The tool mark most frequently seen is 

that of a flat-bladed chisel, varying in width fiom 0.06 - 0.07 m. It was applied in a series 

of short strokes in a direction diagonal to the face of the block [FIG. 1121.~'~ The number of 

strokes per senes varies fiom two to nine and the length of each stroke is relatively 

consistent, 0-005 m. The depth of each cut varies but is no deeper than 0,006 m. This 

chisel must have been held in the band and hit with a hammer. The repeated hammenng 

Ieft behind a senes of short, shallow strokes. 

Other tool marks indicate the same type of chisel - flat-bladed with a width 

varying fkom 0.060 - 0.072 m - but applied to the stone in a slightly different manner. 

Again, the chisel left a series of the strokes diagonally across the face of the block, but 

the series are not quite as uniforrn as those left behind from the chisel just mentioned. 

Also, the lengths of the individual strokes are much longer, varying corn 0.008 to 0.12 m. 

[FIG. 1131. This chisel was also driven into the stone to a greater depth, averaging ca. 0.008 

m. deep- These marks, and particularly the variance in stroke length within a single 

series, seem to indicate that the mason attempted to 

direction and in a continuous series. But the rnason 

and unifom application as would be expected fiom 

apply the chisel generally in one 

was unable to maintain the consistent 

the marks Ieft behind from the 

"' Wace, 1949, pp. 34,39-40 and 44. 
" '~arks  from a claw or toothed chisel are evident on the poros block ashlar facade rebuilt by the Greek 
Archaeological Service at the eastern end of the northeast facade o f  the Main Building (the current exterior 
waIl of rooms 48 and 50). Since only these Stones reveal this type of chisel mark and since they were re- 
used in 1960, this type of cliisel should not be assigned to the Bronze Age, at least at this palace. 1 thank 
Robin Rhodes for his comrnents on the chisel marks at the palace during the 1995 MARFW field season. 
l n  In FIG. 110, the stroke direction is diagonal to the upper face of the block. Diagonal stone finishing was 
noted by G. Wright (1 992, fig. 2 16, also fig. 2 19) in Cypriot masonry. 
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continuous tapping o f  a hammer against a chisel held and guided by the mason's hand. 

This type of stone working tool may not have been a chisel but a hand-swung instrument 

such as an axe or adze. If so the marks suggest that a skilled mason stood over the block 

and made short swings d o m  dong its face, shaving offrelatively thin slivers with each 

swing. 

The third tool mark is one left by that of another flat-bladed chisel, but one with a 

slightly convex cutting edge. Its width varies from 0.057 to 0.065 m. and it too was 

applied in a series of short strokes varying in length fkom 0.005 to 0.006 m. This chisel 

was neither widely used nor does it appear to have been reserved for any particuIar block 

face or area nor required for any special cutting. 

Blegen and Rawson recovered £ive bronze artifacts which they thought might be 

chisels and/or chisel fkagments (measurements listed in TABLE 2). From the published 

photograph (PNI ,  Fig. 307, No. 2), the fragrnent found in room 94 is quite dubious as a 

stone working tool because of its shape -- it is square in section and does not appear to 

have any sort of cutting edge. It may perhaps be a fragment of a square nail such as the 

one shown in PNI,  Fig. 302, No. 8. The chisel recovered in the area of the Southwestern 

Quadrant is quite small and couId have been used for detail work, perhaps for cutting the 

numerous mortises on the tops of many ashlar blocks, or more likely, ivory or wood 

carving. There are no visible marks of a pointed chisel on any of the poros blocks. 

The other three bronze chisels found by Blegen and Rawson, one of which is only 

a fragment of the blade tip, could certainly have been used on poros limestone. The 

fragment recovered f?om room 52 appears to be only the lower, or cutting, end of a 

chisel, but its blade shape matches that of the intact chisel fi-om room 62. This chisel and 



the one from room 99 are flat-bladed with slightly convex cutting edges. Both chisels 

taper upward from the cutting edge to the butt end. The chisel from room 62 has a blade 

width of 0.0 18 m. and is 0.135 m. long. The one fiom room 99 is 0.087 m. long and its 

blade width measures 0.03 1 m. From the difference in sizes, it seems that the room 62 

chisel was used for rough cutting because its smaller blade could be driven deeper into 

both soi3 stone and wood. The room 99 chisel may have been used for finer finishing 

such as shaving off divers of either soft stone or wood, 

These two chisels are similar to those found elsewfiere. According to Branigan's 

typological studies of bronze implements fiom the early and middle Aegean Bronze 

Ages, the chise1 from room 62 belongs to his Type LII. Such chisels have flat-edged butt 

ends (the end that receives the blow £tom the harnmer) and concave sides that flare out 

towards the cutting edge, which is usually convex.'" The chisel from room 99 conforms 

to Branigan's Type III Flat-axe, which has the same charactenstics and dimensions of his 

Type III Chisel, but flat-axes tend to be broader throughout their entire length and their 

sides flare a bit more.1ï5 In Branigan's categories of bronze tools, the difference behveen 

a flat-axe and chisel is the length-to-maximum width ratio - for the former, this nurnber 

is less than 3.5. In other words, chisels tend to be !onger and thinner while flat-axes tend 

to be shorter and broader. According to Deshayes typology, which is much broader 

chronologically and spatially than Branigan's, the intact chisels from Epano Englianos 

faIl roughly into the same categories with the same characteristics - flat axes and 

'" Branigan 1974, p. 25. 
'" Branigan 1974, p. 25. 
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chisel~,"~ 

However, the blade widths of  both tools recovered from Epano Englianos, 

whether they were designated as chisels or flat-axes, are less than or about half that o f  the 

marks on the blocks (0.057 - 0.07 m.). In both typologies'", generally f3at-axes have 

wider blades than chisels, so the finishing of the blocks at the Epano Englianos may have 

been completed with flat-axes or similar instruments with broad, thin cutting edges. A 

difficulty here is that the thimess of the flat-axe is not conducive to repeated blows by a 

harnmer on its butt end - it may deform after only a short use. But poros limestone is 

relatively soft when it is freshly quamed and could have easily been planed with a flat- 

axe tapped in a series of short and controlled strokes. Also, a flat axe may have been 

mounted in a wooden handle of sorts which would reduce any damage by repeated 

strokes. The irregular strokes evident on the ashlar blocks were probably left behind by a 

hand swung instrument such as a srnall flat-axe or a d ~ e " ~ ,  which in these cases, the 

cutting tool was hafted.I7' 

Other Types of Lirnestone 

Two other types of limestone were used at the palace, but neither one as 

17' Flat-axe Types B, C, D, G, I, 14 (Deshayes, 1960, pp. 51-84) and Chisel Types A?, A3, C3a, E, F 
(Deshayes, 1960, pp. 85-100). 
177 Flat axes: Branigan, 1974, p. 24; Deshayes, 1960, pp. 51-84. Chisels: Branigan, 1974, p. 24-26; 
Deshayes, 1960, pp. 85-1 00. 
17' For the possible use of chisels and adzes in Minoan masonry, see MAMAT, pp. 70-75. 
"' Since we are left only with the tool marks on the blocks, it might be best to use G. Wright's (1992, pp. 
365-366) broader categories of Striking Percussion TooIs and Stnick Percussion Tools. The tool that left 
behind the series of short strokes with consistent stroke lengths was undoubtedly a stmck percussion 
instrument and the other tool, applied with varying stroke Iengths, was a striking instrument. 
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fkequently as poros. Both are much harder and finer in grain than poros and their colors 

differ, The first kind of Iimestone is light in color, Moderate Yellowish Brown 

(10YR5/4), and was worked for colurnn bases, door thresholds and jamb bases. The 

upper surfaces of the bases and blocks were dressed semi-smoothly since they were either 

exposed to view or received wooden members such as colurnns and doo jambs. The 

other surfaces, where possible for one to observe, were hammer dressed rather then 

chipped or cut with a chisel. The door thresholds were smoothly finished, even though 

some were covered in pIaster.lsO 

The large slabs of Sections 1, 2 and 3 of the Southwestern Building's 

southwestem facade (wall 17L) and the srna11 dado slabs of the walls of Room 4 are of a 

limestone similar in grain'" and hardness to the bases, thresholds and jamb blocks, but 

darker in color. They Vary fiom Dark Reddish Brown (lOR4/6) to Light Olive Gray 

(5Y5/2). The Stone must have been selected for both its hardness and durability, which 

was appropriate for the structural requirements of wall 17L, and its ability to be smoothly 

finished. 

Quanies of the hard limestone are again unknown, but the large sIabs were 

probably easily fiactured away fiom their quarry beds (the lines of sedimentation are 

obvious on many slabs) and then roughly finished by means of hammer dressing. Chisel 

marks do not appear on these slabs. Rough hamrner dressing seerns suitable since there 

was no atternpt to create parallel or perpendicular block faces. This type of wall 

construction did not require such precision. 

Though cut fkorn the same type of limestone, the dado slabs in the porch are quite 

Iso For instance, doors 4-5 (PN 1, p. 71) and 5-6 (PNI ,  p. 76). 



different in character [FIGS. 99 *ND 1001. They are thin, narrow and appear to vary in 

thickness (TABLE J).'" They do not serve a structural purpose, but stand upnght at the 

base of the walls of room 4. In the final phase of the palace, the dados were covered with 

plaster, which rendered them invisible and architecturally indistinct. However, the 

fmeness of their working, and their placement at the formal entrance into the megaron 

cornplex argues for their visibility in an earlier phase. IS3 The heights of the dados also 

correspond to those of the flanking anta. Thus at the tirne when the boards and antae 

were exposed, they forrned a stone dado course sirnilar to the frescoed dado courses that 

adorned several walls of the palace prior to its destr~ct ion. '~~ Frescoed dados sewed the 

sarne purpose as actual, stone-cut dâdos - they distinguished the foot of the wall from its 

upper portions - but the former accomplished this with painted decoration while the latter 

achieved the distinction with different matenals. Curiously, some of the plaster covering 

the dados on the northeast wall bear signs of a frescoed dado course.1SS 

The exterior faces of the dado slabs were worked flat and smooth, probably 

ground with an abrasive, while the back and sides were leR roughly finished.Ig6 Some 

vertical joints have anathyrosis, while others have little or no stone working at all. The 

upper surfaces also Vary in finish. The dados of the southwest wall(4L) and the 

southwest section of the northwest wall(SC.2) were worked just as smoothly as their 

18' Particle size: fine, 0.00025 - 0.000 125 m. 
152 A complete set of accurate rneasurements could not be made because plaster and wall matrix still cover 
the slabs. Also, the MARWP permit issued by the Greek Archaeological Service did not alIow for a 
detailed inspection. 
lg3~legen and Rawson (PN 1, p. 65) suggested that the slabs are earlier, but did not offer an explanation of 
the dating. 
lw PN II, pp. 164-178. 
lss PN 1, p. 65. 
lg6 The preservation of the wall immediately behind the slabs prevents a clear inspection of the back and 
sides of the slabs. No tool marks are present. 
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exposed exterior face. On the other side of the room, the upper surfaces of the slabs 

(walls 8L and 5C.2) were finished to two different grades: smooth and rough. The outer 

edge of the upper surface received a srnooth finish while the inner edge was o d y  roughly 

finished. The division creates a setting line of sorts - the rough finish would have been 

covered by the thickness of the plaster applied to the wall or the rnatrix of the wall itself 

and the smooth finish would have been exposed. In an earlier phase, the slabs protruded 

fkom the waII, no more than a few centimeters, and clearly divided the wall into base and 

superstnic ture. 

Mudbrick 

Numerous fragments of mudbrick found by Blegen and Rawson in the palace 

debris and in tum by MARWP attest to its 6equent use. However, in situ examples are 

extremely rare and are preserved only in the lower parts of the small kiln located in the 

Belvedere Area.ls7 The kiln's substnicture consists of a somewhat irregular oval shaped 

pit (the fire chamber) sunk into bedrock and lined with terracotta plaques FG. 731. A 

central tongue, which probably supported a perforated rack upon which pottery was 

placed for firing, extends from the kiln's south~southwest wall about Ca. 1.20 m. IFIGS. 74,7s 

AND 1401. It is built of three mudbrick courses [FIGS. 75 AND 1401. Modem plowing has 
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damaged the upper course, but the two lower courses are fully preserved. Each course 

has a height of 0.10 m. Brick sizes, where they could be determined, Vary considerably, 

kom 0.48 long by 0.30 wide to 0.18 by 0.28 rn? Width is somewhat more consistent 

and is nearly equal to the entire width of the tongue itself (0.28 - 0.30 m.). 

Blegen and Rawson recovered only one other complete mudbrick. It came from a 

small construction, possibly the supports for a large jar, in room 32 and measures 0.52 

long by 0.38 wide and 0.09 m. high.Is9 

The mudbrick fragments recovered by M A R W  are rust in color (5YR5/6, 

yeliowish red) and contain both inclusions of very smalI stonesLgO and the molds left 

behind by rotted out or bumed vegetable matter. Only one fragment provides a height 

dimension, 0.096 m., which compares nicely with the bricks of the srnall kiln. From 

these few exarnples, a brick height o f  0.10 m. rnay have been one of the standard 

dimensions for bricks and brick making at Epano Englianos. 

Mudbricks recovered at other mainland, Late Helladic sites aIso have similar 

height dimensions. Those reported fiom Eleusis, Zygounes, the House of Sphinxes and 

the Panagia Area at Mycenae, and Tiryns range in height from 0.08 - 0.09 rn.I9' Larger 

bricks, 0.12 - 0.13 m. high, came from rooms XVII and XXY at Tiryns, but the smaller 

dimension, just below 0.10 m. is more fiequent, even for bricks from earlier peri~ds.'~' 

More is known about Minoan mudbricks and these too generally have heights near 0.10 

'" PN 111, p. 19, figs. 44 and 308. The kilnls superstructure is entirely missing; this area of the hilltop has 
very .-- little surface soi1 and in some areas, erosion has laid bare the marly limestone bedrock. 
'" Blegen and Rawson (PNIII, p- 19) measured 0.52-0.54 long by 0.30 wide by 0.10 m. high. 
Is9 PNI. D. 36. 
190 ~ounded  and granule size (0.002 - 0.004 m.). 

19' DBrpfeId, 1885, pp. 256-263; Shear, 1968, p. 432 and Appendix B, p. 484. 
19' Shear, 1968, Appendix B, p. 484. 



rn.l9' Bnck lengths and widths Vary for al1 of the Aegean sarnples", but the similar 

height suggests a comrnon unit shared, perhaps knowingly or not, among the mainland 

and Cretan builders- 

Terracotta: Plaques 

Architectural terracotta is sparse at Epano Englianos and it is found extant only in 

the kiln. Inserted between the first and second brick courses of the tongue is a thin 

course, ca. 0.0 1 - 0.02 m. high, of terracotta tile or plaque fragments IFIGS. 74 AND 7% The 

fragments al1 appear broken with no recognizable straight faces or corners, This is a 

curious construction feature; perhaps the terracotta course was needed to adjust or raise 

the mudbrick courses it supported. 

Terracotta plaques also line the lower portions of the kiln's walls [FIG. 731. The 

plaques have similar material consistencies and color as the mudbnck though with fewer 

incl~sions.~" They appear to be hand-moldedtg6 and Vary in length, 0.17 to 0.43 m.''' 

Plaque thickness is consistent, about 0.02 m.'98 As with the central tongue's top course, 

modem plowing and erosion has shaved off the plaquesf upper surfaces, so finished 

Ig3 Minoan bricks can reach up to 0.14 cm. in heighr. (MAMAT, pp. 187-198,23 1-234). 
191 Though within individual Minoan sites or buildings. brick sizes tend to be standardized (MAMAT, p. 
198). 
195 On the Munsell scale, 5YR5/6, Yellowish red and 5YR6/6 Reddish yellow. In cornpanson to mudbrick, 
very IittIe, if any, vegetabie matter was mixed with the cIay. Rounded and granule size (0.002 - 0.004 m.) 
Stones are included. 
Ig6 Though they are much weathered. 
197 PNIII; p. 20, supra. 7. 
19' This dimension could only be measured on the top, exposed edges of  the plaques. 
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heights cannot be determined, but the maximum preserved height is ca. 0.34 

The terracotta plaque lining of the kiln may have served to preserve the rnarly 

limestone bedrock into which the kiln was sunk. When limestone is burned, it turns into 

lime, which retains the shape of the original stone, but loses much of its bearing 

~trength. '~  If the marl had been repeatedly burned during pot fuing, the surrounding 

bedrock would have been weakened. Subsequently, any pressure from above, such as 

that created by the (now missing) walls of the kiln's superstructure, would have caused 

the sides of the kiln to crumble and potentially collapse. The plaques rnay be regarded as 

a fire-proofing material. 

Terracotta plaques lining kilns, or used in any other architectural situationx', are 

not reported fiom other mainland sites, although in general, kilns are few.'02 However, 

the protective and durable qualities of clay appropriate for kilns did not go unused. The 

walls and floors of the LH II kiln at Aghios Ko~rnas'~' were coated in clay and the walls 

of the kilns at MH Lemazw and Eu t res i~ '~~  were built of rnudbrick- Potsherds too could 

shield underlying structures or surfaces and these paved the floor of the Eutresis kiln. 

1 Y9 P N I ï ï ,  pp. 20, supra. 7. 
" The process is further discussed in Chapter nI: The Pier-wall Construction. 
"' Terracotta roof tiles are not discussed in this smdy because no Bronze Age examples were found at 
Epano Englianos. For later tiles recovered fiom the site, see Brenningmeyer, 2000. For Mycenaean 
rooftiles, see Küpper, 1996, pp. 104-1 10. 
'O' For a recent lis:, including bibliography see Seifert, 1993. 
'O3 Mylonas, G. 1959, 5 1. 
'0.1 Caskey, 1955, p. 158. 
'O5 GoIdman, 193 I , pp. 6 1-62. 



Terracotta: Drain Pipes 

Texracotta was used in two types of drain systems on the plateau: pipes and 

channels (inverted II-shaped tiles). A terracotta pipe, Branch B of the Aqueduct, brought 

water into court 42. The exact origin of the pipe is now lost, but it doubtless connected 

with the Aqueduct (labeIed Branch A) where it divides into branches, B and C [FIG. 9].'06 

Only two sections of pipe are preserved, both in sitzlo7: a collapsed, though somewhat 

nicely preserved, fragment embedded in a square opening in the northeast rubble wall of 

the court7O8 and a fiagment of another section about 4.50 m. directly northeast of the 

former (Area 101). The pipes are hand-made and their wall thickness varies fiom 0.01 - 

0.03 m. The inside diameter of the wall pipe is approximately 0.1 5 m.'OP 

The pipe fragment in Area 101, which is poorly preserved, tapers in a 

southwestern direction towards the palace. Its total length is no longer extant, but the 

largest preserved diameter measures ca. 0.2 1 m. and the smallest, ca. 0.18 m. Tapering 

sections would have simplified the connection between individual pipes in the course, 

with the narrow end fitting into the wider end of the next pipe and so forth. No sealant, 

such as clay or plaster, appears to have been used in this water system, and the builders 

may have depended only on the tapenng sleeve connections to prevent leaks."' 

However, the two pipes are very fragmentary. 

"' More sections and fmgrnenü rnay have been found by Blegen and Rawson, but they were not reponed. 
'Os PNr.   fi^. 137. 
209 ~ l e & n  and Rawson ( P N I .  183, supra. 57) rneasured 0.14 m. 
2 10 Some water must have seeped through the w a k  of the pipes and the connections between them. The 
lack of a sealant may also indicate a relatively low volume of water passing through the pipe. 
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Terracotta pipes do not seem to have been employed at other mainland sites."' 

The use of  the term 'pipe' is often misleading in the Iiterature, and in every case, it seems 

to refer to terracotta drain tiles, which are discussed in the next section.'" The Minoans 

used pipes and a number of them are preserved.'" Not a11 taper, but those that do were 

meant to be inserted into the corresponding end of another tapered section. Some were 

even equipped with handles and ridges to prevent over-insertion. 

Terracotta: Drain Tiies 

A portion of Branch C of the Aqueduct [FE. 1381 was laid with band-made 

terracotta drain tiles; their cross-sections resernble inverted II-shapes (labeled C 1 in FIG. 

9).'14 The terracotta tiles were capped with unworked, limestone cover slabs."' The total 

length of Branch Cl is ca. 5.90 m. and only the southem-most portion, ca. 4.20 m., 

consists of  terracotta tiles (FIG.  66). The north end was built with small, slab-like Stones. 

These were set upright to line the charnel and covered by slabs laid horizontally on top of 

them. 

The tiies are in vanous States of  preservation and their dimensions Vary (TABLE 4). 

"' Küpper (1996, p. 64) did not think that they were in use pnor to LH III, but provided no exaniples 
belonging to this period. 
'" Examples include Dorpfeld, 1885, pp.233-234, 246 and Blegen, 1928, p. 35. More published 
illustrations would heIp to clear up any misunderstandings. 
'13 MAMAT, pp. 198-204,235. 
"' PNI ,  p. 327, fig. 236. 
"' During MARWP!s clearing of this drain, it was apparent that Blegen and Rawson removed the cover 
slabs and excavated the soi1 within the drain charnels. When they finished their investigations, they back 
filIed the drain and replaced the cover sIabs seemingly in the same positions in which they found thern, 
MARCVPs permit did not alIow for the removal o f  al1 of the cover slab's and thus the drain could only be 
partially observed. 



The shortesr tile measures 0.47 m. (T5) and die longest, 0.89 m. (T3)-'16 The vertical 

walls of individual tiles are generally consistent in thickness throughout a tile's length, 

but among al1 five tiles, wall thickness varies fiom 0.0 14 to 0.020 m. [FIG- 681. Similarly, 

floor thickness is consistent for individual tiles, but varies among al1 tiles. in general, the 

floor of a tile is thicker than its walls. 

Like the pipe fkagments in Area 101, some tiles taper in one direction. Only three 

channels could be k l ly  observed: two (T3 and T5) taper, and one (T4) maintains a 

constant width throughout its entire l e~~gth . "~  Tile T3's north end is the widest, 0.3 1 m.; 

its south end is 0.27 m. in width [F~G. 1391. In contrast, T5's south end is wider than its 

north, 0.27 rn, versus 0.24 m. Apparently at one time T4 fit into the north end of T3 and 

the south end of T5 to form a kind of bridge between the two. Like the pipes, one would 

expect the taper to correspond to the direction of water flow - the narrow end of one tile 

snuggly fitting into the wider end of the next tile and so forth."' The overlapping of tiles 

wouId facilitate water flow while preventing water loss. However, the drain is not 

constmcted in such manner; T3 and T5 taper in opposite directions. This whole section 

of drain appears to have been either installed or repaired in a shoddy manner. 

Neither the tiles nor their elevations indicate the direction of flow for drain C 1 [FIG. 

671. In fact, without some force or pressure, water would not flow at al1. The elevation of 

T l  is 192.90, the south end of T3, 192.93, and T5, 192.91; the elevation of drain C l  

peaks at tile T3. 

'16 BIegen and Rawson (PNI,  p. 327, supra. 2) reported five tiles with Iengths of 0.87, 0.43, 0.87, 0.65, and 
0.46 m.; their total Iength (3.28 m.) does not equa14.20 m. 
'17 Channel tiles TI and T2 could not be EÛlly measured. 
"' Blegen and Rawson (PNI,  p. 327) reported that this is the case for some of the tiles, but they did not 
specify which tiIes. M A R W  found no tiles overlapping. 



Along the sarne drain and beyond the terracotta tile section, Branch C doglegs 

southeasterly around the outside corner of room 97 IFIG. 5q. At the dogleg, Branch C 1 

ends in a basin of sorts, constructed o f  ashlar block fragments and r~bble."~ From the 

south end of the basin, Branch C2 continues (built of limestone, inverted a-shaped tiles) 

and runs down ramp 91 flanking the southwest façade of the Northeast Building. The 

elevation drops from the corner of room 97 down ramp 91 towards the southeast [FIG. 551. 

Thus, the direction of water flow for a l  of Branch C seems to be fiom north to southeast, 

but the peak at tile T3 is puzzling. 

As with the terracotta drainpipe, no seahnt was used on the joints between 

individual channel segments. If the above assumption about the direction of flow is 

correct, sealant would have been needed particularly for the comection between charnels 

T4 and T5 where the taper is apparently in the reverse direction of the water flow. But 

the elevations seem to suggest that this portion of the drain was raised either to slow 

down or even stop the water passing tiirough, perhaps in some function in conjunction 

with the basin. 

Drain tiles were more widely used in mainland architecture than pipesz0 and in 

palatial contexts, exarnples were found at MycenaeZL and Tiryns." For the latter, the 

drain channel of the large sIab of the bathroom (room X) issues into a section of drain 

cornposed of tiles. Al1 of the tiles are tapered so that they fit nicely into one another. 

Dorpfèld illustrated one; it is 0.68 m. long and tapers from 0-22 to 0.28 m. at its widest 

"9  P m ,  pp. 327- 328, fig. 224. 
"O Shear, 1968, pp. 434-435; Küpper, 1996, p. 64. 
"' Wace, 1921-23, pp. 9 1 187. 
779 - DorpfeId, 1885, pp.233-234,246. 



end." The drain tiles frorn room 30 of the Potter's Shop at Zygouries taper much more 

severely than those of Epano Englianos and Tiryns, fkom 0.24 to 0.38 m.=' These tiles, 

four of which remain, are also longer, averaging 0.92 m. and they do not seem to have 

been capped by any cover. 

The Minoans too used terracotta drain tiles, but udike the mainiand examples, 

most of them maintain a constant width throughout their length."-' Lnstead of fitting 

snuggly into one another, the abutting joints were sealed with plaster. Only at the palace 

at Mallia do the drain tiles taper. 

Terracotta: Cltimney Pipes 

Blegen and Rawson recovered fragments of hvo apparent chirnney pipes fiom the 

two rooms with hearths: rooms 6"6 and 46."' In room 6, terracotta fragments were found 

directly over the large central hearth and were reconstmcted into two pipes. Each is 

hand-made and each tapers in one direction. The length or more appropriately, height, o f  

each pipe is not extant, but the preserved diameters measure 0.652 m. and 0.665 m. 

Blegen and Rawson proposed two reconstructions: a single long pipe with one section 

fitting into the other, or two separate chirnney pipes placed side-by-side in the roofover 

the hearth."8 

DCirpfeld, 1885, p.234, fig. 1 18. 
n4 Blegen, 1928, p. 35. 
2 3  MAMAT, pp. 20 1-204,235-236. 

PN 1, p. 8 1; p. 8 1,  supra 30; figs. 27 1 (NOS. 2,3) and 272 (Nos. 6.7) 
')'PNI, p. 200; figs. 271 (Nos. 7,8) and 272 (Nos. 8,9). 
"' PNI, p. 81, fig. 418. 
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The two pipes recovered fkom room 46 were better preserved. They too are hand- 

molded and taper in one direction with upper and lower diameters of 0-507 - 0.48 m. and 

0.5725 - 0.4532 m. respectively, The height of each is extant and they measure 0.77 - 

0.79 m. and 0.713 m. In the reconstruction, Blegen and Rawson actually fitted the 

narrow end of one pipe into the wider end of the other and concluded that the chimney in 

room 46 was one long pipe.- 

The evidence for a smoke ventilation function for the pipes is quite strong, 

particularly since the fiagrnents were discovered resting on or directly above the 

h e a r t h ~ . ~ ~  However, it is highly unlikely that the pipes actually vented smoke in an 

efficient manner. It can safely be assumed that the portion of the Main Building about 

room 6 rose at least two storeys, as indicated by staircase 36 and the bulky thickness of 

the walls (ca. 1.20 to 1.30 m.). If this assumption is correct, then the ceilingkoof over 

room 6 was approximately seven rneters above the hearth?' It is also probabIe that the 

size of the hearth, with a diameter of ca. 4.02 m.')', does not accurately reflect the size of 

the fires burnt upon it. Any fire of such size would not only have overheated the room 

quite quickly but would have endangered anything near it, including the wooden 

columns. Fires burned upon the hearth rnust been have considerably smaller than the 

hearth itself. But more importantly the smoke had to rise nearly six meters (allowing for 

the pipe, embedded in the wood, mud and plaster matrix of the roof, to hang some 

distance down into room 6 )  and exit through the pipe. 

"' PNI, p. 200. 
230 Blegen and Rawson also noted soot on the pipes' inner faces (PNI, p. 8 l), but they did not submit the 
pipes for scientific analysis. 
231 Blegen and Rawson estimated a ceiling (2""oor) height of 3.25-3.50 m. for the Main Building (PNI ,  
pp. 49-50). See also Chapter 1. 
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The situation in room 46 is similar and the distance the smoke had to travel to exit 

the room should be taken into consideration. The hearth in room 46 has a diameter of 

1.88 m."' and is probably suitably proportioned for a fire typical for the size of this room. 

Unlike room 6, it is difficult to determine whether this area of the Main Building rose two 

storeys. There are no columns centered about the hearth to suggest a 2"* floor balcony. 

There is also no staircase nearby, nor are the walls as thick as those around room 6. Two 

reconstructions are possible for room 46: either it was only one storey high or it was two, 

though without an intervening second floor. In the first proposition, the smoke had to rise 

nearly three meters to reach the pipe and then pass through it. In the second proposition, 

the smoke had to take a path similar to that in room 6 and rise unaided for nearly six 

meters before reaching the chimney. 

Whatever the case may have been, in both rooms 6 and 46, the smoke had to 

travel quite some distance before even reaching a chimney pipe. In modem building 

practices, the fireplaces in rooms 6 and 46 would be termed central, freestanding 

f i r e p I a c e ~ . ~  The greatest problem associated with this type of fireplace isfireplace 

smoking, that is, the smoke does not enter and pass through the chimney, but dissipates 

throughout the room. To preventfiueplace smokirrg, the hearth needs to be raised and the 

chimney should include a conical hood suspended low over the fire? For room 46, the 

chimney opening should be placed approxirnately 0.61 m. above the hearth and, if we 

assume that fires smaller than that indicated by the size of the hearth were burned in room 

"' PNI, p- 85. 
233 PNI,  p. 199. 
234 Baden-Powell, p. 40. 

"' Baden-Powell, p. 40. 
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6, the height of the chimney fiom the hearth floor should be ca. 0.8 1 rn? 

Unfortunately, not enough fiagrnents were recovered fiom these rooms to 

reconstruct pipes long enough to preventfireplace smoking. The logical smoke 

evacuation system would have been the clerestory openings proposed by Blegen and 

Rawson for room 6 at Epano Englianos and sirnilarly by Wace for the megaron at 

MycenaeP7 Again the evidence for such a building configuration is lacking, but one can 

imagine that on a calm night, smoke would have risen throughout the entire roorn (acting 

as a chimney pipe), and dissipated through the open windows of the clerestory (acting as 

the chimney opening). However, some smoke certainly would have seeped into the 

second floor rooms overlooking the hearth. On windy nights, the clerestory would have 

hnctioned much better; a breeze of any force passing through the open windows would 

have constantly sucked the smoke fiorn the roorn. 

Al1 of these thoughts are speculative, but if these pipes were placed in the roof 

above the rooms in which they were discovered, they probably relieved some smoke 

congestion. But if they were the only means of smoke egress, the two rooms would have 

becorne dense with smoke shortly after fires were lit, particularly in roorn 6 with its 

single door and lack of fene~trat ion.~~ 

" Neither Ut~iform Building Codes nor Architecrural Grqbics Standards provide requirements specific 
for central, freestanding fireplaces The cIosest cornparison in terms of firepIace opening (the total area of 
fireplace exposure) is a fireplace with an opening on the front and back (typical fireplaces today have a 
single opening). By default, central freestanding fireplaces have the greatest fireplace opening since they 
are open on al1 sides. The chirnney height calculations offered here were detennined accordinç to the 
requirements for a fireplace tvith an opening on the front and back, thus they are conservative; 
Architecturai Grapliic Standards, p.224. For room 6, the chimney height was calculated with a size 2/3s 
that of the present hearth. 
"' PN 1, pp. 8 1-82, fig. 4 18. Blegen and Rawson proposed the same sort of room arrangement for hall 65 
(PNI ,  p. 258, fig. 4 19). Wace, 1949, p. 78. 
2)8 Windows could have pierced the walls of room 6, but there is nothing in the wails to suggest an opening 
of any sort, 



Chirnney pipesx9 have been reported'" fi-om only one other site - Mycenae. 

Fragments of these devices were found in roorn 5 of Panagia House 1, room 3 1 of 

Panagia House III, 'near' Wace's House and in room H of the House of the col un in^.'^' 

Of these, only one has a hearth - room 5 of  Panagia House 1. The pipe recovered is 

conical and tapers. It is about 0.39 m. ta11 with a lower diameter o f  ca- 0.26 m. and an 

upper diameter of ca. 0.26 m.'42 

WOOD 

Evidence 

The wooden colurnns, roofs, ceilings and doors of the palace are now missing and 

only a few wooden architectural members survived. Those found in sitzr were meager. A 

bumed and decayed column fiagrnent was recovered still standing within the plaster 

column ring in room 2." Other fragments were found mainly in doonvays, such as a 

portion of a wooden door jamb in the doonvay between roorns 46 and 4 P 4  These pieces 

and other recovered fragments, and also ash and charcoal provide clear evidence that the 

doors of the palace were framed in w o ~ d . ' ~ ~  Timber fragments also littered the fallen 

debris. The most significant collection was the fragments of wood, some charred and 

Chimney 'pots' as Shear (1968) referred to them. 
"O Shear (1968, p. 1 1, supra. 25) thought that chimney pipes should have been recovered at more sites, but 
since the shape and fabnc of the known pipes are usualiy similar to that pithoi, they have been overlooked 
in excavations. 
'" Shear, 1968, p. 1 1, supra. 24. 
"' Measurements taken from photograph in Shear, 1968, plate VII. 
'4 It was removed by Blegen and Rawson. 

This was not charred or bumed. No dimensions of the piece were reported. PN 1, p. 209. 
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some not, discovered faIIen in roorn 44. With these Blegen and Rawson reconstructed a 

possible beam formstion over the two colurnns facing court 3.'46 The lengths of beams 

were not preserved, nevertheless they calculated them based on the distance fkom the 

northeast wall of room 44 to the column base and projecting slightly beyond to account 

for an overhang long enough to reach the northeast wall (wall 8L) of the vestibule (4).'" 

The cross-sections of three of the recovered beam fragments were extant and measured 

ca. 0.13 - O- 14 m. square, 0.27 x 0.35 and 0.13 x 0.26 m. These are the only recovered 

exarnples of wooden architectural members that could be measured. 

Blegen and Rawson sent a number of wood fragments to the Archaeometry 

Laboratory at the University of Minnesota, Dul~th."~ However, they were only recently 

transferred from there and analyzed at the Malcolm and Carolyn Wiener Laboratory for 

Aegean and Near Eastern Dendrochron~logy.'-<~ Fourteen of the samples collected were 

identified (TABLE 61."' About half belong to the oak genus, the rest to the pine genus. 

Present day tree coverage in the Epano Englianos region is dominated by the 

olive. Large trees of other species are lacking, especially those suitable for timber 

construction; aside fiorn the few stands of cypress, one would be hard pressed to find a 

tree fkom which could be cut a timber member with a cross-section comparable to those 

recovered fiom the palace. Oak (rnainly smaller evergreen oaks) species are still present, 

'4SPN1~pp.7L, 77, 103, 117, 125, 151, 156, 173,209,319 and343. 
'" Discussed in Chapter 1. 
'" Ca. 0.75, ca. 1 -90 and 0.70 m. PN 1, p. 192. 
'" Blegen also sent a number of other artifacts including samples of bone, shell, teeth, clay and earth. 
MARFVP is grateful to Prof. George Rapp, University o f  Minnesota, Duluth, for his assistance and for 
providing his observations, thoughts, a catalog and in some cases, analyses, of  this material. 

MARFYP thanks Dr. Peter Kuniholrn whose analyzes provided the information listed in TabIe 6. 
350 Table 6 lists the samples with their provenience and two identifications: BIegen and Rawson's and that 
provided by the Wiener Laboratory. There are some differences between the assessments of the recovered 
rnatenaI. 



but pine is net?' The present, larger oak trees could only provide small architectural 

timbers. 

The Late Bronze Age tree coverage, according to recent studies, varied over time 

and was of course different £iom t ~ d a y . ~ '  During the period 1600 - 1400 BC., pine is 

absent in the pollen record and the presence of oak drops significantly." During the 

later years of the LBA, pine remains relatively infiequent in the pollen count, but the 

presence of oak increases. If the pollen readings are correct, there may have been a 

shortage of timbers available to the palace builders. 

The longest ceiling span in the LH mB palace is 6.23 m. over room 46. The 

distance would require a wooden beam with a minimum cross section of 0.23 x 0.39 m? 

One of the beam fragments recovered in room 44, in fact, has similar dimensions, 0.27 x 

0.3 5 m. As the plan of room 44 dictates, there are only two structural span configurations 

possible for a beam in this room: column-to-column or column-to-wall. The maximum 

span length is ca. 2.8 1 m. measured from either of the colurnns to the northeast waII of 

room 44. A beam with minimum cross-sectional dimensions of 0.09 x 0.18 m. would 

have adequately camed floor or roof loads over this distance. The recovered fragment, 

therefore, indicates a bearn greatly oversized for the structural requirements of the span. 

Unfortunately, this is the only measurable example, but it may indicate that the palace 

builders had little trouble acquiring the timber that they needed, even though it may not 

have been available Iocally. 

PRAP 19976, pp. 578-579. 
'12 PRAP 19976, pp. 576-595- Also, Zangger, 1998. 
253 PR4P 19976, p. 589; Zangger, 1998, pp. 5-6. 
754 Six meters is usually considered the maximum span for a single beam in heavy tirnber construction 
(Allen, 1985, p. 10 1, fig. 4.7 and pp. 109-1 10). 



Wood in the Pier-wail (Xylodesia) Building Systern 

The Xylodesia system, according to Blegen and Rawson, consisted of two parts: 

1) a three-dimensional heavy wooden fiaxnework in which, 2) rubble and mud were 

packed. Blegen and Rawson concluded that an intense fire destroyed the palacezs, 

burning al1 of the wood out of the Xylodesia system and leaving behind only the stone, 

mud and plaster. The walls appear today as if they consist of a series of square or 

rectangular rubble and mud piers separated by ca. 0.20 m interstices filled with small 

Stones and mud [FIGS. 96 AND 971. Because of this appearance, 1 prefer the term, "Pier-wail" 

construction, rather than Xylodesia. The evidence for tirnber i n  Xylodesia-constructed 

walls, as Blegen and Rawson interpreted fiom the interstices, a t  the time of the palace's 

destruction is less than convincing- 

Blegen and Rawson reported that the fire that occurred at the time of the palace's 

destruction was of such destructive intensity and duration that it, 

melted much of the stone into lime; the latter [lime] flowed over 
the dots in which the beams were laid, covering the ashlar blocks 
below with a fused mass of  rnignza.?56 

They further added, in reference to the use of wood in the doorway separating room 5 and 

6 that, 

it [stone and mudbrick] must have been fused into a molten mass 
by the tremendous heat of the fire and flowed down fi-orn above the 



[wooden] casing. #en it cooled it hardened into something very 
much like concrete and extremely difficult to excavate.=' 

Limestone (calcium carbonate, CaC03) melts or becomes molten at a temperature of the 

1339" Celsius at 103 atrnospheres (103 x the eartti's atrno~phere).~~ No fire, fueled only 

by wood and possibly olive o P 9 ,  could reach this temperature, nor could the earth's 

atrnosphere ever have become so heavy. 

If the palace was destroyed by fire, the intensity of the fire could not have melted 

the limestone, at most, the fire could have turned the stone into lime. The process is more 

comrnonly known as calcination and the result is calcined stone (or quicklime, Cao) 

which has a white crumbly s~rface . '~  Blegen and Rawson rnentioned calcined stone 

regularly throughout their descriptions of the architecture and it can still be seen today."' 

However during this process the stones do not lose their original shape and the resulting 

lime does not flow, the stones change ta a lighter color and lose weigbt since the burning 

releases carbon dioxide. Thus, the nzigma that Blegen and Rawson identified, and which 

is still visible in some of the rnolds today, cannot be the result of a fire but must be 

considered original building matenal put in place when the walls were being built. In the 

interstices, this material was intentionally placed between piers by the builders at some 

point during the building process. 

Therefore, the actual amount of wood inside the walls at the time of the palace's 

257 PNI, p. 77. 
CRCHandbook of Clzemis~ty and Physics, 1993, pp- 4-7. Also, 1 wish to thank Dr. Craig Glenn of the 

Department of  Geology and Geophysics at the University of Hawaii for his helpful and insightful 
comments. 
259 Blegen and Rawson mentioned olive oil has a contributor to the fire in nurnerous instances including: 
PNI,  pp. 50,92, 158, 
2" Adam, 1993, pp. 65-66; CRC Haridbook of Cfzemktry and Pfzysics, pp. 4-7. 



destruction was considerably Iess than onginally concluded. It is without a doubt that the 

molds reveal a systematic method of construction which probably utilized wood, but the 

evidence does not suggest that there was wood in al1 of the molds when the palace was 

destroyed. 

The walls of room 6 provide good exarnples of the few wooden members 

incorporated in them when they and the palace were destroyed. Of the 44 chases (the 

interstices between piers in Pier-wall construction) spaced approximately every 0.80 m. 

in its four walls [FIG. roi, three (32, 34 and 39) are completely empty (chase 39 shown FIG. 

97). These could have been occupied by vertical posts and horizontal beams, but the rest 

are almost wholly fiIled with rnud mortar and small stones. In sixteen of these s l ~ t s ' ~ ~ ,  

there is adequate space for one vertical post at the interior face of the wall. But if a 

vertical post actually stood in them at the time of the destruction, the post would have had 

dimensions more Iike a plank set on end than a post. For instance, in chase 38 [FIG. 981, the 

vertical post would have measured no more than 0.14 x 0.26 m. Any Ioad frorn above 

placed on this member, vvhich would have been very long in cornparison to the 

dimensions of its cross-section, would have caused it to buckle outward and away from 

the wall, and eventually collapse. In chase 36, the post would have dimensions no greater 

than 0.11 x 0.23 m. Thus, of these 44 slots, there are only three chases with sufficient 

available space for load-beanng vertical members. This would not be a sufficient nurnber 

if indeed the walls were built with the Xjdodesia method. 

The presence of horizontal tirnber members is also less than convincing. There 

"' One might also expect vitriticahon of the mud and plaster to have occurred dunng the intense fire, but 
this was not reported by Blegen and Rawson and is not seen anywhere in the palace rernains today. 
"' Chases 1-3, 6, 8, 1 1, 13,29,32, 34-3 9,43.  



are two types of horizontal beams in an Xylodesia system: those that span the thickness of 

the wall (chase beams) and those that m along and are embedded in the wall faces (face 

beams). The evidence for chase beams has been rnisinterpreted. A gIance over the tops 

of the megaron walls quickly distinguishes the chases fiom their flanking piers because 

more often than not the matrix of mud and srna11 stones within the chases is lower than 

their flanking piers [FIGS. 96 AND 971. In their current state of preservation, the chases would 

seem to indicate a missing beam - the difference in elevation would be corrected with the 

addition of a (now missing) wooden member. 

But it is necessary to take into account the changing elevation over the entire 

length of the wall or walls. The highest elevation among the extant architectural features 

is 193.66 m. ASL, as measured at the intersection of the walk at the north corner of room 

4. From this point the elevations of the walls and katures drop in every direction, thus 

the highest point of the hi11 before Blegen and Rawson excavated was over this 

intersection and fiom this point the contours slowly dropped in al1 directions beyond [FIG. 

31. For instance, Blegen and Rawson descnbed the strata in roorn 6 as, 

The deposit covering the Throne Roorn had a maximum depth in 
its southeastern section of 1.25 m. but it grew much shallower, 
following the descending slope of the hi11 toward its northwestem 
end where the depth was only 0.70 

The elevation at the intersection of the walls at room 6's south corner is 193.44 m. ASL 

and at its West corner, 192.96 m. ASL. Hence, a direct relationship exists between the 

height of the extant walls and the original pre-excavation topography of the Epano 
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EngIianos hilltop, 

Therefore, the elevations of the chases depend not on any rnissing material (Le. 

wood) but on  two factors. First, the material (small stones, mud and sand) in the chases 

was not as durable as that of  the piers and so it was more susceptible to erosion.'" 

Second, like the piers, their elevations correspond to the natural and artificial (caused by 

modem plowing) topography of the hilltop prior to excavation. For example, the 

northeast wall of room 6 descends kom the southeast to the northwest- The chases in this 

same waI1 descend as well, the highest measuring 193.5 1 m. ASL at the southeast end of 

the wall and the Iowest 193 -00 m. ASL at the northwest (TABLES 7 AND 7.1). This waI1 

then once ran perpendicular to the original, pre-excavation contours and the graph shown 

in TABLE 7.1 shows the descending relationship between pier and chase height. The 

southwest wall is similar - the wall and chases descend in a sarne direction. Conversely, 

in the rear wall of room 6, the northwest waIl (wall5B), the chases are al1 about the same 

height (TABLES 8 AND 8.1). This is because this waiI once ran paralle1 with the pre- 

excavation contours. 

Evidence for face beams aIso exists, but they do not seern to have been placed and 

used as consistently and systematically as originally thought. For the most part, Blegen 

and Rawson relied on uniform breaks in the plaster wall surface as evidence for 

underlying but now missing, face bearns. The implication is that the slots were filled in 

with flowing migrna at the time of the fire. Few real dots can be observed. If we taise 

room 6 as the example again, BIegen and Rawson noted horizontal face beams in both 

264 And more giving to the excavator's pick. 
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faces of the southwest ~a l l . ' ~*  On the northeast face, they reconstructed a beam at ffoor 

level and another 0.75 m. above. On the southwest face, they placed a beam at floor level 

and a second higher up: at 0.75 m- in the southeast section of the wall and; at 0.60 m, in 

the northwest section. For the two proposed bearns at floor level, there are no empty slots 

or any other convincing gaps or openings suitable for a piece of wood resembling a beam. 

For the beams placed higher up on the wall, only a few piers preserve actual slots 

for wooden beams. In the southwest wall(4L), on the southwest face, between chases 23 

and 26 (in piers 22, 23,24), there remains a rectangular slot of sufficient size for a beam 

with a cross-section of ca. 0.1 1 m. high by 0.15 m. deep [no. 941. The slot originates at 

chase 23 and continues onto pier 25 at the northwest, bringing the total length of the 

beam to approximately 3.40 m. At the northwest end of the same wall on the same face, 

the slot noted by Blegen and Rawson 0.60 m above the floor can accornrnodate a face 

beam ca. 0.15 m. deep [FIG. 951. This bearn could only have spanned piers 3 1,32, and 33, 

which rnakes its a total length approximately 3.28 m.; pier 30 rises to a higher elevation 

and does not preserve any signs of a face beam at the same level as the one in piers 3 1,32 

and 33. 

On the opposite side of roorn 6,  a face beam slot is preserved 0.63 m.'66 above the 

floor in piers 3 and 4 of the northeast wall(8L). The height of the slot cannot be 

determined, but its depth varies from 0.23 to 0.27 m. which could have held a beam with 

one dimension equal to or less than the slot's minimum depth. This beam may have 

originated on pier 1 and continued over pier 2, but there is no evidence for a slot. The 

beam could not have spanned much farther southeastward over pier 5 since this pier's 



elevation rises without a slot on its face- On the other face of the same wall, another face 

beam appears to have spanned piers 5 and 6 at height of ca- 0.83 m. The depth of this 

slot is 0.22 m- and the beam it housed could have extended fartiier northwest, but because 

of the decrease in elevation, its length is unknown. However, the bearn could not have 

extended southeasterly over pier 7 since the pier is higher in elevation. Thus, the beam 

would have been relatively short in companson to the length of the wall. 

Going beyond room 6, there is a face beam dot  in the section of the rear wall of 

room 4 northeast of the door in the wall's southeast face ~ F I G .  1011. This slot clearly 

demonstrates that the beam was relatively short and confined to a particular length. The 

bearn appears to have spamed from the northeast door jamb over three piers and stopped 

at the northeastern-most chase. The length of the beam would have been no more than 

3.12 m. The slot dictates a beam with a depth of ca. 0.32 m. 

Of the face bearns dots surveyed in rooms 4 and 6, there were only a few beams 

of relatively short lengths placed in no consistent manner within the walls a t  the time of 

the palace's destruction. An exception to this practice is seen in the rear wall(5A) of 

room 6 which preserves a face beam slot about 7.82 m. in length and 0.25 - 0.33 m. in 

depth on the northwest face of the wall [FIGS. 9 6 m ~  971. The beam originally abutted the 

southwest face of the northeast walI of room 24 and continued as far as chase 39- A 

single continuous beam of the length prescribed by the slot was probabIy not used, but 

rather one composed of multiple short timbers. 

Though the presence of face bearns in the walls at the time of the palace's 

destruction is more convincing than that for chase bearns, the evidence is insufficient to 

" Blegen and Rawson measured Ca. 0.70 m. (PNI,  p. 78). 



support a uniform and consistently applied heavy timber hmework bearing the brunt of 

the structural load. The builders of the palace relied on a fundamental rnethod of 

construction that was in existence for miIlennia - stacking stones - to create structural 

entities. The consistent and uniforrn breaks in the plaster certainly indicate chases and 

dots beneath, but at the time of the fire, they were filled with onginal ~ui lding matenal, 

as they are now, which was intentionally put in place by the builders. The chases are 

rnolds left behind by a timber framework, but the wooden members are part of the 

construction process and not part of the final product -- the finished wallY" 

Wood and Cut Stone Building Systems 

Mortises and bedding cuts show that wood was fastened to worked stone. These 

devices c m  be observed in a variety of building systems, including Pier-wall, orthostate, 

ashlar and mbble masonry. However, as will be shown, they do not necessady imply the 

presence of wood in these building systems at the time of destruction of the palace. Anta 

blocks ofien contain rnany more mortises and  bedding cuts than any other building blocks 

and it is clear that wooden members were once attached. But many of these blocks were 

re-used in later remodeling and their wood-to-stone connections went unused. 

Clamps 

At Epano Englianos, only three ashiar blocks preserve clamp cuttings. Each 

block contains one dovetail-shaped clamp cutting in its upper surface at its rear edge [FIG. 

267 The Pier-wall building system and its process o f  construction is discussed in Chapter III. 



761. Unfortunately the three blocks are out of context and their original placement within 

and relationship to the walls into which they were built camot be deterrnined. It is also 

unknown whether or not the clamps that once fit into the cuttings were of wood; Blegen 

and Rawson did not mention the clamp cuttings in the publications and therefore it is 

unknown whether any type of material o r  artifact was recovered fi-om or associated with 

the cuttings. 1 include clamps in the discussion on the use of wood in cut Stone 

architecture by default only because there has not yet been found actual clamps or clamp 

fragments of any shape or size made of any non-perishable material, corn Epano 

Englianos or elsewhere on the rnainland.z68 The clamps that once fit into these cuttings 

may have been carved from wood. Clamps imply a retaining or securing h c t i o n  of the 

blocks into which they are sunk and do not necessarily indicate a stone-to-wood 

comection. None of the wall building systems surveyed in Chapter III seem to have used 

blocks with dovetail clamps. 

The best preserved exarnple at Epano Englianos is a dovetail clamp cut into the 

upper surface of an ashlar block now lying up against the site's enclosing fence, just south 

of Building X [FI<;. r s : ~ ] . ' ~ ~  The block must have been rnoved by Blegen and Rawson since 

it falls in line with four other ashlar blocks lying near the same stretch of fence and thus 

its provenance is ~nknown."~ The block is fairly well preserved except for its front face 

which is partially damaged. It is an unusual block because of its nearly rectangular 

165 Going farther afield and back in tirne, clamps used in Minoan architecture similar to those at Epano 
Englianos are also assumed to be wood because o f  the lack of recovered examples, but also because of  
carbonized remains associated with the cuttings; these are surveyed and discussed by Shaw (MAMA T, pp. 
157-161). 

269 This dovetail rnortise is one of two noted and drawn by Kiipper (Abb. 168, f; 169, 1). The other rnortise 
he identified (Abb. 169, m) is cut into a block lying apparently south o f  the Main Building's propylon. 1 
was unable to locate the block. 



shape; the block exhibits no anathyrosis and its rear face is cut smooth similar to the other 

three faces. 

The dovetaiI mortise is cut near the center of the rear edge of the block. The 

biock is 0.96 m. long and the centerline of the mortise falls at 0.40 m., measured f?om the 

right face (as though facing the front of the block). The rnortise is also not cut 

perpendicular to the rear face of the block, but slightly askew. ,4t its thickest dimension, 

the mortise is 0.19 m. broad and at its narrowest (where it meets the rear face), 0.08 m. It 

is cut to a depth of 0.09 m. 

The other two dovetail mortises are smaller, nearIy half the size of the one just 

described. The clamp cutting shown in FIG. 7 6 : ~  is cut into the upper surface of an 

orthostate block. It may have been a corner orthostate or part of a door anta since its left 

vertical face has no anathyrosis. Though badly damaged, the thickest part of the tail 

measures O. 1 I m. and is cut down 0.08 m. into the block. The cutting, Iike the one just 

mentioned, is neither in the center of the block's rear edge nor perpendicular to that edge, 

but skewed. 

The last dovetail clamp cutting [HG. E:B] is sunk into a block even more 

fragmentary than the other two exarnples. The block does not appear to be a typical wall 

block - its lefl face is cut perpendicular to the front suggesting a wall return configuration 

in its original placement. Perhaps the block was once placed at a wall return or at a 

window or door opening. The thick portion of the tail measures 0.05 m. and the cutting 

sinks 0.04 m. Its direction is not perpendicular to the rear face of the block, but slightly 

askew, which seems to have been a standard practice for clamp cutting at the palace. The 

270 Blegen and Rawson piled together ashlar blocks and fragments at the southeast edge of the hilltop, about 
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block also has a rectangular rnortise in its upper surface located between the block's front 

face and the dovetail cutting. A similar combination of dovetail cutting and rectangular 

mortise were cut into an ashlar block fkom the Granary at My~enae.'~' The block is not in 

situ, but appears to have been a corner block since its front and lefi face are finished 

smooth and cut perpendicular to one another. The purpose of the mortise and dovetail 

combination is unclear since the block is not in its original position, but the dovetail 

clamp may have tied together the two faces of the wall to which the block belonged, and 

the mortise probably served to secure a horizontal beam running along the block's front 

face.'" 

Dovetail clamps were used in some ashlar walls at Mycenae, and in every 

instance there, the clamps seem to have secured the outer ashlar face with the rubble or 

earth irnrnediately behind."' In this way, the ashlar face acted as a retaining wall and the 

clamps served as the tie-backs, and thus these walls were retaining w a l l ~ . ' ~ ~  Many 

examples corne from both the ashlar-faced encircling walls and the blocking walls of the 

Tombs of the Atreus and CIyternne~tra.~'~ Al1 of the clamp cuttings are similar to those of 

the palace and many are cut slightly askew rather than perpendicular to the face of the 

30 m. southeast of the Main Building. 
27' Illustrated in Küpper, 1996, fig. 168a. 
'" More measurements need to be taken on this block; MARWP was not allowed to move the block, so its 
height or thickness could not be examined accurately. Confusing about the shape of block is the sunken lip 
or edge cut into the block's back face ( s h o w  dotted in Figure 76:B). The combination of this sunken Iip 
and the dovetail cIamp cuning matches a similar pair on a geison block of the Archaic temple built at 
Mycenae (Klein, 1997, pp. 282-284 and fig. 15). Since post-Mycenaean activity is known to have occurred 
at Epano Englianos and is documented with ceramic and roof tile fragments, it is possible that this bIock 
belongs to the later occupation of the hilltop. 
'73 None of the clamps survived to actualIy demonstmte how they fiinctioned. 
274 Küpper, 1996, pp. 55-56. Again, it would be nice if some of these clamps survived; if indeed they 
served as tie-backs, they must have been relatively long so as to penetrate some distance into the soi1 and 
effectively retain the walL 
275 At present, some blocks from the blocking wall of the Tomb of Atreus lie in rows in front of the dromos. 
Some from Clytemenestra are still in situ, while others lie nearby. 
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b l o ~ k . ~ ' ~  The purpose of the skewed alignrnent is unclear. Many Minoan dovetail clamps 

are cut in the same way, but the blocks are not part of retaining W ~ I I S . ~ "  So a tie-back 

skewed to the face of the wall does not seem to have been needed for structurai integrity. 

The alignment may simply be the result of Ietting into the block a device that was not 

meant to be seen and thus fine workmanship could be overlooked- 

In the north retaining wall of the court before the rnegaron at Mycenae, there is 

one dovetail clamp cutting in the sixth course of ashlar. In late 1996 or early 1997, this 

waI1 collapsed and during my visit in the following sumrner, 1 was able to see two other 

blocks among those fallen with dovetail clamp cuttings. One block with a clamp 

belonged to the ashlar couse  that rested on the horizontal wooden beam above the first 

course of blocks. For this wall and the encircling and blocking walls of the tombs, tie- 

back clamps were used at different levels and not resûicted to a single course. The 

dispersal of the clamps among different wall courses insured that the entire face was 

retained rather than held back by a single, tied-back course. 

Mortises 

Mortises were sunk into antae, ashlar wall blocks and orthostates. Al1 are square 

or rectangular cuttings sunk into the upper surfaces of the blocks (example shown in FIG. 

m). They were cut to receive dowels which once fastened either wooden vertical posts 

or horizontal beams, or a combination of both, to a block or group of blocks. No actual 

'76 Küpper (1996, fig. 169) does not show the front edge of the blocks in his compilation drawing o f  clamp 
cuttings. 



wooden members or dowels of any matenal (wood, bronze or other) were recovered in 

the excavations, though they must have existed- 

The cutting of mortises and their placement on the upper surfaces follow some 

recognizable rules. In general, there are more mortises in ashlar blocks than in orthostate 

slabs, however, the nurnber of extant examples of the former is far greater than the 

latter.'78 Second, antae contain more mortises than wall blocks. Third, not every wall 

block in an individual course has a mortise, but those that do have only one. The 

exception to this rule is the blocks of  the northeast façade (wall 18L in F~G. 6) of the 

Southwestern Building - each block contains a pair of mortises. But the pairs belong to 

two phases of construction and the two rnortises of each pair were not used in 

conjunction. When a wall block turns a corner it may have two mortises, such as block 

1 I L 4 5  (shown in FIG. 2s). Fourth, mortises in wall blocks are usually sunk near the center 

of the block's upper surface, though mortises near the ends of a block are not uncornmon. 

Lastly, the placement of mortises corresponds to a block's exterior face. For instance if a 

block's northeast face is exposed, the mortise will be sunk on its upper surface near the 

northeast edge of the block. Block 1 IL-45 which once was set at a wall corner has two 

mortises, each relating to the block's exterior  face^."^ There are only two blocks (1 IL-26 

and 1 1 L-30) that form an exception to this rule and they will be discussed below. 

The securing of wood to cut stone with dowels also occurred at Mycenae and 

Tiryns; however, Iong stretches of cut stone walls are preserved at neither site. The two 

MAMAT, figs. 94, 187 and 190. 
Definitions of ashlar and orthostate blocks are given in Chapter KI. 

"9 This block turns a corner and continues in a southwesterly direction. Block 44 abuts 45. In the building 
chronology o f  this façade, block 45 was in place before 44. This fact along with several others (particularly 
changes in masonry style) suggest that room 32 was an addition to an already standing structure and thus 



longest cut Stone walls are the Great Poros Wall about the Tomb of Clytemne~tra~~~ and a 

similar waIl about the Tomb of Atreus,"' In neither one does there appear to have been 

any wood used in their con~truction.'~ Most of  the evidence for wood-to-stone 

connections cornes from the many ante blocks at both palacesZS3 and, similar to the Epano 

Englianos antae, rnortise placement corresponds to the exterior, exposed faces of the 

blocks. The builders at Tiryns also used circular dowel holes that were sunk with a bore 

or drill, Circular rnortises were drilled into the harder stones, particularly conglomerate 

and the denser lime~tones.'~ Circular dowel holes and worked conglonerate do not exist 

at Epano Englianos. 

Bedding; Cuts 

Bedding cuts are smoothly chiseled surfhces on the upper faces o f  blocks which 

were intended to receive horizontal wooden beams (example shown in FIG. 107). Bedding 

cuts are found on anta and wall blocks and, like the mortises, they correspond to the 

block's exterior or exposed face(s). At Mycenae and Tiryns, beddings were cut only on 

anta b l o ~ k s . ' ~ ~  Beddings do not span the entire depth of the blocks into which they were 

chiseled, but presumably they were cut just slightly greater than the depth of beams to be 

the northtvest walls of room 30 and 31 tvere once exterior and possibly faced with ashlar. Also, see 
Chapter III, 
"O Taylour, 1955, pp. 209-223. 
"' Wace, 1956, pp. 1 16-1 19. 
"* Neither wall has been fully excavated, no mortises have been reported and the published photographs 
reveal no dowel holes or bedding cuts. 
2s3 Küpper (1996, figs. 18 1-202) compiled the most extensive scaled drawings of these blocks and mortises. 

DGrpfeld, 1885, pp. 265-267. 
"' Dorpfeld, 1885, pp. 268-269. See also drawing by Küpper (1996, figs. 6,9- 1 1, 16, 18, 19,24). 



laid in them. The remainder of the block's upper surface was Ieft only roughly chiseled 

because it received the mud and nibble of  the wall's backing or interior core (shown for 

exarnple in FIG. t i O). 

Bedding cuts are not as prolific as mortises and may have had several fùnctions. 

They provided a level and even surface for the wooden beam. Also, they were a time- 

saving technique for the masons since they only had to finish smooth and even 

approximately one half the upper surface of a block. Lastly, beddings may have been 

created during the process of leveling an entire wall course (see Chapter LII: The 

Northeast Façade of the South western Building). 

Anta Blocks 

Anta blocks exhibit the most evidence for the combination of wood and stone 

because they al1 have mortises cut into their upper surfaces and some have both mortises 

and bedding cuts. There were four types of antae used at the palace: one-, hvo-, three- 

sided antae, and door jarnbs (TABLE 9). The locations of the various antae are shown and 

labeled in FIGURET. Aside from the door jamb type, the three types are classified according 

to the number of exposed faces, that is, those faces which were not covered by wall 

matrix and were meant to be visible. The only example of a one-sided anta bIock is the 

northwest anta (Anta 18L.b) of the Southwestern Building's northeast façade. In plan, the 

block is T-shaped [FIG. 421, which corresponds to the T-intersection of the northeast façade 

with the wall separating rooms 64 and 67. The northeast façade originally continued 

northwestward, but beyond the T-shaped anta, the wall was apparently robbed out [FIG. 



1261. A horizontal bearn ruming along the northeast face of the façade was fastened to the 

top of the block at its northeast edge with a single rnortise, The beam probably continued 

northwesterly since there is no mortise cut into the block's northwest face which would 

indicate that the beam retumed and ran southwesterly. 

The two-sided anta blocks have two exposed, exterior faces and were set at wall 

corners, The  three-sided antae have three exposed, exterior faces and were set at the end 

of a wall. Door jamb anta blocks have two opposite exposed faces. These probably did 

not serve as the actual door jambs, but provided support for wooden jambs. Many of 

these blocks contain cuttings that probably served as sockets for the upright timbers of 

the jambs. Three of the largest, and no doubt originally very ixnpressive, doonvays of the 

Main Building (1-2,45, and 5-6) have doo jamb anta blocks with such sockets, and Piet 

de Jong reconstnicted large wooden uprights [FIGS. io4,ios AND 1 0 6 ] - ~ * ~  

Mortise placement relates directly to anta type. Mortises correspond to and are 

cut near the exposed faces. For instance, wooden mernbers attach to two-sided and door 

jamb anta blocks only at the two exposed faces and at the three exposed faces on three- 

sided anta blocks. Bedding cuts also have the sarne relationship to exposed faces as 

mortises do. The door jamb antae of doorway 1-2 (Antae 5D.a and 5D.b) are good 

exarnples of this association, both have bedding cuts indicating horizontal beams running 

southwest-northeast at the northwest and southeast exterior edges [FIGS. 102 AND 1031. 

Another example is the badly darnaged anta block at the southeast end of the northeast 

façade of the Southwestern Building (Anta 18L.a) which has three bedding cuts [FIG. 1251. 

They correspond to the anta's three exposed faces (northeast, southeast and southwest) 

'8"~ï, figures 429,430 and 43 1. 



and outline the U-shaped formation of the beam that once fastened to the block. 

One anta cannot be categorized; it was apparently cut to fil1 a unique position in 

the palace's architecture. The southwest anta block of the doonvay between court 3 and 

stairway 54 (5E-1) gives the impression that it is a three-sided anta, but the bedding cuts 

and the mortises clearly indicate that it is a two-sided anta with only two exposed faces: 

the southwest and northwest [FIG. 211, The northeast side, which in part served as a door 

jamb, has a cut recess which could have been a socket to support a wooden door jamb. 

Wood and Arrtae in the Pier-wall Building System 

Anta blocks tenninate walls, were set at wall corners and served as door jambs in 

the Pier-wall building system. Like the chases and face beams in these walls, evidence 

for wooden timbers as either vertical posts or horizontal beams fastened to the anta 

blocks is doubtful at the time of the fire. When antae 5B.a, 5B.b, 5C.a, 5C.b, 8.a, 9.a and 

9.b were initially excavated, the tops of these blocks were covered with wall matrix - 

rubble and mud mortar. Blegen and Rawson interpreted the concealment of the cuttings 

as the result of flowing lime or lirnestone (quote above) and later rernoved the original 

wall material to reveal the underlying mortises and bedding cuts. For instance, a 

photograph of staircase 36 taken in 1954'" and again in 1960 [FIG. ils] depicts nicely 

squared wall corners on top of the stair's flanking antae. For companson, a similar 

squared corner (the outside, south corner of room 39) made o f  original buiIding material 

still remains extant today and clearly demonstrates that some (if not all) wall corners 



were finished in such a fashion. In the following sumrner in 1961, the excavators 

completed a round of 'final cleaning' throughout the palace2" and, at this time, extant 

portions of rubble and mud mortar were removed in search of dowel holes or underlying 

blo~ks."~ A photograph taken in 1961 (PM,  fig. 127) reveals the results of the cleaning 

and the exposed dowel holes [FIG. q201. Other photographs reveal sirnilar wall conditions 

pnor to ~ I e a n i n g . ~  

At the time of the fire, these seven anta blocks did not support any kind of 

wooden armature or h n e w o r k  and the dowel holes indicate the re-use of these large 

blocks fiom older constructions. Their purpose in one of the last phases of construction 

must have been to re-enforce the wall ends and perhaps to partially suppoa the wooden 

door jambs that may have socketed into them. For exarnple, Anta 9L.a doubles as a wall 

return and a door jamb; its southwest face has a recess cut into it and the northeast jamb 

block of doonvay 28-35 fits snugly into the rece~s.'~' 

Two other anta blocks in the Pier-wall-built walls clearly did support timbers 

above them. Antae 5D.a [FIG. 1021 and 5D. b [FIG. 1031 were found with no wall matrix on 

them. Both have mortises cut near their exposed faces (northwest and southeast) for a 

287 Blegen, 1955, plate 36, fig. 9. 
"' Blegen, 1962, p. 147; PNI,  p. 22. 
2s9 Pick marks can be seen in the waIl matrices above and around these antae blocks. 
290 Antae: 

"' PNI ,  fig. 446. 

Antae: 
5B.a 

PN 1 figures: 
9,22,23,45, 59,62, 88,93 



total of four on 5D.a and five on 5D.b. Both also have beddings cuts, which relate 

directly to the mortises and in tum correspond to the anta blocksl exposed faces. Anta 

5D.a has two bedding cuts which span the entire length of the block: on the southeast, a 

ca. 0.22 m. bed and on the northwest, a wider bed measuring 0.34 m. The northwest bed 

is sunk ca. 0.04 m. Iower into the block than the southeast one and the area between them 

is slightly higher, ca. 0.01 m. Mortises are cut into each bed: two on the southeast and 

five on the north~est.'~' In the wall beyond the block (wal15D. 1) towards the northeast, 

there are preserved two face beam slots, one on each side of the wall which match the 

height of their corresponding bedding cuts in the block and run the entire length of the 

wall. The beam stots are narrower than the bedding cuts, ca. O. 17 m on the northwest and 

ca. 0.15 m. on the southeast. From this evidence it is possible to reconstruct two face 

beams that fastened to the anta block and spanned frorn the southwest edge of the anta 

block to wall 8LD. 

A sirnilar situation exists on the opposite side of the doonvay. Anta 5D.b also has 

two bedding cuts: the one on the northwest side is ca. 0.33 m. deep and the other on the 

southeast, ca. 0.40 m. deep. The southeast bed is higher than the northwest by 0.05 m. 

As s h o w  in Piet de long's drawing of doonvay 1-2 FG. 1041, Blegen and Rawson 

reconstructed face beam dots on both sides of the wall beyond Anta 5D.b to the 

southwest. The evidence is not quite as clear as it is in the wall on the opposite of the 

doonvay because some in situ Stones would both block a beam lying in the southeast bed 

and prevent it from extending southwesterly into the wall. Nonetheless, it seems 

reasonable to reconstruct wood fastened to this anta block. 

"' Two of these may be the result of remodeling (PNI,  p. 60). 



Wood and Antae in Rubble Masonry 

The Northeast Building contains the only examples of antae used in rubble 

masonry at the palace and al1 of these blocks are incorporated in the walls of room 93 [FIG. 

561, TWO three-sided anta blocks (14L-a and 15L.a) terrninate room 93's southwest and 

northeast walls at their southeast end. Anta 14L.a has no recognizable rnortiseslg), so 

wood does not seem to have been fastened to it. Its partner on the opposite side of the 

room, Anta 15L.a, has three mortises which correspond to the block's southwest, 

northwest and northeast sides. This arrangement is slightly odd according to the rules 

stated above. The northwest side of the block is not an exposed face because room 93's 

northeast wall abuts it, yet there is a mortise near this edge of the block. Also, the 

southeast face, which is exposed, has no corresponding mortise as would be expected for 

an exposed face. This evidence suggests that Anta I5L.a is re-used- 

The third anta, Anta 15L.b, sits at the T-intersection of the southwest wall of 

corridor 95 and the wall separating room 93 fiom 96. Four mortises are cut into the 

block's upper surface and their arrangement seems to indicate four exposed sides. Each 

rnortise is approximately centered in relation to its corresponding face. This arrangement 

would place a horizontal timber along each face. Since the rubble masonry of the 

Northeast BuiIding did not include timber, it is difficult to find a relationship between the 

wood of Anta 15L.b and its abutting walIs. If Anta 15L.b was re-used, which seems 

likely, it rnay have once been the base of a fkee-standing pier. 
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Wood in Ashlar and Orthostate Construction 

Many in situ blocks in ashlar and orthostate construction preserve mortises and 

bedding cuts on their upper surfaces. These once secured wooden members and most, if 

not all, anchored horizontal timbers. For ashhr masonry walls, the placement and 

alignment of these devices clearly show that one continuous beam ran the entire length of 

the waII at its exterior face. The height of the timber course cannot be reconstmcted, but 

the bedding cuts give bearns varying generally from 0.25 to 0.35 m. in depth.lg'l Above 

the beam, the wall continued in ashlar masonry, but fallen blocks also with cut mortises, 

point to another tirnber course higher up in the wall. The beams probably had several 

hnctions: to tie together blocks within a single wall, to serve as lintels over doors and 

windows, or simply to create decorative string courses.2gs They were presumably visible 

in the finished state of the wall, but this rnust remain speculative since no wooden 

members were found in situ. 

Orthostate masonry also incorporated horizontal timbers. Of the three in situ, 

though fragmentary, orthostate walls left at the palace, two contain blocks with mortises 

cut into their upper surfaces.2g6 The single orthostate standing on a cut Stone socle just 

outside of room 34 has one mortise sunk close to its exterior, northeast face and is 

positioned approximately in the center of the bIock [FIG. 231. The other orthostate block 

with a mortise lies beneath the southeast portion of room 7 [no. 221. Here, two orthostates 

193 BIegen and Rawson (PN 1, p. 304) suggested that there may have been a mortise on the southwest side. 
294 The southeast bed of anta 18L.a in the Southwestern Building's nonheast façade measures ca. 0.69m. 
deep. A beam with a cross-section of this dimension would be quite substantiaI. 
"'Sec also Chapter 1. 
19' The third orthostate wall, Section 7 of wall 17L, is partially covered by a later wall. 
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survive, both also stand on worked stone socles. The northeastern-most orthostate has a 

single mortise on its upper surface near its northeast end, 

Evidence for the use of vertical posts incorporated in cut stone masonry is sparse 

in cornparison to that for horizontal members. For al1 of the ashlar walls at palace only 

one or two courses of masonry remain preserved and, except for two instances, al1 of the 

blocks f i d y  abut their neighbors. This Ieaves no room for a vertical post between. A 

noted exception occurs in wall 10C which separates corridor 26 f rom room 32.'97 In the 

second course of ashlar, there is a 0.22 m- gap between bIocks 1OC- 1 1 and 1 OC- 12 which 

could accommodate a wooden upnght springing fi-om the top of the first course and rising 

upwards [FIG. 2n. But the wall matrix of the i ~ e r  backing alrnost entirely fills the gap 

Ieaving little room for any type of insert. 

The second possibility for wooden uprights are two deeply cut sockets in the first, 

and only surviving, course of the Main Building's northeast façade outside of room 46 

(shown in FIG. 24). The socket in block 1 1L-34 is sunk to a depth of ca. 0.19 m. and has a 

width of ca. 0.24 m. Though obscured by  the inner backing of the wall, the socket seems 

to extend across thickness of the block. The socket in block 1 IL-35 is cut at the block's 

southeast end and is sunk to a depth of ca. 0.17 m. Also, it bas approximately the same 

width, Ca. 0.24 m., and seems to span the entire thickness of the block, similar to the 

notch in block 1 lL-34. Each socket has a single mortise, which either fastened an 

upright post that rose up the face of the wall or a horizontal beam that ran the thickness of 

the block and perhaps the thickness of the wall. But since the rubble backing of the 

"' Wall 10C was re-used and was probably rebuilt in a slightly different fashion in a later phase. See 
Chapter III. 



façade clearly lirnits the length of a beamS8, the former supposition seems more 

favorable. Blegen and Rawson suggested that the sockets are suitable for upright timbers 

which, had they risen farther up, could have framed a w i n d o ~ . ' ~ ~  Küpper agreed, 

noticing that the slots are approximately centered in the wall relative to the room (46) 

lying imrnediately behind thern.)w In contrast, Wright, who reconstructed the Main 

Building's northeast façade based on architectural and fkesco evidence, does not put a 

window in this location DG. 331.~'~ 

Since wooden members are essential cornponents in the Ashlar Style and 

Orthostate rnasonry building systems, fbrther detailed discussion continues in the next 

chapter. 

Blegen and Rawson (PNI ,  p. 205) concluded that the sockets spanned the entire thickness of the waI1. 
299 PNI ,  p. 205. 
'O0 Küpper, p. 84 and pIate 2 1. 
'O' Wright, 1984, p. 27, supra. 4. and fig. 10. 



CWTER III 

BUILDING METHODS 

Chapter Two examined the various materials used in the construction of the 

palace. Apart frorn foundations, which are treated separately, the principle load-bearing 

walls are the focus of this chapter. Structura1 walls consist of various materials, including 

primarily Stone (which may or may not be worked), mudbrick and wood. The methods in 

which these materials were worked, and the methods in which they were combined to 

create structural walls form the basis of the typology of  building systems set forth below. 

Foundations are discussed separately and first. They transferred load from the 

walls built upon them to the ground beneath. In the Bronze Age they were invisible 

because ofien they were concealed by the structures they supported and the earth into 

which they were su&. The same applies to column bases, which at the Epano Englianos 

palace are essentially foundations. 

Fo~ndations~~', for the most part, are difficult to observe and document. The 

excellently preserved plaster fioors of the Main Building conceal most built features 
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below them. The ancillary buildings and outlying structures provide more information, 

though it is still a relatively small arnount. NonetheIess, it appears that the palace 

builders took great care to ensure stable and secure foundations for their walls and 

buildings.303 Where possible, they used the marly lirnestone bedrock? Where it was 

not immediately availabIe, the builders constructed rubble foundations, some of which 

occasionally include worked stones. The type of foundation employed depended largely 

on the topography of the plateau [FIG. 2 1 . ~ ~ ~  In areas more or less level, the builders placed 

walls directly on bedrock. Under a few walls, the bedrock was tnmmed flat. Under 

others, bedding stones often supplemented the bedrock in areas where it was uneven. 

These leveled either the bedrock in preparation for receiving a wall or adjusted the leveI 

of the first course of blocks or stones. Newer structures laid over older walIs and 

buildings required built foundations because the bedrock was often too deep to be 

reached. Stepped foundations, which incorporated both the bedrock and built 

foundations, were used on the fkinges of the hiiltop where the topography slopes 

downward. 

Klaus Kilian completed the most extensive study of Mycenaean foundations and 

he distinguished two types: 1) none, where walls were built directly on earth with no 

change in building technique or material within the walls themselves and; 2) built- 

302 Foundation is used here in reference to any part of a structure that is in direct contact with and disperses 
the load it supports to the ground. 
303 Walls that predate LH 1 and post-date LH IIIB are not taken into consideration in this discussion, but in 
short, pre-LH 1 walls do not appear to rest on built foundations, but on bedrock. Post Bronze Age walls rest 
directly on a layer of soi1 that accumulated over the Bronze Age remains. 
304 Pliocene rnarl, see Zangger 1997, pp. 604-605, Table 13, p. 635. 
305 Shear (1968, pp. 437-438) came to the same concIusion regarding the foundations of Mycenaean houses 
and the land upon which they sit, though she did not make architectural distinctions between foundations 
buiit on bedrock and those built on fill. 



foundations employing vanous, and sornetimes complicated, construction rneth~ds.~" 

The same division applies to the Epano Englianos palace, though its built foundations are 

far simp1er than those surveyed by Kilian and used at other Mycenaean sites, especially 

in comparison to their fortifications and terraces. Given below are some examples of 

bedrock foundations (including some which employed bedding stones), built foundations 

and stepped foundations. 

Bedrock Foundations and Bedding Stones 

Only beneath a few walls did Blegen and Rawson find bedrock trimmed in 

preparation for building walls. On the northwest edge of the hilltop, a thick mbble wall 

was founded on worked be~irock.~'~ Beneath the wall flanking the northwest side of the 

Northeast Gate [FIG. 711, the bedrock was also t r i ~ n m e d . ~ ~ ~  Cuttings, but no walls, were 

found in the bedrock at the bottom of a trench laid out on the northeast side of the 

h i l l t ~ p ~ ~  and under room 57, three conical-shape cuttings were made in the bedrock to 

receive pithoi [FIG. 281 .~ '~  Other areas of bedrock may have been worked, but these are 

either presently concealed or have not yet been discovered. 

At Mycenaean sites elsewhere, bedrock was more ftequently worked, usually to 

provide either a level footing for walls or a level platforrn for both walIs and fl00rs.~~' 

For instance, the bedrock was leveled to form a flat area for the north portion of the floor 

306 Kilian, 1990. See also Küpper, 1996, pp. 52-53. 
307 PN I X  D. 8. 
'Os PN m p. 6 .  
3a9 PN III, p. 65 
310 PNIII, p. 35 
3" Shear, 1968, pp. 435-436 and supra 80land 801. 
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of the megaron at My~enae.~" At Thebes, the bedrock was leveled by both trimming the 

bedrock and filluig in shallow holes and depressions within the bedrock with ~ l a y . ~ ' ~  At 

Epano Englianos bedrock seems to have been largely lefi unprepared, though in some 

places supplemented with bedding stones. Together they provided more or less even 

surfaces for building. 

Bedrock foundations supplemented with bedding stones (usually no larger than 

c ~ b b l e s ~ ' ~ ) ,  support the northeast ashlar facade (wall 1 IL. labeled in FIG. 6) of the Main 

Building."* A shallow, irregular course of small flat stones lay directIy on the bedrock. 

This bedding runs underneath the entire length of the wall and was by no means 

uniformly laid, Its width varies so that under some blocks there appears to be no stones 

while from underneath others, stones protrude beyond the face of the wall. Also, large 

gaps exist between many of the stones and as a result some ashlar blocks or portions of 

them do not rest on bedding stones, but directly on the bedrock. 

The earIy, Iimestone slab-built wall running underneath m d  perpendicular to the 

southeast wall (SW52) of room 65 [FIG. 391 and Sections 2 and 3 of the southwest facade 

(1 7L) of the Southwestern Building [FIG. 441 rest directly on bedrock. No bedding stones 

were used or needed undemeath these walls. The nature of their construction, which is 

similar to nibble construction, did not require a level surface upon which to build, so the 

bedrock was left uneven under both walls. 

j" Wace, 1949, p. 77. 
3'3 Syrneonoglou, 1985, pp. 43-44. 
3 14 Sizes range from 0.06 to 0.25 m. 
"' PN 1, p. 48. 
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Built Foundations 

New walls and structures placed over earlier walls and constructions required 

built foundations- Substantial foundations support the northwest ashlar wall (wall 10C) 

of room 32 [FIG. 271. They mn deep, ca. 1 -20 m., and consist of large, roughly squared 

limestone blocks and rubble. Coursing is crude; the topmost course is formed largely of 

squarish blocks with smaller unworked Stones. Together they create a level surface for 

the ashlar wall laid upon them. 

Though these foundations are more than a meter deep, they do not reach bedrock. 

Near the wall's southwest end, the foundation straddles an earlier wall running 

perpendicular to wall 10C and approximately 0.25 m. below it. The earlier wall, which 

dates to the Middle Helladic period, is founded on bedrocke3I6 The builders of wall 1OC 

may not have known this fact, nonetheless they relied on the strength of the earlier wall 

for support. Though excavations were not carrïed out below the floor of corridor 26 near 

its northeast end, built foundations probably continued on the other side of the earlier 

wall and were sunk to the sarne I e ~ e l . ~ ' ~  

Built foundations consisting of several courses of rubble masonry support the four 

exterior walls of the Wine Magazine. They are slightly thicker than the walls they 

support, and Vary in depth from Ca. 0.50 to 0.75 rn? They do not reach bedrock. An 

earlier wall, aIso of Middle Helladic date and substantially well-built, underlies the Wine 

Magazine [FIG. 5 9 1 . ~ ' ~  It rests on bedrock and runs parallel to, and approximately between, 

the two long walls of the magazine. The foundations of the magazine's southwest wall 

3'6 PN III, p. 32. 
3'7 The northeast end of comdor 26 was not excavated. 
3'8 PN 1, p. 342. 



straddIe this earlier wal13" and utilize its strength in the sarne way as the foundation 

beneath wall IOC. 

A good portion of the Southwestern Building was built on the sloping southwest 

side of the plateau where many walls, including portions of the southwestern façade, 

required built foundations. Sections 5, 6 and 10 are al1 supported by rubble-built 

foundations. Three, and perhaps even four, courses of rubble laid on bedrock support 

Section IO- Those beneath Sections 5 and 6 are well-built with some use of roughIy 

squared blocks - only their exterior faces appear to be worked. At the intersection of the 

two sections, six courses of rubble stand to a height 0.88 m. above the bedrock.''l The 

wall, which the foundation supported, is entirely rnissing Save for one ashlar block that 

remains in situ at the northeast end of section 6.'" 

Stepped Foundations 

Stepped foundations, employing both bedrock and rubble constniction, facilitated 

the building of walls on sloping topography. They are built as a series of steps that kept 

wall courses roughly level over short lengths. Stepped foundations occur most fiequently 

at the sloping southwestern edge of plateau, particularly beneath the Southwestern 

Building. 

For a little less than half of its length, Section 1 of the southwest façade rests on 

'19 For date, see PNIII,  p. 32. This is no doubt a section of the earlier wall mming under wall 10C. 
''O The entire IengtIi and course of this wall is unknown. 
'" Sections 5 and 6 were never fülly explored by Blegen and Rawson. See PNIl fig. 204. 
'" Blegen and Rawson were careful to point out the worked bIockç in the upper course of the foundation, 
but they did not discuss the in situ bIock. It appears in their photograph (PN Il p. 279, fig. 204). 
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bedrock. But near its northwest end where it forms the West corner of room 81, stepped 

foundations provide support. The topography at the corner rises towards the northwest 

and northeast. Large stones, varying in size (0-25 - 0.60 m.) and laid on bedrock, create 

short and level steps that rise with the topography. Since the stones are partially 

concealed, full measurements could not be taken, but they appear unworked for the most 

part except for their upper surfaces. These may have been hammered relatively flat. 

At the façade return, where it becomes the northwest wall of  room 8 1  (SW39), the 

topography rises more steeply (approximately 0.85 m. over a distance of seven meters) 

and the wall continues to step up towards the northeast [FIG. 431. Three steps can be 

distinguished at ca. 1.00,4.10 and 5.95 m. from the southwest end of the façade. These 

correspond to rises of ca. 0.48, 0.28 and 0.10 m. respectively. The steps are partially cut 

into the bedrock and partially built-up with a few foundation stones. The stones are 

neither laid at every step nor uniforrnly distributed beneath the course of the wall, but 

instead are set to fil1 out a step or maintain a step's level. Foundation stones also cluster 

beneath the façade corners, which suggest that the builders were concerned about the 

stress and load inflicted at these points. The façade returns again to the southeast to form 

the short, northeast exterior wall ofiroom 81. The single course of foundation stones 

returns also and runs undemeath the entire length of this short façade. 

Similar stepping occurs beneath the sturdy southeast wall (SW52) of room 65 [FIG. 

451. The underlying bedrock, as far as can be determined, is unworked and slopes 

upwards in a direction parallel to the wall. For most of its length, the wall rests simply on 

the sloping bedrock. Stepping occurs in the courses of the wall itsetf and thus at the 

wall's very northeast end there is presently only one course resting on the bedrock. But 
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at the extreme southwest end of the wall, the bedrock drops quite rapidly, and stepped, 

rubble foundations provide support. They are slightly wider (ca. 0.20 m.) than the wall 

itself and run four to six courses deep (these are partially shown in the state plan, FIG. 39, 

on the inside corner of the intersection of walls 17L and SW52). Except for the 

foundation's width, its masonry is similar to that of the wall it supports. 

Stepped foundations also support section 9 of the Southwestern Building's 

southwestern façade [FIGS. 47 AND The slope of the topography in this area 

necessitates such constmction~ Stepping occurs both in the built foundations m d  the 

ashlar courses. For the latter, the first course contains two blocks and the second four. 

Rubble foundations lie beneath the first course and also beneath the two northeastern- 

most blocks of the second course. The mbble foundation tums the corner and supports 

Section 10, under which are four courses of rubble laid on the bedrock. It is not possible 

to determine the depth of the rubble foundations underneath Section 9, but due to the 

massiveness of this wall, they probably run deep or sit on bedrock like those beneath 

Section IO. 

Column Bases and Column Foundations 

Of the 20 rernaining column bases at the palace (Iabeled in FIG. 8), fourteen are 

concealed by plaster floors, which prevent close examination. The remaining six fa11 into 

two categories based on construction method: single block bases and platform-built bases 

(TABLE 5). 1 consider al1 of the bases to be foundations because they were not meant to be 

323 This wall, among others, has greatly shifted and heaved since the Bronze Age. The ashlar courses were 
certainly level in the waI17s original condition. 



seen when construction of the palace was completed. For the single block bases, only the 

upper surface is finished. It is either worked entirely flat or trimmed at its edges. The 

latter method resulted in a raised circular disk, which was presurnably slightly larger in 

diarneter than the column it supported. Column bases c58SW and ~65N'~', are single, 

roughly disk-shaped, blocks OF worked limestone. The upper surface of c58SW is 

finished flat while its sides are only hammer dressed. Base c65N is cut with a raised 

circular surface on its upper face to receive the foot of the actual colurnn. Its sides also 

appear to be hamrner dressed. 

Both c58SW and c65N rest on a bedding of cobbles (for base c58SW, the bedding 

is partially seen in FIG. 36, and for c65N, FIG. 39). Like the bedding beneath the northeast 

façade of the Main Building, the cobbles do not form a solid and complete layer, but 

portions of the bases rest directly on bedrock. Some of the cobbles must have been used 

for leveling purposes and were wedged underneath the edges of the bases once they were 

set in place.3x 

Single column bases with raised circular disks were used eequently at Mycenae 

and more so at Tiryn~."~ But unlike the bases at Epano Englianos, the raised disk-like 

surface sometimes remained visible in the finished state of constniction."' Küpper 

argues both a practical and aesthetic function for the raised areas?" By lifting the 

Blegen and Rawson (PN 1, p. 256) reported that a circle of rubble surrounds this base. When cleaned by 
M A R W ,  there was no stones about the base. 
32s A similar practice is reported for some of the column bases at Tiryns but here the bedding layer contains 
earth and clay. Küpper, 1996, p. 95. 
376 Columns and colurnn bases in Mycenaean architecture receive extensive treatment by Küpper (1996, pp. 
94-104). Raised disks are also comrnon in column bases in Minoan architecture; see MAMAT, 1973, pp. 
I l  1-121. 
327 Arnong others, the four coIumn bases of the large megaron at Tiryns all have visible dressed and raised 
circular surfaces. Küpper, 1996, p. 96. '" Kipper, 1996, p. 96-98- 



column above the floor, the raised surface keeps the foot of the column dry and thus 

prevents rots3"> At the sarne time it visually enhances the separation between colurnn base 

and surrounding floor. At  the Epano Englianos palace, of course, these suppositions do 

not apply because the raised surfaces were completely covered by either a plaster fioor or 

a plaster ring as well as the column itself. Because of this, they could not have 

h c t i o n e d  to shed water or  create a visual demarcation of any sort. Instead, Kupper 

suggests that the column rings (shown for example in FIG. 117) about many of the Epano 

Englianos colurnns compensated for the lack of a raised surface projecting above the 

floor by sealing the foot of the colurnn fiorn rnoisture. They also imitated an actual 

colurnn base."' However, since column base 64NW in room 64 has a colurnn ring (for 

the most part destroyed [FIG- 1301) and it is approximately centered in the middle of the 

room and thus protected fiom the elements, it is difficult to argue a weather-proofing 

function for the stucco ring- For the palace's columns then, the fiinction of the raised and 

dressed surface must have been to provide a flat and even surface for the column foot and 

perhaps sirnply to Save stone-cutting time. 

The aesthetic value of a ring or base to define clearly and sharpen the division 

between column and floor may have been quite significant in Mycenaean architecture 

since columns depicted in Mycenaean art often have this distinguishing feature. The 

most prominent example is the column and base depicted in the Lion Gate, but others 

include: the two columns portrayed in the fresco fiom the Room of the Frescoes in the 

Citadel House Area at Mycenae; the column within a window depicted in the Falling 

3'9 Also for Minoan colurnn bases cul in the same mariner, MAMAT, 1973, p. 11 5.  
330 Küpper, 1996, p. 96-98. 



Warrior scene from the megaron at My~enae ;~~ '  and the engaged columns of the Treasury 

of Atreus and the Tomb of ClytemnestraP2 However, the column bases of roorn 6 at 

Epano Englianos are sunk ca. 0.07 - 0.12 m. below the plaster floor with no surrounding 

plaster ring."' Thus, they would have originally appeared to rest directly on the f i o ~ r . ~ '  

Because of its position within the building, its architecture and fiesco decoration, this 

roorn was no doubt very important and one would expect some articulation of  column 

and floor if indeed such an aesthetic was significant to the palace occupants. While 

Küpper's argument seems logical, the palace columns do not provide convincing proof. 

The other four colurnn bases (c65E, c65W, c65S and c lO6SW) are circular rubble 

platforms. Column base c lO6SW is unique among these four because it contains a cut 

circular base [FIGS. 57 AND 1361. It is not perfectly centered in the platform but it no doubt 

supported the actual column. 

The three platfonns in room 65 may also have had worked bases in their centers, 

but erosion and modern plowing has destroyed a good portion of their height [FIG. 391. The 

elevation of the single Stone base c65N is 192.3 1 m. ASL, which, assurning that the floor 

was level across the entire roorn, should have been the elevation of the feet of  the three 

other colurnns. The present upper surface of c6SE is 0.16 m. below this elevation and the 

two southwestern bases fall short by ca. 0.28 m. Thus, at least one course of rubble is 

missing from c65E and several courses from the other two platforms. 

Platform foundations transferred a colurnn's load to bedrock where bedrock was 

33' For the Lion Gate, see Wace, 1949, plate 73. For illustrations of the two fiescoes, see Immenvahr, 
1990, plates 60 and 65. 
"' Wace, 1949, figures 5,6,49 and 5 1. 
333 PNI,  p. 80. 



some distance below the surface- At the north corner of room 65, bedrock lies ca- 0.3 1 

m. below the level of the plaster floor, and so the single stone base, c65N, sufficed to 

convey the load down this short distance [FIG- 391. But south and southwest of here, the 

bedrock drops off rapidly. Platform c65E is sunk d o m  to bedrock ca. 0.44 m. below the 

floor whiIe c65W and c65S are partially built on top of earlier walls. The walls are 

founded on bedrock and lay at depths of ca. 0.89 and 1.24 m. below the two platforms. 

Thus, for these two platforms, their loads are transferred indirectly to bedrock. 

To insure that they provided adequate support, the platforms were built with their 

diameters substantially greater than that of the colurnns that once stood upon them. The 

builders may have felt it necessary to greatly enlarge the platforms since the bedrock lay 

too far below the intended colurnn. The platforms Vary in diameter fiom 1.22 to 1.60 m. 

The diameter of the colurnns they originally supported can be estimated ftom the 

diarneter of the raised circular area on base c65N in the same room. lts diarneter is ca. 

0.52 m., which should make the diameter of the actual column slightly less. Assurning 

that al1 of the colurnns in this room were approximately the sarne size, then the platforms 

are more than double that diameter. 

The two methods of column foundation construction at the Epano Englianos 

palace essentially match those established by Kilian for the palaces at Mycenae and 

Tiryns. There he distinguished two =es: cut stone bases supported on either rubble 

constructed foundations or clay beds with small leveling s tone~."~  At Epano Englianos, 

instead of clay beds. levelin~ Stones were used in conjunction with bedrock. Also, there 

354 However, when the colurnns were originally erected and the first plaster laid, Blegen and Rawson (PNI,  
80) thought that the column bases were probably level with the floor. 

"Kilian, 1990, pp. 1 10-1 1 1. See also Küpper, 1996, p. 95. 



is only one example of a cut stone base embedded within a rubble foundation (106SW), 

but the others (65E, 65W and 65s) were probably constructed in the same manner. 

Poros lirnestone blocks are used in a variety of building systems at Epano Englianos 

and these include: 1) coursed ashlar masonry (the Ashlar Style); 2) Ashlar Shell walls; 3) 

Orthostate construction; and 4) Pseudo-ashlar masonry. With the exception of pseudo- 

ashlar, these systems and the terms used t o  describe them are not unfarniliar in any 

discussion of Mycenaean architecture, nor in regard to the architecture of other, Bronze 

Age Mediterranean cultures. Before discussing the systems in detail, 1 List bnef 

definitions below of the terms 1 will use m a t  frequently in discussing ashlar masonry 

because the definitions of building systems and the terms used to describe them Vary in 

the literature. My definitions depend largely on the cross-sections of  walls rather than on 

their outer appearance, that is, 1 take into account not only their outer, exposed face, but 

also their interior composition. 1 also distimguish between building system and building 

component. Many walls at Epano Englianas are composed of several materials 

(components) assembled in various ways (building systems) and the terms for each are 

ofien used interchangeably. For instance, "ashlar" can be applied to a single block or an 

entire wall, yet there is a hndamental difference between the two - an ashlar wall 

consists of more than just an outer face of finely cut blocks. 

Because 1 apply the terms that 1 set forth to the architecture of the palace and where 



appropriate, to other Mycenaean as well as Minoan structures, 1 wish to be as consistent 

as possible. Masonry styles are crucial to the understanding of the architecture of the 

Epano Englianos palace and itç development, and therefore clear distinctions must be 

made between each. 

AsKLAR~~~ (building component) 

An ashlar is a worked block of stone cut as a component or unit in a 

masonry building system. Ashlar blocks Vary greatly in size and, at the 

palace, are cut fiom poros lirne~tone.~~' 

When ashlars are used in ashlar masonry, their exposed face or faces are 

cut square or rectangular and are worked smooth and flat. Bedding joint 

surfaces (top and bottom) are usually cut parallel to one another while 

vertical joint (sides) surfaces are cut obliquely (with anathyrosis). As a 

result, blocks look wedge-shaped or trapezoidal in plan. These surfaces 

and the back of the block are rarely finished smoothly, but rather roughly 

or semi-smoothly. 

The ashlars re-used in pseudo-ashlar masonry have their exposed face or 

faces cut square or rectangular. Their joint faces lack anathyrosis and thus 

the blocks are roughly cubic or brick-like in ~ h a p e . ~ ' ~  

Wright (1978. p. 134) used the same definition in his study of Mycenaean Masonry but distinguished 
between limestone or sandstone ashIar and conglomerate ashlar with the latter being a form of  cyclopean 
masonry at Mycenae. Hult (1983, p. 9 1) in his much broader compendium of Bronze Age Mediterranean 
masonry provides a concise definition in his glossary but refers to just about any cut stone as ashlar. Shaw 
(MAMA T p. 92) defines Minoan ashIar blocks similady. 
'" Elsewhere they are cut From hard limestone, sandstone and conglomerate as well as poros; see Hult 
1983, pp. 49-50 . 
338 Al1 of the pseudo-ashIar exarnples are in silu, so their back faces can not be examined. 



ASHLAR STYLE ~ ~ S O N R Y ~ ' ~  (building system) 

The ashlar style building system consists of three parts: 1) an exterior or 

outer face of ashlar blocks laid in horizontal courses which contains 2) at 

least one timber course though probably more and, 3) an imer face of 

rubble or rubble-based (pier-wall construction) masonry. Course heights 

Vary, but usually remain the same for individual courses. 

ASHLAR SHELL  CONSTRUCTION'^^ (building system) 

Ashlar shell construction consists of an interior and exterior face of ashlar 

masonry and an imer core of rubble and mud, O d y  two walls of ashlar 

shell wall construction survive at the palace, and therefore little is known 

about this system. Mortises indicate that a horizontal timber was fastened 

atop the second course. 

339 This definition, of course, does not apply to the ashlar masonry of stomion façades and drornos walls of 
tholos tombs because there is no evidence for the use of timber. For this reason, perhaps Wright (1978, pp, 
134-150) and Hult (1983, pp. 50-5 1,91) omit wood from their definitions of ashlar masonry, though they 
do recognize its existence in palatial buildings. 
AIso, according to Wright, "their wycenaean] ashlar masonry was not structura1 but decorative; it was 
employed only for facades." This assessment implies that ashlar bIocks were simply applied to the face of 
a rubble wall. No ashlar wall could have remained standing had this been the case. Since both the ashlar 
and the rubble of an ashlar w d l  rest on the same support system, whether that be bedrock o r  built 
foundation, the ashlar is seniing the same structural function as the rubble. Furthemore, Wright (1978, pp, 
136 and 144) applies the terms, orthostates and euthynteria, to the first course of ashlar in the northeast 
façade of the Main Building. These blocks to do not resemble orthostates (see definition), but they do Vary 
in height and were used as  a leveling course for the entire façade. For later Greek architecture @insrnoor, 
1975, p. 39 1), euthynteria is "the Greek term for the special top course of a foundation used as a leveling 
course-" 1 avoid using euthyntena in my definition because it is unknown whether or not the blocks of the 
first course in every ashlar masonry wali at the palace vary in height. Wright's use of the term is 
appropriate for this specific wall though. 
Hult's definition also includes shell wall construction (see below), which is a different building system than 
ashlar masotuy, See also G. Wright (1992, pp. 41 1-414) for a recent assessment of Cypriot ashlar masonry. 
In Minoan architecture, ashlar masonry usually sits upon a worked Stone socle and usually does not 
incorporate long, horizonta1 tirnber beams between courses (MAMA T, pp. 92- 107). 



Ashlar shell wall construction is unique to the Epano Englianos palace and has 

yet to be found at any other Mycenaean site. It was used infkequently on 

Minoan CreteY', but was more popular in the Bronze Age architecture of 

cultures farther east? 

0 R ~ O S T A T E ~ ~ ~  (building cornponent) 

An orthostate is a worked block of stone cut as a component or unit in a 

masonry building system with al1 of the characteristics of ashlar blocks 

Save for its dimensions. Orthostate blocks are cut as upright slabs with 

their thickness (rneasured £tom the fkont, exposed face to the back of the 

block IFIG. 131) smaller than their length and height, thus the block appears 

thin. 

This term is used infr-equently in discussions of Mycenaean architecture. 

Blegen and Rawson described the re-used (with their original exterior 

faces now turned downwards) ashlar blocks at the base of the northeast 

wall of court 47 as orthostates.'" Wright applied the term to the ashlar 

blocks of the northeast façade of the Southwestern Building (wall 18L)? 

But these in fact are no different than those of the northeast façade of the 

Main Building or the southeast wall (wall 5E) of court 3. in both 

instances, the reference seems to be made to the location and use o f  the 

340 There is IittIe use of this terminology for this particular Epano Englianos building system. For Egyptian 

architecture: Arnold, 199 1, pp. 148-15 1. For Greek architecture: Coulton, 1977, pp. 3 1-32. 
"' MAMAT 1973, pp. 92-107; one example is mentioned on p. 104. 
342 For Cypriot, Ugaritic and Anatolian, see Hult, 1983, Chapten 1, II, and III: 41-43. 
343 Minoan orthostates (MAMAT, p. 83) are defined similarly and the term applies to Bronze Age 
architecture farther afield as well. For other Bronze Age cultures see Hult (1983); the definition of 
orthostate on page 46 is perhaps better than the glossary entry on page 9 1. For Egyptian architecture: 
Arnold, 199 1, p- 296. 
3 4  Blegen and Rawson (PNI,  p. 206) used this term in reference to the re-use of ashlar blocks in the foot of 
the northeast, rubble wall of court 42. 

Wnght, 1978, p. 144. 



blocks (at the base of the wall) rather than to the blocks themselves, 

in general, orthostate blocks are rare in Mycenaean architecture. At Tiryns, 

blocks with appropriate orthostate proportions are re-used in mbbIe construction 

[FIG. i411?'~ in this instance, the blocks are broken and their original exposed outer 

faces are turned inward. Anathyrosis is cut into the vertical joint surfaces and the 

back faces are roughly worked.''" The blocks of the lowest course of masonry of 

the dromos walls of the Treasury of Atreus [FIG. 8 ~ j  and the Tomb of the Genii [FIG. 

881, both at Mycenae, give the impression of being orthostates, but their 

thicknesses are unknown - they could be cut with dimensions proportional to a 

typical ashlar wall b l o ~ k . ~ ~  

ORTHOSTATE MASONRY~'~ (building system) 

Orthostate masonry has four cornponents: 1) a single course of orthostate blocks 

on the outer or exterior face; 2) a horizontal timber beam course fastened atop the 

orthostate course; 3) a backing or intenor face of rubble or rubble-based masonry 

and; 4) a semi-worked, stone socle upon which the orthostates and rubble 

masonry sit. The socle course projects slightly beyond the face of the 

~rthostates.''~ The material and wall construction that rose above the timber beam 

3'6 At the extreme north portion of the east wall of the court (IV) before the megaron. 
347 The side faces were cut with a flat bladed chisel, ca. 0.04 - 0.06 m. wide, applied in a series of short 
stro kes. 
3's Wace, 1949, p. 43, and figs. 5 and 15. Wace does not use the term orthostate. 

Minoan orthostate masonly follows the same definition though the socle is more finely tinished and 
often cut square (MAMAT, pp. 83-92}. At Komrnos in southern Crete, the horizontal timber beam was 
replaced with a course of ashlar rnasonry (Shaw, 1983, pp. 2 13-2 16) in perhaps the last use of this system 
on Crete. For Bronze Age orthostate masonry, to which this definition also applies, of other nearby 
regions, see Hult 1983. For Cypriot rnasonry, G. Wright (1992, p. 413, see also figures 246 - 248) refers to 
this style of construction as "orthostate socle construction." Also in Cypriot orthostate construction, the 
tops of the socle blocks were sometimes covered by buiIt floors. The Egyptians cut and used orthostates, 
but their orthostate building system did not incorporate wood (Arnold, 199 1, pp. 142, 164, and 175). 
"O The projection added to the structural stability of the wall by rnaking the base of the wall wider. It could 
also have served an aesthetic hnction, perhaps to emphasize the base o f  the walI. 
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for Epano Engiianos orthostate masonry is unknown. 

Similar to Ashlar Shell Wall Construction, orthostate masonry is nearly absent in 

Mycenaean architecture. The closest example is the Tiryns blocks. They give 

every impression of being part of an orthostate masonry building system and they 

have rnortises sunk into their upper surfaces, which secured wooden beams in 

their original use.3SL Otherwise, the dromos walls of the Treasury of Atreus and 

the Tomb of the Genii appear to be orthostate construction, but the large bIocks in 

the first course may not be slabs. Also, there is no timber course in any dromos 

wall. 

PSEUDO-ASHLAR MASONRY (building system) 

Pseudo-ashlar masonry combines both squared-block masonry and rubble 

rnasonry in a single wall. The squared blocks are usually laid in groups, not 

singly, and their location within a wall appears to be inconsistent. The blocks 

may be coursed or Iaid in random range fashion [FIG. 121.~'~ Blocks used in pseudo- 

ashlar masonry are re-used from earlier structures. They lack anathyrosis and are 

generally smaller than those used in ashlar rnasonry. The rubble Stones Vary 

greatly in size, from cobbles to Iarge slabs, and some appear to be worked, not 

dressed with a chisel, but with a hamrner. 

This building system also seems restricted to the Epano Englianos palace in 

Since the blocks are definitely re-used, the mortises rnay have been either sunk originally or added larer. 
Kiipper (1996, p.73) partially addressed this dilemma and recognized that two of them are probably 
original, but left the question open. Since there are no signs of the use ofwood in this wall, it seems more 
likely that the mortises are original. 
352 Random range ashlar consists of ashlar blocks of various heights and Iengths laid in irregular courses. 
This style appears in the dromos walls of the Tomb of Clyternnestra and the inner side walls of the stomion 
of the Kato Phournos tomb (Wace, 1949, plates 6 and 16 respectively). See also Fleming, Honour and 
Pevsner, 1980, p, 258; Phillips, 1994, p. 20. 
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Mycenaean a rch i t ec t~ re .~~  

Pseudo-Ashlar Waiis 

Exarnples of pseudo-ashiar walls at the palace are few. The system combines 

both ashlar blocks and rubble rnasonry in wall construction which, at first glance, seems a 

bit irregular. But despite the rnixing of construction styles and the Iack of concern for a 

uniform wall appearance, the pseudo-ashlar system does seern to follow two general 

r ~ l e s . ~ * ~  First, squared blocks are placed in the walls on the down hi11 side of a structure. 

AI1 of the pseudo-ashlar walls are on the southwestern edge of the hilltop where the 

topography slopes downwards to the southwest. The builders may have preferred stacked 

squared blocks over rubble since the downhill wall had to be taller and thus more 

structurally sound than its uphilI counterpart. Second, squared blocks are usually laid in 

the lower courses of walls. 

Three structures built in the pseudo-ashlar masonry style survive in situ. Just to 

the southeast of court 63, and ruming partially underneath it, lie a series of nicely Iaid 

' ~ 3  This particular style is not mentioned as a building system or a construction method in discussions of 
Mycenaean architecture. Hult (1983, pp. 2 1-3 1) recognized this style in Ugaritic architecture, but provided 
littie details. For Minoan architecture, Shaw (MAMAT, p. 83) simiIarly distinguished this style as rubble 
rnasonry with re-used cut blocks, collected frorn older structures. 

Bearing in rnind that there are few walls of this style a t  the palace. 



and well-built walls (SW58 and SW59 in FIG. 6, also FIG. 38). They represent the remains of 

an earlier structure or structures founded directly on the rnarly limestone bedro~k .~~ '  Wall 

SW58a runs northwest/southeast and returns at its northwest end where it appears to end 

abmptly. Here it may have once stepped up northeasterly with the rising topography of 

the hilltop. At its southeast end, SW58a was destroyed to make roorn for a new wall, 

SW59, which mns perpendicular to it. Another, later wall (SW5Sb) abuts SW58aYs 

northwest return and continues undemeath court 63. There it possibly intersects, either in 

a bond or an abutment, with SWSSe, Wall SW58f follows the same course as SW58a but 

is slightly thicker, so it may not be a continuation of the latter as Blegen and Rawson 

con~luded.'~' Farther to the southeast lies wall SW60, which was built in the same style 

of construction and seems to have been part of the same series of walls as SW58 and 

SW59, but it is not as nicely laid.357 

Though there are several phases of construction358, a11 of these walls are buiIt in 

the pseudo-ashlar style with some consistency in the placement of squared blocks. For 

the most part, ashlar blocks rest directly on bedrock and form the first course. Where the 

topography rises, the first course steps up accordingly. For example, two courses of 

ashlar and three to four courses of rubble masonry survive in wall SW58f. The squared 

blocks are laid in the first two courses and these step up towards the northwest, following 

the steep nse of the bedrock. The masonry work is random range ashlar, probably in 

response to the nsing topography. Wall SW58a runs parallel to the contours of the 

35' PNI,  p. 282, fig. 412 and PNIII, p. 39, fig. 306. 
356 PNIII, fig. 306. 
357 SW60 does not follow a straight and even course like SW58 and SW59. 

Blegen and Rawson (PN III, pp. 39) did not provide a relative chronology of these walis, possibly 
because they were al1 constnrcted in the same manner. The destruction of one walI and the abutment of 



bedrock and preserves only a few courses: an asMar course (founded on bedrock) and a 

course, in some places two, of rubble masonry. 

The south wall of Building X is also built of pseudo-ashlar masonry [FIG. 49 AND 1321. 

Its west and east ends, where the wall retums, are constructed with squared blocks, 

perhaps as quoïns, while the rniddle stretch of wall is rubble rnas~nry . '~~ Unlike the walls 

just surveyed, the ashlar sections do not rest on bedrock, but on a foundation of several 

courses of mbble3'j" The large blocks at the east end are laid in random range fashion. 

Most blocks used in pseudo-ashlar walls are smaller than those of the ashlar style, but 

some of  the blocks of Building X are comparable in size to the blocks of the northeast 

ashlar façade of the Main Building- Srnall stones are inserted between some blocks, both 

in butt and bedding joints, and one block is cut with a crotch joint? 

Lastly, Section 8 of the Southwestern Building's southwestern façade (waI1 17L) 

is built with the pseudo-ashlar building system (seen in FIG. 6, and its entire length is 

depicted in FIG. 79).'" It runs approximately east/west for more than 26 four meters from 

the corner of section 5 and 6 of the Southwestern Building's southwestern façade (I7L) 

another may represent either the passage of time or perhaps a method of constructing the building in small 
portions. 
359 Some o f  the mbble masonry in this wall Blegen and Rawson ( P N I ,  p 283; PN1.1, pp. 40) identified as 
repair work or reinforcement. A portion, ca. 1-60 m., of the mbble section of the wall may be Iater repair 
work since there appears to be a break in the wall. But there is nothing in this walI, such as a change of 
walI thickness or building technique, that suggests reinforcement. 

Blegen and Rawson (PNIII, p. 40) referred to this entire wall as a foundation resting on a foundation. 
Since the rubble walI beneath the pseudo-ashlar wall is slightly thicker, I'm inclined to think that it served 
as the actual foundation. See PN IIT, fi-gure 75. 
"' Crotch joints are fiequent in random range ashlar. They occur in blocks whose upper surfaces are cut to 
two different heights because of changing course heights. For example, see the dromos walIs of the Tomb 
of Clytemnestra Wace, 1949, plate 6;  here FIG. 89). 

Blegen and Rawson (PN 1, p. 279) described this wall as if it were built in the ashlar style. The wall 
clearly contains rubble masonry along with squared blocks on its outer face and does not show any signs of 
wooden members. So it couId not have possibiy been constructed in the same rnanner as the Main 
Building's northeast façade, for instance. 



to the west corner of Building X.363 Three courses of random range ashlar are preserved 

in the western-most portion of the wall, which is about four meters in length? Several 

courses of rubble masonry support the squared blocks; above the blocks rubble masonry 

probably continued. The reason for the placement of the squared blocks in this wall is 

not as readily apparent as it is in the two just mentioned. They are laid neither at the 

corners nor in the lower courses where, in both situations, they would have added greatly 

to the structural integris of the wall. 

Orthostate Walls 

There are few examples of orthostate walls at the palace. This type of 

construction went out of use several building phases before the palace's destruction and 

as a result, walls constructed in this system survive only in fragments and can only be 

seen at points below the later floor levels. All of the orthostate blocks are worked slabs 

set upright with their exposed face finished srnoothly and their rear and vertical joint 

surfaces cut semi-smooth to rough. Their vertical joints surfaces are cut back with 

anathyrosis. Al1 of the socles were meant to be partially visible and their front faces are 

worked appropriately. In one instance, the portion of the face that was visible is worked 

smoothly and the remaining face, below grade, is only roughly worked. The socle's 

363 PN III, pp. 11-13 and iilustrated in PNIH, fig. 306. There is no apparent physical connection between 
this section and Sections 7 and 9, which Blegen and Rawson (PN 1, pp. 279-280, fig. 412) reconstructed as 
one continuous façade. 
365 This wall was not filly exposed by MARFW. 



upper surface is usually worked smooth or semi-smooth to receive the orthostate. In 

places where socle blocks abut one another, their joint surfaces are cut with anathyrosis. 

Elsewhere, there seems to have been no apparent concern for smooth and even joints, and 

gaps often exist between blocks. In these cases, vertical joint faces were left roughly 

finished or even uncut. 

Beneath room 7, just to the northwest of the reconstmcted southeast façade of the 

Main Building is a fragment of an orthostate wall [FE. =AND 1161.~~~ Only two orthostates 

survive, both of which still stand in situ. The socle is much better preserved and mns 

more than two rneters towards the northeast and more than a meter to southwest. At the 

latter point it retunis to the southeast where it continues in that direction.366 The slabs and 

blocks of the socle course are not finely cut, but only roughly squared. Their exposed 

faces are for the most part worked to a smooth finish. Slab sizes Vary considerably, fiom 

0.19 x 0.12 m. to 0.68 x 0.24 m.367 They are loosely fitted together with gaps of 0.0 1 to 

0.05 m. between the slabs. These interstices are filled with earth. 

Both orthostates are filly preserved and sit back 0.034 m. fiom the fi-ont edge of 

the socle course. The block to the northeast is 1.14 m. long by 0.52 m. high and its 

thickness varies from 0.26 m. at the southwest to 0.38 m. at the northwe~t . '~~ Its northeast 

365 P N ~ ,  p. 94. 
366 The wall lies in the area dubbed by Blegen as the 'chasm' (Blegen, 1953, p 63) whose outline can best 
be seen in the plan shown in P N I ,  plate 406. This plan depicts the broken edges o f  the plaster floor in the 
area of the Archives Complex which must have traced the footprint of the original walls about rooms 7 and 
8. When the soi1 was cleared out of the area betsveen the broken edges, there appeared a gaping hole in the 
smooth plaster floors, hence the terrn 'chasm.' Blegen did not undercut the plaster floors when he 
excavated the 'chasm', thus the extent of the socle here is unknown, but it does continue into the scarps in 
the aforementioned directions. The return c m  be seen in PNI,  fig. 17, in the Iower left corner (a portion of 
the northeast~southwest stretch is obscured by loose stones). MAR WP re-cleared the northeast portion 
(between rooms land 2 and 7 and 8) of the 'chasm' in 1995. 
"' Blegen and Rawson's excavations did not reveal the depth of individual slabs. 

Blegen and Rawson (PN 1, p. 94) measured 1.13 m. long and 0.26 to 0.375 m. thick. 



joint face is cut with anathyrosis and a single mortise is sunk into the top of the block, 

near its northeast end,369 The southwestern bIock, with its inscribed double-axe mason's 

mark on its front face, rneasures 1.20 m. long, 0.52 m. high and 0.42 m. thick."" Blegen 

and Rawson reported shallow cuttings on the tops of both blocks which they interpreted 

as pry holes. The cuttings are quite small and would have required a prying instrument 

with a sharp, strong edge and considerable tensile strength - such as a modem steel 

crowbar. The poros lirnestone used at the palace is rnuch too f iable  for prying by any 

type of sharp instrument unless it was a relatively thick wooden Iog or tree branch. The 

cuttings are irreguIar and do not appear to have been cut with a chisel of any sort; they 

are probably simply the result of wear or accident. 

A third block, in situ, abuts the southwestern block on its southwest face.371 It is 

damaged but it is definitely not an orthostate block since its finished height is a Iittle 

more than half that of its neighbor? The block is finished on its exposed face and its top 

appears to be flat. The change in block style perhaps indicates a feature in the wall that is 

now missing, such as a window or recess- 

The inner, rubble backing of the wall is still extant behind al1 three blocks and 

gives the wall a thickness of ca. 1.20 m. Behind the northeastern-most block, the rubble 

backing has partially tumbled, but there are no signs of plaster or clay coating the interior 

face?" 

Abutting the wall's socle is a cobblestone floor or pavement which spreads out 

369 The mortise measures 0.058 long by 0.042 m. (length is measured in relation to the front face or length 
of the block). Its depth is 0.050 m. and its offset is 0.106 m. from the front face of the block and 0.340 m. 
from the block's northeast edge rneasured from the block's east corner. 
3 70 PNI, p. 94. 
371 MARWP's permit did not aIlow the full uncovenng of the two southwestern blocks. 
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towards the southeast. Tt is bordered at the southwest by the return of the socle course, 

but its extent in the other direction is unknown because it continues into the scarp beneath 

the plaster floor of court 58.'74 On the other side of the wall, the noor is missing. Al1 that 

is left is the bonorn of the 'chasm' [FIG. 201 which penetrated the Aoor associatcd with the 

orthostate ~ a 1 1 . ~ ~ '  

A portion of Section 7 of the Southwestern Building's southwestern façade is also 

constructed in orthostate masonry (shown in FIG. 80). This portion of wall, preserved to 

slightly more than two meters, is partially concealed by a later waIl which m s  

perpendicular to and over its top [FIG. 1311. This short stretch probably consists of two 

orthostates and a socle. The socle is finished in the sarne fashion as the one beneath room 

7: its face and upper bedding surface are worked serni-smoothly with harnrner-dressing. 

Some of the socle blocks are not slab-like, that is, they do not have two roughly parallel 

bottorn and top surfaces. Because of this, small Stones were needed to level their upper 

surfaces. The orthostates are smaller than those beneath room 7. The thickness of the 

southern-most slab measures Ca. 0.20 m. and its height, ca. 0.54 m.376 The visible vertical 

joints of both blocks are cut with anathyrosis. There are no signs of mortises in the upper 

surfaces of the orthostates, but the Iater wall straddling the orthostates may conceal one 

or more. Part of the rubble backing remains and is visible behind the orthostates, but the 

'" PNI ,  p. 94. 
3 73 Also not reported by Blegen and Rawson. 
374 NOW concealed by the reconstnicted southeast façade. See PNI,  figure 17 for its original excavated 
state. 
17* The bottom of the 'chasm' is puzzling, it may be a built floor of Ioosely Iaid cobblestones or sirnply in- 
fil1 material used during one of the palace's remodeling stages. Part of the socle was dismantled, which 
would argue for the Iaying of a new floor. The pottery recovered from the chasm dates to MH, LH IIIB, 
and LH UIC penods (PN 1, p. 100). 
376 Accurate measurernents could not be made because of the latter wall. 



wall thickness could be not be rneasured.'" Likewise, the finishing of the intenor of the 

wall surface is unknown. 

At the southeast, the orthostate wall was built over an earlier wall (Section 8) 

constructed in pseudo-ashlar masonry. 37s At some later point in tirne, Section 7 was 

reused. Its northwest end was destroyed and a wall built in the Ashlar Style was placed 

against the northwestern-most block, The new addition was obviously meant to continue 

the course of the earlier orthostate wall since its outer face is in Iine with that of the 

orthostate's face and the upper surfaces of both blocks reach the same elevation (the 

height of the ashlar bIock is Ca. 0.27 m.). Finally, at some later point still, the walI seems 

to have gone completely out of use when it was destroyed at its southeast end to make 

room for a rubble wall that mns southwest/northeast. 

A surviving fragment of an orthostate wall stands just northeast of the northeast 

façade (wall 17L) of the Main Building outside of rooms 34 and 40 [FIG. 2q. Only a short 

section of wali remains and it runs parallel to the northeast façade. The wall seems to 

have been completely destroyed Save for this section, which was later partially 

incorporated in the northeast façade. The waH consists of one orthostate and one anta 

(1 1L-20), both of which sit on a socle of worked blocks [FIG. 11q.'~~ Unlike those of the 

orthostate wall beneath room 7, the three visible3s0 socle blocks are nicely cut and well- 

377 In the published plan (PNIII. fig. 306). the wall was drawn with a thickness of ca. 1.15 m. 
There is no bonding connection between Sections 7 and 8 (as implied, but not specifically stated by 

Blegen and Rawson, PN 1, p. 279); section 8 continues in a westerly direction beyond the outer face of 
Section 7. 

Blegen and Rawson only reported the anta (1 IL-20) and its socle, refemng to the latter as "a foundation 
of smalIer poros blocks", (PN f, pp. 18 1- 182) 
''O The number of blocks is unknown, Blegen and Rawson did not report it and the MARK? permit did not 
allow for adequate cleaning of this area. 



laid.fsL They are f i s h e d  semi-smoothly on their upper surfaces and their exterior 

(northeast) faces are cut square and even, They are set in a straight course and the 

exaggerated anathyrosis cut into their side faces created tight joints. The anathyrosis 

cutting, particularly in the northwestern-most block, is emphasized much more in this 

block than in any other block at the palace. 

The lone orthostate \vas apparently pushed out of its original position so that it 

could form the last stone, and perhaps serve as an anta of sorts, for the northwest nibble 

wall of court 42. The gap between the anta block and orthostate is now filled with rubble 

and mud. The block, 0.72 m. long by 0.55 m. high, varies in thickness from 0.29 to 0.34 

m. and sits back O. 12 m. from the exterior face of the socle. It is cut with anathyrosis on 

both vertical joint surfaces, but not quite as exaggerated as the anathyrosis of the socle 

blocks. It is smoothly finished on its upper and front faces, but only roughly cut on the 

back and vertical joint surfaces. Sunk into the top of the block is a mortise, cut 

approximately in the center of the block near its exterior, northeast face.38' 

The anta block is rectangular and juts out fiom the northeast façades3" 3t too is set 

back 0.12 m. fiom the fiont face of the socle so that it falls in line with the fiont face of 

the orthostate block. The anta sits on two socle blocks, whose actual shapes are 

concealed by the anta block itself. The southeastern-most socle block, beneath the 

southeastem portion of the anta, returns 90° at its east corner and continues southwesterly 

in a direction parallel to the southeast face of the anta. The socle block does not nui the 

entire [en@ of the anta, but stops just shy of the northeast face of block 1 1 L-2 1, where it 

"' The plaster floor of court 47 and the unexcavated earth benveen this wall and the northeast façade 
obscure the bottoms of the socle blocks and the material or earth that they rest upon. 
'" Length: 0.038 m.; width: 0.038; depth: 0.075. 



seems to have been purposely cut or broken away. Thus, the socle block and the anta 

once formed an exterior corner in the orthostate wall. The anta Iater becarne part of the 

northeast façade, and certain adjustments were made to it. The socle block was cut to 

make room for block 1 IL-2 I and was covered by the later plaster floor of court 42, some 

of which creeps over the top o f  the socle at the north corner of anta 1 IL-20. 

Other socle courses, lacking standing orthostates, are still preserved at the palace. 

They are al1 cut with smoothly or serni-smoothly finished fiont and upper faces, and align 

in straight courses. Some blocks fit tightly together while others are separated by gaps. 

They resemble the socle courses just described and they clearly distinguish themselves 

among the remains of the palace. 

Beneath room 57, at its southeast side, just to the northwest of the reconstructed 

façade, lies a course of socle blocks (labeled wall y in PN LU, fig. 3 10) [FIG. 281. They are 

al1 cut serni-smoothly on their upper and exterior faces.3a Anathyrosis is cut into the 

joint faces, but it is not applied as consistently as it is in the later ashlar style building 

system. Nonetheless, the blocks are weIl laid, more so than the socle beneath room 7, 

and their course is set straight. A slight setback of ca. 0.08 m. occurs in the line of blocks 

and probably corresponded to a similar setback in the original orthostates. From the 

published picture of the excavations in this area (PMI,  fig. 13), the socle course retums at 

its northeast end and runs towards the southeast. After continuing for ca. 1.42 m., it 

returns again to the northeast and runs in that direction approximately another 5.00 

'" Length: 1 .O5 m.; width: 0.92 m and height: 0.06 m. (PNI, p. 182). 
'" As far as could be determined. These blocks were not fùlly described by Blegen and Rawson (PNI, pp. 
226-227) and the modem (1956) reconstmcted waIl now prevents adequate observation. 

The last two sketches are completely covered by the reconsmicted walls, so the given lengths are 
measured from the published picture. 



At the opposite end, socle y contïnued southwesterly, but was destroyed and replaced by 

the bedding Stones of a later wall? 

The elevation of socle y is 19 1.55 m. ASL, which is close the elevation of the 

socle of the orthostate wall beneath room 7, 19 1.60 m. ASL. The two walls may 

represent two different buildings laid at the same time or one long continuous ~ a l l . ~ ~ '  

Another socle course lies beneath and near court 88's northwest end p ~ .  191. 

Fragments of the court's plaster floor still cover some of the blocks, but one large block 

and four or five smaller ones still survive. Their fiont faces align to form a straight 

course and their joint faces are roughly worked. An exception is the cutting of the large 

slab which recalls the exaggerated anathyrosis of the socle blocks outside of the Main 

Building's northeast façade. 

Unfortunately, several socle courses were covered by walls reconstructed in 1956 

by the Greek Archaeological Service, particularly those of the Main Building. The 

reconstmcted southwest façade conceals a socle course with at least two setbacks beneath 

and near room 

Orthostate masonry of the type used at the palace is rare in Mycenaean 

architecture. The Tiryns' blocks are certainly orthostate slabs, but they are re-used and 

probably no longer sit in their original positions. It is also not possible to reconstmct the 

fonn of wall construction in which they were a part. 

Beyond the Mainland, the orthostate masonry of Minoan Crete is the closest 

'" The line of which Blegen and Rawson used to reconstruct the northeast wall of room 1 (wall8LD). 
"' Blegen and Rawson (PNII., pp. 35-36) preferred the latter. 
PN 1, figures 20 and 2 1. 
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parallel to the Epano Englianos rna~onry.~'~ The Minoan system combined the same 

components in the sarne rnanner: orthostate slabs with mortises for horizontal beams and 

a rubble backing sitting on a socle of cut Stones. Some differences are noted. Minoan 

orthostate blocks tend to be larger and socle bIocks are more finely cut than those of the 

Epano Englianos palace. At the Phaistos palace, plaster sealed joints between blocks and 

anathyrosis was not rigorously applied. At Kommos, in the Iast known use of Minoan 

orthostate construction, the usual timber course was replaced by a course of ashlar 

blocks. Otherwise, the conception and execution of orthostate masonry at the Epano 

Englianos palace is identical to that in Minoan architecture. 

The Ashiar Style 

Of the building systems that employ cut stone masonry at the palace, the ashlar 

style is well represented. This system was in use when the palace was destroyed, so it 

was much better preserved than any of the other cut stone masonry systems so far 

surveyed. In the extant examples, al1 components of the system are evident: an exterior 

face of coursed ashlar, mortises for doweling horizontal timbers inserted between ashlar 

courses and an interior backing of rubble masonry. Anathyrosis insured tight vertical 

joints between every block and plaster covered the interior rubble face. 

Al1 of  the ashlar style walls are exterior walls with their outer faces of cut stone 

confionting the natural elements. The southeast wall of court 3 is inside the Main 

For a more thorough discussion, see Shaw, 1971, pp. 83-92; 1973 and 1983. 
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Building, but since court 3 was open to the sky, this wall too fiinctioned as an exterior 

wall. 

The Northeast Façade of the Main Building 

The Main Building preserves two Ashlar Style walls: the northeast façade (wall 

1 IL) and the southeast wall of court 3 (wall SE). The longest is the northeast façade, 

which, with the exception of the opening at room 41, stretches the entire length of the 

building - approximately 40.19 m. (FIGS. 24,2s AND 26).390 At its northwest end, the wall is 

constmcted in the ashlar shell wall building system (end of wall in FIGURE l o g ) ,  but 

begiming with blocks I 1L-4 and 1 IL-41, the wall continues to the southeast in the ashlar 

style. From the extenor, the shell wall and ashlar style systems appear identical, so the 

transition Eom one to the other must have gone unnoticed by the palace's occupants and 

visitors. In the final remodeling phase of the palace, plaster covered the interior faces of 

both systems, so here too, there was little to distinguish one system fiom the other. 

From blocks 1 1 L-41 to 1 1 L-57, the wal1 stands two courses high. The upper 

bedding surfaces of the blocks of the second course preserve mortises and bedding cuts 

(examples s h o w  in FIGURES 109 AND 1 i O) for a horizontal timber beam that ran ftom block 

1 IL-40 to anta 1 1 L-20 - a length of  19.38 m. From block 1 IL-2 1 to 1 1L-39, there is 

only one course. Here too, the upper surfaces of the blocks are cut with rnortises and 

beddings. Because the different placements of the beam represent hvo phases of 

The last ca. 5.15 m. of ashlar façade, corresponding to rooms 48 and 50, was rebuilt by the Greek 
Archaeologicai Service. See PNI, p. 2 13. 



construction, 1 distinguish between the two sections of the façade: 11La (in which the 

timber beam lay atop the first course of ashlar) and 11Lb (in which the tirnber bearn ran 

atop the second course). 

In section 11Lb the blocks of the second couse are uniform in height but those of 

the first are not. These blocks Vary in height from 0.435 to 0.5 15 m. 39' and rest on a 

bedding of small stones laid directly on bedrock. The blocks of the second course, 

however, maintain a consistent height of 0.44 m.39' throughout the entire course. Thus, 

the leveling of this part of the façade occurred at the top of  the first course. Blegen and 

Rawson suggested that the first course blocks ". . .were set on bedding stones Iaid in 

stereo and adjusted so that the upper surface of the course was approximately l e ~ e l . " ~ ~ ~  

The question arises as to what is meant by adjusted: were the blocks cut to specific, 

though different, heights because of the uneven bedding or, were the blocks moved up 

and down with the help of bedding stones so that they al1 reached the same Level? 

If the objective of the mason was the erection of a monumental wall of finely cut 

and joined stone blocks, which indeed seems to have been the case, then the mason must 

have developed ways of balancing fine crafismanship with saving time and energy. 

Anathyrosis was a timesaving technique that resulted in magnificent masomy walls. It 

insured tight and smooth joints with the minimum amount of stone finishing. As well, 

the masons probably avoided lifting the blocks as much as possible because of the energy 

39 1 PNI ,  table p. 49. 
392 PNI ,  table p. 49. 
'" PNI ,  pp. 47-48. Wright (1978, p. 144) concurred. The leveling was not entirely accunte, according to 
the elevations published by Blegen and Rawson (PN I, table on p. 49), the wall sIoped upwards towards 
the southeast. The top of block 1 1L-2, at the northwest end, has an elevation of 13.36 m. (192.68 m. ASt) 
above the datum (Blegen and Rawson's datum = 192.32 m. ASL) and the top of block 1 LL-15 rises to 
13.5 1 m. (192.83 m. ASL) above datum, with a difference of 0.15 m. over a distance of ca. 13.61 m. which 
equals a dope of a Little more than 1%. 



required of this task and the potential nsk of breakage. Using bedding stones to adjust 

the height of each block would require multiple lifting to constantly adjust or replace the 

bedding stones so that the proper level could be reached. This does not seem to be an 

efficient process. Combining the unevenness of the bedrock with the varying heights and 

sizes of the bedding stones and the varying heights of the blocks could only further 

complicate the leveling pro ces^.^* 

Cutting individual blocks to specific though different heights implies that the 

level of the upper surface of the first course was k n o ~ n ~ ~ *  before the course was laid. In 

fact, for section 1 1Lb of the northeast façade, this level was b o w n  - it was the height of 

anta 1 IL-20 (193.26 m. ASL) minus the height of the second course (0.44 m.). This 

block is in its original position and is re-used fi-om an earlier wall (see Orthostate 

Construction above). The height of the second course (of the new wall) matches that of 

anta 1 IL-20 (the old wall). To reach the required height of 192.82 m. ASL (a nurnber no 

doubt meaningless in the Bronze Age, but somehow relatively measured and staked in 

relation to the standing anta), the mason wouId have required a 3-dimensional drawing of 

the entire first course of blocks specifically showing: the elevation of every bedding 

Stone, the length of each block and its position in the wall, and the height of each block. 

Essentially the mason would have had to mold the underside of each block to match the 

uneven bedding while maintaining a flat and even upper surface. But this was not done; 

the bottom edge of each block appears flat and parallel to its upper surface. 

If the bedrock had been leveled prior to the setting of the first course, there would 

394 For rubble masonry, leveling is actually made easier with the lack of any component having fixed 
dimensions. The objective is to level an entire course, not both the blocks within the course and the course 
itself, so much of the difficulty is eliminated- 



have been no need for bedding stones or for blocks cut to various heights. But for 

reasons unknown, this was not done. The builders then faced three variables: the uneven 

bedrock, unworked bedding stones and the varying height of the blocks. And, their 

objective was to reach a specified height for the first course. However, this would not 

have been a problem and the variables would have been eliminated if the biocks of the 

first course were set in place only partially finished. Instead o f  attempting to raise and 

level the upper surface of pre-cut blocks to a specific height, the blocks may have been 

set in place with al1 of their faces finished to the appropriate degree except for their tops. 

When al1 o f  the blocks were set in place, stonecutters trirnrned down the upper surfaces 

en masse to the specified height required for the entire course. 

This process would explain the irregular and uneven bedding of stones and the 

various heights of the blocks of the first course. At the stage of construction when the 

first course was being laid, the masons concentrated on leveling only the bottom surface 

ofeach block and creating tight and flush joints between blocks. They did this by 

inserting or wedging bedding stones beneath individual blocks. Whether using blocks al1 

cut to a specific height or not, the top of the course would be uneven after al1 of the 

b1ocks were laid. Leveling en masse brought down the top of the first course to an even 

level, but also resulted in blocks of different heights. 

Unfortunately, this aspect of waI1 building, particularly leveling en masse, has not 

received great attention in studies of Mycenaean architecture and too little information is 

published fiom other palace sites to form safe conclusions. With the exception of Egypt, 

leveling en masse is not reported elsewhere. The Egyptians trirnrned at one time 

395 And staked out by whatever means, perhaps simply with two sticks and a string. 



foundations, pavements and wall courses.396 Foundations and pavements were tnrnmed 

level and walls then placed upon them. Wall courses were also trirnrned en masse, 

usually not to the same height, but leveled in steps; later, farther up in the wall, a second 

leveling was done which brought the entire wall to a single height in preparation for 

ceilings and roofs. On a related note, Shaw noticed that some of the senes of chisel 

marks left behind on some of the orthostate blocks of the early palace at Phaistos 

followed the same line as if the mason continued his chiseling fiom one block to the 

next.lp7 The tooling could be dec~ra t ive '~~,  but it also could be the result of finishing the 

fiont faces of the slabs en masse, a process that would be similar to bringing down the 

upper surfaces of the Stone to one level. The need to trim the frûnt faces of the slabs 

altogether and al1 at once may have been the resuIt of extra stock left on the slabs when 

they were set in place. The extra stock prevented damage, particularly chips on the edges 

and corners which a block might experience when it is set into a wall. 

Whatever leveling method was used at the Epano Englianos, once the first course 

was set in place and leveled, it provided the base upon which the remainder of the wall 

rested. When BIegen and Rawson uncovered the area just to the northeast of the 

northeast façade, many ashlar blocks lay fallen arnong the debris. 399 BIegen and Rawson 

removed the blocks fiom Courts 42 and 47, but left in place those Iying outside of rooms 

26,27,31 and 32. It was clear to them that the entire wall, at least up to the first storey, 

was built in the ashlar style. For the northwestern portion of the façade, fkom blocks 

396 Arnold, 199 1, pp. 1 15-120. 
397 M A M A T ,  pp. 71-73. 
lp8 MAMAT, p. 73. 



1 lL-20 to 1 IL-40, Blegen and Rawson calculated at least eight ashlar courses with two 

courses of timber (one between the second and third courses and another higher up) to a 

total height of ca. 3.70 rn?' 

Measurements from the fallen block~'~'  indicate that above the first timber beam, 

block heights remained consistent throughout an entire course though course heights 

varied fiom 0.37 m. to 0.44 m. Assuming that the wall fell straight over as if it tippedq', 

at least three courses can be distinguished arnong the fallout. The course closest to the 

northeast façade is assumed to be the course that mounted the horizontal timber beam. 

The next two courses also seem to be fairly well represented, but beyond these, the 

blocks are very disordered and courses are difficult to discem. Course 4 (course 3 is the 

first timber course) had a height of ca. 0.41 m., course 5, ca. 0.39 m. and course 6, ca. 

0.40 m.'03 If the fallen courses have been interpreted correctly, Blegen and Rawson's 

conclusion that course heights diminish towards the top of the wall is correct404, but the 

heights do not appear to diminish in an orderly fashion. 

Providing cornpanson with the northeast façade of the palace, TABLE 10 lists 

399 The stretch of wall ouüide ofrooms 31,32 and 33 did not come down, by whatever means, unhl sorne 
time after the Bronze Age. The blocks rest on a layer of soi1 that can be traced in other areas of the site and 
that contains post-Bronze Age artifacts. See, Gnebel and NeIson, 1993 and 1998. 
JO0 PNI ,  p. 50. 
'O1 Measurernents and observations of these fallen blocks given here should be considered preliminary. The 
blocks are closely situated next to one another and require moving to properly document them. 
'O2 Blegen and Rawson suggested that, 'perhaps an explosion of the olive oïl stored in Magazines 27 and 32 
that, with trernendous force, blew the wall out as a whole', (PNI,  p.50). RegardIess of whether or not this 
proposed scenario was possible, if the wall tipped over, we would expect that the course fallen closest to 
the standing portion of the wall to be the next course in the wall and so forth following the rows of faIlen 
blocks as we move farther away from the waIl base. But if the walI collapsed by sornc other means, such as 
by the strong shear force of an earthquake, then the fallen blocks may be entirely jumbled or the fallen 
courses rnay be mixed. If the wall buckled, some courses may even have faIlen in reverse order. Because 
the blocks line up, it appears that fallen courses are present, but whether they represent the original course 
order for now remains unknown. See also PNI ,  p.50. 
'O3 Wright (1978, p. 143) reponed course heights of O.39,0.4l and 0.43 m. rneasured from the fallen 
blocks. 
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course heights from sufficiently preserved walls at two other palaces.405 With one 

exception, course heights decrease in upper courses- Another close parallel to the ashlar 

masonry of Epano Englianos are the stomion façades of several Mycenaean tholos tornbs. 

Although the building system of the stomia is not freestanding and Iacks tirnber inserts, 

both systems utilize coursed masonry."06 In the stomion façades (Appendix A), block 

heights remain consistent throughout an entire course but individua1 course heights Vary - 

sirnilar to paIace walls.Jo7 However, in contrast to Eeestanding ashlar walls, the course 

heights of the stomia do not dirninish in their upper courses, but Vary considerably, 

The irregularity of course heights within a single wall in Mycenaean architecture 

is a feature hard to explain. The task of the mason using coursed, cut Stone masonry was 

to build a cvall to a specific height. For example, in stomia, the height at which the Lintel 

block was to be placed must have been known before the tomb was built. For the tombs 

of Atreus [FIG- 871 and Clytemnestra [FIG. 891 at Mycenae, the large tholos at Peristeria and 

the northeastern tholos at Tragana (Appendix A), both sides of the stornion façade rise to 

the sarne height in order to support the lintel. But each side was built independently of its 

counterpart. The sarne number of courses were used on both sides, but opposite courses 

do not have the same height. 

To achieve the required height, the builders could have either determined the 

height of each course before building or trirnmed down each course to a specific height 

'04 PN & p. 50. 
40' Course height dimensions for Mycenae and Thebes were compiled by Wright, 1978, p. 144. 
''O6 The tholos ashlar system is largely retaining, with emphasis on the extenor wall faces. The system lacks 
timber inserts and may or may not sit upon a built foundation. The intenor backing, though not a face, is 
usually rubble. The lack of timber inserts in tholos ashlar walls is perhaps an indication that timber was 
important for tying together the inner and outer faces, as Blegen suggested (see Chapter 1), in freestanding 
wall situations such as at the Epano Englianos palace. 
'O7 Ais0 sirnilar to Minoan ashlar walls (MAMAT, pp. 93-94). 
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while building the stomion. The engineering of a tholos tomb wouId certainly not 

out the former. But d e s s  the Mycenaeans had a predilection for irregular course 

heights, the work of the mason and wall-builder was needlessly increased. Conversely, if 

each block within a course had been set with its upper surface unfinished and the whole 

course subsequently trimmed down and leveled en masse (as was suggested above for the 

first course of ashlar in section 11Lb of the Main Building façade), the high accuracy 

required in cutting individual blocks was eliminated. This is a better exphnation for the 

various course heights because the objective of tnmrning and leveling en masse is the flat 

and even top surface of the entire course. The resulting by-product is the course height. 

Certainly throughout the building process the builders were aware of the specific 

height they needed to reach. With the en masse leveling process, there is a degree of risk. 

The builders did not know beforehand the height o f  each new course until it was entirely 

trimmed down. While atternpting to reach the specific required height, one course may 

end up unusually thin or unusually thick. This may have happened in the Iefl side of the 

stomion façade for both the Tomb of Atreus and Clytemnestra where the top course is 

shortest compared to those below. 

But some sort of control must have been used to monitor the height of the wall as 

it was being built. In the stornion façade of the Tomb of Atreus, the top of the third 

course on both sides of the doonvay rises 2.04 m. fiom the wall's base. For the Tornb of 

Clytemnestra, the top of the fifth course lies at the sarne level on both sides of the 

doorway - 1.75 m. above the base of the ~ a l l ? ~ ~  Tt appears then that the builders built 

each façade in bvo sections: they brought the first up to a certain level as a form of 

'O8 Measurement taken from the bottom of the fint course on each side of the doonvay. 



control, and then brought the second section up to the height required for the linteLa 

The builders of the palace faced the same task as the tomb builders - they had to 

reach a specific wall height. lt is not unreasonable that they employed the en masse 

leveling process as a timesaving device. It allowed for a greater tolerance of errors and 

less overall measuring. The evidence to establish more concretely that en masse leveling 

was indeed a Mycenaean building practice is, however, presently lacking. An unfxnished 

wall would probably provide an answer, but especially helpfil for coursed ashlar walls 

would be the sort of measurements Blegen and Rawson recorded: block and course 

heights and the relationship of the first course of masonry to the foundation, if extant. 

At least three of the blocks in the course fallen closest to the northeast façade of 

the Epano Englianos palace possess rnortise~.~'~ This indicates a second timber beam 

above the fourth course. Thus there were hvo timber courses, separated by only one 

course of ashlar, in the façade. The arrangement seems awkward, particularly if the beam 

courses were used as window sills or lintels (see Chapter One). However, Blegen and 

Rawson noted a similar situation in the southeast wall of court 3 (waI1 SE) where two 

horizontal beams left behind wood grain impressions in the mud and rubble backing.'" 

The top beam was only 0.15 m. above the lower one and between them may have been a 

course of rubble or cut Stone masonry. Similarly, at Mycenae the eastem section of the 

rear wall of the porch o f  the megaron preserves two beam slots: the first, ca. 0.39 m. high, 

between the first and second courses of ashlar, and the second above the second course of 

'* This process is noted in Egyptian architecture (Arnold, 1991, p. 1 19) 
More might be found if the blocks were lifted. 

'" PNI; p. 63. 



a~hlar.~'' 

Also, among the blocks of the wall-fa11 are several that lack anathyrosis on one of 

their vertical joint faces. Instead, they are finished square in relation to the exposed fiont 

face. These blocks probably served either to h e  an opening, such as a window, or to 

return the waIl a short distance for a recess or setback. A similar short return was cut into 

block 1 lL-55. Two blocks, one on top of the other (in relation to their fallen position) 

have matching square vertical faces, which wouId put an opening or recess approximately 

centered in the façade wall of room 32. 

For the other approximate half of the northeast façade, section 1 1 La, there is little 

evidence for its upper courses and the process of its construction [FIG. 24 AND 251. Blegen 

and Rawson removed the fallen blocks fi-orn Courts 42 and 47 and stacked them, 

unmarked, in various piles around the site. The in situ blocks cannot be fully rneasured 

because the plaster floor of courts 42 and 47 abuts the façade and conceals their lower 

 portion^.'"^ The method by which these blocks were set and leveled is therefore 

unknown. This section is not continuous, but is pierced by the formal and monumental 

entrance 41 and the doonvay leading into room 46. A setback of 0.17 m. occurs between 

blocks 1 1 L-29 and 1 1 L-30 and corresponds to the intersection of the façade and wall 1 OJ, 

which separates room 43 and 46. We would expect the setback to have been handled in a 

similar way as the recess let into block 1 IL-55, by simply cutting the northwest face of 

block 11L-30 square in relation to the block's front face. Instead, it was cut back from 

the exterior face with anathyrosis, which suggests that the block was re-used- 

The joining of blocks 1 l L-38A, 1 1 L-38B and 1 IL-39 was handled quite 

Wace, 1949, p. 76; Wright, 1978, pp. 140-141, figs. 207 and 208. 
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skillfully, particularly the cutting of block 1 1 L-39. Doorway 46-47 was punched 

between blocks 1 IL-37 and I IL-38 of the northeast façade as a part of a Iater remodeling 

phase, during which time adjustments were made to the wall.il" The southeast faces of 

block 1 IL-37 and 1 IL-38A were both cut with anathyrosis indicating that other wall 

blocks once abutted. Block I IL-3SA7s northeast face was originally its Eont, exposed 

face. The abiltting addition of 1 IL-39 increased the thickness of the wall and created 

another setback. But Block 1 IL-38B was added to the front of 11L-38A, which moved 

the setback to the doonvay. This is unusual and M e r  supports a hypothesis of 

remodeling since it is the only example in the northeast façade of a setback occumng at a 

doorway. BIock 1 1 L-38B is approximately the same length as 1 lL-3 8A, but was slightly 

shified towards the northwest. As a result, the narthwest and southeast ends of both 

blocks are not flush. To adjust for the discrepancy, the mason cut the northwest face of 

block 11L-39 with a notch to accommodate the east corner of block 1 IL-38A. The 

cutting is also one of the few examples where two blocks join (1 IL-38A and 1 IL-39) 

without anathyrosis and, instead, the two joining vertical surfaces are square ad flat. As 

a result, the two faces abut flush with one another. 

Wood was a part of the ashlar style and the blocks of the northeast façade of the 

Main Building preserve some 50 mortises and nine bedding cuts (see TABLE 14 for 

dimensions). As indicated by these devices, a beamJ1' course was fastened to the tops of 

the blocks near the face of the wall and ran the entire Iength of the façade. According to 

'13 The Greek Archaeological Service reconstmcted the façade wall beyond block 1 IL-39. 
PNI ,  pp. 203-204. 

'lS The use of the term beam is a misnomer here because the actual tirnber member above the first or 
second course did not span and subsequently cany a load over any distance. It was essentialIy another 



the placement of rnortises and bedding cuts, the beam's course was neither straight nor 

level, it returned at several setbacks, antae and at the recess, following the outline of the 

wall. Wall setbacks occur at the junction of blocks 11L-44 and 1 IL-45 and at blocks 

11L-29 and 1 lL-30- Two antae jut out fiom the wall at room 40 and the mortises clearly 

trace the path around the outer, exposed faces of each anta. The transition from the third 

course level of the bearn in section 1 1Lb to the second of section 1 ILa was handled 

rather straightfonvardly - anta 1 1L-20 has a notch sunk 0.32 m. deep into its south 

corner. The beam that ran along the first course fit snugty into and came to an end within 

the notch. 

Not every block has a mortise, especially the smaIler ones (1 1L-23 and 1 lL-42). 

A pattern of mortise placement emerges near the northwest end of  the façade outside of 

room 31. Here, every other block, begiming with 1 1L-45 and ending with 1 1 L-5 1, was 

cut with a mortise, Beyond this block, al1 of the rest have rnortises. 

Bedding cuts and setting lines are confined to the portion of the façade between 

and including blocks 1 IL-25 and 1 lL-47. Setting lines are shallow incised lines cut by 

the masons to mark the placement of mortises and beams. Al1 of the setting lines are 

straight, so they must have been laid with the aid of a straight edge, perhaps of wood or 

bronze. Setting Iines were not employed rigorously because not every block that 

supported a beam, with or without a mortise, preserves one? The setting line on anta 

1 IL-20 is setback 0.05 m. frorn, and runs parallel to, its northeast face. The Iine 

originates at the block's northwest face and stretches approximately 0.64 m., which is 

building bIock which rested on a course of stone blocks and subsequently supported another course of 
blocks, 
'16 Erosion or later stone finishing probably erased some incisions. 
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about two-thirds the length of the anta. Two setting lines, 0.15 m, apart, both &ng 

parallel to the face of block 1 IL-56, define the course and depth of the beam. The 

northeastern-most line is set back 0.02 m. from the fkont face of the block which suggests 

that the beam was not quite flush with the outer face of the block. Block 1 lL-55 has 

only a single setting line, which is setback fkom the fr-ont of the block 0.15 m. This 

incision defined the intenor edge o f  the beam. 

Only four blocks preserve setting lines for the positioning and cutting of mortises, 

but again, these were not inscnbed in a recognizably efficient method or pattern. On the 

top of block 1 IL-53 the mason etched two sets of parallel lines, with one set 

perpendicular to the other. The intersection of the two sets creates the outline of the 

rnortise. Obviously, the mason measured four times to mark the position of the mortise. 

For the other three mortises, the mason seems to have been more concerned only with the 

rnortises' placement in relation to the length of the block rather than the distance set back 

frorn the block's face. Setting lines mark only the southeast and northwest edges of the 

mortises in blocks 1 1L-57, l lL-55, and 1 1 L-5 1. No setting Iines measure the width of 

the mortises, which may rnean that this distance was of little concem. On blocks 1 IL-55 

and 1 1 L-57, the setting lines extend only southwestsvard beyond the mortise, but on 

bIock 1 IL-5 1, they extend in both directions, to the northeast. 

Beddings for bearns were not cut or marked with straight instruments. In al1 

instances, the line between finished and unfinished surface is irregular and jagged. 

Bedding cuts on blocks 1 1 L-2 1, 1 1 L-22 and 1 IL-24 are difficult to distinguish because of 

erosion, but the two types of stone finishing can still be seen. Unlike setting lines for 

bearns, bedding cuts simply provided adequate room for the width of the beam rather 



than precisely marking its position. 

From these cuts and lines, the bearn in section 1 1Lb had a thickness between 0.15 

and 0.22 m. The thickness of the b e m  in section I LLa was approximately 0.27 m. thick 

which can be measured from the extant wall rnatrix in the section of the northeast façade 

outside of room 46. The beams' height unfortunately remains unknown. 

The mortises and bedding cuts greatly help to reconsû-uct the beam in the 

northeast façade - it simply followed the path that these devices dictate."' But despite 

the seerningly straightfonvard reconstruction that is possible, several anomalies in the 

wall's construction need reconsideration. Some of these oddities have already been 

rnentioned. First, the beam changes level in its course, fiom the third course in Section 

1 1Lb to the second course in 1 1La. Second, aside fiom one other block, bedding cuts 

cluster in one section of the wall. Third, setting lines also cluster in one portion of the 

wall, from anta 1 IL-20 to block 1 IL-5 1. Fourth, block 1 LL-30 has anathyrosis on its 

northwest face. A setback occurs here and thus the face should be cut back square in 

relation to the northeast face. 

More peculianties can be added to this list- Fifih, for its present position as a wall 

return, block 1 1 L-26 contains more mortises than are necessary. Mortise A corresponds 

to the exposed northeast face of the wall and was used to fasten a beam running along the 

northeast face of the façade. Mortises B and C fall near the block's exposed northwest 

face, which by their position indicate a face beam running along the wall separating room 

"' TWO scholars, Wright and Küpper, made reconstructions. Küpper's [1996, pp. 80-84, piates 15-21] was 
more successfiil since he faithfuIly followed the beam course as dictated by the mortises and bedding cuts. 
He also reconstructed the possibIe joints between the various beam Iengths and beam rehirns throughout its 
course, though there is no physical evidence of such in Mycenaean architecture. Wright (1984, pp. 26-27, 
supra. 4, fig. 10) showed the façade's elevation without the change in elevation of the beam from the first to 
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41 fiom 43 (wall LOI). Though Blegen and Rawson noted a horizontal groove positioned 

ca. 0.32 m. above the fioor in its northwest face4", there is no evidence for a slot large 

enough to accommodate a bearn of any size. Furthemore, if a beam occupied this wall 

prior to the final destruction of the palace, it could not have fastened into the anta block 

without some sort of adjustrnent in its course and height. The height of  the block is 0.40 

m., which is eight centirneters higher than the groove. 

Mortise D also presents a problern: particularly what beam, if any, did it secure? 

The mortise is cut near the rear and center of the block where it falls along the centerline 

of wall 101's course. Yet there is no evidence for a beam running down the center of this 

wall. Al1 of the other walls of the buildings on the Epano Englianos hilltop also lack any 

indication of a central bearn. 

Sixth, block 1 IL-45 has more mortises than expected. According to its mortises 

and stone finishing, it is a corner block. Its northeast and northwest faces are smoothly 

finished as exposed faces. A dowel set in mortise 1 IL-45A once secured the face beam 

running on the northeast face of the northeast façade. Mortise 1 IL-45B could have 

fastened a beam running southwest~northeast, but the presence of this beam and mortise 

combination is doubtful in its present position. A beam may have been in this position, 

but it could only have spanned the thickness of the wall, since doorway 3 1-32 lies 

irnrnediately to the southwest of block 1 l L 4 5 .  A beam could not have extended further 

through and into this doorway. Moreover, if a beam were present it would have served as 

a chase beam to connect the northeast doo j a m b  of doorway 3 1-32 to the face beam 

second course. He ran the beam dong the second course of ashlars throughout the façade's entire Iength. 
Such a reconstruction cannot be reconciled with the presenled, in situ state of the wall, however. 
5'8 m r ,  p. 179. 
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nuuilng along the outer edge of the northeast façade. But then the mortise would not 

have been needed because the wall matrix would have prevented the beam from moving 

in a southeast or northwest direction, and the doo rjamb and northeast façade face bearn 

would have stopped it fi-orn slipping in the other two directions. In the present state of 

this wall, this mortise, similar to mortise D in block 1 IL-26, does not have a h c t i o n  and 

instead indicates that in an earlier phase of this wall, the façade retuned at block I IL-45 

and continued southwesterly. 

Finally and in contrast to 1 1L-45, one block that should contain at least one, if not 

two, mortises, has none whatsoever. The northeast façade, at its northwest end, returns 

and runs southwesterly (wall 10C). Block 1 I L 4 0  is a corner block at this return, its 

short-side faces northeast and its Iong-side northwest, but no rnortise was cut near either 

exposed face. If a tirnber beam were present at this corner and returned as weIl (which 

the rest of the wall seems to indicate) then one would expect mortises to secure a beam in 

place, particularly in a corner situation, where the stresses on a beam would corne from 

several more directions than in a normal face beam situation. 

Blegen and Rawson concluded that the entire façade was built in a single building 

phasea9, but al1 of these anomalies make sense only if the wall was constructed in several 

phases. It was explained above that anta 1 IL-20 was part of an orthostate wall that 

predated the entire northeast façade. When the orthostate wall was destroyed, by 

whatever means and for whatever purpose, al1 that remained was anta 11L-20 and the 

socle blocks undemeath and to the northwest of it. The northeast façade was added to 

this starting with the abutting block 11L-57. Further northwest on the façade, it is 



without a doubt that block I I L 4 5  is a corner block as indicated by the anathyrosis on its 

southwest and southeast faces and the position of its mortises. Thus, the first section of 

the façade to be built was the stretch fiom anta 1 1L-20 to block 1 IL-45 where it turned 

southwest and continued, It is also in this section that the setting lines concentrate. 

These devices occur no where else along the entire façade and indicate a single building 

phase, 

At the end of this section of wall, the façade was extended farther to the northwest 

with the addition of room 32, The new wall abuts the corner block, 1 1 L-45, and was 

built with two different building systems: ashlar styie and ashlar shell wall construction. 

At the other end, another new addition extended the façade to the southeast with blocks 

1 IL-2 1 through 1 1 L-24 and anta 1 1 L-25. One of the socle blocks beneath anta 1 lL-20 

was chipped away to accommodate the abutting block 1 1L-2 1 and a notch was cut in anta 

1 IL-20 to accommodate the second course beam of the new extension. The section of 

the façade alongside rooms 43 and 46 may also have been added at this tirne since the 

beam here also lies atop the first course of ashlar. Additionally, this section contains re- 

used blocks: block 11L-26 which has more mortises than are necessary and block 11L-30 

which has anathyrosis on its northwestern edge where at least in part it should have been 

finished square. 

It is unhown when these changes occurred, but the masonry clearly shows at 

Ieast three phases. More importantly, this façade documents a change in building 

systems from orthostate construction to the ashlar style, with the former never appearing 

again in the architecture on Epano Englianos. 

Before leaving this façade, two features of section I 1Lb deserve comment. Four 
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gaps were left between several blocks in the first course, which Blegen and Rawson 

identified as weepers [FIG. 1141.'~~ T h e  gaps span the entire height of the first course, fiom 

the bedding stones (evident in all four gaps) to the underside of the second course. They 

do not penebate the thickness of the wall, but stop at the rubble backing of the interior 

face. Since the ashlar blocks flanking each gap are not cut with anathyrosis, they must 

have been intentionally shaped in this way. Their fiinction, however, is far fiom clear, 

but they could not have functioned as weepers, which serve to evacuate accumulated 

water fiom the cavity between two faces of a wall. Though the wall is composed of two 

faces, it is nonetheless solid throughout its entire width and length, and so there is no 

space within the wall for water to accumulate. If the gaps had originally pierced the 

entire thickness of the wall, then perhaps they had some function in connection with the 

rooms behind the wall. Three of  the four gaps align with three of the four rooms behind 

the wall and could have provided a conduit for some material corning in or, going out, or 

both. But the rubble backing of t h e  façade clearly cuts off any connection and the fourth 

gap, at the southeast end of section 1 ILb, corresponds not to a room but rather to the 

doonvay between rooms 33 and 34. However, the façade was re-used in one of the later 

remodelings of the palace and as result, the gaps may have been intentionally closed up. 

For now, their purpose is difficult to determine. 

The second odd feature of  section 1 lLb is a shallow recess let into the second 

course of blocks outside of room 3 3  [FIG. 251. The recess is set back 0.18 m. from the 

exterior face of the wall and its width spans 2.49 m. It was carefùlly pIanned and 

executed with block 1 1L-52's southeast face cut back square rather than with anathyrosis 

''O PNI ,  pp. 51-52. 



and block 1 1L-55 notched at its northwest end to create the southeast corner of the recess. 

Blocks 1 IL-53 and 1 IL-54 are typical ashlar blocks, no different in size than the others, 

and are sirnply pushed back 0.18 m. fiom the outer face of the wall. Mortises cut into the 

tops of these blocks cleady trace the wooden beam running around the recess. 

More questions arise than can be answered regarding the funchon of the recess, 

but some comrnents can be made. Blegen and Rawson associated the recess with a 

possible window opening in the wall."' If the recess sornehow formed the lower parts of 

a window4", then it appears that only one window pierced this section of the façade. As 

discussed in Chapter II, two notches sunk into the first course of ashlar blocks outside 

room 46 may also have been parts of a window opening. However, these devices and the 

recess are architecturally distinct and suggest two different forms of window 

construction. The two notches imply vertical posts but no such cuttings are present in the 

recess. Thus, perhaps in the section of the façade alongside room 46, there was a 

structural necessity requiring vertical supporting members which were secured by the 

dowel holes in the notches. An example of  such a necessity would be a long band 

window broken into smaller openings with each separated by a vertical upright. The 

length of a band window usually requires intermediary supporting members for its lintel. 

The two notches may have corresponded to two vertical muIlions in a band window 

consisting of three openings. If a window occupied the recess, and assurning that the size 

of the opening directly matched the size of the recess itself, then a linte1 of moderate size 

'" PN 1, p. 52 
'" Graham (1960 and 1987, pp. 162-164) came to the conclusion that recesses for the most part indicate the 
presence of a window, if not in the first storey, surely in the second, for the Minoan palaces at Knossos, 
Phaistos, MalIia and Gournia. For Minoan windows and their construction details, see MAMAT, pp. 174- 
183. 



supported only at its ends would have been sufficient to span the distance. Furthemore, 

the recess reduced the thichess of the wall. If a window had been placed within it, more 

light would have been let into the room because of the thinner thickness of the window's 

reveal. Recesses may have had an aesthetic value by creating strong shadow lines on the 

f a ~ a d e ~ ~ ,  but they could also have served a rnuch more practical function. 

The Sozitheast Wall of Courr 3 Wall 5E) 

A single course of four ashlar blocks forms the base of the southeast wall (wall 

5E) of court 3 [FIG. 211. At its southwest end, anta block 8LD.a turns the corner into wall 

8LD and at its opposite end, anta SE-1 terminates the wall's course at Stainvay 54. The 

blocks V a r y  in length but their finished upper surfaces rise 0.38 m. (192.72 m. ASL) 

above the plaster floor. The full height of the individual blocks cannot be ascertained 

because the plaster floor of court 3 mns flush up against their exposed faces. The 

backing of the wall varies. Behind blocks 5E-1, SE-2 and 5E-3 is the pier-wall building 

system (see below), while rubble masonry lies behind the remaining two blocks. The 

thickness of the wall varies as well: the northeast portion is ca. 0.80 m. thick and the 

southwest, Ca. 1.28 rn? 

The joints between the blocks are intricate and dernonstrate the mason's skill, not 

so much in cutting, but in planning. Al1 of the wall blocks were cut with anathyrosis. 

AS Graham (1960 and 1987, pp. 162- 164) suggested for Minoan architecture. 



Block 5E-3 is slightly unusual and probably re-used. Its northeast face was cut with 

reverse anathyrosis, that is, rather than the angle between the front face and the side being 

less than 90" (acute), it is obtuse. Its southwest face was partially cut back square for ca. 

0.20 m. and then cut with anathyrosis. Block SE-5 is a corner block, thus its northeast 

face was cut with anathyrosis and its southwest face was cut square. At the rear of the 

latter face, a cut notch accommodates the north corner of anta 8LD.a- At the other end of 

the wall, another notch was cut into anta SE-I to receive the northeast face of  block 5E-2. 

Every block contains mortises and, as to be expected, the two anta blocks have a 

greater number: anta 5E-1 has three mortises and anta 8LD.a has four (dimensions are 

given in TABLE 13)."= TWO blocks, anta SE-1 and SE-5, are cut with beddings on their 

upper surfaces (perhaps the two most fmely cut beddings at the palace). According to the 

placement of mortises and bedding cuts, a horizontal wooden beam originally ran the 

entire length of the wall and over both antae. The beam course returns twice as indicated 

by the bedding cuts: at the west corner of anta S E 4  and at the west corner of 5E-5. 

Based on the mortises and bedding cuts as well as the preserved impressions of 

wood grain in the wall rnatrix above the ashlar blocks, Blegen and Rawson reconstructed 

a horizontal wooden beam spaming the entire length of this wall and over both antae.lZ6 

Küpper concurred and offered a reconstruction of the beam c~urse."'~ However, neither 

of the scholars account for the state of the wall. The wall matrix makes it impossible for 

a continuous beam course to have existed between anta SE-1 and block 5E-2. If there 

"" It is possible that the rubble backing of the southwest portion of the wall continues beneath the raised 
plaster floor in the north corner of room 55. 
" ~ 5  See Appendix A, Table A. 1 for mortise dimensions. 
416 PNI,  p. 63, 
jZ7 Küpper, p. 85, plate 23. 



were beams in this wall, there must have been two independent beam systems: one placed 

atop anta SE- 1 and another over the ashlar blocks. Also, one would expect the beam on 

anta 8LD.a to return southeastward and run dong wall 8LD's southwest face. But again 

wall matrix blocks its course. 

Furthemore, neither Blegen and Rawson nor Küpper considered mortise H in 

block 5E-5 in their reconstructions [FIG. i o q .  This mortise defies explanation. It  obviously 

was meant to receive the dowel of some sort of wooden armature placed above, but it was 

cut into the upper surface of the block in an area that, according to its rough fuiish, 

should have received the rubble and mud backing of a typical ashlar faced wall. Küpper 

thought that the mortise was unfinished because its interior surface was only roughly 

finished."' This is unlikely since it would be the only example of a block at the palace 

left unhished by the builders. Another possibility is that this block was re-used. But 

even if this were true, the placement of mortise H is very awkward since it was cut nearly 

in the center of the block and not near any exposed edge as the general rules for mortises 

(Chapter II) would dictate. A third possibility is that the mortise was perhaps used to 

fasten a vertical post. This would be unusual, but mortise H's placement, at the corner of 

a bedding cut, indicates some relationship with the wall return and a vertical post might 

help turn the corner here. 

A post at this corner might be appropriate structurally for this wall. Blegen and 

Rawson noticed that the wall matrix above the ashlar course preserves wood grain 

impressions left behind from rotted or burned away horizontal tirnbers. The two sets of 

impressions mark the locations of two beams: one resting directly on top of the ashlars 

428 Küpper, p. 85. 



and another set slightly higher up. Apparently, the two beams were separated by a course 

of ashlar or rubble masonryy A vertical post fastened at the corner with mortise H may 

have been used to secure the upper beam, and perhaps this system extended farther up the 

wall with more horizontal members. 

The Northeast Façade of the Sotrthwestern Btrilding F a l l 1 8 L )  

The northeast façade of the Southwestern Building is also partially constructed in 

the ashlar style [FIG. 421. Nine ashlar wall blocks and two antae remain. At the southeast, 

the wall is terminated with a wall-end anta block, 18L.a, which has three exposed faces 

IFIG. 1251, At the opposite end is the T-shaped anta block 18L-b. The façade once 

continued northwesterly, but was robbed out at a later date [FIG. 1261. '~~ Al1 of the wall 

blocks are cut with anathyrosis except for 18L-7. The southeast face of this block is cut 

back square fiom its front face. The backing of the wall is the usual rubble masonry 

faced with plaster. The thickness of the wall, ca. 1.02 m., remains uniform throughout 

its entire length, though anta 8L.a is slightly thicker, 1.06 m. 

A horizontal beam ran along the top of the first course at the wall's northeast face. 

If setting lines were used, they are no longer evident, but sixteen mortises and several 

beddings are cut into the blocks (dimensions are given in TABLE i5) .  Except for one 

instance, the placement of the mortises follows a simple pattern. They are sunk into 

' ~ 3  Blegen and Rawson did not report any fallen ashlar in this area of the court. 
430 PNI,  p. 249. 



every other block, except at the very northwest end of the wall, where the pattern is 

broken with mortises cut into adjacent blocks, including anta 18L.b. Another pattern, 

which is unusual, is the number of mortises per block- Al1 of the wall blocks cut with 

mortises have ttvo each, rather than the usual one. Furthemore, each mortise of a pair 

fa11 into two separate groups based on size and location. The A-group mortises are Iarger 

and cut near one end of the block. The B-group are srnaller than their counterparts and 

lie near the center of the block. Each and every mortise is cut near the exterior exposed 

face of the wall and so fastened a beam ninning along this face. In compatison to the 

other ashlar style walls, the number of mortises in this wall is far greater than normal and 

seems quite excessive for their function. But if the wall was re-used and the 

configuration of the beam changed, then a new set of rnortises would have been 

neededJX It was mentioned above (Chapter One) that wood may have been the more 

valuable resource and that the stone (Le. mortises) was adjusted to fit the avaiIable wood. 

If this wall was re-used or remodeled, the dimensions of the wooden timbers that were to 

be incorporated must have been known and the stone, particularly the mortises, cut to fit 

them. 

According to the breadth of the bedding cuts, the beam was no thicker than 0.29 

m. The beddings cluster at the southwest end of the wall where they are cut into blocks 

18L-8, 18L-9, M L 4 0  and anta 18L.a. On the anta the bedding is U-shaped, and thus the 

beam that ran along the northeast face of the façade returned twice to wrap around the 

wall's southeast end. But the beam does not appear to have continued along the 

southwest, interior face of the wall. 

"' Küpper also agreed, but suggested that there were two phases of half-timbeting rather than a rebuilding 



Two other oddities in the wall m e r  indicate hvo building phases. First, the 

bedding cuts cluster at the northwest end of the wall, Çom block L8L-8 to anta 18L.a. 

Second, the next block, 18L-7, lacks anathyrosis on its southeast end. This block must 

have originally been a corner block or a corner anta. At a Iater point, the wall was 

remodeIed and extended with the abutting addition of blocks 18L-8 through 18L-10 and 

anta 18L.a. Since bedding cuts occur in al1 of the blocks of the new extension and only 

here, they must have been cut for leveling purposes. Rather than attempting to cut the 

new blocks to the same height of the existing wall, the masons saved time by setting al1 

of the blocks in place first and then trimming them down en masse to match the required 

height, 

Sections 9 and I O  of the Southivestern Façade of The Southivestern Building 

Sections 9 and 10 intersect to f o m  a return angle in the southwestern façade pio. 

461. Both sections are massive: section 9 measures ca. 3.10 m. thick and section 10, 

though not very well preserved, seems to have been roughly the same thickness. Section 

9 is by far the thickest wall built on Epano Englianos. In both sections, the exterior is 

faced with ashlar blocks. Two courses remain for each section, though they have been 

heaved and pushed out of position.432 Like the ashlar style walls so far surveyed, al1 of 

the blocks of these two walls are cut with anathyrosis, except for blocks 17.10-7 and 

17.10-8. Both of these are damaged and their heights cannot be restored, but their 

or remodeling (Küpper, pp. 86-87, see also plates 26 and 27). 



abutting joint faces are cut back square. 

Section 9 nins perpendicular to the topography of the hilltop and so both its 

foundations and ashlar courses step down towards the southwest [FIGS.  AND 1281. The wall 

is clearly broken off a$ its southwest end and probably continued in that direction.J33 The 

first course consists of two blocks and the second of four. The blocks Vary in length and 

thickness, but those in the sarne course maintain the same height: 0.45 m. for the first 

course and 0-47 m. for the second (TABLES 11 AND 12). 

The corner between the two wall sections was handled straightforwardly. The 

outer, east vertical edge of Block 17.9-6 simply abuts the outer, west edge of block 

17.10-1. In the now missing upper courses, the walls may have bonded together by 

overlapping blocks. 

Of the two courses remaining in Section 10, the upperrnost is damaged and only 

two blocks remain ~FIG. 48 AND 1291. The upper surface of block 17.10-8 is broken and 

ragged, probably as a result of deep plowing. Its neighbor, block 17.10-7, may not be 

original because a thin layer of soi1 separates it fkom the one (17.10-2) below. The 

second course is much better preserved with £ive wall blocks and a cut stair tread at its 

southeast end. The section continued towards the southeast, but as a stairway or gateway. 

Block length and thickness varies, but unlike Section 9, heights differ for individual 

blocks. This course seems to have been leveled in a manner sirnilar to the leveling of 

section 11Lb of the northeast façade of the Main Building. 

Mortises are cut into blocks 17.9-3, 17.94 and 17.9-5 of the second course in 

432 Perhaps the result of earthquake, erosion a d o r  modem plowing. At the foot of this walI are deep nits 
left behind by flowing rainwater which probably disturbed the integrity of this wall. 



section 9, and in section 10, on blocks 17-10- 1 and 17-10-4 of the first course indicating 

that a horizontal bearn rested above them. The bearns of both sections no doubt joined at 

the corner. In Section 10, block 17.10-8 obstructs the beam's course and it is impossible 

to place a continuous beam here that runs the entire length of the walI to the stair tread? 

Since block 17.10-8 is not cut with anathyrosis, a beam placed to either side of it may 

have stopped and abutted this block. 

Ashlar Shell Walls 

The palace preserves only two ashlar shell walls. The northeast façade (wall 1 IL) 

of the Main Building, near the north comer of roorn 32, changes frorn being constructed 

in the ashlar style to ashlar shell wall construction about 3.20 m- korn the north comer of 

room 32 [FIG. 27 AND 1091. The wall bonds and forrns a return with wall 10C, also 

constructed as an ashlar shell wall. Prior to the addition of room 27, these two walls 

originally forrned an exterior comer. For wall 10C, two courses still stand on its 

northwest face. On its southeast face, ail of the first course remains, but only a single 

block fi-om its second course is preserved."' The northwest end of wall 1 1 L preserves 

only the first course on both its interior and exterior face. The interior of both wails were 

433 BIegen and Rawson (PNI ,  pp. 279-280, figs. 416 and 417) reconstructed a connection between sections 
8 and 9 of the façade, but there is no physical evidence o f  such. 
434 Küpper regarded these blocks as later building activity and reconstmcted a beam on the first course of 
ashIars of section 10 (Küpper, p. 86, plates 24 and 25). He also identified two bedding cuts, one on b1ock 
17.9-3 and the other on 17.10- 1 (ibid.). The evidence for these is questionable - they rnay simply be wear 
marks frorn erosion. 
''* In the state plan of this wall, there appears to be a second ashlar block just to the southwest, but this is 
part of the later remodeling in which ashlar fragments were ofien used to tine chases in the pier-wall 
building system. 
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covered in plaster pnor to the palace's destruction, 

The first cowse of wall IOC returns at its southwest end indicating that an ashlar 

shell watl originally formed the southwest wall of room 32- This wall was replaced in a 

Iater remodeling or rebuilding phase with wall9L, which is built with pier-wall 

construction. Wall 10C was aIso altered; at least one block of its second cowse was 

pushed out of position to accommodate the new pier-wall construction built on top of the 

wall. 

Two ashlar blocks (10C-9 and 10C 13) in wall 10C7s second course have mortises 

that once fastened a timber beam ruming along its northwest face. They follow the same 

general rules for mortises and have the same characteristics as those on the northeast 

façade (wall 1 IL). The unusualness of the corner block (1 IL-40) of  the second course 

lacking mortises has already been noted above. Since only one block of the intenor 

second course remains, it is unknown whether or not a timber course ran along the 

interior face of the wall. 

The palace at Epano Englianos stands alone among other mainland structures for 

its use of the ashlar shell wall building ~ y s t e r n ~ ~ ~  but close cornparisons can be found in 

Minoan palatial architecture. In the Palace of Knossos, the MM II east wall of the 

lightwell of the Queen's Megaron is a shell walY3' The blocks are quite thick, leaving 

little space for the in-fil1 matrïx. Since the lightwell was open to the sky, the intenor 

face of the wall was exposed to the elernents just as the exterior, and this environrnent 

'" Hult (1983, pp. 50-5 1) reported that the nonh wall of the coun before the rnegaron at Mycenae is 
constructed in the ashlar shell walI building system. This is Wace's assurnption. This wall is a retaining 
wall and does not have an interior face (in this case, the north face) of ashlar biocks. It partially collapsed 
in the winter of 1997 bringing to Iight its rubbIe fiil. See also Küpper, p. 55. 
'" Evans, vol. III, fig. 249. 



accounts for the shell wall construction in this particular room. Shell walls were used, 

though sparingly, also at Mallia and P h a i s t o ~ . ~ ~ ~  In a slight variation of the shell wall 

systern, the MM III west façade of the Palace of Knossos is an orthostate shell wall with 

its outer faces held together by dovetail clamps.'39 The two faces of the shell walls at the 

Epano Englianos palace do not appear to have been held together in a similar way. 

The majority of  the interior walls in the Main Building, a few in the Southwestern 

Building, and three exterior walls of the small building containing rooms 60 and 62 are 

pier-walls. This building system is unusual both in its construction method and material. 

The walls, as they appeared when they were originally uncovered and as they appear 

today, are somewhat deceptive. In their original, finished state a thick, concealing, 

plaster coat sheathed both faces of the wall. When the palace was excavated, much of the 

plaster on the walls had either already fallen off or, if painted, was purposely removed by 

Blegen and Rawson for safekeeping at the museum in Chora. But some plaster stiII 

remains on the lower portions of the walls and testifies to their original condition. 

Thus, for the most part, the pier-walls of the palace are missing their plaster 

building component, and what remains today i s  the part not meant to be seen - the wail 

matrix. A wall built in the pier-wall system consists of a series of rubble and mud piers 

set close to one another but separated by interstices of ca. 0.20 m [FIG. 963. Al1 but a few of 

'"' Mallia, mom iii,5,6; Phaistos, north and west walls o f  room 49 (MAMAT, p. 104 and supra. 2). 
439 MAMAT, 1973, pp. 88-90. 



the interstices are filled with srna11 stones and mud. The original plaster coat covered the 

faces of pier-walls and rendered the alternating piers and gaps indistinguishable [FIG. 108~. 

The piers consist of rubble and ashlar block fragments set in a rnud mortar. The 

rnatrïx of the interstices is rnud and small stones, which Vary in size fiom pebbles to fist 

size cobbles. The stones of the interstice rnatrix are much srnaller than those of the piers. 

The large arnount of rnud between stones in both piers and interstices is remarkable. A 

typical rubble wall at Epano Englianos consists of stones stacked one on top of the other. 

Mud, laid in thin layers between courses, consolidated the walls both by filling gaps 

between the stones and by preventing individual stones fiom shifling and moving. in 

some rubble walls, it is difficult to see the mud between courses. But in the piers, the 

amount of mud is 20 to 40 % of the matrix, which is a proportion substantially higher 

than that for typical rubble walls. in the interstices and the piers which form doo rjambs, 

the mud content is as much as 60 to 70% of the matrix, and ofien the large stones of the 

piers are entirely concealed by the mud. Because of the large arnount of rnud in the piers, 

stone does not rest on stone, instead, a thick layer of mud (sornetimes up to 0.20 m.) 

separates thern. Therefore, the rnud should be a strong material capable of bearing 

structural load because the settling of the stones during the building of the pier-walls 

should have pushed most of the rnud out fr-om between the stones. The mud then in the 

piers should have mortar-like qualities."' 

MARK?' collected sarnples of wall matrix fiom pier- and rubble walls and had 

I am unaware of a definition of mortar used by scholars of Mycenaean architecture. I use the term to 
refer to a material that has the ability to bond with strong adhesive qualities and is also capable of bearing 
Ioad. In this sense, the mortar must have similar load bearing capabilities to the rnatenal it binds. 1 know 
of no structural studies of masonry consisting of rnud and stone or of rnud as a building material, but the 
strength of rnasonry depends on the mortar used to consoIidate it (Salvadori and Levy, p. 29). The rnud 



them analyzed by inductively coupled plasma atornic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) 

for elemental composition (see Appendix B). As shown in TabIe B4 (in Appendix B), 

the mud-like matenal of the piers and the interstices generally contains a higher 

proportion of calcium carbonate (CaC03) than the mud used in rubble construction. The 

percentage ranges fYom 30 to 70% calcium carbonate in the piers with a generally higher 

arnount in the material of the interstices and the piers forrning door jambs. In the mud of 

the rubble walls, the calcium carbonate content ranges fiorn 25 to 42%. The contrast is 

particularfy evident when comparing the sample taken fiom the later rubble wall 

separating room 18 from 22 (Sample 5 1 in Appendix B) and those f?om the pier-built 

walls in the sarne building (Samples 4 1,46,49 and 50)- It seems that calcium carbonate 

was intentionally added to the mud of the pier-walls. 

The Mycenaeans were fàmiliar with this material because it was one of the 

principle components of the plaster with which they covered their walls and floors. For 

the palace itself, Lang's analysis shows that the plaster for the most part is composed of 

calcium carbonate."' Similar results were found in plasters fiom Tiryns and Mycenae? 

Many of the spaces of the buildings in and around Mycenae, including the palace4J3, two 

of the houses within the wallsJJJ, and tholoi were floored with a lime (calcium) based 

then shouId have equal or  stronger physical characteristics than the stone. See also G.  Wright, 1992, p. 
409. 
U 1 Lang (PN II, p. 229) did not give exact percentages but stated only, "calcium carbonate (CaC03) with a 
very low percentage of caIciurn sulfate (anhydrite) (CaS0.J-" 
JJ' Cameron, M.A.S., R.E. Jones, and S.E. Philippakis (1977) compiled analyses of Mycenaean plasters 
with references. The table they produced (Table 1, p. 128) lists lime (Cao) content rather than calcium 
carbonate (CaC03) content. 
U3 Just about every floor from the southem doonvay of the propyIon to the porch of the megaron, including 
the rooms about the Grand Staircase, is paved with cernent, some of which now is very fragrnentary (Wace, 
pp. 70-76). 
WJ Tsountas' House (Wace, 1949, p. 67) and the House of the Columns (Wace, 1949, pp. 91-93). No 
scientific analyses is reported and Wace did not distinguish between cernent floors of Heilenistic date and 
those of the Bronze Age (Wace, 1949, p. 67). For lime in clay and plaster applied to fioor and walls of 



material often referred to as ' ~ e r n e n t ' . ~ ~  Tiryns too has floors laid with the sarne 

material. 

Farther afield and on Minoan Crete, the excavators at Phaistos identified a type of 

cement (calcestnc?zo) composed of stones, clay, lime, and pottery fragments.w6 The 

builders must have recognized the strength of this mixture since it was used as a filling 

and leveling material for new building and continued to be produced for later building 

phases. Calcium carbonate was also used in Minoan plaster p r o d u ~ t i o n . ~ ~  in the earlier 

periods there, calcium carbonate content was low (40 - 65%), but Iater, with the 

development of a finer-textured plaster, the amount of calcium carbonate rose to as much 

as 94% of the plaster composition. 

Wall mortar, however, has not been as extensively analyzed as wall and floor 

plaster. In the 1930s, Müller submitted one mortar sample from Tiryns for laboratory 

testing (TABLE 16)."' The mortar he collected came from a rubble wallw9 and it was found 

houses outside of the fortification waIls at Mycenae and elsewhere, see Shear, 1968, in sum, pp. 433,443- 
445. 
US Mylonas and Graham cautioned against the use of this tenn implying that it may cause confusion with 
Our 'modern cernent' or ' m e  cement' respectively. 1 think the confüsion lies not in the application of the 
term but the misunderstanding of it. Cernent has several meanings; at its simplest, it refers to any material 
or combination of materials that when allowed to dry and set, hardens with adhesive or binding qualities 
(Phillips, 1993, p. 46). To a certain degree mud can act as a cement, albeit a poor binder. But lime can 
also hnction as a cement, and indeed it was part of the plaster that covered Mycenaean and Minoan floors. 
Today, cement is often used as an abbreviation for portland cernent to which Mylonas and Graham must 
have referred. The process of making portland cernent is slightly different than that for a lime-based mortar 
or piaster. In the former, lime (usually from limestone) and clay (containing iron, silica and aluminum) are 
burned together and then crushed to form a powder which is then mixed with water and aggregate (Phillips, 
p. 127, Allen, 1985, pp. 394-396). For the latter, the lime is burned separately, crumbled or powdered, 
slaked (hydnted with water) and then mixed with othcr material which may include clay or mud (for the 
process see MAMAT pp. 2 13; Adam, 1994, pp. 65-66). 

So, to apply the term to a floor which is built of a material which contains a binding agent is not at al1 
inapropriate. 
Y6 This material is discussed by Shaw (MAMAT, pp. 222-224) and Graham, 1987, pp. 147-148. 
"7 MAMAT, 1973, pp. 206-2 18 and Appendix C, p. 226. 
jJs Müller, 1930, pp. 178-180. 
a 9  Müller did not specim the exact wall from which he coIlected the sample. 



to contain a high concentration of calcium carbonate (more than 55%).4" This mortar 

was used in the lower parts of the wall only; the rest of the wall was carried up in rubble 

with a clay rn~r ta r .~ '~  Elsewhere, a sand and lime mortar was reported to have been used 

in the tombs at  Deiras in the Argolid, but it was not subrnitted for laboratory testing? 

Despite there being only two tested examples and a possible untested third, other 

structures on the mainland may also have used a calcium carbonate-based mortar, which 

has gone either umoticed, untested or both. The pier-wall building system dates to the 

last major rernodeling phase of the palace. By this time the production of lime must have 

been mastered and standardized for the production of plaster - a process already achieved 

on Minoan Crete.JS3 Limestone (calcium carbonate, CaC03) was bumed to produce lime 

(calcium oxide, Cao). This was then hydrated, producing slaked lime (calcium 

hydroxide, Ca(OH)?). In the next step the lime was mixed with sand, clay andor 

pebbles. When the mixture was applied to walls and allowed to dry, it absorbed carbon 

dioxide (CO2) and reverted back to calcium carbonate. During wall building, the addition 

of lime to mortar would seem very appropriate because of its ability to harden and bind - 

it literally turns back into the Stone from which it carne.J54 

The hardness of the mortar in the matrix of the pier-walls is very apparent. While 

collecting mortar samples with an electric ÇinIl, 1 broke several bits and bores trying to 

penetrate the core of the pier-walls. Blegen and Rawson frequently encountered the 

"O From TABLE 16, this amount includes calcium oxide plus carbon dioxide, which were bound together 
according to MUller (1930, p. 179). As such they formed caIcium carbonate (CaC03). 
"' In contnst, DOrpfeld (1885, pp. 254-255), in discussing the architecture of Tiryns, did not think that the 
Mycenaeans used lime mortar. He did not submit any sampies for Iabontory analysis. 
"' Aupert, 1996, p. 406. Also, Deshayes, 1966. 
jS3 Lime production is discussed by Adam, 1994, ~p.65-76; Allen, 1985, p. 245; and MAMA T, 1973, p. 
213. 



hardness of the lime mortar during their excavations but they referred to it in their 

publication as fallen chunks of rnigma. In Volume 1 of the PN, migma is reported in 23 

locations; of these, 20 are contined by or near the remains of pier-walls. As discussed in 

Chapter II, the rnigma was not fiised and molten masses of hardened limestone, rnud and 

mudbnck as Blegen and Rawson surmised, but original wall rnatrix consisting of rubble 

and rnortar. The fallen chu& of m-a were, in fact, fallen chunks o f  pier-walls, which 

came down in large, solid masses. Blegen himself even recognized this, as he reported in 

an early field report, "a compact concrete-like mass of fused and calcined Stones and 

crude brick, which here [area of rooms 9 - 151"' projected above ground, was seen to 

constitute a large section of a fallen wall" but continued with the assurnption, "that, 

under the effects of terrific heat, had coalesced into a solid b l o ~ k . " ~ ~ ~  Later, in Volume 1, 

m i p a  is referred to as "Cernent-like'u57 that, ". . . had to be chiseled and chopped out by 

sheer force."-'ss 

The wall matrix of the pier-walls is without a doubt very hard and the fallen 

sections revealed its material and construction, though they were mistakenly identified. 

If simple rnud were used to consolidate the rubble of the pier-walls, then fallen sections 

of  these should neither have appeared cement-like nor have required much force to break 

apart. But, the high concentration of calcium carbonate essentially makes the mud in the 

'" Additives to the lime, such as sand or pebbles, affect its strength and binding capabilities, to a greater or 
lesser degree, and aIso the drying process is uneven and may cause cracking. Allen, 1985, p. 245. 
'*' The exact area is unclear in his description (Blegen, 1954, p. 30). 

BBlegen, 1954, p. 30. This type of confusion happened sporadically during the excavations when the 
excavators couId not determine if they were digging actual in situ wal1 or fallen wall. For exampIe, Blegen 
reported on June 14'" 1955 (excavation notebook entitled, C.W. Blegen, Pylos 1955, p. 63), that in the area 
of roorn 44, "'very difficult to dig, hard füsed material - almost impossible to tell what is wall and what is 
fallen mass of mbnck [=mudb~ck]," Brackets are mine. 
jS7 P N I ,  p- 217. 

PNI, p. 21 1. 



piers and interstices a tnie mortar, or at least close to it. When hardened, it strongly 

bound al1 of the material encased within it and as a result it hc t ioned  as a load-bearing 

material. The need to insure that stone rested upon stone for structural integrity ( a 

requirement established millemia before with rubble wall building) was lessened with 

the use of this calcium-rich rnortar. Dunng building, the mud was apparently 

strengthened to increase stability. 

The large arnount of mortar in the pier-wall building system required a different 

rnethod of construction. For rubble walls, stone supported stone, and thus walls could be 

built by continually stacking stones. In contrast, in pier-wall construction, the mortar had 

to be allowed to dry, or the rubble would settle and the wall would eventually collapse 

only a short while after construction began. In piers where there is 20 cm. or more of 

rnortar between stones, settling would have occurred unless sufficient time for the mortar 

to set was allowed. The walls could have been built up in short sections, perhaps 1 meter 

high at a tirne, and then the mortar alIowed to set. Afterwards, another section was built 

and allowed to dry. This process would be repeated until the wall reached its finished 

heigh~'~ '  But, if formwork (similar to that in modem day poured concrete construction) 

was used in the construction process, then walls could be built in relatively high sections 

or built to their full height with little settling and little concern for collapse. Some of the 

inside faces of some pier faces are extrernely flat (e.g. chases 32 and 34 seen in FIG. 95) and 

vertical suggesting that boards or some other flat and stiff matenal may have been used to 

form shells within the fiame. 

This is the wall building method that Blegen and Rawson proposed - a heavy 



tirnber fiamework in which was packed rubbIe and mud. Such a system explains the 

molds and chases present in the wall matrix and the use of the hardening agent, calcium 

carbonate. Most irnportantly, it explains the interstices - they are not simple chases or 

moIds lefi behind by chase beams used to tie together two faces of a timber fiamework. 

They span the entire thickness of the wall and rise floor-to-ceiling. The gap clearly 

separates one pier fiom another. This shows that walls were built of single, independent 

piers and not as long, continuous masses of rubble and mud. 

As it was shown in Chapter LI, when the palace was destroyed there was not a 

significant amount of wood within the pier-walls and of this small amount there was 

certainly not enough to represent an extensive and massive timber framework. Blegen 

and Rawson's Xylodesia proposa1 for wall construction is indeed correct, except for one 

detail - the tirnber fiamework was removed after the piers had set. Certainly a timber 

framework was necessary to build pier-walls because the mortar required external 

support before it hardened. But aftenvards, there was no need for such support - the 

piers, in their hardened form, were just as capable of supporting load as a cut Stone 

masonry or rubble wall. The strength of the pier-wall building system is demonstrated by 

its use in walls (such as those of room 6) which bear some of the most heavy, if not the 

heaviest, loads in the palace cornplex. 

Thus, the pier-wall building system is a wall construction technique unlike any 

other at the palace. The steps are as follows: 

1. Setting down a layer of flat Stones which served as a foundation; 
2. Erecting a timber formwork; 
3. Building the piers with rubble and mortar; 

''*' This wall building technique has not been reported in Mycenaean architecture, but Shaw (MAMAT, pp. 
78-79) identified the technique for some mbble walls in the Minoan Palace of Mallia. 



4. Removal of the forrnwork; 
5- Filling-in of the interstices with rnortar, sand and small stones and; 
6. Plastenng both sides of the walls. 

Unfortunately, plaster floors cover the foundations of many of  the pier-walls, but 

as seen in the few empty interstices of room 6 and in the lower portions of wall 8LD 

(separating rooms 1 and 55), a layer of flat stones lies imrnediately beneath the piers and 

interstices. Whether these were laid on bedrock or built foundations is unknoum. 

The timber framework was erected in the second step of the building process and 

then disrnantled in the fourth step. The formwork must have been very simple [FIG. 841. 

For each pier, four posts were erected and tied together with transverse (running between 

piers) and face bearns (along the exposed faces of the pier). As Blegen and Rawson 

noted, neither the posts nor the bearns need have been squared timbers, some were logs 

left uncut or split l~ngihidinal ly.~~ Tacked to this fiamework of posts and bearns were 

boards which formed temporary shells to hold the rubble and rnortar while the latter set. 

The boards need not have been broad but relatively narrow and nailed close together, 

much like those used in poured concrete construction in Greece today. 

As indicated by the surviving horizontal slots in the faces of the walls, wooden 

face beams rnay have been used not only to tie together the posts of a single pier, but to 

space apart the posts of several piers. There is some indication that the spacing of the 

timber posts of the framework was pre-calculated in such a way that the h e w o r k  could 

be re-used as movable units and the face beams may have been used to measure the 

rnovable units- The walls of room 6 Vary greatly in preservation and it is possible to see 

the finished as well as the deteriorated state. In some sections of the walls, the plaster 
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coat remains intact and in other areas, it is completely missing. From their intersection 

with the cross walls (SA and 5B), the long walIs, 8L and 4L, each consist of 12 piers [FIG. 

101. Wall SA is built with nine piers and wall5B, which is pierced by doorway 5-6, with 

seven piers (three in the stretch of wall to the northeast of the doonvay and four in the 

southwestern portion). Three of the four piers at the wall intersections are L-shaped, the 

others are rectangular or square in plane. 

The piers are uniform in thickness, but Vary in length.16' The long walls, 8L and 

4L (1.30 m. '6'), are thicker than the cross walls, 5A and 5B (1 .O5 m. and 1.02 rn? 

re~pectively)."~ TABLES 17 - 20 list the length of each pier of these four walls. Overall, 

lengths Vary considerably, particularly for 5A and 5B, but there are two distinguishable 

pattems in walls 4L and 8L. When charted, it becomes obvious that the piers of wall 8L 

were built in groups of three with each group containing a series of one long and two 

short piers (TABLE 20.4). The same pattern is continued around the corner into wall5A, 

but only for the three northeastem-most piers (TABLE 79.1). For wall4L, there are two 

distinctive groups, each consisting of one long and four short piers, with each group 

separated by a pier shorter than those in the flanking groups (TABLE 17.1). 

Elsewhere in the Main Building, other patterns of pier length are evident. Wall 

LOI  is 0.80 m. thick and contains seven piers (TABLE 21) of which every other pier is 

approximately 0.70 m. in length. For wall9L at Stoa 44, the pattern of groups of three 

pien with one long and two short piers appears again, similar to wall 8L (TABLES 22 AND 

PNI,  p. 38. 
Where possible, al1 piers were measured at the base of the wall. 
Blegen and Rawson (PNI,  p. 78) rneasured 1.25 - 1-30 m. 
For the northwest wall, Blegen and Rawson (PNI,  pp. 78-79) measured 0.70 - 0.90 m. and for the 

southeast, 0.97 - 1.02 m. 



22.1). The two piers at the end of the wall Vary greatly in length and probably represent 

formwork that was measured and erected specifically for this location. 

Thus, in the megaron in the second step of the construction process, that of 

erecting the timber framework (and the actual laying out of the walls and piers), the 

spacing of the timber posts apparently was pre-calculated in order to reuse the tirnber 

framework in units. The length of walls 4L and 8L at roorn 6465 was known before they 

were built. This is because both walls begin and end with interstices and L-shaped piers. 

WalIs 4L and 8L abut the elbow of the L-shaped piers, not their arms, and thus corner 

piers were set in place first. With these established, the builders calculated the lengths of 

the piers between. Instead of laying out 12 piers of equal length, they opted for a short 

series of repeated pier lengths. For wall 8L, a three-unit fkamework was erected and piers 

1,2 and 3 built. When these set, the Eramework was dismantled and re-assembled to 

build piers 4,s and 6 .  This process continued until the wall was cornplete. Similar 

fiamework units were used in walls 4L, 9L and 10.J. 

However, despite these examples, not al1 pier-walk show a pre-calculation of pier 

lengths. For the northwest section of wall9L, at rooms 30 and 32, there is no 

recognizable pattern (TABLE 23). This section is a later remodeling. The original wall was 

partially built in the ashIar shell wall style, which was then replaced by a pier-waI1 (see 

Ashlar Shell Wall Construction above). 

Three of the pier-walls in the Southwestem Building, SW42 (TABLE 24), SW43 

465 Measured fiom finished plaster face to finished plaster face where preserved. In sorne areas where the 
plaster face is missing, the walls Vary in thickness. 
''' AS Graham (1960, p. 52) noted, the dimensions of the three mainland megara in the Peloponnese (Epano 
Englianos, Tiryns and Mycenae) are approximately the same. This surely must be more than a coïncidence 



(TABLE 25) and SW46 (TABLE 26), also show no consistently repeated pier length. These 

are relatively short sections of wails and might not have been long enough to re-use a 

framework unit. The three walls are aIso part of a later remodeling and alf were added to 

pre-existing rubble walls. The existing walls, and other features which may now be 

missing, probably required a uniquely dirnensioned h e w o r k  for these three new walls. 

The pier lengths in the pier-walls of rooms 60 and 62 also lack signs of a pattern 

(TABLE 27). The small building containing rooms 60 and 62 was built in a single phase 

and entirely with pier-walls. Those of room 62 are for the rnost part missing, but those of 

room 60 are much better preserved and still retain their thick coat of mud plaster [F~GS. 134 

AND 1351. The thichess of the coat and the good state of preservation render the pier-and- 

gap rhythm nearly invisible. Only the tops of the waIls reveal the pier-wall system and 

the tops of the interstices are even more distinctive because Blegen and Rawson 

conserved them with a thick coat of white pla~ter ."~~ 

Like those of room 6, the corner piers of room 60 are L-shaped, but îhey are 

turned so that they bond with their intersecting walls [FIG. III. Wall P l  is the Iongest 

uninterrupted wall of the srna11 building and it consists of five piers. The length of each 

pier is different (TABLE 27). The piers of walls P2 and P4 are also inconsistent in length. 

Only those of wall P3, which measure 0.73 - 0-74 m., show some consistency in length. 

The reason for not using a re-usable framework in this small building cannot be 

explained. It would seem to have been an ideal candidate for such a method of 

construction since it is a single, free-standing structure. In the planning stages of the 

and suggests that the builders of  Peloponnesian megara had preconceived pians, which included room 
sizes, of this portion of  a Mycenaean palace, 



building, the piers could have been staked out according to the dimensions of a re-usable 

framework. But they were not. It could be that the building was built entirely at once 

rather than in sections like the walls of the megaron. This would have required the entire 

framework to be erected first. 

Retuming to the process of construction, the fifth step was to fil1 the interstices 

(after the timber was rernoved) with lime mortar, sand and small stones - a simple grout 

mixture. In Blegen and Rawson's proposed Xylodesia system, the timber remained and 

was covered by plaster. It was discussed in Chapter II that many of the slots and chases 

are still presently filled with this grout mixture and therefore could not have housed 

wooden members at  the time of the destruction. But in some walls Blegen and Rawson 

reported carbonized rernains found in the chases."" It no doubt happened, as it continues 

to occur today in concrete construction, that when the piers set and hardened it became 

impossible to remove some of the timbers o f  the framework. Accordingly, a few timbers 

left behind and then rotted or burned out explain both the inconsistent placement and 

irregular lengths of dots that held face beams and the few empty chases that may have 

contained timber posts.J6" 

The earth material of the interstices is a different matrix than that of the piers. 

Since the interstices were not load bearing, they could be filled in with the mixture grout, 

which is a homogenous mixture rather than a mortar. The narrowness of the interstices 

466 Dust has now accumulated on the tops of these walls and has almost completely covered the white, 
conserving plaster. 
467 Blegen, 1964, pp. 1 17-1 18 and PNI ,  p. 38. In the final publication (PNI), in the detailed descriptions, 

only one chase is reported to have contained carbonized matter when it was uncovered (southwest wall of 
room 4, P N  1, p. 67). Most of the carbon matter from the palace was the rernains of doors and doorway 
constructions (PN 1, pp. 7 1,77, 103, 1 16, 1 17, 125, 151, 156, 173,209,3 19, and 343). Other carbon 
matter came from actual wood fragments (PNI, pp. 130 and 192) and black-colored strata (PNi,  pp. 107, 
120, 144,239) 



also made it difficult to include large stones or pieces of ashlar fragments within the 

matrix. The same grout was used to 611 in the face bearn slots left behind fi-om horizontal 

wooden rnembers of the fiamework. BLegen and Rawson mistook the purposehl filling 

in of the interstices and other slots as the result of flowing rnigma - a process that could 

not have happened at the paIace. In the last step of construction, both sides of the pier- 

walIs were encased in plaster, cornpletely concealing the piers and interstices. 

When Blegen and Rawson uncovered the pier-walls, they rerninded the 

excavators of similar Mycenaean building systems, particularly at Mycenae and T i r y n ~ ? ~  

It is only in appearance that these walls are comparable to the pier-walls of Epano 

Englianos. The clearest, and most well illustrated, examples are walls of: the South 

House [FIG. so14'0, Tsountas H ~ u s e ~ ~ ' ,  the House of C 0 1 u m n s ~ ~  and the large rarnp just 

inside the Lion Gate [FIG. 911, al1 at MycenaeJn; and the west wall of the bathroom (room 

XI) [FIG. 1421 and the east wall of Magazine XLVI at Tiryns.J79xcept for the bathroom 

wall at Tiryns, al1 of these walls show a systematic application of wood with more or less 

regularly spaced interstices which once contained vertical and horizontal tirnbers. But in 

cross-section, these walls are built with a different building system. Most notable is that 

the interstices do not span the entire thickness of the wall, either face-to-face or floor-to- 

ceiling like they do at Epano Englianos. Thus there are no piers, but simply shallow slots 

and chases in the wall matrix in which timbers were fitted. Also, the wall matrix is 

uniform throughout - there is no change of building material or matrix such as there is 

468 See Chapter II. 

'" See PNI,  p. 37, supra. 1 for references. Also, Müller, 1930, pp. 180-183; Küpper, pp. 67-69. 
"O Wace, 1949, p. 66, fig, 24a. 
47[ Wace, 1949, pp. 66-67. 

Wace, 1949, p. 95, fig. 108b. 



behveen the piers and interstices in the pier-wall systern at Epano Englianos. 

The west wall of  the bathroom at Tiryns [FIG. 4421, however, seerns to have been 

built in a pier-wall systern sirrdar to that at Epano Englianos. In its present state, the wall 

rises ca. 0.30 m. and consists o f  three recognizable piers, approxirnately 40-45 cm. in 

length, separated by interstices of ca. 16-20 cm. The interstices, currently ernpty, span 

the thickness of the wall and rise floor-to-ceiling seerningly uninterrupted. 

Unfortunately, the matrix of the piers was never tested for lime content o r  any other 

inclusions. Nevertheless, this wall appears to be constructed in a manner very similar to 

the pier-wall system at Epano Englianos. 

In Minoan architecture, timber framework was also applied to rubble-based 

masonry, but not nearly as me~hodically as at Epano Engliano~."~ Examples date early, 

to the Early Minoan period, a n d  the evidence points mainly to the use of horizontal 

members. Later, vertical posts placed at intervals along wall faces were used more 

fiequently. In the Hall of the Double Axes at Knossos, a systematic timber framework 

was incorporated in cut stone rnasonry walls. However, these walls are not composed of 

individual piers with chases spanning wall face to wall face and floor-to-ceiling. They 

are long continuous masses of wall matrix with shallow slots and chases for timbers. 

The pier-wall system 0% Epano Englianos bas few Bronze Age Aegean parallels 

and therefore may seem unusual: However, al1 of its materials - wood, stone, mud and 

calcium carbonate - had been used in mainland and Minoan architecture for hundreds of 

years. What is different at Epano Englianos, is that they were cornbined in a construction 

" Wace, 1949, p.55, fig. 24b. 
474 MÜIIer, 1930, pp. 180-181, fig. 83 . 
"' See MAMAT @p. 139-150) for a complete discussion and survey. 



method that greatly improved the strength and longevity of rubble walls. More research, 

particularly scientific analyses, is needed at Epano Englianos and elsewhere to M e r  

study this aspect of strengthening rnud mortars. 

Rubble masonry was used throughout the palace complex: in the Main Building, 

portions of  the Southwestern Building, Area 106, the Northwestem Area and the 

Belvedere Area. The walls of the Wine Magazine and the Northeast Building may be 

rubble-built socles for mudbnck superstructures, but in their present condition they are no 

different than rubble walls. 

The nibble masonry o f  the palace consists of two components: rubble and r n ~ d . " ~  

The construction method of the rubble walls was simply to stack stones one atop the 

other with a thin layer of mud spread between. The settling of the stones eventually 

pushed out the mud so that stone rested upon stone and the mud filled the gaps and 

cavities between. The rnud stabilized and consolidated the wall to a certain extent by 

preventing the stones fiorn shifting and moving. Coursing within a rubble wall depended 

upon the unworked shape of the building stone. Flatter, slab-Iike stones were easier to 

lay in courses than the more rounded rubble. Nonetheless, cmde coursing is evident in 

just about every rubble-built wall. Plaster covered some rubble walls"' and concealed 

their coarse appearance. 

476 There are no dry stone-laid walls at the palace. 



In generai, three types or styles of rubble walls were built: 1) rubble shell walls; 

2) uniform rubble walls; and 3) rubbie slab ~ a l l s ? ~ *  Rubble shell walls are similar to 

ashlar shell walls and consist of an outer shell of large stones and an imer core of smaller 

stones. In uniform rubble walls, stone sizes vary, but they are evenly spread throughout 

the wall regardless of size. Rubble slab walls employ small, uncut Iimestone slabs. The 

difference between rubble slab walls and the limestone slab construction discussed below 

is largely the size of individual sIabs, but the latter also uses srnall stones both between 

courses and to fil1 interstices. It is not unusual for a very large stone or two to be 

incorporated in rubble masonry. Wood was not a component of any of the rubble 

masonry systems at the palace. 

The rubble-built walls on the hilltop are far too numerous to examine in detail, but 

several deserve comment. Many of the rubble walls of the Southwestern Building are 

rubble shell walls. For the most part, larger stones Iine the outer faces of the walls, but 

in some wall sections, there seems to have been Iittle regard for distinguishing the 

exterior and inner core. Two walls, the northwest and southeast walls of room 65 (SW50 

and SW52'79) are quite substantial and well-built, averaging ca. 1.50 m. and ca. 1.30 m. 

thick respectively [FIG. 391. Rough coursing is evident. Both walls nin perpendicular to the 

topography so they step down towards the southwest. As a result, the number of courses 

"7-1 Room 15: wall2E, SE face. Room 17: wall3L, SW face; wall2D. SE face; wall2E. NW face. Room 
19: wall IL, NE face. 
47s This typology is by no means complete since rubble masonry by its very nature has many subtle 
variations. It does, however, provide some general categories. The first two categories are based on the 
cross-section of the wall. The third category relies on the appearance o f  the wall face since a mbble slab 
wall may Vary between an inner core of srnalIer slabs or may consist of slabs uniformly throughout. 

Some typology discussions can be found in: Walsh and McDonald, 1986; Tzavella-Evjen and Rohner, 
1990; and Küpper, 1996, pp. 26-3 1 (mainland Greece); MAMAT, 1973, pp. 77-83 (Minoan Crete); Netzer, 
1992, pp. 22-23 (Ancient Isreal). 
479 PNI ,  fig. 205 



varies fiom one to two at their northeast ends to as much as twelve near their southwest 

ends?" Larger Stones, reaching rough dimensions of 0.37 x 0.17 m., appear fiequently in 

the bottom courses. But aside fiom the substantial nature of these walls, they are not Iaid 

out very welI and deviate from a straight course as much as 0.10 cm. in some sections. 

The northeast wall of courts 42 and 47 is a rubble shelLwall that includes re-used 

ashlar blocks.'" For approxirnately 7.20 m., ashlar blocks were placed face d o m  in the 

fust course of the wall [FIG. sol. The blocks do not span the entire thickness of the wall, 

but are laid only at the interior face. Above them the wall continues in rubble masonry 

with very rough and uneven coursing. A good portion of this rubble contains mal1 

fragments of ashlar blocks. 

The northeast wall of court 42 is later in date than the southwest wall of room 

102, and when the former was built, it engulfed the latter. The rubble of the earlier wall 

is small slabs and the later wall is rubble shell wall constmction.'8Vn its original state, 

two ashIar blocks (re-used) perhaps served as quions or antae at its southeast end. At its 

northwest end, the latter rubble shell-constmcted wall abuts. The entire face of the wall, 

both interior and exterior, was covered in plasteP3, so the changes and differences in the 

masonry style were not visible in the wall's final state- 

The walls of the southwest suite of rooms (14, 15, 17, 19-21)485 [FIG. 191 and room 

27"' [FIG. 161 of the Main Building are built of unifonn rubble masonry. Room 27 is a late 

''O The present height of both walls is the result of erosion and modem plowing. 
P N I ,  pp. 182-1 83,206. 

582 PNI,  p- 183. 
"' P N I ,  pp. 183,299. 
'" The extreme southwestem portions of walls ZB, 2C, 2D, 2E and 2F were reconsmcted by the Greek 
Archaeological Service. 

The southeast half of Room 27's southwest wall and the southwest section of the southeast walI were 
reconsmcted by the Greek Archaeological Service. 



addition and the southwest suite of rooms is a late remodeling.JS6 The wal l s  of the 

southwest suite are thinner (0.86 - 0.97 m) than the walls of the rest of the building and 

they are not laid out very well. They neither foIIow straight courses nor do they intersect 

at right angles. In the longest stretch of rubbIe wall in this suite, wall3L, h e e  to five 

courses of rubble remain with stone sizes measuring up to 0.53 m. Coursing is rough at 

best. The majority of the walls of the Main Building are constmcted in the pier-wall 

building system, so those of room 27 and the southwest suite of rooms are easiIy 

distinguis hed. 

The many walls of the Northwest Area are al1 built of rubble masonry in a vanety 

of styles (FIG. 61):~' Most of the waiis @, 1, j, K, L, M, T) are uniform m b b l e  construction, 

in which large stones are occasionally incorporated. The rubble shell wall F uses some 

very large stones on its northeast face with one stone measurhg roughly 0 7 1  x 0.66 m. 

square. The lower portion of walI B and wall E are rubble shell walls built w i t h  little 

evidence of coursing. Wall B was later repaired, or its height increased, f irçt  with mbble 

slab construction and then again with nibble shell wall construction. In the l as t  phase, 

greater emphasis was placed on coursing. 

Wall H, upon which the Iater unifom rubble wall 1 was built, is m b b t e  slab 

construction with upwards of 17 courses between wall 1 and the bedrock on which it 

stands. Some slabs are quite thin, Iess than 0.10 m., but most average between 0.10 and 

0.25 m. thick. Wall N, also a rubble slab wall, re-uses ashlar block eagments  in two 

lower courses. One kagrnent contains a mortise. Above the re-used slabs, d e  wall 

continued in rubble rnasoxïry. 



Rubble socIe construction consists of a rubble masonry socle upon which sits a 

mudbrick or mudbnck and half-timber superstru~ture.'~~ The socle serves to provide both 

a durable, water-resistant wall base that could withstand rain and ground-born dampness 

and a Ievel surface upon which to erect the superstructure. At the palace, there is little 

tangible evidence for the use of stone socle construction. No mudbricks were discovered 

in situ on a rubble socle. However, BIegen and Rawson relied on strata of disintegrated 

mudbrick to posit stone socle constmction for the walls of the Wine MagazineJa9 and the 

Northeas tern B~ilding.~~'  

The walls of the Wine Magazine were careIessIy built, they neither follow straight 

lines nor do they maintain a uniform thickness [FIGS. 58 AND 591.'~' They are rubble shell 

walls containing stones of  various sizes, which include small(0.16 to 0.4 1 m.) slab-like 

stones. The walls of the Northeastern Building are similarly built with M e  conceni for 

coursing or uniformity in either stone size or placement [FIG. 561. A~so, no single wall of 

487 PNIII ,  pp. 43-47 and Cooper, 1996. 
This system has a long history in Mainland Greece going as far back as the Neolithic period; a good 

example of the continuous use of this construction method is at Korakou, in the Corinthia, where the 
system can be traced in residential architecture from the Early to Late HeIladic (Blegen, 192 1, pp. 75-99). 
Some modern buildings built with this system still stand today in the town of Chora, just 3 km. north of 
Epano Englianos. However, the system is rarely discussed in detail. For general discussions, see 
Dickinson, 1994, p. 144; Lawrence, 1983, pp. 28-34; Shear, 1968, pp. 438-441. Wright, 1978, pp. 132- 
133, supra. 191. 
'" Blegen and Rawson (PNI,  p. 342) reported the presence of chases in the southwestern and northeastem 
walls which were not observed during MARWP7s surveying and drawing of this building. Erosion may 
have obliterated the evidence. If indeed there are chases in these walls, this would indicate a different 
building systern, that is, half-tirnbering on a stone socle. This system is surveyed by Küpper, 1996, pp. 67- 
69. 
490 PNI,  pp. 36-37. 
49 1 P N I ,  p. 342. A state plan o f  the Wine Magazine was prepared by Blegen and Rawson (PN I, fig. 428) 
and it does not Vary considerably from that prepared by MARFKP. The MARWP plan shows the partially 



these buildings preserves a level upper course, which would seem necessary and efficient 

if indeed the wall is a socle. The walls, iike those of the rest of the palace, have suffered 

from erosion and modem plowing, and their current height reflects the pre-excavation 

topography of the h i l l t~p . '~~  Though none of these characteristics excludes the possibility 

that their superstructures were indeed built of rnudbrick, presently there are no structural 

or constmctional differences which distinguish them fiom ordinary nibble walls. 

Without more convincing evidence, complete rubble construction should be considered 

for these two buildings. 

Limestone slab construction is a heavy form of wall building. It consists of two 

parts: an oriter facing of Iarge, rninimally-worked, limestone slabs and chinking Stones; 

and an inner backing of rubble rna~onry."~~ The two walls constnicted in this manner 

serve as retaining or terrace walls and, therefore, the inner backing of rubble was 

completely concealed by the earth backfX. 

The first of these walls is an early wall that was partially destroyed and built over 

when roorn 65 was constructed. The wall is nearly 8 m. long and runs 

preserved plaster floor of  room 104 and the Middle Helladic wall beneath the same roorn. The locations of 
the pithoi and the remains of the benches in which they sit should be read from Blegen and Rawson's pian, 

This aspect of the walls of the site is addressed in Chapter II: Wood in the Pier-wall (Xylodesia) 
Building System. 
493 Wright (1978, pp. 162-166) identified this style of construction for early sites (Malthi and Peristeria) in 
Messenia, including the flanking bastions of the Northeast Gateway at the Pylos palace, as the origins for 



northwest/southeast, underneath, and perpendicular to, the southeast wall of room 65 [FIG. 

391. In the section of the wall to the southeast of SW52, one course is preserved, and in 

the northwest section, under the southemmost column base, two courses still stand. The 

wall is ca. 1.08 m. (thick measured at the southeast sectionJgJ) and the slabs here are quite 

large. The biggest Stone measures Ca. 0.93 x 0.47 m. The slabs are laid in header fashion 

with their short dimension at the exterior and their long dimension extending into the 

thickness of the ~ a l l . ' ~ ~  Small bedding stones underlay some of the large slabs, but for 

the most part the wall is founded on bedrock. The last meter or so of the very northwest 

end of the northwest section is built on an even earlier rubble waI1. This wall nins 

parallel to the contours of the southwestern side of the hilltop and probably once served 

as a retaining wall. 

The second limestone slab-built wall is later i n  date and consists of Sections 1, 2 

and 3 of the Southwestern Building's southwestern faqade [FIG. 411.'~~ Section 1 is U- 

shaped and comprises the northeast, northwest (SW39) and southwest walls of room 81. 

Altogether, these sections supported the West corner of the Southwestern Building where 

the terrain drops towards the south and southwest. Unlike the earlier wall, the slabs are 

laid occasionally as headers and occasionally as stretchers. This appears to have been 

done with no apparent order or arra~~gernent.'~' The wall is also not laid uniformly with 

large slabs - in some portions there is simple rubble masonry built with fairly large 

unshaped stones DGS. 43 AND 441. The slabs naturally lend themselves to coursing but the 

Cyclopean Masonry. The common element among the walls Wright surveyed is the use of large, naturally 
flat limestone slabs used on the exterior faces. 
'94 The northwest section is partially destroyed and partially concealed by the southemmost colurnn base. 
495 In brick or block masonry, this is header bonding. 
496 PN 1, p. 278. Also see Chapter 1. 



rubble often interfered and made coursing difficult. 

But the builders seem to have compensated for the irregularity of the rubble by 

inserting leveling courses and using the chinking stones to level individual sIabs. Instead 

of attempting to level every course as it is was laid, they built the wall up in sections with 

the top of each section capped with a leveling course. In Section 1, the top of the fourth 

couse  is level and below it, the coursing is irregular. On top of this, the walI continues, 

but again the coursing becomes irregular. In Section 2, the sarne method seerns to have 

been applied as well, though most of the upper portions of the wall are missing. Coursing 

is irregular until the fourth course, which is composed of four of the largest slabs in the 

wall, ail with their upper surfices at roughly the same elevation. At the northwest end of 

this course, the smaller, chinking stones were used to maintain the level created by the 

four large slabs. Section 3 is badly damaged and does not preserve as many courses as its 

neighbors to the northwest, but it is possible that here leveling occurred at the third 

course since the coursing below is irregular. 

Chinking was also used to level individual slabs, particularly in Section 1. Stones 

that do not have slab-like qualities @araIlel or closely parallel bedding surfaces and thus 

their exterior faces appear triangular or trapezoidal in shape) are disruptive to coursing. 

With chinking, the builders leveled the upper surfaces of irregularly-shaped slabs. For 

instance, if a slab has a triangular shape (looking at the exposed face), the slab was 

inverted so that its apex pointed downwards and its flat surface became the upper bedding 

joint. The smaller stones propped it up and leveled the upper surface. This technique 

occurs several times in Section 1, and only a few times in Sections 2 and 3 (perhaps 

"' It is possible that a very systematic order was applied to the laying of the slabs, but unless the wall is 



because these are less well preserved than Section 1). 

The need to maintain the level and sturdiness of the southwestern façade stems 

fiom its function, which was to retain earth and support the west and southwest portions 

of the Southwestern Building. James Wright proposed a compartment-like wall 

arrangement for Sections 1, 2 and 3 [FIG. 511 as an engineering technique developed to 

counteract the loads placed on these walls. Section 1, wall SW39 and the northeast wall 

of room 81 form a U-shaped cornpartment Sections 2 and 3 are L-shaped 

compartments, each composed of a section of the façade and a wall retum: the wall 

separating room 80 from 81, and 74 f?om 80 r e s p e c t i ~ e l y . ~ ~ ~  The compartments would 

resist the outward pressure of the retained soi1 because the return walls served as anchors. 

Unfortunately, the relationship between the anchoring walls and the façade is not 

very clear- BIegen and Rawson's plan, and subsequently Wright's plan [FIG. SV, depict 

these walls as though they align with the offsets in the façade. But this is d o ~ b t f i l . ~ ~ ~  

Only wall SW39 forms a clear, bonded corner with Section I of the façade. The wall 

separating room 80 from 81 is badly preserved, with cnly one or two courses remaining. 

Its southwest end, near the façade wall, is almost entirely missing. Furthemore, if one 

were to extend the course of this wall and continue it to the façade, one half of the wall 

would intersect with Section 1 and the other half with Section 2. The implied intersection 

does not correspond to the offset in the wall.'* Wall SW43 (separating room 74 £Yom 80) 

is also badly preserved at its southwest end and no clear evidence exists that the walI 

dismantled, this will remain unknown. 
498 These are best seen in Blegen and Rawson's plans of  the Southwestern Building, for example, PN 1, fig. 
417. 
499 Also questioned by Wright (1978, p. 98). In Blegen and Rawson's earlier plans (PNI, figs. 410 and 
4 1 I), they seem hesitant to fil1 in these walls. 



continued to the façade ~ a 1 1 . ~ ~ '  However, if the line of the wall was extended, it would 

indeed correspond to the offset between Sections 2 and 3. 

It is also uncertain whether the two walls in the proposed L-shape wall 

configuration bond. Wright's compartment-like construction requires a strong and secure 

bond between the retaining wall and the anchor wall. The only possible corner of the two 

L-shape compartrnents is that between SW43 and Section 3, but as just mentioned it is 

nearly non-existent due to the poor state of preservation of the southwest end of SW43. 

In addition, if the two walls did at one time bond at the corner, the bond would have been 

between two different building systems: rubble rnasonry and limestone slab constniction. 

This bond could not have been very secure because of the vastly different sizes of stones 

employed in each system. 

The system proposed by Wright is certainly valid for the U-shape wall 

configuration about room 81, however. Al1 three façades of this compartment are built of 

the same system and the bonds are strong and tight. The L-shaped units are doubtfùl as 

structural entities and perhaps simply the heaviness of limestone slab construction 

effectively retained the earth behind them. No doubt the weight of the walls above the 

slab construction also contributed to their retaining capabilities. 

'00 In c o n m t  to Blegen and Rawson (PNI,  p. 276). 
'O1 PNI,  p. 271. 



THE HISTORY OF WSONRY AT THE PALACE 

The history of rnasonry at Epano Englianos set forth here derives f iorn the few 

published dates, the original excavated stratigraphy, and the 'stratigraphy of walls.' 

Blegen and Rawson concentrated their efforts on the Late Helladic ULB palace, but 

throughout their investigations they encountered earlier and later material. Where 

possible, and where sufficient and clear stratigraphy permitted, they estabiished dates for 

these remains. Often dates were given for whole structures (TABLE 1) rather t h a n  

individual feature~.'~' The 'stratigraphy of walls', or, the physical relationship of one 

wall or feature to another, is thus important because it adds Further details to tihe sequence 

of construction for both the walls of individual structures and those of the whole  site. 

The different penods of wall construction are marked by changes in material a n d  building 

method, by the building of one wall or structure on  top of another, and by the abutting or 

bonding of one wall or structure with another. 

Much of the original stratigraphy was never published and is now lost; for the 

most part, it cannot be correlated with the 'stratigraphy of walls' that 1 have deterrnined. 

However, there is one exception. Around the site, some original strata, both Bronze Age 



and later, c m  still be  seen in the few scarps and baulks lefi behind by the e x c a v a t o r ~ . ~ ~ ~  

One straturn stands out and it is most important for dating because it represents the 

leveling and grading of the southwestern half of  the h i l l t ~ p . ~ ~  This work was undertaken 

in preparation for the LH IlIB remodeling of  the palace. 

The history of cut stone maso@* is straightforward and, in surn, it is the following: 

An unknown building system, whose original remains and locations have not been 
discovered, but one that employed cut ashlar blocks, 
Pseudo-ashlar masonry, which reused blocks fiom the first phase, 
Orthostate construction, 
the Ashlar Style, 
Pier-wall construction. 

Although there are no remains in situ, there must have been a phase of ashlar 

masonry pnor to the reuse of blocks in pseudo-ashIar masonry. Its seems unlikely that 

pseudo-ashlar masonry was the earliest form of wall construction using ashlar blocks at 

Epano Englianos since combining rubble with cut stone in wall building would defeat the 

purpose of quarrying and squanng the Stones. Little is h o w n  about the initial use of 

these cut blocks, particularly how they were set and whether they served specialized 

functions, such as antae or quoins. But a few details of the blocks are notable. They lack 

anathyrosis on their vertical joint faces where they would abut other blocks. Also they 

are cut to various sizes. Most of them are smaller than and not as finely workedSo6 as 

502 In the table, the shaded circles indicate main periods of use. Unshaded circles indicate walIs and 
features in an area or building that were built or in use in that particular time period. See Chapter 1: 
Published ChronoIogy. 
'O3 At present most of these are covered by backfill. 
SOJ PNI ,  pp. 32,423. 

Rubble masonry is excluded from this history because it is a form of masonry that was used during al1 - 
periods at Epano Ënglianos with few changes in building materials and methodi. 
PN r.1, p. 13. 



those of the later orthostate and ashlar styles. Because the blocks Vary in height they do 

not lend themselves easily to coursing and thus were probably used in a random range 

masonry style [FIG 121. 

The second phase is psezido-ashlar construction which Blegen and Rawson 

thought belonged to the Late Helladic 1 p e r i ~ d . ~ ~ '  Fimly dated is the pseudo-ashlar, 

'circuit at the southwestern edge of the hilltop. The wal1 lies to the southwest of 

and below Sections 6,  7 and 8 of wall 17L (labeled Section 8 in FIGURE 6 and shown as a 

long black wall in  FIGURE^^).^^ The dates for the other pseudo-ashlar w a k  are not secure. 

Blegen and Rawson dated the pseudo-ashlar walls of Building X and the walls (SW58 

and S W59) beneath court 63 to the LH lIIA period.5'' The supposed circuit wall abuts the 

southwest wall of Building X at its West corner. This wall is also constnicted in pseudo- 

ashlar masonry. The southwest wall of Building X was built before the circuit wall, so it 

too must date to LH 1 or even earlier. The pseudo-ashlar walls SW58 and SW59 are al1 

built in the same fashion with re-used ashlar blocks which suggests that they also belong 

to this eady period. 

At some point after the construction of pseudo-ashlar waIls, orthostate 

construction appeared in the architecture on the hilltop. The orthostate wall to the 

southeast of room 65 attests to the introduction and later date of its style [FIG. 801. It runs 

approximately northwest-southeast and is built directly over the top of the existing LH 1 

pseudo-ashlar wall (the supposed circuit wall). This is the only instance where a wall 

507 PNIII, pp. 32-33. 
'O8 Whether or not this waII served this hnction is discussed below. 

Blegen and Rawson included this wall as part of the southwest façade (wall 17L) of the Southwester 
BuiIding (PN III, p, 13). The does not physically abut or  bond with any other section of wall 1 7L7 but 
cIearly runs beneath thern. Therefore, it predates wall 17L. 



built in the new orthostate style displaced an older pseudo-ashlar waIl. Ekewhere, most, 

if not all, of the other pseudo-ashlar walls continued in use. 

Orthostate construction brought with it an advancernent in wall construction 

techniques. Blocks increased in size with some becoming quite large. One block near 

the Main Drain in the Southwest Quadrant area measures ca. 1.30 m. long across its front 

face and has a maximum depth of 0.96 m.SIL It is wedge-shaped and resembles the socle 

blocks beneath the orthostate wall northeast of the northeast façade. Engineering also 

improved. Anathyrosis assured smooth and flush joints at the exterior faces of the walls, 

and mortises and dowels secured wooden members to stone. 

The date of the introduction of orthostate masonry can  onIy be approximated. 

Blegen and Rawson found no conclusive evidence for the date of the orthostate wall 

beneath room 7 FIG. 22 MD 801. However, it must belong either to a building earlier than the 

LEI IIIB palace or to early LH IIIB5", because the later LH IIIB fioor was laid 0.18 to 

0.30 m. above the tops of the orthostates. For wall y beneath room 57, of which only the 

socle remains, the stratigraphy and the generaI area had been disturbed before Blegen and 

Rawson excavated and the activity obliterated a11 means of dating IFIG. 281. Nevertheless, 

they assign this wall to the LH IIIA or early LH IIIB.5'3 

The excavators made no mention of the dates of the ~ t h e r  orthostate walls and 

socles. The socle beneath the LH IZIB plaster floor of court 88 must predate the floor [FIG. 

191. The orthostate wall to the southeast of room 65 belongs to a phase of construction 

''O 'Building X appears to be older than Mycenaean HIA' (PNI,  pp. 12 and 283). For walIs SWS8 and 
SWS9 see PN 1, p .  282. 
'" The block was never fuliy excavated. 
PNI, p. 94 and PNIII, p. 36 

"' PNIII, pp. 35-36. 



that imrnediately post-dated the pseudo-ashlar wall it displaced. 

More certain, however, is the cessation of orthostate building, which occurred 

when the ashlar style appeared in the architecture of the hilltop. Al1 of the earIier 

orthostate walls were replaced or altered by or with ashlar style walls. The transition is 

best seen in the northeast façade of the Main Building. The orthostate building 

represented by corner anta 1 1L-20 [FIG. 251 was destroyed and both façades were 

dismantled. The corner anta then became a projecting anta for the ashlar style wall, I IL, 

built just to the southwest of it and incorporating its southwest face. 

The orthostate wall to the southeast of room 65 was also altered. An ashlar wall 

was tacked onto the northwestern-rnost orthostate and continued the wall's course farther 

towards the northwest. The orthostate wall beneath room 7 was partially disrnantled and 

never again used; a later floor was placed over it and a new façade erected on the 

cobblestone pavement in front of the orthostates. Other orthostate walls were completely 

dismantled Save for tfieir socles, such as those beneath rooms 50 and 53 and court 88. 

The transition to the ashlar style occurred before the end of the LH IIIA period. 

At the end of LH IIIA and the very beginning of LH IIIB, a tire swept over the hilltop 

and destroyed the earlier ~tnictures.~~'' The hilltop then undenvent extensive leveling and 

grading and this project ended with a layer of earth being spread over the debris. This 

leveling stratum is still partially preserved throughout the site and is easily distinguished 

by its greenish color, clay-like consistency and its inclusions (potsherds, bits of plaster, 

bone, and small Stones and p e b b l e ~ ) . ~ ~ ~  

"'PNI, pp. 32-33,339. 
This stratum is still present in Areas 103 and 106, beneath some of the floon of the Nonheast Building, 

the Northwest Area, and some areas of the Southwestern Building. 
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Blegen and Rawson assigned the northeast ashlar façade of the Main Building an 

LH IIIB date along with the rest of the building.516 However, the Ieveling straturn abuts 

this wall and thus, the northeast façade must date earlier than the leveling strat~rn.''~ The 

northeast façade of the Southwestern Building is also built in the same ashlar style and 

probably belongs to the LH UIA period. A date prior to LH IJIB for this wall strengthens 

Blegen and Rawson's conclusion that the Southwestern Building, at least in part, is 

earlier than the Main B ~ i l d i n g . ~ ' ~  The Southwestern Building undenvent several phases 

of remodeling, as mentioned in Chapter 1, and its earliest phase is represented by its 

ashlar style northeast façade. Later, remodeling was undertaken with both new walls 

built and old walls repaired with the pier-wall building system (similar to the remodeling 

that took place in the Main Building) and limestone slab construction. 

During the period when the ashlar style was prevalent, there were several building 

phases. At least two, possibly three, c m  be seen in the northeast façade of the Main 

Building, the last of which includes the introduction and use of ashlar shell walls. Room 

32 was an addition to an existing building and its northwest end was built with ashlar 

shell walls. At least two phases of ashlar style are evident in the northeast façade of the 

Southwestern Building as well. The clearest indication of this are the two sets of 

mortises which represent two different wooden bearn configurations [FIG. 421. AI1 of this 

''~5 PNI ,  pp. 32-33. 
This stratum was observed during the 1993 MARIFT season while cleaning and clearing the area 

between the northeast façade, the Wine Maçazine, the Northeast Workshop and beneath court 88. It was 
subsequently noted in later seasons in the Northwest Area and the beneath portions of the Southwestern 
Building. 

The Ieveling stratum, particularly its relationship to the northeast façade, was noted and recorded 
by Manon Rawson in her 1954 excavation notebook (p. 172). Research on the stratigraphy excavared by 
Blegen and Rawson as recorded in their field notes was completed by the author in 1991, with the 
assistance of a National Endowment for the Humanities youkger SchoIar Award (Grant # FI-24750-9 1). 

PNI,  p. 423. 
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activity places the beginning of the ashlar style well within the LH lIIA period. 

In the Main Building, most of the interior walIs were constructed in the new pier- 

waii style of construction, but some earlier ashlar walls, notably the southeast wall of 

court 3, were skillfùlly incorporated in the new building, Ln the Southwestem Building, 

mainly in its northern corner, the new pier-walIs seem to have been used to redefine the 

interior arrangement of the rooms. They were added to the rubble walls SW42, SW43 

and S W49 and three new pier-walls were constructed - S W46, S W47 and S W48 [FIG 391. 

Between the Main and Southwestem Buildings, a new building was erected entirely with 

pier-walls. This is the small building containing rooms 60 and 62 [FIG. 381. 

The ashlar style, which goes out of use at the beginning of LH IILB, represents the 

last use of cut stone masonry on the hilltop. The builders of the last building phase did 

not quarry and shape any new blocks, instead they remodeled and re-used some standing 

walls, re-used individual shaped blocks as door jambs and anta blocks, and re-used 

broken blocks and fragments in rubble construction. Al1 of the presently standing ashlar 

walls were built in LH IIIA and re-used in LH IIIB. The builders also introduced a new 

style of construction - the pier-wall building system. 

Thus, there are five styles of cut stone masonry at Epano Englianos: an unknown 

building system that utilized squared block masonry; pseudo-ashlar; orthostate, and the 

ashlar style which also includes ashlar shell wall construction. These were used in four 

successive chronological phases. Cut stone masonry appeared first sometime pt-ior to LH 

1 and went out use at the end of LH IIIA. At some point between these two periods the 

transition in and out of orthostate construction occurred. Exactly when the changes took 

place cannot be determined with certainSr because of the lack of stratigraphy. 
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Only a few comparable Late Helladic examples of orthostate construction exist. 

Unfortunately, for al1 of them dates are uncertain. The two blocks prreserved in the east 

wall of the court in front of the large megaron at Tiryns were re-used in one of the last 

phases of construction, not as orthostates, but apparently simply as mrbble matrix. The 

dromos walls of the Tornbs of Clytemnestra, the Genii and Atreus a r  Mycenae resemble 

most closely the orthostate masonry system of Epano Englianos. Bunt their LH iID3 date 

is based on architectural development and not stratigraphy.5" If, however, these walls do 

belong to LH IIIB, then by this time cut stone masonry was no longer  employed in wall 

construction at Epano Englianos. 

One of the orthostate slabs beneath Room 7 is engraved with a double-ax maçon's 

mark [FIG. 221. Such marks, like orthostate masonry, are rare in mainland architecture. A 

branch-like sign adorns the Treasury of Atreus and an inscribed trident marks a block 

fiorn the South House at Mycenae. However, these marks are later than the double-ax on 

the Epano Englianos block. The date of the Atreus tornb is probably - late, at least LH III 

and the South House beIongs to the LH I IB  period.''O 

Closer to the palace, and firrner in date, are a sirnilar double-ax and a branch-like 

sign inscribed on two blocks of the stornion Façade of Tholos 1 at Per'isteria. These 

marks belong to the LH II peri~d.~" Admittedly, the evidence is recognizably sparse, but 

it does seem to indicate that the transition fi-om pseudo-ashlar masonny to orthostate 

construction occurred no earlier than the LH II period. But the ortho:.state phase must 

Wace, 1949, pp. 16-19, 119-131. 
Wace, 1939, pp. 16-19,66, 1 19-13 1; Mylonas, 1968, pp. 197-198. 

52' S. Marinatos, Praktika 1960, pp. 195-209; 1961, pp. 169-174; 1962, pp. 90-98; 1965, pp- 109-120; 
Delrion 2 1, 1966, Chronika, pp. 166-168; SMEA 3, 1967, pp. 10-14; G. Korres, Praktika 1976, pp. 470- 
550; Vermeule, 196 1, pp. 12 1-122. 
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have ended well before the end of the LH HIA period when the Ashlar Style appeared. 

THE RELATIONSKIP OF THE EPANO ENGL~ANOS ~/IASONRY WITH MMOAN ~ S O N R Y  

Mason's marks occur more fiequently in Minoan than on Mycenaean 

archite~ture.~" Their purpose is unknown both on Crete and the mainland, but they do 

represent a shared building practice. As welI, the masonry styles of Epano Englianos are 

similar to those of Minoan Crete. Orthostate construction, the Ashlar Style and Ashlar 

Shell Wall construction were al1 used in the Minoan palaces and other buildings. OnIy a 

few details of  construction of these masonry systems Vary slightly between Minoan Crete 

and Mycenaean Epano Englianos. For orthostate construction, the Minoan builders 

preferred Iarger blocks overail and finely cut and squared stone socles. Othenvise, a11 of 

the components of the Epano Englianos orthostate wall system are present in Minoan 

orthostate construction and are assembled in the sarne manner. Al1 contain a socle of cut 

blocks that supported a wall faced with orthostate slabs and backed by rubble rna~onry.'~ 

Mortises in the tops of the slabs once secured dowels used to fasten horizontal and 

perhaps vertical tirnbers. 

Orthostate construction appeared in Minoan architecture in the Early Minoan 

period and continued to be built into the Late Minoan 1 p e r i ~ d . ~ ' ~  The last known wall of 

the orthostate style is a portion of the north wall of Building T at Komrnos in southem 

Crete. The waI1 is LM I and is slightly unusual in that the tirnber course above the 

5"~ake~larakis, 1967; Graham, 1987, pp. 154-55; MAMAT, pp. 10% 1 1 1. 
523 MAMAT, pp. 83-92. 
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orthostates was probably replaced with a course of ashlar blocks. The LM 1 date of the 

Kornmos wall corresponds approximately to the suggested date of orthostate construction 

at the Epano Englianos palace. 

The ashiar style in Minoan architecture appeared in the MM 1 and II periods and 

was slightly different than the same masonry system at Epano EngLiano~ .~~  Minoan 

ashlar walls, Iike the Epano Englianos walls, rose floor-to-ceiling with an extenor face of 

coursed ashlar and an interior face of rubble covered with plaster. However, they usually 

sit on socles of cut Stone, use mud mortar between courses, and usually lack timber 

inserts. A few examples of timber members do exist, though, and they include the timber 

beam serving as the fourth course in the western light-well of the Hall of Double Axes in 

the Palace of Knossos and the beam inserted between the second and third courses of 

masonry in the west wall of the Little Palace, also at Knossos. 

The attachment of wooden members to ashlar blocks was handled in a similar 

fashion by both the Epano Englianos and Minoan masons. Both used bedding cuts and 

mortises. In Minoan ashlar waIIs, which usuaILy lack timbers between courses, these 

devices secured window sills to ashlar b l o ~ k s . ' ~ ~  The Minoan rnasons also seemed to 

have cut the mortises in the timber bearns first and then the matching mortises in the 

blocks, just as the builders at Epano Englianos had done. The evidence in Minoan ashlar 

walls is the lack of fixed intervals between mortises.'" At Epano Englianos too, the 

spacing between mortises along the same stretch of wall follows no discernible pattern. 

It was suggested above that the palace masons knew the lengths of the timber beams and 

524Shaw, 1983. 
525 MAMAT, pp. 92-1 09. 
"6 MAMAT, pp. l74-L 85. 
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adjusted the ashlar blocks to accommodate them. This suggests that wood was the more 

valuable matenal to both the Epano Englianos and Minoan masons. If me ,  it also 

identifies a cornrnon, and very specific, construction practice shared among these 

builders. 

One of the last uses of the Ashlar Style is Building ABCD, or the Megaron, a t  

Agia Triadha in southem Crete.'" It is a rectangular building with its exterior walls %uilt 

of ashlar masonry. The north wall preserves four courses of ashlar blocks with each 

course stepping back a few centimeters from the course below. The building dates to the 

LM LIIA penod and corresponds approximately to the introduction of the Ashlar Style at 

the palace. 

Minoan ashlar shell walls were unusual. Examples include the monumental west 

façade of the Palace at Knossos, the walls of rooms iii, 5 and 6 of the palace at Mallia, 

and the north and West walls of room 49 at the palace at Phaistos.'" In all cases, both 

faces of the waII are built with cut Stone masonry between which is a matrix of rubble 

and mud. In the west façade of the Knossos palace, the shell is composed of orthostates 

held together with dove tail clamps. Above the orthostate shell, the wall continued with a 

course of timber and then rubble construction. 

As rnentioned in Chapter 1, the similarities in wall construction techniques and 

materials often draws the comment that Mycenaean architecture borrowed heavily h m  

Minoan, and certainly the Epano Englianos walls favor a Minoan legacy. At the Epano 

Englianos palace, the masonry styles were approximately concurrent with the tail end of 

, * &  

FOC a recent bibli~~gpahy and chronology of Ayia Triadha, see Myers, Myers and Cadogan, 1992, pp.  
70-77. 



the very same styles in Minoan architecture. Moreover, the sequence of the palace's 

masonry styles matches a simiIar transition in Minoan architecture- At the Epmo 

Englianos palace, the changeover e o m  orthostate to a s k r  style masonry seems succinct 

and abrupt, however, while on Crete, the former was gradually discontinued and replaced 

by the latter.530 Indeed, cut stone masonry has a much longer history on Minoan Crete, 

but both the builders at Epano Englianos and the Minoans were using the same styles and 

bringing about the same changes in stone rnasonry at roughly the same tirne- 

The sirnilarities in architecture, particularly structural and chronological 

development, noted here support strong communication, in whatever form, between 

Epano Englianos and Minoan Crete. The contact between the two (and the means by 

which it was established and endured) and Messenia in general, has been a topic hotly 

debatedeS3l Because of the pithos style of burial and the Minoanizing or imported Minoan 

pottery, jewelry and swords discovered in the Grave Circle, which Iies about 145 m. 

south/southwest of the palace, the excavator suggested that a few of the tomb's occupants 

may have been 'naturalized' mi no an^.'^' The date of the intements of the Circle spans 

the late MWearly LH to the transition from LH II to LH IIIs33, which roughly corresponds 

to the masonry changes that took place farther up the hill. The extent of Minoan 

occupancy, Minoan influence or any form of interaction in the Middle and Late Bronze 

Ages, however, is beyond the scope of this study. In the case of architecture it seerns that 

there was some direct connection that permitted specific construction practices and 

529 MAMAT, pp. 88, 104, and 104, supra 2. 
MAMAT, p. 83- 

53' FOC extensive discussion, often with opposing views, and complete bibliography see: Hagg, 1982 and 
Korres, 1984. 



techniques to be used, exchanged or transferred between Epano Englianos and Crete. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE EPANO ENGLIANOS HILLTOP 

For the following discussion, which attempts to reconstruct the progressive phases 

of building activity at Epano Englianos, I distinguish between the hilltop proper and the 

ridge. The hilltop is the highest, plateau-like, area of the ridge (ca. 192-194 m. ASL) and 

covers approximately 15,000 square meters Inc. 21. It is relatively flat and in the last phase 

of Bronze Age inhabitation in late LH iIIB it was the exclusive area of occupation for the 

palace complex. The edges of the plateau drop off rapidly on al1 sides save for the 

southwestern where it slopes gently d o m  into the Lower Town area. For my purposes, 

the modern fence, erected by the Greek Archaeological Service, separates the ridge frorn 

the hilltop proper. Throughout al1 of the p e r i o d ~ ~ ~ ~  discussed beIo+", both the hilltop 

and ndge were occupied. 

The Middle Helladic Period 

The first certain building activity on the hilltop is represented by fragments of 

532 The Grave Circle was excavated by Lord William TayIour, a long-tirne member of Blegen and 

Rawson's crew. PN III, pp. 134- 176, especially 153. 
533 m m ,  pp. 148-153. 
534 For Mainland absolute and relative chronology see: Rutter, 1993, pp. 755-757; Dickinson, 1994, pp. 9- 

22; and Shelmerdine, 1997, pp. 539-541. 
'" It must be bore in mind that the conclusions set forth here are based more on architecture and the vanous 
sequence of buildings than on stratigraphy and pottery. Where possible, 1 correIate the former with the 
Iatter according to the published, dated material in P N I  and Rï. 
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Middle Helladic walls [FICL Al1 are substantially built and lie near the southwestern 

and northwestern edges of the plateau. Two of them, located right at the steep edge of 

the hilltop, are probably parts of the same wall. The portion below room 104 of the Wine 

Magazine is 1.45 m. thick and is one of the most robustly-built waIls at Epano Englianos 

[FIG. 581. Its dimensions match a similar wall, wall b, in the Northwest Area. Their 

location (skirting the northwest edge of the hilltop) and ample construction suggest that 

they may have served as either retaining or fortification walls or both. Both fragments 

align parallel with the contours of the northwestem edge and would have helped 

significantly to retain the slope. This area of the hilltop, as will be seen, underwent a 

series of expansions throughout its history. 

Farther to the east but along the same edge of the hilltop, in trench W6 B legen 

and Rawson uncovered another fragment of a thick wall with the same eastiwest 

alignment."' The fragment is 1.40 m. thick and was also strongly-built. The wall was 

founded on trimrned bedrock. Together with the other two fragments, it rnay have been 

part of one long continuous wall that skirted the northwest edge of the hilltop. 

A fouah MH wall, 1.25 m. thick, lies beneath corridor 26 and runs approximately 

northwestkoutheast (shown in section in  FIGURE^). It may have intersected the long waii 

at the northwest edge of the hilltop. The wall's thickness suggests that it too may have 

functioned either as a fortification or retaining wall or both. But since the topography of 

the hilltop is relatively fiat in the direction perpendicular to the alignrnent of the wall, 

there would have been no need for a retaining wall, so the former explanation is more 

*." Bennet (1999, pp. 1 1-13) has also determined a history of Epano Englianos based in part on the work 
conducted by PRAP. Lolos (1994, pp. 45-52) offers a btief history of Epano Englianos and the imrnediate 
area ("the heart of the kingdom of Nestor") fiom the Neolithic to Byzantine periods. 
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likely. 

In the Northwest Area, just to the West of Wall b, is a short section of a drain, 

Drain c, which also belongs to MH.538 Walls built over it obscure its origin, length and 

destination, but ca. 2.40 m. can still be seen. It was built with rubble side walls and 

rough cover slabs [FIG. 621. The drain runs approximately eastlwest with the direction of 

flow towards the west. 

Blegen and Rawson also discovered Middle Helladic building in hvo trenches 

sunk northwest of the Main Building on the steeply sloping edge of the h i l l t~p .~ '~  Here, 

they found sturdily built walls that lay outside of  the supposed main settlement atop the 

hilltop, Unfortunately, no plans were drawn. 

The ndge beIow and to the southwest o f  the hilltop was occupied in the h4H 

period, though no architecture or other built features rernain.YO Middle Helladic activity 

also occurred on the other terraces imrnediately below the hilltop. Based on their surface 

survey, PRAP estimated a MH settlement size of ca. 5.5 ha which includes the hilltop 

proper and the terraces."' Concentrations of pottery occur on the northwest and west 

terraces directly beyond the Northwest Area and the Southwestern B~ilding.~~'  

Near the end of the Middle Helladic period, the Epano Englianos inhabitants 

began to quarry and shape poros limestone into squared blocks. DurÏng the next major 

building phase in LH 1, these squared blocks were re-used in pseudo-ashlar masonry. 

Pnor to their re-use, they must have been part o f  a coursed masonry building system, 

s37 PN III, p. 8. 
538 Cooper, 1996. 
n9 Trenches W 12 and W 13. PNIZI, p. 10 and fig. 302. 
540 Based on conclusions from ceramic evidence; PNïZ7, pp. 48 and 53. 
"' P M P  1997a, p. 430. 
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which unfortunately does not survive. 

Early Mycenaean Period (LHI - iI) 

Building activity on the hilltop during the Early Mycenaean period was greater 

and more extensive than d u ~ g  the Middle Helladic period. In LH 1, the Northeast 

Gateway was set on the northeast edge of the hilltop [no. 791.~' The stahvay of the gate is 

flanked by two L-shaped walI sections [FIGS. 69 AND 711. The section to the northwest of the 

steps is much better preserved than its counterpart to the southeast, It extends Ca. 10 m. 

northwestward and follows the contours of the edge of the hilltop. Beyond this stretch, 

no evidence was found for the continuation of this wall. Its minimum thickness is 

reported as 1.40 m. but the published drawing (reproduced in F ~ G U R E ~ ~ )  depicts it as being 

slightly larger. As was the case for the earlier MH wall on the north edge of the hilltop 

near the Gateway (trench W6), the bedrock was cut to receive the wall. The L-shaped 

section on the southeast side is poorly preserved. Its thickness cannot be deterrnined, but 

it can be traced for ca. 3 m. to the southeast; it then stops abruptly. Between the flanking 

walls and among the steps, there are no blocks or stones with evidence, such as pivots, 

for an operable door or gate. 

The presence of the steps and the massive walls to either side prompted Blegen 

and Rawson to search for a circuit wall. Of the more than 50 sondages sunk into the 

'" PRAP 1997n, p. 429, Fig. 12. 
W3 PNIII, p. 7 



edges of the hilltop proper, only 8 revealed traces of a wall? One wall is MX (in trench 

W6) and another is LH 1 (the pseudo-ashlar, supposed circuit wall in the Southwest 

Quadrant). The others cannot be dated securely. The MH wall in Trench W6 and the one 

beneath corridor 26 probably continued in use, but wall b in the Northwest Area was 

irnrnediately buiIt over by new walls and structures. 

The LH 1 candidate discovered by Blegen and Rawson is a stretch of wall, more 

than 26 m., that runs approxirnately from the corner intersection of Sections 5 and 6 of 

the Southwestern Building's southwestem façade (wall 17L) and the west corner of 

Building X.545 The wall has a thickness of no more than 0.95 m. and was built in the 

pseudo-ashlar style.5J6 The thickness of the wall and its construction method do not 

match that of the walls of the Northeast Gate. Moreover, the wall was not sunk or cut 

into the bedrock, but instead rests on a Iayer of sherds. This wall, which may or may not 

belong to the same building program as the Gateway, and the Gateway itself are not 

convincing components of a protection system. Nevertheless, Blegen and Rawson 

regarded the hilltop as having been fortified in the early Mycenaean Penod?' Until more 

tangible evidence is forthcoming, this concIusion should be regarded with caution. 

Perhaps the key to the interpretation of the Gateway is its relationship to Tholos 

IV [FIG. 21. The Gateway aligns with the dromos of this tomb, which was also buiIt 

approximately at the same tirne.%' The steps may sirnply be a staircase that facilitated 

mm, pp. 8-18. 
Best seen in PN III, fig. 306; PNIII, pp. 11-L3. MARFVP was notable to observe the entire stretch of  

this walI, but it does not appear to follow a straight line as Blegen and Rawson depicted in their plan. 
Nonetheless, in FIG. 79 included in this discussion, the waIl is represented according to Blegen and 
Rawson's interpretation. 
s6 Part of the this wall is Section 8 of wall 17L; PN I, 279, 
'" PNIIIy p. 3. 
548 MH - LH 1; PNIII, pp. 95-134. 
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communication between the tomb, the area before the tomb and the hilltop proper. Well- 

built retaining walls were placed to either side of the Gateway to insure stability and 

durability and as a result the Gateway appears monumental and perhaps fortified. Tholos 

IV and the Northeast Gateway were ctearly planned to align with one another and since 

the staircase was by its very nature transitional (Le. built to move people from one 

elevation to another) there was no doubt some structure or structures placed on the sarne 

line farther up the hi11 towards the southwest. The Gateway then may not have been a 

barrier, but part of a formal arrangement of landscape and built architecture. 

CIose to the Gateway and belonging to the sarne building phase are fragmentary 

walls in the Belvedere Area [FIGS. 70 AND 721. Those that remain were humbly-built rubble 

walls founded directly on bedrock. Blegen and Rawson thought they were rernnants of  

domestic structures though no complete building was found- 

On the other side of the hilltop, the SW series of walls beneath court 63 also 

belongs to the early LH 1 penod. These were nicely built and they al1 re-used cut blocks 

in the pseudo-ashlar style. The building or buildings that these walls represent must have 

been important structures. The walls follow straight courses and intersect at right angles 

showing some degree of care and ski11 in their erection. The walls were also founded 

solidly on bedrock to insure their stability. 

In the Northwest Area, rubble walIs AB, L, H and O were built at this time [F~G. 

621. Walls L and H nrn northwest/southeast and wall O aligns southwest/northeast. 

Building in this area of the hilltop was very active throughout a11 chronological periods 

and represents expansion of the hilltop. Most of the later walls follow these iwo 

alignments and altogether, they appear to have been laid out according to a crude grid 
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system. The compartments between the walls probably served to retain earth and to 

create terraces for buildings above. 

For the remainder of the early Mycenaean period, building on the hilltop 

continued and followed two trends: expansion and development towards more 

monumental architecture [mû. 801. New walls continued to replace old ones in the 

Northwest Area. More drains were added in the same area, but unlike MH Drain c, the 

new drains discharged their waste offthe hilltop towards the northwest. Drain a is the 

Iongest surviving stretch (more than 29 meters) of drain fiom this period. It originates 

somewhere underneath room 27, or perhaps even farther northeast, and mns towards the 

southwest for ca. 15 rneters. It turns towards the northwest and continues another 14 

meters where it then becomes obscured by wall J. Along this stretch, the drain passes 

through the existing wall B. To create the passage the builders carefully removed stones 

kom wall B's upper two courses to make a charnel and then spanned the two sidewalls 

with srnali, flat slabs [FE 621, Drain b may have intersected Drain a, but further 

excavation is required to establish their relationship. Drain b cut through wall B also, 

and discharged its waste out towards the northwest. The fieestanding portions of both 

drains were built with rubble, with two thin side walls; these were spanned and covered 

with srnall, unworked slabs. The floors of both drains appear to have been lined with flat 

~ labs .~ ' '~  

Expansion or terracing also occurred on the southwest edge of the hilltop. One of 

the first phases is represented by the large limestone slab-built wall, centered 

approximately beneath roorn 65 [FIG. 391. It was laid parallel to the contours of the hilltop 

549 The entire floor of both drains could not be h1Iy observed. 



and had two phases, with one wall built atop the other. These were replaced in a later 

expansion with a rubble wall placed farther down the dope and also running parallel to 

the contours of the edge of the hiIItop. The later rooms, 65,69,79 and 80, covered up 

this wall in the LH III period, 

Plaster floors, cut stone colurnn bases, and orthostate construction appeared in the 

Early Mycenaean Period. Two plaster floors belong to this phase. The first lies beneath 

the northwest and north portions of court 88 and runs beneath the West corner of the Main 

Building.550 A small remnant of this floor can be seen in FIGUREI~ and it is labeled with an 

elevation of 192.37 m. ASL. The floor's extent is unknown, but it appears to have been 

quite large. 

The second plaster floor lies in Area 106 [FIG. 581. Zn its present state it is much 

smaller than the floor beneath court 88, but it was partially destroyed by later (though still 

Early Mycenaean) walls, so its full extent is unknown. This floor was painted blue with 

two white stripes aligning approximately westleast. The floor is contemporary with a 

pair of column bases just to the south of it.SS' They too follow a wesdeast alignment and 

were no doubt laid in conjunction with the white stripes of the plaster f l o ~ r . ~ ~ '  

None of these plaster floors stayed in use for long. Later in the Early Mycenaean 

Penod, rubble-built walls cut through the blue plaster floor in Area 106 and a new wall 

put the plaster floor beneath court 88 out of use. The wall, built in a new masonry style 

(orthostate construction), was part of a large building program that covered a good 

portion of the southwestern half of the hilltop. Another orthostate wall was built over the 

"O It lies beneath the orthostate socle. PNI,  pp. 293-294. 
"' Cooper, 1994; PNIII, pp. 29-3 1. 
552 BIegen and Rawson (PNIII, p. 30) refened to the combination as a 'spacious portico.' 
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LH 1, pseudo-ashlar wall at the south and southwestem edges of the hilltop, and probably 

represents another phase of expansion. 

The remains of the orthostate walls, which were being built at this time, are not 

sufficiently preserved to determine their extent or the outline of any structure, but îhere 

may have been more than one building constructed with these walls. The walls have their 

orthostate slabs facing outward, that is, towards the southwest, southeast, northeast and 

northwest, as if they once were façade walls for a large rectangular building. The area 

bordered by the orthostate walls measures more than 2200 m2. If this represents a single 

building, it would have been approximately 500 m2 larger than the later Main Building. 

Though exact dimensions and layout are unlaiown, the architecture on the hilltop at this 

time was monumental in masonry and in size. 

The first extant evidence of building activity in the Lower Town appears in the 

Early Mycenaean penod? Blegen and Rawson sunk five trenches in the terrace 

immediately below the southwestem façade of the Southwestem Building [FIG. 7 ~ .  

Though occupation may have begun in MH, the earliest walls belong to the LH 1-11 

periods. Most of the walls are rubble masonry and the few noors uncovered are clay and 

pebbles. Walls average in thickness 0.57 m?" and were probably part of  small structures. 

The largest wall, the northeastem-most wall in Lower Town trench II, is a bit more 

substantial and measures 0.9 1 m. in width. It rests on an earlier, thicker, predecessor. 

Both walls run parallel to the contours of the terrace and may have been built as retaining 

walls. In 1996, MARFW opened up the very north end of Lower Town Trench Io which 

'" PNIII, pp- 47-68, specifically, the Lower Town Trenches, pp. 52-61. 
Measured fiom the published drawings in PN III, f i e  3 13-3 18. 



is now partiafly within the area enclosed by the site's fence. Wall lSs5 was built with 

rubble; if its present state is any indication of its original construction, the wall was quite 

thin and built with minimal concem for its appearance and stability. In contrast, wall3, 

of which M X R W  exposed only its northeastern-most end, was more sturdily built with 

rubble masonry that included some cut stone. Occasional, partially-worked blocks in 

rubble rnasonry is not unusual since in the Belvedere Area, at least one worked stone was 

used. It was laid in the lowest course as a quoin at the corner of a srna11 structure fonned 

by walis M and N [HG. 701. 

Throughout the Early Mycenaean Period, the ndge experienced growth so that by 

the end of the period, the estimated settlement size reached 7-0 ha? The lower terraces 

irnmediately below the hilltop proper were still the main areas of settlement, but sherd 

densities increased in the areas to southeast and east along the more gentIy sioping sides 

of the ridge. Occupation in the Lower Town area continued al1 the way up and through 

the LH IIIB period, coinciding with the last major phase of the hilltop proper. 

Late Helladic III A 

The Northeast Gateway remained in use in LH IIIA and building activity 

continued in the Belvedere Area and Area 106 [FIG. 811. TO the south of Area 106, a small 

building was erected. It included room 102 and because of the plaster adorning its walIs 

5 5 W a ~ i  designations are Blegen and Rawson's (PNIII, fig. 3.14) 
556 PRAP 19970, p. 430. 



and floor, Blegen and Rawson thought it had been a cistem [FIG. 571.'~' The srnall building 

was built at the same time as the Fust section, A, of the Aqueduct. There rnay have been 

a connection between the Aqueduct and room 102 at this time. The path of Section A 

was altered in LH IIIB, but if it had continued in a southwesterly direction, perhaps in its 

original state, it would have nin into the small building containing room 102. Thus, a 

water-related fùnction for the building is possible in LH IIIA. 

At least two, perhaps three buildings (labeled A, B, and C in FIGURE 81), were 

constructed in this penod and al1 used the new ashlar style masonry that was introduced 

at this time. On the southwestern edge of the hilltop, Building A was erected with a 

massive southwestern façade. The wall represents the last phase of expansion of the 

hilltop in this direction and it served to retain earth and support rooms placed above it. 

Six sections of the wall can be reconstructed and al1 were built in the ashlar style. The 

northeast façade (wall 18L) was also built in the same style. 

The interior arrangement of the rooms of Building A is difficult to reconstruct. 

The exception is Halls 64 and 65 which were probably laid out as a unit. The surviving 

colurnn base in Hall 65 and the three bases in Hall 64 al1 lie within centirneters of the 

same elevation, ca. 192.33 m. ASL. This suggests that they were set in pIace at the same 

time. AIso, rnany of the rooms' walls bond. The northwest (SWSO) waU bonds with the 

southwestern and northeast façades and their southeast (SW52) wall bonds with 

southwestern façade. Parts of walls SW50 and SWS 1 were later remodeled, so the 

original configuration of the doonvays leading in and out of the rooms is unknown. 

Smaller rooms were laid out to either side of rooms 64 and 65. The northeast 
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façade extended northwestward, as indicated by the T-shaped anta block 18L.b and the 

bedding Stones upon which the ashlar blocks were set. This section was later robbed of 

its cut blocks [nc. 1261. Behind the façade, the walls were constmcted in several different 

masonry styles and represent both original and later, rernodeled walls. 

The southwestern façade probably also extended northwestward, but its original 

course and construction style is uncertain. Sections 1,2 and 3 of wall 17L were built of 

heavy limestone slabs and since they are not ashlar style walls, Blegen and Rawson 

thought they represented Iater repairs to the façade? The limestone slab waIls are 

definitely later than Section 4 of the southwestern façade since they abut the latter, but 

how late cannot be said for sure. Nonetheless, Building A did contain rooms laid-out to 

the northwest of room 65. If the northwest wall (SWSO) of this room was built as a 

façade wall, it should have been built in the ashlar style, like the other façades. But it is a 

rubble wall, which rnakes it an interior wall. Thus, the southwestern façade of Building 

A must have extended northwestward, in the same direction as the northeast façade (wall 

18L). Sections 1,2, and 3, although they are later building activity, no doubt replaced an 

earlier wall following approximately the same alignrnent. 

Even greater difficulty is encountered attempting to interpret the profusion of 

walls to the southeast of room 65. Biegen and Rawson attempted a reconstmction [FIGS. 4 

AND 34lSJ9, but some of the walls they used run ovçr the top of the southeast wall of room 

65 (SW52) and therefore must belong to a later phase [FIG. 391. Others abut S W52, so they 

too are later. And still othets were destroyed to make roorn for SW52. Despite these 

problems, since the southwestern Façade extends southeastward beyond room 65, there 



must have been rooms and buiIt spaces in this area and some of the abutting walk, 

though later, may have been built shortly after the erection of wall SW52. 

Building A's southwest façade ends with a new set of steps at its southeast end. 

In its original configuration, the staircase was flarèked on the northwest by Section 10 of 

wall 17L and on the southeast apparently by the nûrthwest wall of Building X. Building 

X either had remained standing from an earlier period or had been partially rebuilt. Ln its 

present condition, Section 10 is better preserved with two courses of ashlar in situ. The 

northwest wall of Building X is stripped of most o f  its upper courses. The steps, too, are 

poorly preserved. One step rernains in situ and bonds with Section 10. It is a poros block 

cut to form a tread and riser. However, some of the steps' foundations are still in place 

and these perrnit a plausible reconstruction [FIG. 531. The staircase consists of two flights of 

steps. The first flight began about 1.50 m. in front of the ashIar façade and was 

composed of four steps with low risers, ca. 0.30 m., and broad treads, 0.50 m. A broad 

plaster rarnp led up fiom the southwest and abutted the lowest step. The next flight, 

began at the exterior face of the façade and continried to the northeast with six steps with 

risers of the same height, Ca. 0.30 m., but deeper treads, ca. 1.00 m. 

The steps and the ashlar façades certainly give Building A an impressive veneer. 

It was the largest of the three buildings on the hilltop in LH IIIA and later it became the 

LH IIIB Southwestern Building. BIegen and Rawson suggested that the Southwestern 

Building was the first palace on the h i l l t ~ p . ~ ~ ~  With ifs size and construction material, the 

building was no doubt an important structure at Epano Englianos. 

Building B was part of the same building program that included Building A. The 

559 PN rir, fig. 306. 



building was srnailer than Building A and roughly corresponded in size to the northeast 

suite of rooms (29-34,36,39 and 40) of the later Main BuiIding. Building B 's northeast 

ashlar façade replaced the earlier orthostate façade located outside room 34. Part of the 

façade was built as an ashlar shell wall, which returns twice at room 32. Thus, at least 

three of Building B's façades were done in ashlar. The interna1 layout of the building is 

unknown because it was obscured by the later LH IIIB remodeling. There is only one 

break in the floor in this area of the Main BuiIding and it occurs in the doonvay between 

rooms 29 and 33. Here, a mbble wall, probably LH HIA, seems to have served as the 

doonvay's threshold in the LH IIIl3 peri~d.'~' Stainvay 36 also belongs to the Iater 

remodeling phase. Its southeast anta block is flush with the nser of the first step while 

the northwest block is not [FIG. 1201. The offset suggests that one block was in place from 

an earlier building period and the other anta block and steps were added later. 

The third of the three large buildings of the LH IHA period was Building C. 

Portions of three of its façades were incorporated in the later Main Building and can still 

be seen: the northwest (exterior walls of room 43'43 '48 and perhaps 50), the northeast 

(southeast wall of room 3) and the southeast (wali rn in  FIGURE^). The building may have 

been freestanding or perhaps a wing of Building B. The correct interpretation hinges on 

whether the space between B and C (later room 41) served as an entrance or simply an 

alley between the two buildings. Further excavation is required to determine the 

relationship. 

What lay between the three buildings is now covered by the remains of the LH 

IIIB palace, principally the megaron. Blegen and Rawson dug a pit underneath corridor 

560 PNI,  p. 423. 



25 for the foundations of one of the metal posts of  the protective shed roof '" Nothing 

was found except for disturbed stratigraphy which they attribute to the grading and 

Ieveling o f  the hilltop at the end of LH HIA. They also discovered a plaster floor and 

some rubble walls beneath room 21. Belgen and Rawson dated the rernains to LH IIIA.563 

However, the walls and floor relate architecturally to, and lie at the sarne elevation as, the 

LH 1-11 plaster floor beneath court 88 and the rubble wall that nins across the northwest 

end of the court. So they rnay belong to a penod earlier than LH IIIA. 

All ofthe façades of Buildings A, B and C that face the central area were built in 

ashlar. I n  Minoan masonry, the cut Stone faces of ashlar-built walls generally faced the 

exterior o f  the building and bore the brunt of the natural elernent~.'~ The same may have 

been tnie for mainland architecture, though insuffrcient evidence survives to rnake such a 

broad conclusion. The north wall of the  COU^ before the megaron at Mycenae and the 

southeast wall of court 3 at Epano Englianos were ashlar faced and both courts were open 

to the sky. If this general practice applies to LH IUA Epano Englianos, then the area 

between the buildings may have been one large open space - a configuration that recalls 

the layout of Minoan palaces. 

In an attempt to interpret the early buildings at Epano Englianos, Klaus Kilian 

reconstnicted an early arrangement of a central open space flanked by several buildings, 

al1 of which he dated to the end of MH and the begiming of LH [FIG. 0q.565 His proposal 

for the plan of the building(s) was essentially that of the overall architectural arrangement 

56' P M ,  p. 161 
562 PN rn, p - 3 3. 
563 PN I u ,  pp. 34-35. 

Walls of interior courts and lighnvells and shell walls are exceptions; MAMAT, pp. 92-107. Orthostates 
were also usually used on exterior wall faces (MAMAT, pp- 83-92). 
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of a Minoan palace. However, some problems do exist in Kilian's reconstruction. He 

thought the patches of plaster floor beneath the west corner o f  the Main Building were 

the remnants of a large plastered court, but the tme extent of these is unknown. Also, 

many of  the walls in his reconstruction belong to various periods and some certainly were 

not used in conjunction at these tir ne^?^^ Nevertheless, Kilian's idea of an early buiIding 

that was more akin to Minoan than mainland architecture is evident in these three ashlar 

buildings - if not in plan, then certainly in wall construction. 

By the LH HIA period sites such as the Menelaion [FIG. 9 3 ~ ' ~ ~  and Tiryd6'  already 

had buildings megaron-like in plan?' These, and also Mycenae, later becarne LH IIIB 

palace sites with central and prorninent megarons fronted by open courts. In comparison 

to these Peloponessian palatial centers, the building development at Epano EngIianos is 

slightly unusual. Most notable is the arrangement proposed both here for buildings A, B 

and C and by Kilian - they consist of  blocks of buildings flanking a central open space - 

an organization which has so far not appeared at any other mainland site. The closest 

parallel as Kilian recognized is the Minoan palace, and although the period of Minoan 

court-centered palaces had al1 but passeds7'and most had gone out of use by LH IIIA, 

Epano Englianos did have one architectural comrade - the palace at Knossos"', which 

still endured as a court-centered building. 

As will be seen below, it is not until the following period that the architecture of 

Kilian, 1985, pp. 2 13-2 17. 
Noted also by  Dickinson (1994, p. 153). 

"7 Kilian, 1985, pp. 212-213; Barber, 1992, pp. 11-13. 
"' Kilian, 1985, p. 209,213. 
569 For thorough discussions, including more sites with eariy Mycenaean palace features, see Kilim (1985), 
Barber (1 992), and Dickinson (1994). 
''O For discussions of the Minoan palace periods, their dates and sorne of their prominent buildings, see 
Dickinson, 1994, pp. 145- 152; Watrous, 1994, pp. 7 17-753; Rehak and Younger, 1998. 



Epano Englianos resembles that of the other Pelopomesian palaces. However, the LH 

UIA period at Epano Englianos is notable for its Minoan architecture on the hilltop and 

the Minoan and Minoanizing matenal of the Grave Circle on the ndge. 

Late Heiladic III B 

More walk and structures survive fiom the LH IXIB period than any other period 

[FIG. 821. Nevertheless, at the beginning of this period, the Northeast Gateway went out of 

uses7' and occupation of the Belvedere Area ceased? As a result, the northeast half of 

the hilltop proper apparently stood vacant during the last phases of the Bronze Age and 

al1 building activity of this period occurred on the southwestern hdf. 

The opening of LH DIB was marked by a large fire that destroyed the LH IIIA 

~tnictures.'~~ This prompted a major remodeling that included the razing o f  some 

structures and the leveling of the hilltop in preparation for new building. T h e  building 

method of the LH IIIB architecture was the new pier-wall building technique. No new 

cut-stone masonry walls were erected in this penod. Instead, where suitabhe, older ashlar 

walls were incorporated into new buildings. The rnajority of the remodelirrg was done 

with pier-walls, particularly in the Main Building. 

Floor-plans also changed. Out of the older Buildings A, B and C, h v o  new 

"' Dickinson, 1994, pp. 2 1-22; Rehak and Younger, 1998, pp. 92-93. 
rr_ PNrrr, p. 7. 
573 PNrrr, p. 23. 
575 PN 1, pp. 34 and 423. The Lower Town aIso suffered the same disaster (PN 1, 19). 
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structures emerged that together surpassed their predecessors in size. £3 and C became 

multi-room suites in the new Main Building and A becarne the Southwestern Building. 

Ln the Main Bui!ding, al1 remodeling was done with pier-walls. In the Southwestem 

Building, pier-walls were added either wholly new or tacked onto existing rubble walls. 

A11 associations with Minoan architecture are now gone. Ashlar wails were no 

longer built. A new megaron (rooms 4,s and 6), which has clear roots in Helladic 

architecture, was built in the large, open and central space, that previously was skirted by 

buildings of  ashlar masonry. The plan of the Main Building also closely resembles its 

Peloponessian contemporaries, most notably in its structured entrance route of propylon, 

open court and megaron- 

Other structures were built aside fkom the new Main and Southwestem Buildings. 

The steps at the southeast end of the Southwestem Building go out of use when the new 

Main Drain sliced right through both them and the sloping plaster ramp. A new set of 

steps was erected at the southeast of end of Building X. These replaced the older set and 

still served the same purpose - to connect the Lower Town area with the hiIItop proper - 

only they were rnoved farther to the southeast. They led directly to the large plaster court 

(58) before the propylon (1). None of the treads survived, but some of the foundations 

did and they reused ashIar blocks. Since the northwest edge of the steps was built over 

the southeast wali of Building X, this structure went out of use at the end of LH IIIA. 

A new fieestanding unit, containing rooms 60 and 62, was placed just to the 

southwest of the Main Building [FIG. WAND 1351. Its southeast wail mns over the top of the 

old set of steps and perhaps prompted the construction of the new steps to the southeast. 

The post holes near the long walls of room 60, as well as the numerous pots recovered, 



suggest that the small building served as a storage facilityn5 Another new building, 

room 82, was built to the northwest of the Southwestern Building. The few finds from 

the building do not provide sufficient evidence for its funct i~n~'~,  but its similarity to 

rooms 60 and 62 suggest that it too may have been an ancillary storage facility. 

Before al1 of the new LH LLIB structures were built or rernodeled, an extensive 

system of waterworks was excavated below ground level [FIG. 91. The majority of the 

drains discovered on the hilltop belong to one large and extensive system known as the 

Main Drain? The chief conduit of the Main Drain nins southwesthortheast under court 

58, continues beneath rooms 60 and 62 and issues out beyond the limits of excavation to 

the southwest, somewhere in the Lower Town. From thete it may have continued 

southwestward off the lower terrace that supports the Lower Town. 

Sections of the Main Drain, particdarly its southwestern portions, were 

constructed with side walls that reused ashlar blocks. In tum, the walls were topped with 

large, worked cover slabs. Considering the drain's solid construction, it was no doubt 

built to withstand and evacuate large amounts of water. Though most of the blocks were 

reused, one stone seems to have been cut specifically for the drain. At the intersection 

with the short, feeder branch fiom room 53, the cover slabs were nicely worked. One, 

now broken, was cut with an inverted Il-shaped cross-section to fit snuggly over the side 

walls of the drain [FIG. 1241. 

''* PN 1, pp. 23 7-24 1. 
''' PN 1, pp. 289-29 1. 
PN 1, pp. 230-235, fig. 426. 



Over the top of this intersection was built a srnail structure [FIGS. 122 AND 1231.~~' Its 

northwest wall was apparently the southeast wall of the Main Building. Its other three 

walls were built of reused ashlar blocks (presently only one course survives) rather 

sloppily laid. The southeast wall is missing one, if not two, blocks. The plaster floor of 

court 58 runs flush up against the faces of  al1 three walls. The interfor fl oor was partially 

plastered. When excavated by BLegen and R a w s ~ n ~ ~ ~ ,  the floor directly above the drains 

and the intersection of the drains were not covered in plaster. Also, the northeast wall of 

the structure does not extend al1 the way to the façade wall, but stops short of it by ca. 

0.63 m. In the space between, the plaster floor is molded into a step that leads down into 

the srnail space (in the foreground of  FIGURE^). ThLls there must have been an entrance at 

this location. Blegen and Rawson proposed a 'podium' function for the structure.s80 But 

the structure was meant to be entered, not mounted as would be the case for a podium. 

The intersection of the feeder and Main Drain is covered with a specially-cut block that 

could be easily removed and put back in place. Therefore, the structure's function must 

be related to the drains - perhaps a place for the collection or disposa1 of water, or simply 

for the maintenance of the drains. 

Several other and smaller drains feed into the main conduit of the Main Drain 

from rooms 43,42,47,3,10 and 63. Another branch, that does not appear on Blegen 

and Rawson's plans8' intersected the Main Drain, just to the south o f  the room 7, and 

drained water off the southeast edge of the hilltop [FIG. 181. This section was nicely built 

In the foreground of FIGURE 124 one can see that the east corner of the southeast façade partially overlies 
the pIaster floor of Area 58. This façade was reconstmcted in 1956 - its course does not follow that of the 
original, LH IIIA façade course. 
579 Seen in PN 1, figure 177. 
PN I, p. 229. 
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with inverted II-shaped channels cut fiom limestone. O d y  a short section of the charnel 

blocks are preserved, but others may have continued the line of the drain towards the 

southeast. 

The hilltop architecture in this major phase of remodeling at the beginning of the 

LH HU3 penod was clearly preplanned. Not only were the drains put in place before any 

superstructure was built, but so too were the door jarnb blocks and many of the colurnn 

bases. Most of the jamb blocks had to be set in place before the walls were built because 

the latter partially overlay the f~r rner .~~ '  The e n g i n e e ~ g  survey conducted by M A R W  

(Appendix C) determïned that columns 6W, 6S, 4SW, 2 and 1 align along the same line. 

Columns 4NE, 6E and 6N also follow a straight course. The precise alignment could 

have been achieved only if the bases were set or their locations staked before walls 5B 

and SC were built. Othenvise, the two walls would have blocked the line of sight 

required to lay out each colurnn course. 

The preplanning and ski11 used in the setting of the column courses and the door 

jambs is also evident in the walls of the Main Building. Many of its long walls 

(designated with an L in FIGURE 10) deviate no more than a few centimeters fi-om straight 

lines and intersections with cross walls often fa11 within a half degree of a true right angle 

(Appendix C). The method of laying out the building is unknown, but the anta blocks of 

the pier-wall system, especially in corner, wall-end and doo jamb locations, may have 

been laid first and then used as benchmarks to lay out the walls between them. Whatever 

the practice may have been, the precision of the surveying techniques along with the 

development and use of a calcium carbonate-enrïched mortar in the pier-wall building 



system designate the early LH lIIB phase of rernodeling as a penod of sophishcated 

building technology at  Epano Englianos. 

Later Late HeUadic iIIB Period 

The Main and Southwestern Buildings remained in use in the later phases of LH 

IIIB, though modifications were made to the former [FIG. 831. The walls of the southwest 

suite of rooms are rubble construction and since they were not built with the pier-wall 

building system, Blegen and Rawson thought they may have been late repair wor!~?'~ 

During the remodeling, the corridor m i n g  along the southwest side of the megaron was 

blocked with hvo rubble walls and two new doors were let into the southwest façade. 

These affected circulation - access to the Main Building was now f?om the outside into 

rooms 20 and 21. The long corridor, in turn, became a single room. 

Room 27 was added ont0 the north corner of the Main Building. Its walls are 

rubble, but as indicated by the fallen blocks just to the northeast, its northeast façade was 

coursed ashlar. Pithoi line al1 four walls and thus the new room provided extra storage 

space for the Main Building. 

Courts 42 and 47 were also appended to the Main Building. Their walls are 

rubble, though ashlar blocks were reused in the lowest course of a short section of the 

courts' northeast wall. This addition effectively cut ofTa11 admittance to the Main 

Building from the northeast and also obscured the finely-built and impressive ashlar 

'13' Well-docurnented in the doonvay state plans by Piet de Jong (PNI, figs 43 1-469). 
583 PN I, pp. 46 and 130. 
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façade. 

The Aqueduct was modified at this time, probably in comection with the creation 

of the two courts. Section A was still used in LH DB. It runs ca. 68 m. across the 

northeastern half of the hilltop fiorn the Main Building to the Northeast Gateway [FIGS. 63, 

64,65 AND 661. Near its northeast end, about 15 m. before it reaches the steps of the 

Northeast Gateway, Section A's sidewafls were partially built with reused ashlar blocks 

and ashlar fragments [FIG. 661. The reused ashlar blocks suggests that this part of the 

Aqueduct was modified in early LH DIB when many such blocks were also reused in the 

pier-walls. One block fiagrnent bears a large hole drilled into its upper surface [FIG. 1 3 ~ ~ .  

As Blegen and Rawson suggested, this may have secured a post that supported a wooden 

aqueduct built between the hilltop proper and the natural spring located 1. 36 km to the 

northeast of the hilltop though still on the ridge.'" 

In the iater parts of LH IIIB, two new sections were added (or rnodified from the 

now lost original configuration) to Section A. The Aqueduct forks ca. 6 m. kom the 

northeast wall of court 42 into Branches B and C [FIGS. 9 AND sa. Branch B is composed of 

terracotta pressure pipes which brought water into Court 42. Section C 1 turns southward 

from the course of section A and runs a M e  more than 5 m. It is composed of 

terracotta, inverted TI'-shaped tiles with cover plates of small, unworked limestone slabs. 

At its south end, it terminates at an ashlar block, over which the water ran. From here, 

Branch C2, hugs the southwest wall of the Northeast Building and nuis ca. 25 m. Its total 

length is unknown because it suffered the same erosion that obliterated the southeast end 

of room 100 of the Northeast Building. Branch C2 was built in yet another fashion, with 
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inverted rI-shaped limestone tiles. 

The pressure pipes of Branch B indicate that water flowed southwestward into 

court 42. Water in Sections CI and C2 flowed southeastward. Branch C heads in a 

direction where no buildings, or at least any indications of such, were found and perhaps 

discharged water off the southeastem edge of the hilltop. Its construction matches a 

section of the Main Drain in Area 58 that also carried water in the same direction. Thus 

apparently, part of the Aqueduct brought water in fiorn the spring to the northeast and 

part of the same system also carrïed water off of the hilltop at the southeast. 

Furthemore, according to the elevations of the channel of section A, it peaks near the 

ashlar block with the hole sunk into its upper surface. As indicated, water ran towards 

the palace and down the Northeast Gateway. Therefore, hvo parts of the Aqueduct 

canied water off the hilltop - the extreme northeast part of Section A and Branch C2. 

It rnay be that the entire 'Aqueduct' system actuaIIy drained water rather than 

supplied it. Section A collected water f?om the northeast portion of the hilltop and 

perhaps from any buildings that once occupied this area, and drained it downhill towards 

both the northeast and southwest. The peak of the Aqueduct occurs at the highest point 

of the hilltop [FIG. 21. Only Section B carried water into the Main Building, but it rnay not 

necessarily have been clean, or drinking, water. The water rnay have been used for a 

purpose other than hurnan consurnption, such as for the manufacture of perfume."" 

Two entirely new buildings were also erected in the late LH IIIB period: the Wine 

Magazine and the Northeast Building. ï'hey, like the modifications to the Main Building, 

increased the hilltop's storage and manufacturing spaces. Both buildings were humbly- 



built with rubble construction. They served purely utilitarian functions and apparently 

did not require the refined building materials and methods of the Main and Southwestern 

Buildings. 

The two new buildings also affected circulation on the hilltop. The Wine 

Magazine's entrance is on its northwest side, turning its back completely away fiom Area 

103 and 106 [F~G. sa]. Ramp 91, which preceded the erection of the Northeast Building, 

but antedated Section C of the AqueductsS0, directed al1 movement up the rarnp 

northwestward and then around the West comer of the Northeast Building [HG. 551. On the 

other side of the Main Building, the rubble wall separating space 61 and court 63 forced 

circulation through a single doorway. 

These additions, modifications and circulation paths indicate that by the end of 

LH LUB, the prirnary outdoor space of the hilltop seems to have been the large plaster 

court (Area 58) on the southeast side of the Main Building. From here, access was 

granted to the Main Building, finneled through either rarnp 59 or 91, or down the steps 

into the Lower Town. Further emphasis on this area of the hilltop was created with room 

93, portico 94 and court 92 of the newly added Northeastem Building. These spaces 

together created the north comer of Area 58. In court 92 sits a nearly cubic block of 

limestone plastered on its upper surface and fiescoed on its four vertical faces [FIG. 561. 

Blegen and Rawson suggested that the block is an altafs7 and if so, it is the only 

identifiable religious space on the h i l l t ~ p . ~ ~ ~  Whatever the function of this corner, in the 

585 Shelmerdine, 1984, pp. 59-62. 
586 Shelmerdine, 1987, pp. 560-565. ; Cooper, 1994. 
587 PN 1, p. 301-302. 
"' Early on in my study of the palace, the late William McDonald, who sank the first trench on Epano 
Englianos in 1939 as a graduate student of Car1 Blegen, drew rny attention to the twin peaks of Mount 
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Iatter phases of LH FIIB, Area 58 served as the major transitional space into the palace 

domain, The extent of Area 58 cannot now be deternzined because erosion has taken 

away its southeast portion. 

At the end of the LH IIIB period, the Epano Englianos hilltop suffered a great 

destruction fiorn which it never recovered- The development of the hilltop and its 

architecture came to a close at this point. Some building activity occurred in the post- 

Bronze Age Geometric Period but it compares neither in size nor in masonry skill to the 

achievements made centuries before. 

Lykodemos to the soetheast. These reminded hirn of  the Minoan Homs of Consecration and he wondered 
whether or not the megaron was aligned towards them. It does not (a line drawn down the center of the 
megaron niether splits the twin peaks nor falls on either one, but off to the southwest of the southwestem- 
most peak; see PNI,  fig, IO), but McDonald's observation is interesting. Area 58 is situated near the south 
corner of the hilltop and it over1ooks the southwestern and southeastern edges of the ridge. As such, it is 
bordered on the northwest by the Main Building, on the northeast by the Northeast Building, on the 
southwest by the Bay of  Navarino and on the southeast by a very distinctive rnountaintop formation. 
Whether or not the mountaintop formation had any significance to the palace occupants, the orientation of 
Area 58 seems to emphasize Mount Lykodemos. 

McDonald's comment may have been inspired by the alignments of the centra1 courts of the Minoan 
palaces at Knossos and Phaistos. The Iong axis of  the central court of the former points, not quite directly, 
to Mount Juktas and that of the latter towards min-peaked Mount Ida (see Shaw 1973c for a compIete 
discussion of the orientation of Minoan palaces). If indeed there was a Iarge central open space between 
the three ashlar buildings A, B and C in the Li3 IIIA period, as proposed here for Epano Englianos, then its 
Iong axis would have pointed towards twin-peaked Mount Lykodemos in a manner quite sirniIar to the 
arrangements at Knossos and Phaistos. 
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APPENDUC B: ANALYSIS OF EARTH MATERIAL COLLECTED AT THE PALACE AT EPANO 
ENGLIANOS 

In 199 1 and 1992, under the direct supervision of the Greek Archaeological 
S e ~ c e ,  M A R W  collected earth rnatenal samples from the archaeological remains at 
Epano Englianos. These samples were tested for 27 elements by inductively coupled 
plasma - atornic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) at the Soil Testing and Research 
Analytical Laboratories in the Department of Soil Sciences at the University of 
Minnesota. This appendix contains the following documents: 

B 1 : Earth Material Sample Numbers and Sample Locations 
B2: Method for Extraction of Multielernents fiom Earth Material collected from the 

Palace of Nestor, Greece 
B3: Multielement Data Results from Earth Material Samples 
B4: Approximate Calcium Carbonate Content of Selected Earth Samples 



APPENDIX B 

TABLE BI: EARTH MATERIAL SAMPLE NUMBERS AND SAMPLE LOCATIONS 

Earth SampleNo. 1 Batch 1 Year 1 Location 

12 

1 I 1 

41 - duplicate 74 1 1991 1 Matrix fiom interstice in wall8L at room 4 

4 1 

# 
74 

4 1 124 1 1992 1 Black earth from floor near the northeast wall of  

74 

49 

wauS9 

Coilected 
1991 Matrix fiom the northwest end of the wall 

1991 

74 

74 

4 - dupiicate 

separating rooms 97 and 98 
Matrùc fiorn interstice in wall SL at room 4 

20 

1991 

1991 

124 

46 

51 1 124 1 1992 1 Matrix from mbble waIl at the northwest end of 

Matrix fiom pier in wall4L near its northwest end 
at room 6 

1 24 

1 1 1 

1992 

124 
50 

room 99 
Black earth from floor near the northeast wall of 

1992 

53 

room 99 
Soi1 beneath fallen ashlar block, northeast o f  the 

1992 

1 24 

55 

northeast façade of the Main Building 
Matrix fiom interstice in waIl5A 

1992 1 Matrix fiom door iarnb in wallSB.2 

1 24 

59 

60 
61 

589 Soi1 Check Sample. 
'90 Soi1 Check Sarnple. 

124 

64 

67 
67 - duplicate 
~a usg0 

1992 

1 24 

1 24 

1 24 

room 18 
Matix from interstice in wall2H (between rooms 9 

1992 

1 24 
1 24 

124 

124 

and 10) 
Matrix frorn interstice in wall 2H (between rooms 9 

1992 

1992 
1992 

and 10) 
Earth fiIIing pithos in roorn 24 

Matrix from wall2B (behveen rooms 20 and 21) 

Earth in wall 17L, Section 1 

1992 

L992 

1992 
1992 

Earth from Great Drain (SE of room 60) 
Matrix from wall of Nartheast Gateway 

Matrix from wall of Northeâst Gateway 



B2: Method for Extraction of Multielements from Earth Material 
collected from the 

Palace of Nestor, ~ r e e c e . ~ ~ '  
Special Job No. 124. 
Data Report, March 9,1992 
Soil Testing and Research Analytical Laboratory, University of mnnesota 

Weigh 3.00 g sample (air dry) were weighed into 180 mi diSPo brand plastic bottles. 
Add 3 ml of 0.76 rnolar (M) acid extracting solution (5% HCl and L% HNO#9' to 
detemine which samples contain carbonates. 
To the samples that contain carbonates as evidenced by the reactioai in step two, add 1 
ml of 6 M hydrochloric acid (HC1)- Swirl samples container and aI:low the carbonates 
to react for about 5 minutes or until effervescence ceases. 
Test the soil solution in step 3 with pH indicator paper, and if the p H  is less than 1.5, 
it is sufflciently neutralized. If the pH is above 1, add an additional 1 ml of 6 M HCl 
and allow to react as in step 3 and retest the pH. Continue this sequence until al1 
sarnples have been neutralized to below approximately pH 1.5 usinig the pH paper. It 
is recomrnended that for samples that test around pH 2 while going through the 
sequence have the 6 M HC1 added in a 0.5 ml increment. It is essemtial that the 
volume of acid added in the neutralization process be recorded. 
Total the volume of acid required to neutralize the sample. Then add/record the 
amount of 6 M HC1 required to make this volume of neutral soiVsalt solution 
approximately 0.76 M in acidity. 
Total the volumes in step 5, and then subtract this volume £tom 30. This gives the 
volume of 0.76 M extracting solution to be added to the above soil solution. The 
figure 30 is the total mls of 0.76 M extracting solution that is sought to be added to 
the 3 g of sample in order to keep the soiVsoIution ratio close to 10X. The final 
dilution factor will Vary sorne from 10X. 
Cover the sample bottles and place on shaker for 30 minutes at a shaking rate of about 
180 epm. 
Filter through Whatman 30 filter paper, discarding the first 2-3 ml of extract that may 
contain contaminates fiom the filter paper. 
Analyze by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) for 
twenty seven elements- Applied Research Laboratories mode1 3 5 6 a  simultaneous 
reading ICP. 

59L This report, including the appropriate footnotes, was compiied and witten by B o b  Munter of the Soil 
Testing and Research Analytical Labontories in the Department of Soii Sciences at t&e University of 
Minnesota. 
592 The acid mixture and strength was selected primarily because the laboratory has used  this mix on soils 
anaIyzed for Dr. John Foss at the University of Tennessee on archeological samples. The mix was 
originally selected for laboratory convenience reasons in that this mix is routineiy used  in this Iaboratory 
for making up calibration standards for water analysis according to the EPA method For ICP analysis of 
water samples. The acid mix and strength is not o f  that importance behveen studies, mnless that data is to be 
compared, but must be kept the same within studies for accurate data cornparison. 



Earth Sample Batch #124 
Amounts shown as mgkg (ppm w/w). 

CD 
Cadmium 
0,723 

0.704 

0.920 

1.078 

Sarnple 

4 
Boron Barium BeryUium Calcium 
4.593 33,151 0.247 117518.70 

Cdup 1 1926.043 1 9.409 

AL2 
AIuminurn 
187 1.699 

0.599 

0.662 

0.718 

0.705 

0.516 

MG 
Magnesium 
843 -649 

883.163 

832.286 

AS 
Arsenic 
9.428 

Wau 

Sample CO CR 
Cobalt Chromium 

CU FE2 K LI 
Copper Iron Potassium Lithium 
19.397 941.706 152.151 1.155 

19.86 1 IO 14.9 19 150.788 1.219 

26.209 1648.784 279.755 0.724 

17.025 22 12-925 309.772 0.73 1 

20.264 2623.128 22 1.844 0.83 1 

64 
67 
67-dup 
Wau 

3.47 1 

4.206 

4.191 

1.794 

4.309 

6.164 

5.985 

1.898 



Earth Sample Batch #124 
Amounts shown as mg/kg (ppm w/w). 

Sample 1 MN 1 MO 1 NA 1 NI 1 P l  1 PB 1 RB 

W a u  1 386.280 1 0.672 1 37.446 1 4.252 1 246.863 1 26.757 1 c26.500 

4 

Sample 1 S 1 SI 1 SR 1 TI 1 V 1 ZN 

Manganese 
325.749 

4 

Molybdenum 
1.134 

67-dup 
Wau 

Sulfur 
134.47 1 

Sodium 
109.9 19 

149.354 
26.647 

Silicon 
7 18.262 

Nickel 
1 1.777 

439.120 

549.452 

Strontium 
158.325 

Phosphate 
626.055 

166.397 

17.713 

Titanium 
4.828 

Lead 
14.386 

2.429 

13.379 

Rubidium 
29 -3 85 

Vanadium 
9.195 

Zinc 
7.274 

6.8 14 

4.60 1 
6.269 

33.419 



Earth Sample Batch #74 
Amounts shown as mg/kg b p m  w/w). 

Sample 1 AL2 1 A S  1 B 1 BA 1 BE 1 CA 1 CD 

Wau 1 1594.303 1 3 6 7 6  1 1.844 1 130.422 1 0.342 1 3609.07 1 0.503 

12 
Aluminum 
348 1.320 

Sarnple 

12 

Sarnple 1 MN 1 N O  1 NA 1 NI 1 PI [ PB 1 RB 

41 
41-dup 
49 
Wau 

Arsenic 
1 E.902 

CO 
Cobalt 
4.68 1 

Wau 1 392.746 1 0.63 1 1 19.055 1 3.993 1 241.473 1 25.578 1 26.500 

3 .O67 

3 .O94 
3.264 

1.743 

12 

Boron 
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C R  
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8-839 
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5-236 
11 .717 

1-650 

Manganese 
454.908 
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55.559 

CU 
Cooper 
32.3 12 
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12 
41 
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49 
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FE2 
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155 1 .O00 
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13.9 13 

- 6 005 

Molybdenum 
1- 804 

V 
Vanadium 

1 1.886 

6.078 

6.165 

8.884 

4.360 

Beryliium 
0.344 

-p669.115 

682.63 1 

1426.260 

1257.977 

S 
Sulfur 
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551.61 1 
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24.62 1 
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Zinc 
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4 1.108 
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33.164 

Sodium 
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130932.00 

S I  
Silicon 
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569.734 

1499.85 

474.3 63 
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1.028 

Nickel 
14.98 1 

SR 
Strontium 

164.160 

162.059 

16 1.947 

146.932 

17.920 

Phosphate 
787.104 

TI 
Titanium 

13.424 

5.505 

5-62 1 

1 1.296 

13.238 

Lead 
25.729 

Rubidium 
<3 1.800 



Approx. % CaC03 
~~uiva len?~ ' '  

12 1 37-42 1 Rubble 

593 Calculations performed by Bob Mute r  of the Soi1 Testing and Research Analytical Laboratones in the 
Department of Soi1 Sciences a t  the University of Minnesota. 
"'' Based on mls of 6M HCl required to neutralize the carbonates in 3 gram of sample while in the process 
of adding the acid extracting solution. 
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Horizontal Distance Measziremen ts: 
Dr. Demetrios Theocharis first surveyed the Epano Englianos hilltop and its 

remains using a system of triangulation based on measurements between any three given 
points and their subsequent calculated angles.5gs He completed a very accurate pIan of the 
excavated rernains to date in 1952. As the excavation proceeded and more walls and 
floors were uncovered, the system of triangulation initiated in 1952 was extended and 
expanded to include the new details. This original survey continued in use throughout 
Blegen and Rawson's excavation. New details, walls, floors, etc, were added as they 
appeared. 

Vertical, or Elevation, Measurements: 
Many elevations supplied by Blegen and Rawson are in reference to a datum line. 

This was assigned an arbitrary elevation of 13.00 m. It is physically marked with a 
bronze peg sunk into the southeast façade of room 7. This wall was reconstructed in 
1956. M A R W  calculated the Above Sea Level elevation for the peg as 192.32 m. 
Other vertical measurements were made fiorn the ground level prior to excavation, which 
unfortunately is now rnissing. 

Although Theocharis' original survey \vas complete and accurate, it was 
impossible to recreate when MAR WP took to the field in 1990. Many of the points used 
by him could not be recovered and the triangulation method of field survey would not 
accommodate the vigorous recording of details required for MARWP's purpose. 

A new survey was thus required (FIG. CA). The palace and its ancillary buiIdings 
are generally rectangular structures which consist of long walls running approximately 
northwest-southeast and short, transverse walls running between the long ones. Walls 
usually follow straight courses and retum or intersect at right angles. The survey laid out 
by MARWP plotted the course of each wall and the relationship of one wall to another, in 
ternis of parallel alignment and angle of intersection. 

For the Main and Northeast Buildings, the initial step in the survey determined 
the course of al1 long walls. These were designated with 'L' and 'LD'. Each course was 
represented by a series of stakes offset an arbitrary distance from the face of the wall. 
The staked line represented the course of the centerline of the walI though offset by a 
measured amount. Second, two control lines, labeled the Front and Rear Baseline, were 
laid out. The Front baseline was set by turning 90°00'00" From the course of wall 8L to 

"' The original excavation field notebooks kept by Blegen, Rawson and their staff (including Theocharis' 
notes) are housed in the archives of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens. 



laid out. The Front baseline was set by tuniing 90°00'00" £rom the course of wall 8L to 
nrn N 43" 00' 00" E- The Rear Baseline was staked parallel to the Front Baseline though 
offset 54.94 m to the northwest (measured along the course of wall4L). Third, the long 
(L and LD) wall courses were intersected with the Front and Rear baselines. The 
intersection angles were then turned and the distances measured between the intersection 
points to compute traverses. Plotting and mapping of the traverses was completed by 
coordinate geornetry. 

Most of the walls of the Southwestern Building, the Southwestern Quadrant, 
rooms 60 and 62, the Wine Magazine, Areas 103 and 106, the Belvedere Area and the 
Northeast Gateway, are either not sufficient in length or well enough preserved to 
establish wall courses. instead a set of paralle1 control lines were staked for recording 
and measuring. These were intersected with the Front and Rear baselines where 
appropriate and traverses computed. 

Finally, tapes were nin along the wail courses or control lines, with their zero 
ends at either the Front or Rear Baseline. Wall and Stone drawing comrnenced along the 
tapes by a system of right angle offsets and plusses from the zero end of the tape. Al1 
horizontal distances were referenced to either the Front or Rear Baselines or both. 

In 1992, with the assistance of a Trimbld Pathfrnded differential base station 
and a mobile unit of the sarne manufacture, a Universal Transverse Mercatur (UTM) 
coordinate was established for the intersection point of the Front Baseline with wall 14L 
(the southwestern façade of the Northeast B~i ld ing) . '~~ This point is: 

No significant discrepancies in rneasurements of the walls and other features exist 
between the MARWP survey and the original, Theocharis excavation survey. However, 
the M A R W  state plans do not record the following: 

the condition and details of the plaster floors of the Main Building, the 
Southwestern Building and courts 63 and 88, 
The extent of the plaster floor of Area 58, 
The pithoi lining the walls of room 27, 
The pithoi of the Wine Magazine, and 
The Lower Town trenches. 

A11 of these areas and features, except for the Lower Town trenches, are very fi-iable and 
it was deemed best to leave the protective earth fil1 in place, even for the brief penod of 
time needed to record them. The Lower Town trenches were beyond the limits of 
MAR W ' s  cleaning permit. 

Also, significant erosion has occurred at Epano Englianos since Blegen and 
Rawson left the site in 1966. Combined with heavy, and sornetimes unrnonitored tourist 

596 Projection: North Zone 34; Ellipsoid: WGS 1984. 
''' Decimal degrees. 
598 Decimal degrees. 



traffic, a few of the more Eragile walls and features have disappeared or suffered damage 
that has rendered thern neady unhterpretabIe. The Southwest Quadrant was most 
effected, having been exposed for more than 30 years. 

TEE m m  TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF THE EPANO ENGLIANOS RIDGE 

The topography of the hilltop proper and the Epano Englianos ndge [no- 21 was 
surveyed with a TriinbldB PatIzftnderO differential base station (positioned at a known 
point) and two mobile units of the same manufacture. The olive tree groves and dense 
vegetation on many of the terraces surrounding the hilltop required the antennas to be 
mounted on 5-meter high poles. Over 3000 UTM coordinates were acquired and 
recorded. From the mobile units, the coordinates were downloaded into TrinrbleB 
software and differentially corrected with points collected from the base station. The 
final points were then ported to AutoCivil@, a civil engineering and topographie 
surveying application, which runs within Autocad@, and the contours generated. The 
map shown in no. 2 combines the optical transit s w e y  of the archaeological remains with 
the GPS s w e y  of the topography. 



APPENDIX D: A BREF HISTORY OF THE MINNESOTA ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
RESEARCHES KN THE WESTERN PELOPONNESE ( M A R W )  - P n o s  
PROJECT 

In 1990, MARWP took to the field, under the direction of Professor Frederick A. 
Cooper of the University of Minnesota and myself, and a small crew, to produce state 
plans and elevations of the Main Building o f  the palace at Epano Englianos [no. 141- The 
building lies beneath a protective metal shed erected by the Greek ~rchaeological Service 
in 1956. We completed our objective within two weeks time and created the first stone- 
by-stone drawing of this building. 

In 199 1, MAR WP retumed to the Epano Englianos plateau for a rnutli-year 
program of investigation that lead to the creation of state plans and elevations of a11 of the 
architectural remains on the hilltop. These remains were concealed beneath a layer of 
bacmll deposited by the original excavators at the end of their investigations in 1966. 
This earth was recycled - it was the original soi1 that Blegen and Rawson had excavated 
and then re-deposited after they had removed most of the items of significant 
archaeological value. When MARWP cleared this backfill, it was found to contain 
discarded ancient artifacts which were not collected in the initial excavations. 

Thus, the multi-year project required the clearing, sifling and removal of the 
ancient artifacts from the backfill. To this end, a 5 x 5 m. grid, aligned north-south and 
based on the Universal Transverse Mercatur coordinate system (Appendix C) was laid 
over the hilltop. The backfilll was removed according to the units established by the grid. 
It was sifted and the ancient material removed and recorded. The catalogued diagnostic 
material collected currently resides in the Chora museurn and non-diagnostic rnaterial 
remains at the site. It was deposited in an artifact dump just to the south of room 1 of the 
Main Building on the southeastern edge of the hilltop. The dump also contains the 
original discarded archaeological material collected by Blegen and Rawson and then 
deposited at the end of his investigations between some of the walls in the Northeast 
~lrea.'~* From the original artifact dump, MAR WP recovered pottery, fresco and Linear 
B tablet fragments, a hoard of worked stone, and bits and pieces of metal. 

With a crew size ranging from 14 to 25 and using the grid as a guide for clearing 
and cleaning, MARWP followed a counter clockwise course about the Main Building of 
removing backfill and exposing the remains. The following table lists the areas exposed 
each summer season: 

'" The main concentration of Blegen and Rawson's dumped matenal was in the space benveen walls B, N, 
S and X in the Northwesr Area. 
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Northeast wo&hoP 
BeIvedere Area 
Gate 
W trenches600 
Area 103 and 106 
W ine Magazine 
Aquaduc t 

Year 
1990 

Aquaduct 
Northeast Area 
Northeast Area 
Southwestem Building 
Southwestem Building (con't) 
Building X 
Southwestern Building (con't) 
Building X (con't) 
Rooms 55,56 and 57 
Courts 42 and 47 

Area of MARWP Clearing 
Main BuiIding 

The backfill was removed only down to the level reached by the original 
excavators. After an area or building was cleared and cleaned, the remains were 
measured, drawn and photographed. The backfill, sified and cleaned of its artifacts, was 
re-deposited. 

The following table lists the members of MXRWP, who coneibuted their efforts 
to documenting the remains at Epano Englianos. 

'O0 These trenches were laid out on the edge of the hilltop by Blegen and Rawson in their for a circuit walI 
(PN IIT, pp. 8- L8, fig. 302). 



NAME 
Cooper, Frederick A. 

Director 
Nelson, Michael C. 

Co-director 

Carter, Jane 
Assistant Director 

Downey, Caitlin 
Assistant Director, 
Drafter 
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PN III, pp. 52-62. 

post-LH IIIB 
o2 

O 
O 

O l3 

Building or Area 
Main Building 
Wine Magazine 
NE Building 
Pantry 62 
Building X 
SW Building 
Room 82 
NW k e a 8  
Area 1 0 3 ~  
Area 106" 
SW ~ u a d '  l 

NE ~ a t e "  
BeIvedere k e a l 5  
Aqueduct 
Lower ~ o w n ' ~  

MH 

O' 

O 

LHIIIB 

oJ 
O5 
0 
O 

O 

O 
O 
O 
O 

al6 
O 

LHI 

O 
O 
O 

O 
O 

LHII 

O 
O 
O 

O 
O 

LHIUA 
oL 

Ob 
O 

O 
O 
O 

O" 
O 
O 

O 



TMLE 2: BRONZE CHISELS AND CHISEL FRAGMENTS RECOVERED IN THE ORIGINAL 
EXCAVATIONS 

Findspot 

. 
Room 9460J 1 ? 0.0 19 1 0.003 1 1 ? 

Condition Length Width: Thickness 1 Blade (m) 1 ~~~% ( (m) 

Room 52*' 
Roorn 
SW 0uad603 

Room 99605 1 Flat-blade, convex 1 Intact 1 0.087 1 0.03 1 1 0.007 [ 0.0025 

TABLE 3: LEMESTONE DADO SLABS LN ROOM 4. 

Flat-blade, convex 
6260"lat-blade, convex (?) 

Pointed 

Room 

Fragment 
intact 
Intact 

0.0 16 
0.135 
0.053 

WalI 

4L 

4L 

5C.2 

5C.2 

5C. 1 

SC. 1 

SC. 1 

5C. 1 

Height 
(ml 

ca, 0.26 

ca. 0.26 

0.258 

0.258 

8L 

8L 

8L 

PN 1, p- 2 18, Fig. 290, No. 4. 
60'PNI, p. 244, Fig. 300, No. 11. 
PMI, p. 285, Fig. 302, No. 6. 

605PNi, p. 306, Fig. 307, No. 2. 
'O5 PN 1, p. 322, Fig. 3 16, No. 6. 

0.0 16 - 0.02 
0.0 18 
0.003 

Anta 

Missing 

Missing 

5C.b 

5C.b 

Thickness 
(m) 

0.065 

0.065 

0.065 

0.065 

5C.a 

5C.a 

5C.a 

5C.a 

8L 

8L 

Length 
(m) 

0.99 (se slab) 

0.30 (nw slab) 

0.53 (ne slab) 

0.67 (sw sIab) 

8.a 

8.a 

8 .a 

(m) 
? 

0.0 1 
0.005 

0.68 (sw slab) 

0-75 

0.28 

? 

8.a 

8.a 

? 
0.00 1-0.008 

? 

0.54 (nw slab) 

0.62 

0-3 1 

0.266 

0.266 

0.266 

0.266 

1-22 

0.32 (se slab) 

0.038 

0.038 

0.038 

0.038 

0.26 - 0.27 

0.26 - 0.27 

0.26 - 0.27 

0.045 

0.045 

0.045 

0.26 - 0.27 

0.26 - 0.27 

0.045 

0.045 



COLUMN Foundation 
~~~e~~~ 

Channel 

T l  
T2 
T3 
T4 

base (?) 

4SW base (?) 

6N 1 base (?) 

Length 
Cm) 

0.87& 
0 . 4 3 ~ ~  
0.87 
0.65 

Diameter 

0.27 

yes I ? 

Minimum 
Width 

(m) 
0.23 
O. 14 
0.27 
0.20 

O. 14 

ves 1 0.68 
ves 1 0-70 

Maximum 
Width 

(m) 
0.23 
O. 14 
0.3 1 
0.20 

Platform 
Diameter 

Dep th 
(m) 

0.15 
0.14 
0.15 
O. 12 

(m.) 

606 Blegen and Rawson measurement (PNI,  p. 327, supra. 2) 
'O7 ibid. 
608 (?) = Plaster floor conceaIs details of colurnn base. 
'O9 ? = Plaster floor conceals details of colurnn base. 

d a  = Platform does not contain a cut Stone base, 



Blcgcn MARWP Dcndrochronology Blcgen Description 
Ref. #: Ref. #: Laboratory 

Rcfcrcncc #: 

Bumcd wood 
-- -- -- - 

WC 20 165 PY L-20 Fragments of 
carbonized wood 

WC 25 170 PYL-25 Wood fragment G ,  
carbonizcd 

Carbonizcd wood 

WC36 181 PYL-36 Bumed wood 

WC 45 190 PY L-45 Fragments of 
carbonizcd wood 

WC 51 196 PY L-5 I B u m d  W O O ~  

WC 52 197 PY L-52 Carbonizcd wood 

WC 58 203 PY L-58 Wood 
-- 

PY L-59 Cliarcoal 

WC 62 207 PY L-62 Burnt wood 

WC63 208 PYL-63 (illegible) 

PY L-65 Charcoal 

W C 6 6  211 PYL-66 Carbonizcd wood 

Archacomctry 
Laboratory 
Description 

Chancd wood 

Burned wood 

Burncd wood, alniost 
charcoal 

Burncd wood, almost 
charcoal 

Biinicd wood w/ soiilc 
carth niatrix 

Bumt wood, almost 
cliarcoal 

Wood cliarcoal 

Burned wood 

Cliarcoal 

Burnt wood 

Burnt wood 

Dccayiiig wood 
fragments in carth 

Charcoal 

Cliarcoal 

Discovcry 
Location GENUS 

Riii, 5, soutliwest QIIÇ~CUS 

doorway 

Roorn 44 Quercus 

Itooni 44 Conifcnis 

Rooni 4 Conifcrus 

42 and Wiiic 1 
Doorway betwccii 

PinuslConifcrus 

Room 3, ncar room Pinws 

Conifcrus 

Roonis 63 or 64 1 Quercus 

Rooni 3, ncar rooni 1 Coni ferus 
4 

$1 Coiiifcrus 



TABLE 7: PIER AND CHASE ELEVATEONS, WALL 8L, ROOM 6 

Number 

TABLE 7.1: CHART: PIER AND CHASE ELEVATIONS, WALL 8L, ROOM 6 

Chase 
Elevation 1 Elevation Oier 

1 

Room 6, Northeast Wall 

+ Piers . i 

(m. ASL) 
192.88 

+ Chases I 

1 

(m- ASL) 
193 -00 

ChaseIPier No. 
! 



TABLE 8: PIER AND CHASE ELEVATIONS, WALL SB, ROOM 6 

Number Chase Pier 
Elevations Elevation 
m. ASL) m. A S L  

192.96 
192.92 

TABLE 8.1: CHART: PIER AiiD CHASE ELEVATIONS, WALL SB, ROOM 6 

Room 6, Northwest Wall 

P 

. +Piers 1 

, + Chases , : 
W 

192.40 
34 36 38 40 42 44 

ChaseJPier No. 



Wall 

5B. 1 

Location 

Southwest anta, door 5- 
6 

Northeast anta, door 5-6 
Southwest anta, door 4- 

Anta Type 

Door jamb 

Door jamb 
Door jamb 

5 
Northwest anta, door 4- 

5 

---- - 

Northwest anta, stair 36 1 2-sided 1 

Bedding Cuts 
(corresponding face) 

Door jamb 

Northeast Anta, door 1- 
2 

Southwest Anta, door 1- 
2 

Southwest anta, Stair 54 
Southeast wall end 

Door jamb 

Door jamb 

Custom cut 
3-sided 

Northwest anta, stair 36 
Ashlar Block 20'") 

Northwest anta, 
northeast façade of S W 1 l-sided 1 

- - 

Northwest, southeast 

Northwest, southeast 

Southwest, northwest 

- 

Ashlar BIock 25'" 
Ashlar Block 26613 

Room 93, southwest 
waIl, southeast end 
Room 93, northeast 
wail, southeast end 

North corner, room 93 
Southeast anta, 

northeast façade of SW 

2-sided 
3-sided 

doonvay 64-65 1 

Southwest, northwest 
- 

3-sidedb" 
2-sided6" 

?615 

3-sided 

4-sided 
3-sided 

Bidg. 
Northwest anta, 

610 PN 1, table on p. 49. 
Ibid. 

'" Mortises indicate a 2-sided anta block. 
'13 PN 1, table on p. 49. 
"" Mortises indicate a 3sided anta, but the cutting of the block's vertical joint surfaces clearly specie its 
position as a wall retum. 
"' Blegen and Rawson noted, 'though no ciear evidence of dowel holes survives, there may possibly have 
been one on the southwest [near the southwest edge,' PN 1, p. 304. 
616 This block is badly damaged, particulariy its upper surface. 

Northeast, southeast 
and southwest 

p l 6  



façade of iMain megaron porch 
BuiIding (room 55) 

- 

6'h 
5"' 
4'h 
3 rd 

2nd 

Mycenae Palace, 
north rvall of court 

(room 53) 

0.39 
Wood 
0.4 1 

Thebes, House of 
Kadmos, room A 

(m.) 

Wood 
Wood 

O -44 

(m.) 

0.68 
W O O ~ ~ ' ~  wood6" 

0.52 

Block Ilength l ~ e i ~ h t  I~ourse  

Wood 
0.58 

17.9-1 

(m.) (m.) 

617 The extent of reconstruction is unknown or very deceptive at Mycenae, but in the present state of this 
wall, there is very Iittle room for a wooden beam of any sort behveen the first and second course of ashIar 
bIocks. At most, a wooden panel of some sort may have been hung here. 
"' This timber course was reconstructed with re-used and re-cut (worked with modem tooth chisels) ashlar 
blocks. 

(m.) 
0.92 

(m.) 
0.45 I 



TABLE 13: MORTISES, SOUTHEAST WALL ( WALL SE) OF COURT 3, MAIN BUILDING 

MORTISE BLOCK I BLOCK TYPE 1 LENCTEI 1 -TH DEPTH 
(m.) 

0.048 
0.049 

OFFSET 
(m.) 

O. 1 O9 
O. 1 O7 
0.702 
0.206 

(m.) (m.) 
Anta 0.040 0.046 

WalI 
Anta 

MORTISE 1 BLOCK 1 BLOCK TYPE 1 LENGTH 1 WIDTH / DEPTH 1 SETBACK 

2OA 

6L9 In the block's present position, this mortise was not cut in relation to the front exposed face of the block. 

20B 
20C 
20D 
2OE 
2OF 
20G 
21 
22 
24 

25A 
25B 

1 1-20 anta 
1 1-20 
1 1-20 
1 1-20 
1 1-20 
1 1-20 
1 1-20 
1 1-21 
1 1-22 
1 1-24 
1 1-25 
I 1-25 

anta 
anta 
anta 
an ta 
anta 
anta 
wal1 
wall 
wall 
anta 
anta 

(m.) 
0.044 
0.044 
0,038 
0.025 
0.058 
0.029 
0.037 
0.037 
0.040 
0.042 
0.039 
0.042 

0.094 
0.069 
0.063 
0.044 
0.086 
0.077 
0.080 
0.063 
0,052 
0,074 
0.050 

I 

0.034 
0.069 
0.026 
0.049 
0.062 
0.049 
0.039 
0,044 
0.043 
0.052 
0.033 

(m.) 
0.031 

I 

O. 105 
O. 163 
0.175 
0.077 
0.023 
0.020 
0.144 
O. 142 
0,141 
0.109 
0.1 12 

(m.) 
0.065 

(m.) 
0.101 





TABLE 16: SOL SAMPLE ANALYSIS FROM TIRYNS (Müller, Tiryns, p. 178- 180) 

1 Percentage of Sample 1 Amount insoluble in 1 Amount soluble in 

Silica (SiO*) 
Titanium Dioxide (Ti 
02) 
Aluminum Oxide 

U] I I 
Potassium Oxide 1 1.61 1 N/a 1 N/a 

30.24 
0.30 

(Alro~) 
Iron Oxide (Fe203) 
Calcium Oxide (Cao) 
Magnesium Oxide 

2.53 

hydrochloric acid 
30.03 
0.30 

3 -32 
3 1.00 
1.45 

. - , & - ,  

Sodium Oxide (Na20) 
Carbon Dioxide (COz) 
Organic Substances 
Total 

hydrocbloric acid 
.O2 1 

2.50 0.03 

1.16 

0.35 

3.26 
24.52 
1.32 
100.13 

2.16 
3 1 .O0 
1-10 

Fixed Fixed 



TABLE 17: PIER DIMENSIONS OF WALL 4L 

TABLE 17.1: CHART OF f ER DIMENSIONS OF WALL 4L 

Wall 4L 

Thickness 
(m.) 

Pier 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 

Pier Number 

Wall Length 
(m.) 



TABLE 19: PIER DLMENSIONS OF WALL 5A 

Wall 5A 

Pier 

34 
35 

35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 

Pier Number 

Wall 

5A 
SA 

Length 
(m.) 
N/a 
0.72 

Thickness 
(m.) 
d a  
1.05 



Pier 1 Waïï 1 Length 1 Thickness 

TABLE 20.1: CHART OF PIER DIMENSIONS OF WALL 8L 

1 

Wall 8L 

1 2 3 4 5 6  7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2  

Pier Number 

8L 
(m.) 
0.76 

(m.) 
0.97- 1 .O5 



TABLE 21: PIER DKMENSIONS OF WALL f 0.J 

Pier 1 Wall 1 Length 1 Thickoess 
(numbered frorn the northeast) 
1 
2 

Pier 
(numbered from the northwest) 

IOJ 
IOJ 

2 
3 

Wall 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

WaH 9L at Stoa 44 

(m.) 
0.72 
0.82 

9L (Stoa 44) 
9L (Stoa 44) 

9 
1 O 

A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1  

Pier Number 

(m.) 
0.80 
0.80 

Length 
(m.) 

9L (Stoa 44) 
9L (Stoa 44) 
9L (Stoa 44) 
9L (Stoa 44) 
9L (Stoa 44) 

Thicliness 
(mg) 

0.44 
0.63 

9L (Stoa 44) 
9L (Stoa 44) 

0.90 
0.90 

0.52 
0.42 
0.63 
0.53 
0.48 

0-90 
0.90 
0.90 
0.90 
0.90 

0.63 
0.7 1 

0.90 
0.90 



TABLE 23: PIER LENGTHS OF WALL 9L AT ROOMS 30 AND 32. 

TABLE 24: PIER LENGTHS OF WALL SW42 BETWEEN ROOMS 76 AND 78. 

Pier 
(numbered frorn the northwest) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

Pier 1 Wall 1 Length 1 Thickness 

Wali 

9L (roorn 32) 
9L (room 32) 
9L (room 32) 
9L(room32) 
gL(room32) 
gL(room32) 
9L (room 30) 
9L(room30) 
9L (room 30) 
9L (room 30) 
9L (room 30) 

TABLE 25: PIER LENGTHS OF WALL SW43 BETWEEN ROOMS 71 AND 76. 

(numbered from the northeast) 
1 

Length 
(m,) 
0.72 
0.80 
0.93 
0.75 
0.54 
0.46 
0.77 
0.42 
0.56 
0.50 
0.94 

TABLE 26: PLER LENGTHS OF WALL SW46 BETWEEN ROOMS 71 AND 73. 

~hickness' 
(m.) 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 

S W42 

Pie r 
(numbered from the northwest) 
1 
2 

(mi) 
0.74 

WalI 

SW43 
SW43 

Pier 
(number from the northwest) 

(m.) 
0.83 

Length 
(m.) 
0.73 
0.77 

Wall 

Thickness 
(m.) 
0-84 
0.84 

Length 
(m.) 

Thickness 
(m.) 



TABLE 27: PLER LENGTHS OF WALLS PI-4, ROOM 60. 
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Figure 3 : Pre-excavation Topography over the Main Building (MAR W) 
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Figure L 2 : Random Range Ashlar (P hillips, 1 994, p. 20) 

Figure 13 : Key to Measu-ing Ashlar Blocks W.C. Nelson) 















Room 8 

I 
1 

Room 2 

u 
Room Room 7 

Chosm 

Figure 20 : Main Building, detail : Chasm 





Plan 

Elevation 

O 0.5 1 m. 
hhh--l 
Orthostale Wall 
Room 7 

Figure 22 : State Plan and Elevation: Main Building, 
detail : Orthostate Wall beneath roorn 7 

flevafion 

O 0.5 1 m. - 
Orfhostate Wall 
Room 62 

Figure 23 : State Plan and Elevation: Main Building, 
detail : Orthostate Wall northeast of room 34 











O Sm 
Rooms 55,56.57 
MARWP 1998 
A:Aahlor Pt Pithor m: Anaatylod* 

Figure 28 : State Plan : Main Building, detail: Rooms 55,56 and 57 



Figure 29 : Plan : Circulation in Main Building 



Figure 30 : Two-room Suites of the Main Building (Palaima and 
Wright, 1985, fig. 5 )  

eariy LH il10 

O 5 m .w 

Lm Sm @ p z  

Rooms 14, i5 & 17 SE 

Figure 3 1 : Plan: Reconstructed Phases of Construction for rooms 
14,15 and 17 



Figure 32: Reconstructed Xylodesia Building System [adapted fiom Blegen 
and Rawson, PN 1, pp. 78-79] (M-C-Nelson) 

Figure 33: Elevation: Main Building, reconstruction of northeast facade 
(Wright, 1984, fig. 10) 

Figure 34 : Southwestern Area of the Hilltop (PNIII, fig. 306) 
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O 2m. d-l 
Wall SW39 

Figure 43 : State Elevation : Southwestern Building, northwest facade (wall SW39) 







Ashlar Wall 4 MARWP 1996 

Wall 17L, sections 9 & IO 

Ashlar 
Siair 
Tread 

Figure 46 : State Plan : Southwestem Building, southwestern facade (wall 17L(, 
Sections 9 and 10 



Ashlar Stair Tread 

Wall 

Figure 47 : 

section 10 
Wall 17L MARWP 1996 

---- 

State Elevation: Southwestern Building, southwestem 
facade (wall 17L), Section 9 

Wall 17L. section 9 

Wall f7L  MARWP 1996 

Figure 48 : State Elevation: Southwestern Building, southwestern 
facade (wall 17L), Section 10 





Figure 50 : Plan : Reconstruction of Ceiling Beam Configuration over rooms 64 
and 65 (adapted fiom PNI,  fig 419 and Graham, 1967, plate 108, fig. 4) 

7 b----+ 

PYLOS -L I l  

SW Bldg I I 

Figure 5 1 : Plan : Southwestern Building, southwestem facade, cornpartment 
construction (Wright, 1980, fig. 4) 





Figure 53 : Reconstmction of Steps in Southwest Quadrant (MARWP) 















t Court 4 2  

+- Court 42 Cour1 47 j 

A : reused ashlar 

Figure 60 : State Elevatioii : Courts 42 and 47, nortlieast wall, soutliwest face (MARWP) 



Figure 61 : Area Northwest of the Palace (PNIII, fig. 3 I l )  













2m Romp 91 

---J 
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Figure 67 : State Plan : Aqueduct, detail, Branch C 1, Terracotta Tiles (MAR WP) 

Figure 68 : Cross-sections of Terracotta tiles of Branch Cl, Aqueduct (MARWP) 
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Figure 69 : Northeast Gateway (PN III, fig. 304) 

Figure 70 : Plan of Belvedere Area (PN III, fig.307) 







Figure 73 : Plan of Kiln (PNIII, fig. 308) 

Figure 74 : State EIevation: Belvedere Area, detail: Kiln, 
central tongue, West face (scale 1 :25) (MARWP) 

Figure 75 : State Elevation: Belvedere Area, detail: Kiln, 
central tongue, east face (scale 1 :25) (MAR WP) 



Dovstail Clamps 
MARWP 1996 

Figure 76 : DovetaiI Clamp Cuttings at Epano Englianos 



Figure 77 : Plan of Palace and Trenches in Lower Town (PNZI.1, fig. 3 12) 



















Mycenoe - Megaron conplex 
k - . - -- - - - .  - 

Figure 86 : Mycenae Palace Plan (adapted froin Wace, BSA 25, 192 1-23, Plate II) 







Figure 89 : Mycenae, Plan and Elevation of the Tomb of Clytemnestra (Wace, 1949) 



I- G r r x i v u  i m - r o n q  a k i n g  position of wcmdan tit -Lems. 

Figure 90 : Mycenae, Wall of South House (Wace, 1949, fig. 24a) 

Figure 9 1 : Mycenae, West Wall of Ramp (Wace, 1949, ftg. 24b) 



Figure 92: Thym palace plan (Müller, Tiryns, III, plate 4) 



SPARTA 1973-4 

I 
Isometric Reconstruction ' 

Figure 93 : Mansion 1, Menelaion (Catfing, 1977, fig. 5) 



Figure 94 : Main building, room 6, southwest wall (wall4L), southwest face 
at room 16, fiom southwest (MARWP) 

Figure 95 : Main building, room 6,  southwest wall (wall4L), southwest face 
at room 18, fiom southwest (MAR WP) 



Figure 96 : Main building, room 6,  northwest wall (wall5A), fiom southwest (MAR WP) 



Figure 97 : Main building, room 6, northwest wall (wall SA), from southwest (MARWP) 

Figure 98 : Main building, room 6, northwest wall (wall5A), chases 38 and 39, and 
pier 37, fiom southeast (MAR WP) 



Figure 99 : Main building, room 4, northwest wall, northeast section (waII 5C. l), 
limestone dado slabs (MAR WP) 

Figure 100 : Main building, room 4, northeast wall (wall 8L), limestone dado siabs, 
from southwest (MXRW) 



Figure 10 1 : Main building, room 4, northwest wall, northeast section (wall SC. l), 
from northeas t (MAR WP) 



Figure 1Q2 : Main building, rooms 1 and 2, Anta 5D.a, northeast anta of doorway 1-2, 
from southwest (MAR WP) 

Figure 103 : Main building, rooms 1 and 2, Anta 5D.b, southwest anta of doorway 1-2, 
fiom fiom northeast ( M A R W )  



P R O P Y L O N  1 

E L E V A T I O N  
3 M. 

Figure 104 : Main building, rooms 1 and 2, doonvay 1-2, (PN 1, fig. 429) 

V E S T I B U L E  5 

P L A N  i 

Figure 105 : Main building, rooms 4 and 5, doorway 4-5, (PN 1, fig. 43 0) 



T H R O N E  R O O M  6 

V E S  T I B U L E  I i 

Figure 106 : Main building, rooms 5 and 6 ,  doorway 5-6, (PNI, fig. 429) 

Figure 107 : Main building, room 3, southeast wall (wall SE), ashlar block 
5E-5 (MAR WP) 



Figure 108 : Main building, room 6,  northeast wall (wall8L), southwest face at northwest 
end, chase 36, fi-om southwest (MARWP) 

Figure 109 : Main Building, 
northeast facade (wall i 1 L) at 
room 32, fiom southeast 
(MAR 



Figure 11 1 : Main Building, northeast facade (wall 1 IL), ashlar block 43 (MARKP) 



Figure 1 12 : Main Building, northeast facade (wall 1 IL), ashlar block 33 (MAR WP) 

Figure 1 13 : Main Building, northeast facade (wall 11 L), ashlar block 35 (MAR WP) 



Figure 1 14 : Main Building, northeast facade (wall 1 IL), weeper outside of room 
32, fkom northeast (MAR WP) 

Figure 1 15 : Main Building, northeast facade (wall 1 1 L), anta (1 1 L-20) in court 
42, fi-om northeast (MAR WP) 



Figure 1 16 : Main Building, early orthostate wall beneath room 7, fiom northeast 
(MAR wp) 

-- 

Figure 1 17 : Main Building, room 1, plaster column ring (MAR W) 



Figure 118 : Main Building, room 15, northwest wall (wall2E), southeast face, 
fiom southeast (MARWP) 

Figure 1 19 : Stairway 36 (PNI ,  fig. 126) 



Figure 120 : Main Building, Stanway 36, fiom southwest (MARCVP) 

Figure 12 1 : Main Building, doonvay 48-49, from northwest (MAR WP) 



Figure 123 : Main Building, Area 58, small structure, fiom northeast (MARWP) 



124 : M, 
$, small 
d drain i 
xthwest 

ain Building, 
structure, piaster 
ntersection, 
: (MARWP) 

Figure 125 : 
Southwestern Building, 
southwest facade (wall 
ML), fiom southeast 
(MAR WP) 



Figure 126 : Southwestern 
Building, southwest facade 
(wall 18L), foundation of 
missing portion, from 
northwest (MARNIP) 

- - -  

Figure 127 : Southwestern Building, southwest facade (wall 17L), section 1, Wes t  
corner, from west (MAR WP) 



Figure 128 : Southwestern Building, southwest facade (wall 17L), section 9, 
from southeast (MAR WP) 

Figure 129 : Southwestern Building, southwest facade (wall 17L), section 10, 
fkom southeast (MAR WP) 



Figure 130 : Southwestern 
Building, column base (base 
64NW), room 64 
(MAR WP) 

Figure 13 1 : Southwestern 
Quadrant, early orthostate 
wall (MAR WP) 



Figure 132 : Building X, southwest facade, fiom southwest (MARWP) 

Figure 133 Southwest Quadrant, ashlar block with dovetail clamp 
cutting (MAR W) 



Figure 135 : Room 60, southwest walI, northeast face at southeast end, fiom 
northeas t (MAR WP) 



Figure 136 : Column Base 106SW ( M A R W )  

Figure 137 : Aqueduct, rnid-section, ashlar block with drilled hole (MARWP) 



Figure 13 8 : Aqueduct, Branch C 1, trerracotta tiles, fkom north ( M M  WP) 

Figure 139 : Aqueduct, Branch C 1, terracotta tile T#, from northeast (MAR WP) 



Figure 140 : Belvedere Area, Kiln, mudbncks of central tongue, 
eas t face (MAR UiP) 

Figure 141 : Tiryns, 
Orthostate slabs in east 
wall of the court before 
the megaron 
(M.C.Nelson) 



Figure 142 : Tiryns, Bathroom (room IX), West wa11 (Mÿller, Tiryns, III, fig. 83) 






